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PREFACE TO THE FIRST EDITION.

THIs volume contains the first Six Books of Euclid's

Elements, t_gether with Appendices giving the most ira.
portant elementary developments of Euclidean Geometry.

The text has been carefully revised, and special atten-

tion given to those points which experience has shewn to
present difficulties to beginners.

In the course of this revision the Enunciations have

been altered as little as possible_ and, except in Book V.,

very few departures have been made from Euclid's proofs:
in each case changes have been adopted only where the Old
text has been generally found a cause of difflculty; and

such changes are for the most part in favour of well-recog.
f" nised alternatives.

' For example_ the ambiguity has been removed from the
Enuncistiens of Propositionm 18 and 19 of Book £: the

fs_t that Propositions 8 and 26 establish the complete
'_ identical equality of the two triangles considered hM been
_- strongly urged; and thus the redundant step hM been

removed from Proposition 34. In Book IL S'mmon'j a_

._'_ rar_ement of Proposition 13 hu been abandoned for_a
well-_ alternative proof. In Book III. Proportion

25 iS not given tit length_ and its place is _']:_' a
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_ple equivalent. P_pesi_ 35 and 36 have _n
tres_t generally, and it has not been thought necessary
to do more than call attention in a note to the special
case_ Finally, in Book _?I. we have adopted an altern_
five proof of Proposition 7, a theorem which has been too
mueh neglected, owing to the cumbrous form in which it

been nsu_Uygive_
.These _re the chief deviations _rom the ordinary text

as regards method and srraugement of proof: they are
pointz familiar as di_cultios to most teachers, and to name
them indicates sui_cient_y, without further enumeration,
the general principles which have guided our revision.

A few alternative proofs of di_cult propositions are
given for the convenience of those teachers who care to
uae then_

With regard to Book V. we have established the prlnci-
pal propositions, both from the a]gebralcal and geometricsl
definitions of ratio and proportion, and we have endeavoured
to bringout clearly the distinetion between these two modes
of treatment.

In compiling the geometrical section d ]_ok _r. we
h_ve f_owod thesystem first advocated by the _to Pro_
_mor De Morgan; and here we derived very material
_atanco from the exl_dtion of the subject given in the
teat-book of the Association for the Improvement of Geo-
metrical Teaching. To this source we are indebted for the
_ved _d moreprec_ewordingot d_t_ons (asgiven
on _ 286, 288 to 291), as welI as for the order and

of most d the propositions which appearbetween

297 and 306. But as we havenot (except in the
_ points above mentioned) adhered verb,dly to the text of

t__ we are _ w_e expreuiq in
_ maam, our obl_ioa to_- w_ to exm_ t_
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Association from all responsibility for our treatment of the

subject.
One purposeof the book is to gradually_amillarisethe

student with the use of legitlmate symbols and abbrevia-
tions; for a geometrical argument may thus be throwa into

a form which is not only more readily seized by an advaueed
reader, but is uaegul as a guide to the way in which Euclid's

pro_tions may be handled in written work. On the
other hand, we think it very desirable to defer the intre-
ductiou of symbols until the beginner has learnt that they
can only be properly used in Pure Oeometry as abbrevi_

tions for verbal argument: and we hope thus to prevent
the slovenly and inaccurate habits which are very apt to
arise from their employment before this principle is fully

r_.
Aecordingly in Book I. we have used no contractions

or symbols of any kind, though we have introduced verbal
Mterations into the text wherever it apl_red that veto
eisene_s or elesrness would be gained.

In Book IL abbreviated forms of e_nst_ntly recurring

words are used, and the phrase8 a_fore and ts _,_ to
are replied by the usual _mbols.

In the Third and following Books, and in additional

matter throughout the whole, we have employed all such

ai_ and a_re "vmtio_ as we believe to odd to the clear.
ness of the re_ouing, care _ng taken that the symbols
chc_m are eomI_tible with a rigorous geometricalmethod,
and are recogui_ by the majorityof teaeherL

It must be und_ that our use of symbot_ and the

removal of unneeem__ ver_.u_i _ by
means hnpliea a desire to _are brevity 8t _I1 hamedL _
Onthe eout._ry, nothingappear, to u_ mo_ mi_devo_
t_ ,a _t wb_ _ _ b7
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steps, or c_ndensing two or more steps into one. Such
uses spring from the pressure of examinations ; but an
examination is not, or ought not to be, a mere race_ and

while we wish to indicate generally in the later books how
a geometrical argument may be abbreviated for the pur-

posea of written work, we have not thought well to reduce
the propositions to the bare skeleton so often presented to
an Examiner. Indeed it does not follow that the form most

suitable for the page of a text-book is also best adapted
to examination purposes; for the object to be attained
in each case is entirely different_ The text-book should

present the argument in the clearest possible manner to the
mind of a reader to whom it is new: the written proposition
need only convey to the Examiner the assurance that the

proposition has been thoroughly grasped and remembered
by the pupil.

From first to last we have kept in mind the undoubted
fact that a very small proportion of those who study Ele-

mentary Geometry, and study it with profit, are destined
to become mathematicians in any real sense; and that to
a large majority of students, Euclid is intended to serve

not so much as a first lesson in mathematical reasoning,
as the firsf_ and sometimes the only, model of formal and
rigid argument presented in an elementary education.

This consideration has determined not only the full
treatment of the earlier Books, but the retention of the

formal s if somewhat cumbrous, methods of Euclid in many

places where proofs of greater brevity and mathematical
elegance are available.

We hope that the additional matter introduced into
the book will provide sufficient exercise for pupils whose
study of Euclid is preliminm T to a mathematical edu-
catio_



The questionsdistn_butedthroughthetextfollowvery

easilyfrom the propositionsto which they are attached,

and we think that teachersare likelyto findin them

allthatisneededforan averagepupilreadingthe subject
forthefirsttime.

The Theorems and Examples at the end ofeach Book

containquestionsof a slightlymore di_culttype: they

have beenverycarefullyclassifiedand arranged,and brought

into closeconnectionwith typicalexamples worked out

eitherpartiallyorinfull;and itishoped thatthissection

of the book,on which much thoughthas been expended,

willdo somethingtowardsremoving thatextremewant of

freedomin solvingdeductionsthatisso commonly found

even among studentswho have a good knowledge of the
textofEuclid.

In the courseof our work we have made ourselves

acquaintedwithmost modern Englishbooks on Euclidean
Geometry: among thesewe have alreadyexpressedour

specialindebtednesstothe text.bookrecentlypublishedby
the Associationforthe ImprovementofGeometricalTeach-

ing;and we must alsomentiontheEditionofEuclid'sEle-

ments preparedbyDr. J.S.Mackay,whose historicalnotes

and frequentreferencestooriginalauthoritieshave been of
the utmostservicetous.

Our treatmentof Maxima and Minima on page 239 is

based upon suggestionsderivedfrom a discussionof the

mlbjectwhich took place at the annual meetingof the

GeometricalAssociationinJanuary 1887.

Of the Ridersand Deductionssome are original;"but

the greater part have been drawn from that large store of

floating material which has furnished Examination Papers
for the last 30 years, and must necessarily form the basis

Of any elementarycollection.Proofs which have been
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found in two or mere books without acknowledgement

have been regardedascommon property.

-As regardsfigures,in accordancewith a usage not

uncommon in recent editions of Euclid, we have made a

distinction between given lines and lines of construetion_
Throughout the book we have italicised those deductions

on which we desired to lay special stress as being in them-
selves important geometrical results : this arrangement we
think will be useful to teachers who have little time to

devote to rider_ or who wish to sketch out a suitable course
for revision.

We have in conclusion to tender our th_nks tO many of
our friends for the valuable criticism and advice which we

received from them as the book was passing through the
press, and especially to the Rev. H. C. Watson, of ClLff_n
C_li_ge,who added to these servicesmuch kind assistance

in the revisionofproof-sheets.

H. _ H..ALT_
F, H, STEVENS,

Jul_l, 1888,

PREFACE TO THE SECOND EDITION.

IN the Second Edition the text of Books I--VI. has

been revised; and at the request of many teachers we have
added the first twenty_ne Propositions of Book XI. together
with a collection of Theorems and Examples illustrating the
elementsofSolidGeometry.
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EUCLID'S ELEMENTS.

BOOK I.

DEFINITIONS.

I. A point is that which has position,but no mag-
nitude.

2. A line isthat which has length without breadth,

The extremities of a line are points, and the tntex_matlon of two
lines is a point.

3. A straight line is that which liesevenly between
it_extreme points.

Any portioneutofffroma strMghtlineiseslleda m_nt_mtofit.

4. A tmxfaee is that which has length and hresdth,
but no thickness,

The boundaries of a surfaes are lines.

5. A Itlame mlrfa_ is one in which any two points

t_t taken, the straightlinebetween them lieswholly in
sudsc_

A planesvxfaceisfrequentlyreferredtosimplyasa plana

Ncrr_. Eu©lidregardsa pointmerelyas a mscrkofIse_/_/e_,and
he thereforeattachestoitno ideaofsizeand shaM .

Similarly he consider_ that the properties of a line arise only from
ira _ and _ss/b/_. without reference to that minute breadth which
every line must really have__f aehtt_l/draft, even though the moat
pe_eet iaatzuments are

The deiinition of a surface is to be unders_.md in a similar way.
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6. A plane angle is the incli_ion of two straight
_es to one auo_her, which meet together, but are not in
the sa_._e strs_ht line.

The point st which the straight lines meet is called the vertex of
the angle, and the str__'_t lines them_Jves the arms of the angle.

_nen several angles are at one point O, any one /_Of them is expressed by three letters, of which the C "
letter that refers to the vertex is put between the
other two. Thus if the straight line80A, OB, OC
meet at the point O, the angle contained by the /
straight lines OA, OB is named the ankle AOB or d" III !
BOA ; and the shale contained by OA, OC is named O A
the angle AOO or COA. Similarly the angle con- /"
rained by OB, OO is referred to as the angle BOC
or COB. Bu_ if there be only one angle at a point,
it may be expressed by a single letter, as the a_e
_O. O

Of the two st_,ight lines OB, OO shewn in the _O
_oln_ figure, we recognize that OC is more in-
¢Zi_4 than OB to the straight line OA : this we
expre_ by eaylng that the angle AOC is grea_r
than the augle AOB. Thus an angle must be . ..
regarded as having ,aa_t_&. 0 &

It should be observed that the angle AOO is the sum ot the
angles AOB and BOC ; and that AOB is the di_eren_e of the
AOO _ BOO.

The be_nner is cautioned against _uppoah_ that the size of an
au_le is altered e_th_r by increasln 8 or _ the length of its

ma_he_ view of an angle is reeo_nlzed in .many.branches of
st_s ; and though not employed by Euclid, _t _s hem _iven

beeanse it furnishes more _learly than any other a eoneeption of what
is meant by the _e of an angle.

Suppose that the straight llne OP in the figure __C/C

iS _apable of revolution about the point O, _ the
hand of a watch, but in the opposite direction; and

from the po_i_don OA to the po_n_., oocupied by
OB =_ 00, A

B_h = lln_m_ b_v_un_e _ _ 0
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7. When a straight line standing on |
another straigh_ line nmkes the adjacent

fangles equal to one another, each of the an-
gles is called a right angle; and the straight
line which stands on the other is called a
perpendieulax to it. ,,,

8. An obtuse angle is an angle which /

is greater than one right angle, but less __ /
than two right angles.

9. An acuteangle is an angle which is
less than a right angle. \

[In the adioining figure the straight line _,B

OR may be snpposed to have amved at {,, _

its present position, from the position occu-
pied by OA, by revolution about the point 0
in e_ther of the two directions indicated by
the arrows: thus two straight lines drawn
from a point may be considered as forming (i/_0_..._' -A
two angles, (marked (i) and (ii) in the figure)
of which the greater (fi) is said to be reflex.

If the arms OA, 08 are in the same ........ _
straight line, the angle formed by them B O A
on either side is callec[ a straight angle.]

10. Any portion o_ a plane surface bounded by one
or more lines, straight or curved, is called a l_Iane _gur_

The _um of the bounding linesis c_lled theper_aeter of the figure.
Two figures are said to be equal in area, when they enelose equal

l_tion_ of a plan_ surfa_.

11. A circle is a plane figure contained
by one line, which is cahed the circum-
ference, and is such that M1 straight lines
drawn _-om a certain point within the
figure to the circumference are equal to one
another : this point is called the centre of
the circle.

A radius o! _ circle is _ straight line drawn Lnnn the
ee_tre to the ciremnferen_

1--2
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12. Ak At=mete_ of a circle is a straight line drawn
through the centre, and terminat_xl both ways by the
circum£orence.

13. A semicircle is the figure bounded by a diameter
of a circle and the part of the circumference cut off by the
diameter.

14. A segment of a circle is the figure bounded by
a straight line and the part of the circumference which it
cuts off.

15. R_lineal _ are those which are bounded
by straight lines.

16. A triangle is a plane figure bounded by three
straight linea

Any one of the angul_ points of a triangle may be regardedas its
vertax; and the opposite side is then called the base.

17. A quadrilateral is a plane figure bounded by
four straight ]inea

The straight line which joins opposite angularpoints in a quadri.
lateral is calleda diagonal.

18. _4, polygon is a plane figure bounded by more
than four straight lines.

19. An eqn!L_teral triangle is a triangle
whose three sides are equal /\

A
20. An isosceles triangle is a triangle two /_,

of whose sides are equal

21. A _alene triable is a triangle which
has three unequal sides. //



22. A r_t-an_ _e is a tr_ngle
which has a rightangle. //I

The side opposite to the right angle in a rlght-angled triangleis
called the l_V_mue.

23. An obtuse-angle_triangle isa /_
trianglewhich has an obtuseangle.

24. An acute-angledtriangleisa triangle //_
which has t_reeacuteangles.

litwillbe seenhereafter(BookI.Proposition17)thutever#
triangle musthaveatleasttwoacuteangles.]

25. Parallel straight lines are such as, being in the
same plane, do not meet, however far they are produced in
either direction.

26. A ParaUelogram is a ,our-sided / /
figurewhich has itsoppositesidespa-
rallel.

27" A rectangle is a l_rallel°gram which I l
has one of its angles a right angl_

28. A. squaxe is a four-sided figure which
has all its sides equal and all its angles right i
angles. tlitmay easilybe_hewnthatifa quadrilateral
has allitssidesequaland oneanglea rightangle, l p

thena_itsangleswillberightangles.]

29. Arhombasisa four-sidedfigure / -/

which has allits sidesequal,but its

angles are not rightangles. _/

30. A. tra_J.um is a four-sided figure
which has _ of itssidesparallel
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ON THE POSTULATE&

In order to effect the constrtwtlons necessary to the study of
geometry, it must be supposed that certain instruments are
available; but it has always been held that such instruments
should be as few in number, and as simple in character as
peseible.

•For the purposes of the first Six Books a _ra_j_t ru/_r and
a pair of compasses are all that are needed; and in the follow-
ing Postulates, or requests, Euclid demands the use of such
instruments, and assumes that they suffice, theoretically as well
as practically, to carry out the processes mentioned below.

POSTULATES.

Let it be granted,

1. That a straight line may be drawn from any one
point to any other point_

When we draw a straight line from the point A to the point B, we
are said to join AB.

2. That a finite, that is to say, a terminated straight
line may be produced to any length in that straight line.

3. That a circle may be described from any centre, at
any distance from that centre, that is, _rith a radius equal
to any finite straight line drawn from the centre.

It is important to notice that the Postulates include no means of
dif'ect meoJurement: hence the straight ruler is no_ supposed to be
graduated; and the compasses, in accordancewith Euclid'"'suse, are
not to be employed for transferrin9 d/s_nce_ from onepart of a figure
to another,

ON THE AXIOMS.

The science of Geometr_ is based upon certain simple state-
merits, the truth of which m assumed at the outset to be self-
e_den_

These self-evident truths, called by Euclid ffozamon zVo_/o_,
lire _ know'nll,lithe A"t'io_mJ.
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The nece_ary c_cs of an Axiom are
sho(ui) That it should be _df_; that is, that ira truth

ld be immediately accepted without proof.
(ii) That it should be f_zc_me_ta_; that is, that its truth

should not be derivable from any other truth more simple than
itsel_

(iii) That it should supt_ly a basis for the establi_ent of
further trutha

These characteristic_ may be s, mmed up in the following
definition.

D_rm_o_. _An A_r_omis a self-evident truth, which neither
require8 nor is capable _f proof, but which serves as $ founda-
tion for future reasonmf_

A_doms are of two ldn_ 9ener_ and 9eon_r/_.
GeneralAxiomsapplytoma_jn/t_ o/at__nd._.Geometri.

ca1 Axioms refer exclusively to #eometr_c_Zm_yrt_, such as
havebeenalreadyindicatedinthedefinitions.

GENERAL _XIO_&

1. Things which are equal to the same thing are equal
to one another.

_. Ifequalsbe added toequal%the wholesareequs/.
3. If equals be token from equals, the remaln_ are

equal.
4. _ equals be added to unequals, the wholes are un-

equal, the greater sum being that which includes the greater
of the unequals.

5. If equals be taken from unequals, the remainders
are unequal, the greater remainder being that which is le_
from the greater of the unequals.

6. Things which are double o_ the _me thing, or
of equal things_ are equal to one another.

7. Things which are halves of the same thing_ or of
equal things, are equal to one another.

9._ The whole is greater than its part.

* To p_serve the classificationof generaland geome_ axioms,
we have ptacedEuclid's n_'_YAaxiom beforethe _Wt_.



GEOMETRICAL .AXIOMS,

8. _tudes which can be made to co_cide with one
another, are equal

td_dThi_ axiom affords the ultimate test of the equality of two geome-
magnitudes. It implies that any Hne, angle, or figure, may be

s.uppo_d to be taken up from its position, and without change in
raze or form, laid down upon a second line, angle, or figure, tor the
purpose o! compsricon.

This prooeu is called nperpo_tlon, and the first magnitude is
said to be a_)Iled to the other.

10. Two straight lines cannot enclose a space.

ll. All right angles are equal.

[The statement that all right angles are equal, admits of proof,
andis therefore perhaps out ofplace as an Axiom.]

12. If a straight line meet two straight lines so as to
make the interior angles on one side of it together less
than two right angles, these straight lines will meet if con-
tinually produced on the side on which are the angles which
are together less than two right angles.

Tha_ is to say, if the two straight A.___ _Hnes AS and CD are met by the straight F B
line EH at F and G, in such a way that
the angles BFG, DGF are together less D
tt.L_ two right angles, it is asserted that
AS and CD will meet if continually pro-
auc_t in the din_tion of B and D.

[J_..m 12 hu _ objected to on.the double ground that it cannot
eonmae_t..eelf.c_iden, t, and that its truth may be deduced from

pry_p_es: _ _s employed (or the _t time in the _gth Pro.
ox _ J., where a short disc_ of the difficulty will be

The converse of this Axiom is proved in Book I. Propo_tio_ 17.]
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INTRODUCTORY.

Plane Geometry deals wi_h the properties of all lines and
figures that may be drawn upon a plane surface.

Euclid m his first Six Books confines himself to the properties
of straight lines, rect_lineat figures, and circles.

The Definitions indicate the subject-matter of these books:
the Po_tu?z_esand Axiom8 lay dowl the fundamental principles
which regulate all investigation and argument relating to this
subject-matter.

Euchd's method of exposition divides the subje_ into a
number of separate discussions, called propositions; eachpro-
position, though in one sense complete in itself, is derived from
results previously obtained, and itself leads up to subsequent
propositions.

Propositions are of two kinds, Problems and _.

A Problem proposea to effect some geometrical eonstruetion_
such as to draw some particular line, or to construct some re-
quired figure.

A Theorem proposes to demonstrate some geometrical truth.

A Proposition consists of the following parts :

The General Enunciation, the Particular Enunciation, the_
_Construction, and the Demonstration or Proo£ J

desc_ b The _nel_l Enunciation is a preliminary statement,
ing in general terms the purpose of the proposition.

In a 2rob/era the Enunciation states the construction which
it is pro_ed to effect: it therefore names first the _o¢
t_gs give., secondly _e q- _-____a,or thiz_,s requh.od.

In a ¢_ren, the Enunciation states the proL_ertywhich it
is t_o _po__ to demonstrate: it name_ first, the Hypothes_ or
the _litions assumed; secondly, the Oonclulton, or the
tion to be proved.
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The Paxtical$x l_nl_ctation repeats in special terms
the statement already made, and refers it to a diagram, which
enables the reader to follow the reasoning more easily.

The _ion then directs the drawing of such
straight lines and circles as may be required to effect the purpose
of a l_oblem, or to prove the truth of a theorem.

_'_ Lastly, the Demonstration prows that the object pro-
pose_ in a problem has beeu accomplished, or that the property
stated in a theorem is true.

Euclid's reasoning is said to be Deductive, because by a con-
nected chain of argument it deduces new truths from truths
already proved or admitted.

The initial letters q._y., placed at the end of a problem,
stand for Q_I_ erat Faciaudltm, wMr_h _a_ to be done.

The letters Q._.v. are appended to a theorem, and stand for
(_od erat Demonstr_dum, vh/ch _u8 to be _ro_d.

A 00r011a_ is a statement the truth of which follows readily
from an established proposition; it is therefore appended to the
preposition as an inference or deduction, which usually requires
us further proof.

The following symbols and abbreviations may be employed
in writing out the propositions of Book I., though their use is not
recommendedto beginners.

.'. /or therefore, pad (or _) for parallel,

ffi ,, is, or are, equal to, par _ , parallelogram,
* . a_l% sq. ,, _lu_re,
rt_ t. ,, right angle, rectiL ,, rectih'neal,

. triangle, st. line ,, straight line,

,, perpendicular, pt. ,, point;

and all obvious contractlon_of word_ such aBopp. adj., di_,
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SECTION I,

PROPOSITION l. PROBL_.

To d_c_ an _ral t_j_ on a given fi_d_e "
e_ra_ht li_.

:Let AB be the given straight line.
It is required to describe an equilateral triangle on AS.

Co_r_. From centre A, with radius Ae, describe
the circle Scv. _Poa. 3.

From centre a, with radius SA, describe the circle ACe.
Post. 3.

From the point C at which the circles'cut one another,

draw the straight lines OA and CB to the points A and B.
Pos_. 1.

Then dnall ABC be an equilateral triangle.

Proof. Because A is the centre of the circle BOD,
therefore AO iSequal to AB." .Def.11.

And because B is the centre of the circle AO_,

therefore BC isequal to BA. Def..11,
But it has been shewn that AO is equal to AB ;

therefore AC and BO are each equal to AB,
But things which are equal to the same thing are equal

to one another. Az. I.

Therefore AO is equal to BO.
Therefore OA, AB, BO are equal to one another.

Therefore the triangle ABO _ equilateral ,;
. _nd it is deacribed on the given straight line AB. o_r_r.



l%goeosTnO_2. PaOBL_

From a g_,mm _ to draw a stragglg tfi,ns equal to a
glvea straight line.

Let A be the given point, and BC the given straight llne.
It is required to draw from the point A a straight llne

equal to BO.

Oonstructlon. Join AB; _ Post. 1.
and on AB describe an equilateral triangle DAB. I. 1.

From centre B, with radius BC, describe the circl_ CGH.
Post 3.

ProduceDB tomeet thecircleCGH atG. _Post.2.

From centreD,with radiusDG, describe'thecircleGKF.
Produce DA to meet the circle GKF at F. Post 2.

Then AF shall be equal to BC.

_P_'OO/. Because B is the centre of the circle CGH,
therefore BC isequal to BG. .Def. 11.

And because D is the centre of the circle GKF,
therefore DF is equal to DG ; Def. 11.

and DA, DB, parts of them are equal; ])ef. 19.
therefore the remainder AF is equal to the remainder _.

A_ 3.

And it has been shewn that BC is equal to BO.;
there,fore AF and BO are each equal to I_.

But thingswhich areequal to the same thingareequal
toone another. A_ I.

There._ore AF _sequal to BO;
and it has been drawn from the given pint/L Q.F..F.

that _ ,h_il not be used to ¢m_J_r
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PRoPosmo_3. PRo_zs.

p_rt e_aZ to th6less.

F

Let AS and O be the two given straightlines,of which

B isthe greater.
It isrequired to cut o_rfrom AS a part equal to O,

Co_s_r_ct_, From the point A draw the straightline

ADequal to C; L 2,
and from centre A, with radius AD, describe the circle DEF,

meeting AS at E. Pos_. 3.
Then AE shallbe equal to C.

P_'oof. Because A isthe centre of the circleDEF,
therefore AE is equal to AD. 1)_f. 11.

But C isequal to AD. Co_st_'.

Therefore AE and O are each equal to AD.
Therefore AE is equal to C ;

and ithas been cut oftfrom the given straight.lineAB.
Q.E.F

EXERCISE_

1. On a given straight li_ describ_ an is_eles trkngle lmvi_
each of the equal redes equal to a given straightline.

2. On a given base describe an isosceles triangle having each of
the wzual _ides double of the base.

8. In the _ d L 2. ff AB is equal to BC. _ew that D,



Obs. Every triangle has six 9arts, namely its three sides
and three anglea

Two triangles are said to be equal in all resyecht when
they can be made to coincide w_th one another by __
(see note on Axiom 8), and in this case each part of the one is
equal to a corresponding part of the other.

PROI'O_O_T 4. THF_OREM.

If two trlomg_s _ve two tlde8 of the one eqv_al to _eoo
sides of ttw other, tacit to each, antt t_ve also rJm angles
eon_ned by d_ose sides _l ; then shall tl_r b_es or _ird
sides be equal, omd the triangles shall be equal in area, wad

renu_in_n 9 angles slwdt be equal, eacJt to eo_ nacael_¢
tltose to wkivh tAe eclual sides are o_pposiCe: that _ to say, the
t_es al_g be equal iN all reapect_

DA

Let AgO, DEF be two triangles, which h_ve the side AB
equal to the side DE, the side AO equal to the side DF, and
the contained angle BA0 equaJ,to the contained angle EDF."
Then shall the t_se BO be equal to the base EF, and the

triangle ABe shall be equal to the triangle DEF.in are_;
and the rem_Ang angles shall be equal, each to each, to

which the equal sides are opposite,
namely the angle ABC to the anglo DEF,

and the ealgIe ACB to f_heanglo DFF._

For if the triangle ABO be applied to the triangle DE;F,
so that the point A may be on the Imint D,,

_d the stra_ht Line A6 along the straight line _E,
then _ Ae iJ eqm_lto DF_ _m_.

the Ix_t s mu_t _indde with the _t L



And l_c_o_e AB fca_ along DE,

a_d the angle BAO is equal to the angle EDF, _/p,
therefore AO must _all along DF,
And hec_ttse AC is equal _ DF, j_r_po

therefore the point C must coincide with the point F.
Then B coinciding with _ and C with, F,

the base BC must _oinei_le with the base EF_

for it no_ two straight lines would enclose • space ; which
is impossibl_ A_. 10.

Thus the base BC coincides with the base EF_ and is
therefore equal to it. A_. 8.

And t_he triangle ABO coincides with the triangle DI_F_
and is therefore equal to it in area. Ax. 8.

And the remaining angles of the one coincide with the re-

maining angles of the other, and are therefore equal to the_h
namely, the angle ABO to the angle DEF,

and the angle AOB to the angle DFE.
That is_ the triangles are equal in all respects, q._D.

Nm_. It follows that two triangles which are equal in their
several parts are equal also in area; but it should be observed that
equality of area in two triangles does not neoessarily imply equa]ity in
their several parts: that is to say, triangles may be equal in arta,
without being of the same sha_e.

Two triangles which are equa_ in all respects have identity o/form
and _nitude, and are therefore said to be Identically equal, or
eeag_ent.

The following application of Proposition 4 anticipates
the chief difficulty of Proposition 5.

In the equal sides AB, AC of an isosoelee triangle A
ABO, the points X and Y are taken, so that AX /_

equal to AY _ and BY s_l CX are joined,
_hen_that BY Lsequa_to CX.

In the two triangles XAG, YAB,
XA _ eqtu_ to YA, and AO _ equal to AB; Hyj_.

f_a_t is, the two ddes XA, AO Imaeqmd to the two
akles YA, AB, eseh to eaeh;

the _ at A, whieh is ee_._ by theme 0
sidm, is emm_ to both ta_azgles:
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PROPOSITION5. TH_,ORFJ_.

T_ _8 at the b_ of am_osce_s t_ am _J
_o one another; and _f the equal side_ be _od_e_tj tl_
wn,gle8 o_ th_ other side of th_ base 8hall also be equal _o or_
another.

Let ABe be an isosceles triangle, having the side AB

equal to the side AC, and let the straight lines AB, AC be
preduceQ to D and E :

then shall the angle ABC be equal to the angle ACB,
and the angle CBD to the angle BCF_

C_t_uct_on. In BD take any point F ;
and from AE the greater cut off AGequal to AFthe less, L 3.

Join FC, GB.

P_oof. Then in the triangles FAC, GAB,
( FA _ equal to GA_ C_r.
] and AOis equal to AB, _r_.

Because )also the contained angle at A is common to the
t two triangles ;

therefore the triangle FAC is equal to the triangle GAB _.

that is, the base FC is equal to the base GS,
and the angle AOF is equal to the angle ABG,
also the angle AFC is equal to the angle AG_

Again, because the whole AF is equ_,lto the whole AG,
o_which the pacts AS, AOace eq_ _._

_re the remainder BF iS equal to Che_ _ _-_
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Then in the two tr=_-gles BFC, CGS,

BF isequaltoCG, Proe_and FC ise_lualtoQB, P_)eed

Boeatuse_alsothe containedangle BFC is equal to the
contained angle OGB, Pron_

therefore the triangles BFC, CGB are equal in all respects ;
so that the angle FBC is equal to the angle GCB,

and the angle BCF to the angle OBG. I. 4.

Now it has been shewn that the whole angle ABG is equal
to the whole angle ACF,

and that parts of these, namely the angles CBG, BCF, are
also equal ;

therefore the remaining angle ABO is equal to the remain-
ing angle ACB ;

and these are the angles at the base of the triangle ABO.
Also it has been shown that the angle FBO is equal to the

angle GCB ;
and these are the angles on the other side of the bas_ Q.E.D.

COROLLARY. He_s _ a t_iangls _ s_ag _
a/ao eq,xia_,gu/ar.

EXERCISES.

1. At3is a given straight line and C agiven point outsideit : ahew
how to find any points in AB such that their distance fromCjd_ll be
equal to a given ]ength'/ Cansuch points alwaysbe found|

If the vertex C and oneextremity A of the baseof an isosceles
triangle areKiven,find the other extremity B, supposingit to lie on a
_v_- _t _ne P_

8. Describea rhombushavi;_.given twool)poeitengulazpo_ta
Aired C, andthe lengthof eachside.

& AMNB is a straight line ; oa ABde_ribe a__tr_agleABB(_suehthat t_ side AC .ImUbe equalte AN and the side eO to M .

Dmr the _ an_ provethe ]m_Im_en m me cem when _ _ _e:am
toO.
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Thetonom_ l=oofim_metimu_ _ a mlztttutef_ the_zt
l_t of_n 5:

PROPOSITION 5. ALTERNATIVE PROOF.

B C

Let ABC be an isosceles triangle, having AB equal to AC :
then shall the angle ABC be equal to the angle ACB.

Suppose the Lriangle ABC to be taken up, turned over and laid down
e_dn in the potation A'B'C', _here A'B', A'C', B'C' z_l_semt the
new l_dfione of AB, AC, BC.
_Z_nenA'B__ equal to A'C' ; and A'B' is AB in its new position,

therefore AB is equal to A'C' ; •
in the same way AC is equal to A'B'; •

and the included angle BAC is equal to the included angle C'A'8_+ for
they are the same angle in different positions ;

therefore the triangle ABC is equal to the triangle A'C'B' in all respects:
so that the angle ABC is equal to the angle A'C'B'. r_ 4.

But the angle A'C'B' is the angle ACB in its new position ;
therefore the angle ABC is equal to the angle ACB+

q,_l),

EXERCISES.

CHIEFLY ON PROPOSITIONS4 AND 5.

1, Two drcles have the same centre O+;OAD and OBE are straight
lines drawn to out the smaller c_e in A and B and the larger eixe/e
i. O and E: prove that

(i) ADfBE. (ii) DB--E/_
(;;;) The angle DAB ;n equal to the a,_gleEBA.

_+ (iv) Tha_-mS]eODB _ eq._l to the _ OF.A.
2. ABCD _aeqn_lre, andL, M, snd N _-'ethe adda]_ lx_atsot

AB, BC_ end CD : l_ove that
(i) LM=MN. (i_ AM=OIL

_) ANfAM. ('zv) BN:DM.
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8. O is the oenlze of ach-oleandOA, OBmmdli; OM diodes
the angle AOB into two equal parts and cuts the KueAB in M : _ve
that AM=BM.

4. ABC, DBC are two isoscelestriangles deso_bed on the same
base BC but on opposite sides of it: prove that the a_gle ABD is
equal to the angle ACD.

6. ABC, DBC are two isoscelestriangles described on the same
base BC, but on oppositesidesof it: prove that if AD be joined, eaoh
of the angl_ BAC, BDC will be divided into two equal parts.

6. PQR, SQR are two isoscsiestriangles describedon the same
baseQR, and on the same sideof it:shew thatthe anglePQS is
equal to the angle PRS, and that the linePS divides the angle
QPR into two equal parts.

-7. If in the figure of Exeroisc 5 the line AD meets BC in E, prove
that BE=EC.

8. ABCD is a rhombus and AC is joined : prove that the angle
DAB is equal to the angle DCB.

9. ABCD is a quadrilateral hs_ug the opposite sides BO, AD
equal, axLd also the angle BCD equal to the angle ADC : _rrove that
BD is equal to AC.

10. AB, AC are the equal sides of an isosceles triangle ; Lr M, N
are the middle points of AB, BC, and CA respectively: prove that
LM=MN.

Prove also that the angle ALM is equal to the angle ANM.

DEI_rTXON. Each of two Theorems is said to be the Con-
verse of the other, when the hypothesis of each is the conclusion
of the other.

It will be_seen, on coml_, the.hypotheses and conclusioM of
Props. _ and 6, that each pl_OBltion ls the eonvea'sc of the other_

l_o_z, l_ropo_tion 6 furnishes the first in_qanee of an t_e¢¢
method of proof, frequently u_ed by Euclid. It e_nsiste in _g
that an absurdity must result from su___., me meorem m.ge
otherwise than true. This form of demonetrstion Is known as sue
ited_tfe a4 _ and is most eommoaly emp!oyecl in _¢Ablish-
ingitthe converse of wome foregoing theorem.

must not be _ that the eonverse of a true theorem is
itsdf neeemu_ true: f_ in .st_, it will be see_ _om Prop. S_Cor.
t_t ff two _ have their sides equal, ee_h to eaeh, tl_l thdr
a_q_lmwill aiso be equal, each to eaeh ;:butut it may eadly be aheWa by
meane ett figaro that the eonverae of tl_ theo_m iJ not neamm_v
tSue.
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PSOFOSIT_O_6. T_EO_.

If two o/_j_8 o/ a trla_te be _ to o_e _r, t_
tl_e slde8 agso whlc]_ subtend, o_ are ot_osil_ to, t_ equ_g
wngles , 8hall be equal to o_e wnother.

A
Let ABC be a triangle, having the angle ABO equal to

the angle ACB :
then shall the side AC be equal to the side AB.

Constr_c_on. For if AC be not equal to AS,
one of them must be'greater than the oth_.

If possible, let AS be the greater ;
and from it cut Off BD equal to AC. 1. 3.

Join DC.-

P_-ooj_. Then in the triangles DBC, ACB_
( DB is equal to AC, Co',_frr.
) and BC is common to both,

Be_suse ]also the contained angle DBC is equal to the
contained angle ACB ; Hyp.

therefore the triangle DBC is equal in area to the triangle
ACB, L 4.

the part equal to the _hole; which is absurd. Az. 9.

Therefore AB iS not unequal to AC_;
that is, AS is equal to Ac. Q.aD.

__.
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PRo_osr_o_ 7. THEO_

O_ tlt_ same base, and on the same sld_ of i_, them
emmet t_ two trla_fles ha_i_ the6" ,ides wh_dt at, fermi-
rotted at one extremity of the base equal to one whether, wnd
?ikewlse t_se whb:t_ are _ermlnate_ at the otltee extremity
evttaZ to one wnotl_er.

If it.be possible, on the same base AB, and on the same
side of it, lgt there be Swo triangles ACB, ADB, ha'qing their
sides AC, AO, which are terminated at A, equal to one
another, and likewise their sides aC, BD, which are termi-
nated at B, equal to one another,

CAsE I. When the vertex of each triangle is without
the other triangle.

Consteu*tion. Join CD. Post. 1.

Proof. Then in the triangle ACe,
because AC iS equal to AD; ._r*dp.

therefore the angle AOD is equal to the angle ADC. t. 5.

But the whole anglo AOO is greater than its part, the
angle BeD,

therefore also the angle ADC is greater than the angle BCD;
still more then is the angle BDC greater than the angle

_O.
Again, in the triangle BOO,
bemuse BC is equal to Be, Hyp.

t,_re_ore the angle BDC is equal to the angle @CD: I.
but it wsa shewn to be greater ; which i8 imtmmibl_
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CASE I-1[. When one of the ver_ice_ as D, is _ithin
the other triangle ACB.

A,
A B

Con_¢ruct_on. As before, join CD; Post. 1.
and produce AC, AD to E and F. Pos_. 2.

Then in the triangle ACD, because AC is equal to AD, gyp.
therefore the angles ECD, FDC, on the other side of the

base, are equal to one another. L 5.
But the angle ECD is greater than its part_ the angle BCD;

therefore the angle FDC is also greater than the angle
BCD :

still more then is the angle BDC greater than the angle
BCD.

Again,inthe triangle BCD,
because BC isequal to BD, Hyp.

thereforethe angleBDC isequaltothe angleBCD : I.5.
but ithas been shewn tobegreater;which isimpossible.

The casein which the vertexof one triangleison a
sideoftheotherneedsno demonstration.

ThereforeAC cannot be equalto AD, and odt_ same
f_ BC equal to BD. Q.F_Do

No_. Thesides AC, AD are_flledeontermlnoussides;similarly
sidesBC, BD areconterminous.

PROZ_OSITZON8. TS=ORH.

l/two tr_,_ _ _o _t_,.,8 of tl_ or_ e_dlto
of tl_ ot_r, _achto _ and Ita_ l_ _ _s.
t._ tl_ a_ls wl,le_ _s_ta_ t_ t_ two _s of

s_.41lbs _ to t_ a_ wkld_ is t_t_ t_
t_e _ _e_ of a_ oO_er.
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O

Let ABC, DEF be two t_ugles, having the two sides
BA, AO equal to the two sides ED, DF, each to e_h, namely
BA _o ED, and AC to DF, and also the ba_o BO equal to the
base EF:

then shall the angle BAGbe equal to the angle EDF.

Proo_ For if the triangle AB.C be applied to the
triangle DEF, so that the point B may be on E, and the
straight line BC along EF ;

then because BC is equal to EF, H'_p.
therefore the point C must coincide with the point F.

Then, BC coinciding with EF,
it follows that BA and AC must coincide with ED and.DF :

for if not, they would have a different situation, as EG, GF:
then, on the same base /rod on the same side of it t_here

would be two triangles having their contermlnods sides
equal.

But this is impossible, n 7.
There_re the sides BA, AC coincide with the sides ED, DF.

That is, the angle BAO.coincides with the angle EDF, and is
therefore equal to it. A_ 8.

q.E.d.

No_. In this Proposition the three sides of one trlangle are
given equal respectively to the three sides of the other; and from
this it is shewn that the two tria_glea may be made to coinci_ _th
one astodwr.

Hence we are led to the followingimportant Corollary.

COROr._RY. I./" _ two t_8 _ _ _t_ of t_
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The following proof of Prop. 8 is worthy of attention _ it is ;-_.
pendent of Prop. 7, which f_luenfly presents diflloulty to a beginnec.

PRoPos_o_ 8. _TE_ATXVE 1_00_.

A D

A

Let ABC and DEF be two triangles, which t_ve the sides BA, AC
equai z_speotivelyto the sides ED, DF, and the base BC equal to the
base EF:

then shall the angle BAC be equa/to the angle EDF.
For apply the trlangle ABC to the triangle DEF, so that B may

fall on E, and BC along EF, and so that the point A may be on the
aide of EF remote from D,

then C must fall on F, since BC is equal to EF.
Let A'EF be the new position of the triangle ABC.

If neither DF, FA' nor DE, EAr are in one straight _ine,
join DA'.

C_ I. When DA' intersects EF.
Then because ED is equal to EN,

thexefore the angle EDA' is equal to the angle END. z. 6.
Again bemuse FD is equs_ to FA',

tl_z_fore the angle FDA' is equal to the angle FA'D. z. 5.
Hen0e the whole angle EDF is equal to the whole angle EAT ;

tha_ is, the s_gis EDF is equal to the angle BAC.

Two _ renadn which may be deslt with in a similar __-_e¢:

CAn II. When DA' meets EF produced.

IIL When onepa_ofsldes, u OF, FA; sreinoaeldzaisht
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PROPOS--"rIO_9. PROBLRM.

To bi_cta gi_._ang_, _ i8, todi_i&is i_o t,_ _u_l

A

B 0

I_t BAO be the given_angle:
it is required to bisect it.

Cor_r_c_io_. In AB take any point D ;
and from AO cut off AE equal to AD. L 3.

Join DE;
and on DE, on the side remote from A, describe an equi-

lateral triangle DEF. x. 1.
Join AF.

Then shall the straight line AF bisect the angle BAC.

Proof. For in the two triangles DAF, EAF,
( OA isequal to _a, , Oons_r.
) and AF is common to both i

Because ]and the third side DF is equar to the third side
t. EF; De_. 19.

therefore the angle DAF is equal to the angle EAF. I. 8,
Therefore the given angle BAC is bisected by the straight

line AF. , q.E._'.

EXERCISES.

L It in the above figure the equilateral triangle DFE were de.
eerlbea on the same side of DE as A, what different ease_would arise?
Ariaandez what eJx_mstanoes would the oonstruetionfail?

2. In the same figure,shew that AF also bisects the angle DFF,
_" S, Dividean angle into four equalparta,

f_
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c

A _ s

Let AB bethe given straightline :
it is required t_ divide it into two equal parts.

ffo_tr. On AS describe an equilateral triangle ABe, I. 1.
and bisect the angle ACB by the straight line CD, meeting

AS at D. " I. 9.

Then shall AB be b_secf,_ at the point D,

_roo/. For in the triangles ACD, BCD,
ACis equal to BC, ])ej_. 19.

and CO is common to both;
Because ]also the contained angle ACD _ equal to the con-

[ tained angle BCD; Co'r_r.
Therefore the triangles are equal in all respects:

so that the base AD _ equal to the base BD. I. 4,
_aerefore the straight line ABis bisected at the point D.

Q.Z.F.

EXERCISES.

"J 1. Shew that the _._sht line wKioh bisee_ the vertical an61a ot
_ _ _#_, akoblsectsthoba_.

J. On n _ven _se _k_m_e_,uko_k_ trk_e _h that th_

+
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PsoPosmos 11. l_m,_.

_o d_w _ st_gAt l_ne a_ _ a_g_ _o_ glecn _¢dgM

F

A D _- E e

I_t AB be the given straight llne, and 0 the given,
pom_in it,

It is required to dFaw from the point O a straight llne
at fight angles to AB. -,b

Oo_'v_f_Yr_. In AC take any point D,
and from CB cut off GE equal to CO. x. 5.

On DE describe the equilateral triangle DFE. L 1.
Join CF.

Then shall the straight line OF he at right angles to AB.

Proof.. For in the t_angles DOF, EOF,
( DO is equal to EC, Co_.
J and CF is common to both ;

Because ]and the third side OF is equal to the third side
_, EF: D_ 19.

Therefore the angle DCF is equal to the angle ECF: I. 8,
and these are-adjacent angles.

But when a s_aight line, standing on another _ight
line, makes the mtjacent angles- equal to one another, each
of t_ese angles is called a fight angle; D_. 7.

therefore each of the angles DCF,.ECF is a right an_l_
Therefore OF is at right angles to ABj

and has lx_m drawn from a point O inif. q.Lr.

_gXI_RCI8 _.
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PaoPosI_oN 12. PRoz_m¢

_nodraw a otra_ghtl_neperpendic_ toa given stra/gh¢
Zi_t_of unlgmlted ten_, from a given point, without it.

"c

Let AB be the given straight line, which may be pro-
duced in either direction, and let c be the given point with-
out it_

It iS required to draw from the point C a straight line
perpendicular to AB_"

_'ons_Kon. On the side of AB"remote from C take
any point O

and from ce_tr_ c, with radius OD, describe the circle FDG,
meeting AB at F and a. _ Post. 3.

Bisect va at N'; z. 10.
and join CH. _

Then shall the straight line OH be perpendicular to AS.
Join CF and CG:

Proof T_en in the triangles FHC, GHC,
( FH is equal to GH, C_,,_.
J and HC is common to both;

Because ]and the third side CF is equal to the_third side
t OG, being radii of the circle FDfi ; _ _/_f. 1I.

there[ore the angle CHF is equal to the angle CHQ; Z. 8.
and these are adjacent angles.

But when a straight line, standing on another straight
]_ne_ makes the adjacent angles equal to one another, each
of these angles is called a right angle, and the straight line
which stands on the other is called a perpendicular to it.

Therefore OH is a perpendicular drawn to the given
_t line AB from the given point C without it, O..L.F.

NO'Z1. The _ve_ s_aight line AB must be of _
_bM i_ it I he capable, of _u_'on to an. _ _ in
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EXERCISES ON PROPOSITIONS 1 TO 12.

1. Show that the straight llne whlch _oins the _erts_ of an
isosceles triangle to the middle point of the base is Imrpend_cular
to the base.

2. Show that the straight lines whleh ioln the extremities of *.he
base of an isosceles triangle to the middle points of the oppo_te slaes,
are equal to one another.

8. Two glven points in the base of an isoseeles trlangIe are equ_.
d_stant from, the extremities of the base : show that they are also equ_.
distant from the vertex.

4. If the opposite sides of a quadr_teral are equal, show that the
opposite angles are also equal.

5. Any two isosceles triangles XAB, YAB stand on the same
AB: show that the angle XAY is equal to the angle XBY; and that

"_-the angle AXY is equal to the angle RXY.

6. Show that the opposite angles of a rhombus are bisected by the
diagonal which joins them.

7. Show that the straight lines which _ect _ .base angles of an
isosceles triangle form with the base a triangle which _s also lsosoe_es.

8. ABC is an isosceles trlangle having AB equal to AC; and the
angles at R and C are bisected by straight lines which meet at O :
show that OA bisects the anglo SAC.

9. Show that the triangle formed by joining the middle poin_ o!
the sides of an equilateral triangle is also equflaterpL

10, The equal side, BA, CA of an isosceles triangle BAG_aw pro
duoed beyond the vertex A'to the points E and F_so that AI_ is squat
to AF; and FB, EC are jdined: show that FB _ equal to EC.

11. Show that the/]isgonals of a rhombus bisect one another st
r_ht angles.

12. Inthe equalsides AS, AC of an isosceles tr_n_ASC.two
points X and Y are taken, so that AX is equal to AY.; and_(_X aact t_v
are drawn intersecting in O : shew that

the triangle BOC is isosoeies;
AO

!_) bleects the vertica_ angle BAC;AO, if produced, bisects BQ at r_ht _m_

ka_h _ the perpendicular drown from the vertex to _ _ .
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1_oPosmo_ 13. T_los_.

If o_ _tl_c Zin_ st_ upo_ _er stra_l_ li_,
d_ t_ ¢,djac_ ¢_j_s 8_l be e_ther t_oo right a_jl_, or

A E A

t Y
'V I_ G D B C

Let the straightlineAB standupon thestr_ht lineDe.
then theadjacentanglesDBA,ABC shallbe eithertwo _ht
_gles,ortogetherequaltotwo right_g|e_

CASEL For if the angle DBA is equal to the angle ARC,
each of them is a right angle. J)ej_.7.

CAsE II. But if the angle DBA is not equal to the
angle ABC,

from B draw BE:at right angles to CD. I. 11.
P_oo/. Now the angle DBA is made up of the two

angles DBE, EBA;
to each of these equals add the angle ABC;

then the two angles DB/_ ABC are together equal to the
three angles DBF_EBA, ABC. AZ. 2.

Aga_ the angle EBC is made up of the two angles EBA,
ABC;

to each of these equals add the angle DBF_
Then the two angles DBE, EBC are together equal to the

three angles DBF._EBA_ABe. _ 2.

But the two m_gles DBA, ABe have been shewn to be equal .
to the sazae three angles;

the_o_e the angles DBA_ ABC"are together equal to the
_mglesDBE, EBC, _L_ 1.

But t_ _I_ DB_ EBO are two right a_les; Cord/_r.
f_ the angles DBA, ABC axe together equal to two

right _lea _



DEFIN_TION8.

(i) The _omplement of an acute angle is its defect/_
a right angle, that is, the angle by which it falls short'of a right
angle.

Thus two angles are complementary, when their sum is a
right angle.

(fi) The supplement of an angle is its _f_t fro_ two right
angles, that is, the angle by which it falls short of two right
angles.

Thus two angles are supple_antaryt when their sum is two
right angles.

COROL_RY. Angles whlch are complementary or su/trl_
to $/_ same ang_ are ecluo_ to one a_other.

EXERCISES.

1, If the two exterior angle_ formed by producing a aide of a _d.
angle both ways are equal, shew that the triangle is isosceles. •

2. The bisectors of th_ ad_ace_ angles which o_ straight |in_
makes with another contain a right angle,

J

No_. In the adjoining figure hOB y

is a given angle; and one of its arms AO /

il produced to C: the adjacent angles '",,,AOB, BOO are b_ by OX, OY. /.j...-
Then OX and OY axe called respect- \ _ ....ively the iateraal and _ lol_ctox_

of the =ingle AOa. ° C 0 A

Hence Exercise 2 may be thus e=uneiated :

The internal and exwrnal bisectors of wa angle are at right _nglsa
to one ¢mothcr.

8. Shew that the angles hOX and COY are complementary. •

& Bh_tha_the_BOXandOOXa_,eR_pl,__ _; _d
that thb anglesAOY and BO'F'am _¢_pphm_.ry.



PROPOSITION14. TH_.ORmL

If, at a po_n_ in a straight line, two oUwr straight lln_s,
on _po_ sides of it, make the adjacent angles tog_h_r
equal $o Pworight angles, then thes6 two straight line_s shall
be _ one and the same straight li_.

tO.. _'_ D/ "

At the point B in the straight line AB, let the two
straight li_es BC, BD, on the opposite sides of AB;'_nake
the adjacent angles ABC, ABD together equal to two right
angles :

then BD shall be in the same straight line with BC.

Proo_ For if BD be not in the same_traight llne with BC_
if possible, let BE be in the same_stralght line with BC.

Then because AB meets the straight line CBE,
therefore the adjacent angles CBA, ABE are together equal

to two right angles. I. 13.
But the angles CBA_ ABD are also together equal to two

right angles. Hyp.
Therefore the angles CBA_ ABE are together equal to the

angles OBA_ABD. A[x. 11.
From each of these equals take the common angle CBA;

then the remaining angle ABEis equal to the remaining angle
ABO; the part equal to the whole; which is impossible.
The_ore BE is not in the same straight line with BC.
And in the same way it may be shewn that no ot_er

line but BD can be in the same straight line with BC.
Therefore BD is in the same straight line with BO. o_X.D.

]_ERCIS]L

ABCO_arhomb_; a_the_AO_bim_z_latO, tfO
. tmjolaed_ a_ab,rI_ B aua o; _w_08 _8. O0_,e
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0_. When two straight lines inh_-sect at a poh1_ four
angles are formed; and any two of these angles _h_h are _ot
adj'az_nt, are said to be vertically opposite to one another.

PROPOSITION15. THEOREM,

If _wo sSredgh$ l_,es in_rse_ one anotl_r, then tl_evertically
op19osi_ angle.s shall be.eglual.

Let the two straight lines AB, CD cut one another at
the point E:

then shall the angle AEC be equal to the angle DEB_
and the angle CEB to the angle AED-

Proof. Because AE makes with CD the adjacent angles
CEA, AED,

therefore these angles a_e together equal to two right
angles. ] I. 13.

Again, because DE makes with AB the adjacent angles AED,
DES,

thereforethesealsoaretogetherequaltotwo rightangles.
Therefore the angles CEA, AED are together equal to the

angles AED_ DEB.
From each of these equals take the common angle AED ;

then the remaining angle CEA is equal to the remaining
angleDEB. AZ. 3.

In a similar way it may be shewn that the angle CEB
isequa_ to theangle AED. q.X.D.

COROtJ..4kRY1. From tM_ _t _ _anife_ that, if Swo
st_ht H_es cu_ one another, the a_les wh_h they make
at the _ _n/_rsthey cut, are together e_l_al to four r4_ht,
ogufles.

CoRo_Y 2. C'o,_eque_t_,whe,a_ny n_d_r of_ra_
lines n_ _t a 1_4_, the _ of t_ an_t_ _e.a&by eon-

_ _ _ _ofo_ righ_ang_.
_._. 3
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l_oeo_x,r_toN 16. THBo_z.

If one _ of a t_iar_gle b, prodded, _ho_ the _aerlor a_l_
shcdt l_ 9_r_,t,e,r ttwm _#_,er of t_ interlor oFposit_ angte,s.

A F

B C_G D

Let ABC be a triangle, and le_ one side BC be produced
to D-" then shall the exterior angle ACD be greater than
elther o£ the interior opposite angles CBA_ BAC.

Co_t_on. Bisect AC at E : I. 10.
Join BE ; and produce it to F, making EF equal to BF- x. 3.

Join FC.

Pg"oof. Then in the triangles AEB, CEF,
( AE iS equal to CE, Go_uJPf.
] and EB to EF; Go'r_.

Because ]also the angle AEB is equal to the vertically
opposite angle CEF; L 15.

the triangle AEB is equal to the triangle CEF in
all r_pects : x. 4.

so that the angle BAE is equal to the angle ECF.

But the angle ECD is greater than its part, the angle ECF;
there£ore the angle ECD is greater than the angle BAE;

that is, the angle ACD is greater than the angle BAC.

I_ a _ way, i[ BO be biseel-._ and the sldeAC
produeod to G, it may be shewn that the ang_a BCG is
_q_ater than the angle ABO.

But the angle BCG is equal to the angle ACt): x.15.
t_u_rt_b_'e_ theangleAOD isgre_ter _ the angle AeC.



_ L 1,1to_. 17. n

l_oPomTxO_ 17. TKEO_L

_ny two angl_ of a tr;a_l_ ar_ _og,ther _ d,a_ ttoo
,._ _.

A

B C,, D .

Let ABC ]_e a triangle : then shall any _wo of its angles, as
ABO, ACB, be together less than two right angles.

Oons_ruc_r_ Produce the side SO to D.

P_oof. Then bec_ause ACD is an exterior angle of the
triangle ABC_

therefore it is greater than the interior opposite angle
ABC. I. 16.

To each of these add the angle ACB :
then the angles ACD, ACB are together greater than the

angles ABC, ACB. Az. 4.
But the adjacent angles gOD, AOB are together equal to

two right anglea I. 13.
Therefore the angles ABC, ACB are together less than two

right angles.
Similarly it may be shewn that the angles SAC, ACB, M

also the angles CAB, ABC, are together less than two right
angles. Q._

Nc_. It follows from this Proposition that eeery tr/a_g/e muat
Imve at least two acute angles : for if one angle is obtuse, or a right
angle, each of the other angles must be less than a right angle.

1. Enunciate this Propositionsoastosimw tlmtit is the eonver_
of Axiom 12.

2. If any side of a triangle is producedboth w_y_ tim oxteri_
anglesmoformed are to.thor gre_ter than two right angl_

s. Sbew how a proof ofProp_'tign17 may be o_ea by
]Ot__!_S_ _in turn to any IXflntin t]_ _ ti_.
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PaoPOSmoN18. 'l_mm_mL

d_ ,rr_l_ oy_r_ to _I_ grea_ side 81=_ be_r_ dv_

A

B C-

Let ABC be a triangle, in which the side AC is gre_ter
than the side AB :

then shall the angle ABC be greater than the angle AOB.

Co'r_tPu,ct_ From AC, the greater, cut off a part AD equal
tOAB. 1.3.

Jo_n BD.

Proo_ Then in the triangle ABD,
because AB is equal tO AD,

therefore the angle ABD is equal to the angle ADB. _. 5.

But the exterior angle ADB of the triangle BDC is
greater than the interior opposite angle DCB, that is,
greater than the angle ACB. L 16.

Therefore also the angle ABD is greater than the angle ACB;
still more then is the angle ABC greater than the angle

ACB. Q.E.D.

Euclid enunciated Proposition 18 as follows :

form of enunciation is found to be a common source of di_-
cultywithbeginners,whofailto distinguishwhatis ===_ in it and
whatis _ _ _zz_.4.]

[ForF_erdseeseeI_ge 883
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PROPOSITmN19. T_V_ORF_.

If one a_9_ of _ _nq_ be grea_rr tY_n wno_r,
th6 aids _posit_ _o t_ gre_er ang_ sholl be gre_ter _
th6 side o_osit_ _o _ _s.

A

Let ABC be a triangle in which the angle ABO is greater
than the angle ACB :

then shall the side AC be greater than the side AB.

Proof. For i_ AC be not greater than AB,
it must be either equal to, or less than AB.

But AC is not equal to AB,
for then the angle ABC would be equal to the angle ACB; I. 5.

but it is not. Hyp.
l_either is AC less t_an AB;

for then the angle ABC would be less than the angle ACB; 1.18.
but it is not : HbT.

Therefore AO is neither equal to, nor less than AS.
That is, AC is greater than AB. 9_P.

Nor_. The mode of demonstration used in this Proposition is
knownasthe ProOfby _mstion. It is applicabletoeasesinwhich
oneofcertainmutuallyexclusivesuppositionsmust necessarilybe
true; and it consists in shewing the falsity of each of these supposi.
tions in turn with on_ ¢zc_tion: hence the truth of the _m_dain8
supl_i_ion is inferred.

Euclid enunciated Proposition 19 as follows :

9r_ter dd_, or,_ t_ _e_," _ oppod_e_o;_.
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PROPOSITION 20. _R]_[.

Any _oo _de_ of a t_a'agle a_e together gr_al_ _ tl_
t_doide.

B G

Let ABC be a triangle:
then shall any two of its sides be together greater than the
third side :

namely, BA, AC, shall be greater than C8 ;
AC, CB greaber than BA ;

and CB, BA grea_er than AC.

Oo_r_c_. Produce BA to the point D, making AD equal
toAC. 1.3.

Join DO.

P_o¥. Then in the trlangle ADO,
because AD is equal to AC, Co_l_r.

therefore the angle AGD is equal to the angle ADC. L 5.
But the angle BCD is greater than the angle AOD; A_c. 9.

therefore also the angle BCD is greater than the angle ADC,
that _, than the angle BDO.

And in the triangle BCD,
because the angle BOp is greater than the angle BDC, Pr.

there_re the side BD is greater than the side CB. I. 19.

But BA a_d AG are together equa/to BD ;
therefore BA and AO are together greaf_r than CB.

Sb,ilarly it may be shewn
that AC, OB are together greater than BA;
and.OB, BA are together greater _hA- AC. Q. _ D.



21.

PRoeosrezos 21. THzomm_.

I/Iron *_ s_ of = _ of a _,g_, _he,'ebe dm..m
two sPraigh_ [_nes to a poi_ within _he _rianyl_, that _hcsa
,_r_dl_ l_ dmJ15, l_s dum a_ o_,e_ _wo _ of a_
triable, but shall c,mb_ a gr_r wa9_..

A

Let ABe be a triangle, and from B,C, th* en_ of the
side Be, let the two straight lines BD, CD be drawn to
a point V within the triangle :
then (i) BO and DC shall be together less than BA and AC;

(ii) the angle BOC shall be greater than the angle BAO.
Co/n3t_.uct_o_ Produce BD to meet AC in EL

_Proof. (i) In the triangle BAE, the two sides BA, AE are
together greater than the third side BE : L 20.

to each of these add EC ;
then BA, AC are together greater than BE, EC. Ax. 4.

Again, in the triangle DEC, the two sides DE, EO are t_
gerber greater than DO : L 20.

to each of these add BD ;
then BE, EG are together greater than BO, DO.

But it has been shown that BA, AO are together greater
than BE, EC:

still more then are BA, AO greater than BD, DO.

(ii) Again, the exterior angle BOO of the trim_le DEC k
greater than the interior opposite angle DEe ; L 16.

and the exterior angle DEC of the triangle BAE is greater
than the interior opposite mlgle BAE, that is, thau the
angle BAC ; L 16.

a_ more them is the magteBDC gre_ter than the angle BAG,
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EXERCISES

oH PaoPosrrxoss 18 Am) 19.

1. The hypotenuse is the greatest side of a right-angled triangle.

• . If two angles of a triangle are equal to one auothero the sides
also, which subtend the equal auglee, are equal i_oone another. Prop. 6.
Prove this indirectly by using the result of Prop. 18.

8. BC, the base of an isosceles triangle ABC, is produced to any
point D ; chew that AD is greater than either of the equal sides.

4. If in a quadrilateral the greatest and kast sides are opposite to
one another, then each of the angles sdjaoe_t to the least side is
greater than its opposite angle.

5. In a triangle ABC, if AC is not greater than AB, shew that
Straight line drawn through the vertex A and terminated_by the
BC, is less than AB.

6. ABC is a triangle, in which OB, OO bisect the angles ABC,
ADS respectively: ahew that, if AS is greater than AC, then OB is
greater than OC.

o_ PBOPOSITION20.

7. The difference of any two sides of a triangle is less than
the _ side.

8. In a quadrilateral, if two opposif_ sides which are not parallel
are produced to meet one another_ ahew _dlat the perimeter of the
greater of the two triangles so formed is greater than the porimeter of
the quadrilateral.

9. The sum of the distances of any point from the three angular
points of a triangle is greater than half its perimeter.

10. The perimeter of a quadrilateral is greater than the sum of its

U, Obtaina proof of Proposition 20 by bisecting an angle by a
m_i.Tht line which meets the opposite side.

oN PaoPosrrxo_ 21.

12. In Proposition 21 shew that the angle BDC is greate_ thJm
angle BAC by joining AD, and produ_u 8 it towar_ the ba_.
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Pgoeosrrm_ 22. PRO_.

9_ s_ra_ l_, ant/ two of wh_ are t_j_d_r g_Jer
tJ6an the _,rd.

A

D ' E

Let A,B,O be the threegivensgralgh_lines,o_which
any two aretogethergreaterthan thethird.

Itisrequiredto describea triangleof which the sides
shall be equal to A,B,C.

G_t_,_ Take a straight line DE termln_f_i at the
pointD,but unlimitedtowardsE.

Make DF eclualtoA,FG equaltoB,and GH equaltoC. z.3.
From centreF,with radiusFD, describethe circleDL_

From centreG with radiusGH, describethe circleMHK,
cuttingthe formercircleat

Jo_ FK, GK.
Then shall the triangle KFG have its sides equal to the

threestraightlinesA, B, C.

-Proof.. BecauseF isthe centreofthe circleDLK,
thereforeFK isequaltoFD : 1)e_.II.

but FD is equal to A ; Co_M/r.
therefore also FK is equal to A. Az. 1.

Agaln_ because G is the centre of the circle MHK,
therefore GK is equal to GH : D¢_. 11.

but GH is eclual to C ; Crop,dr.
therefore also GK is equal to C. Ax. 1.

And FG is equal to B. 0_.
There._ore the triangle KFG has its sides KF, FG, GKequal

restively to the three given lines A_ B, O. Q.LF.



_CISF_

On a 8_venbase desorlhea triangle, whose rem_n;_g sldes_h_l! be
equal to two given st_t lines. Point out how the construction
faik, if any one of the three given lines is greater than the sum of
the ether two.

P_opos_TIoN 23. PROBLEM.

A_ a g_wn point in a given straight line, to make an
a_gle equal to a given angle.

C A

Let; AB be the given straight llne, and A the given point
in it ; and let DCE be the given angle.

It is required to draw from A a straight line making
with AB an angle equal to the given angle OCE.

G_t_ction. In CD, CE _ake any pointsD and E ;
and join DE.

From AS cut off AF equal to CD. L 3.
On AF describe the triangle FAG, having the remaining

sides AG, GF equal respectively to CE, ED. I. 22.
Then shall the angle FAG be equal to the angle DCE.

Prooj_. For in the trianglea FAG, DCF_

I FA is equalto DC, Co_.
Because and AG is equal to CE ; Con&f/r.

and the base FG is equal to the base DE : Cmuff/r.
_erefore the angle FAG is equal to the angle DCF_ L 8.

Tl_t is, AGmakes with AB, at the given point A, an angle
e_l to the _ivau angle DOE, _.e _.,
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PRePOSm0_ 24.

If two t._9_ have two _ of th_ oH equat *o two
_de, of the other, e_l_ to ead_, but the angle conta,ln,d by
tl_ two side, of oH gr_t_ tha_ the _ngte con*a_ bv
a_* correapo.ad_ d_k. of the other; then the base of that
whleh ban the greater a_dle ehall be greater than the bane of _a
oa_r.

A u

B C
F

Let ABC, DEF''1_ two triangles, in which the two side8
BA, AC are equal to the two sides ED, DF, each to each,
but the angle BAC greater than the angle EDF :

then shall the base BC be greater than the base EF,

Of the two sides DE, DF, let DE be that which is not
greater than the other.

Const_tct_on. At the point D, in the straight line EO,
and on the same side of it as OF, make the angle EDO
equal to the angle BAC. 'L 23.

Make DG equal to DF or AC; L 3.
and join EG, GF.

P_oof. Then in the triangles BAG, EDG,
( Bh is equal to ED, ttyp.
) and AG is equal to DG, Co'_'_.

]3ecause ]also the contained angle BAG is equal to the
( contained angle EDG ; COP._"f//'.

Therefore the triangle BAG is equal to the triangle EDQ in
a/l respects: t. 4.

so that f&e base BC is equal to the base EG,

v
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F

Again, in the triangle FDG,
because DG is equal to DF,

therefore the angle DFG is equal to the angle DGF, I. 5.
but the angle DGF is greater than the angle EGF;

therefore also the angle DFG is greater than the angle EGF;
still morethen is the angle EFG greater than the angle EGF.

And in the triangle EFG,
because the angle EFG is greater than the angle EGF,
therefore the side EG is greater than the side EF; L 19.

but EG was shewn to be equal to BC ;

therefore BC is greater than EF. Q.s.D.

* This oondit_on was inserted by Simson to ensure that, in the
oomplete oonstructiou, the point F should fall below EG. Without
this condition it would be necessary to consider three cases: for F
might fall abo_, or u/_n, or _ EG ; and each figure would require
separate proof.

We are however seareely at liberty to employ Shnson's condition
without _rro_ng that it fn]Rl_ the object for which it was introduced.

This may be done as follows:
Let EQ, DF, produced if necessary, intersect at K.

Then, since DE is not greater than DF,
that is, l_n_e DE is not greater +,hA_DG,

_her-Jorethe angle DGE is not greater than the angle DEG. x. 18.
But the exterior angle DKQ is greater _.h_nthe angle DEK : L 16.

thereforethe anSle DKG is greater than the angle DGK.
Hence DG is grea__r than DK. x. 19.

But DG is equal to DF ;
therefore DF is greater than DK.

So that the point F must fall _ EG.
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Or the following method may be adopted.

PROPOSITION 24. [ALTEP_ATIVE Paoor.]

In the triangles ABC, DEF,
let BA be equal to ED, A D

and AC equal to DF, _

but let the angle BAC be greater than
the angle EDF:

then shall the base BC be greater than
the base EF.

For apply the triangle DEF to the
triangle ABC, so that D may fall on A, B C
and DE along AB: F

then because DE is equal to AB,
therefore E must fall on B.

And because the angle EDF is less than the angle BAC, 1Yyp.
therefore DF must fall between AB and AC.

T,et DF occupy the position AG.

A

CASEI. If G falls on BC :
Then G must be between B and C:
therefore BC is greater than BG.

But BG is equal to EF :
therefore BC is greater than EF.

B G C

CASEIL If G does not fall on BC. A
Bisect the angle CAG by the straight line AK /k

which meets BC in K. i. 9.
Join GK.

Then in the trh__ngleeGAK, CAK,
L GA is equal to CA, Hy, p.
_I and AK iscommonto both;

Beeause }and the angle GAK is equal to the C
angle CAK; Ccr_r.

therefore GK is equal to CK. L 4.
But inthetriangle BKG, G

the two sldesBK, KG are togethergreater than the thlrd side BG, z,90.
that is, BK, KC are together greater than BG;

_ore BC is greater than BG, or EF. q.L_.



PRo_o_ 25. Ta_om_L

If two tr_,_ have two aides of t/_ o_ eguaZto two
sidesof the other, each to each, but th_ baseof one grater
t/_a_ the base of the other; the_ the angl_ canJained by the
sides of that which has the greater base, shall b_greater tha_
t/_ angl_containedby th_czrrespondingsidesof the oth_.

A D

B C

F

Let ABC, DEF be two triangles which have the two sides
BA, AC equal to the two sides ED, DF, each to each, but the
base BC greater than the base EF :

then shall the angle BAO be greater than the angle EDF.

P_oof. For if the angle BAC be not greater than the
angle EDF, it must be either equal to, or less than the
angle EDF.

But the angle BAC is not equal to the angle EDF,
for then the base BO would be equal to the base EF ; _ 4.

but it is not. //yp.
Neither is the angle SAC less than the angle EDF,

for then the base BC would be less than the base EF ; I. 24.
but it is not, Hyp.

Therefor the angle BAC is neither equal te_ nor less than
the angle EDF ;

that is_ the angle BAC is greater than the angle EDF. q.r_D.

EY_RCISF_

Ia a trickle ABC, the vertex A is _olm_lto X, the middle
point of the i_ BC; _ t,_t the _le AXB is obtu_ or
I_m_i_ u AB ia _ or lem th_ AO.
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PRoPom_IoN 26. THEOa_M.

If two trlome_ have two angles of the one _m_ to two
a_ of tl_ other, each to _o.h, and a sld_ of on* _uod
to a _ of th, other, rhea, sid, s being ,_tl_r adjacent to t_
equal angles, or o}rposit, to e_tal a_gles in _h ; then d_dl
a_ tri_ b, ,qv_d in all _'e_22,.

CAsz I. When the equal sides are adjacent to the equal
angles in the two triangles.

A D

B C E F

Let ABC, DEF be two triangles, which have the angles
ABC, ACB, equal to the two angles DEF, DFE, each to each ;
and the side BC equal to the side EF :
then shall the triangle ABC be equal to the triangle DEF

in all respects;
that is, AB shall be equal to DE, and AC to DF,

and the angle BAC shall be equal to the angle EDF.
For if AB be not equal to DE, one must be greater than

the other. If possible, let AB be greater than DE.

Construction. From BA cut; off BG equal to ED, I. 3.
and join GO.

Proof. Then in the two trlangle_t GBC, DEF,
f GB is equal to DE, Constr.
J and BC to EF, H$..p.

Because }also the contained angle GBO is equal to the
t. containedangle DEF ; ./:/'VP.

therefore the triangles are equal in all respects ; I. 4.
so that the angle GCB is equal to the angle DFF-
But the angleACB is equalto the angloDFE ; j_r_.

therefore _ the angle GOB is eqtml to the angle ACB; _a, 1.
the prt equal to the _rhole,whiehisimpo_ble.
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A D

B C E F

Therefore AB is not unequal to DE,
that is, AB is equal to DE.

Hence in the triangles ABC, DEF,
( AB is equal to DE, P_'o_.

and BC is equal to EF ; Hyp.
Because |also the contained angle ABC is equal to the

L contained angle DEF; Hyp.
therefore the triangles are equal in all respects : I. 4.

so that the side AC is equal to the side DF ;
and the angle BAGto the angle EDF. Q.E.D.

C_SE IL When the equal sides are oppoe_e to equal
angles in the two triangles.

A D

B H C E F

Let ABC, DEF be two triangles which have the augles
ABC, ACB equal to the angles DEF, DFE, each to each,
and the side AB equal to the side DE :
then shall the tr_les ABO, DEF be equal in all respecd;s;

that is, BO shall be equal to EF, and AC to DF,
and the angle BAO shall 'be e(lua_to _e angle EDF.
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For ifBC be not equalto EF, one must be greaterthan
theother.Ifpossible,letBO be greaterthan EF.

Co'r_trt_,'n.. From BC cut off BH equal to EF, I. 3.
and .join AH.

P_'oo_ Then inthe trlanglesABH_ DEF,
( AB isequaltoDE, H_.
) and BH to EF, Cm_r.

Because _alse the contained angle ABH iS equal to the
t containedangleDEF ; _yp.

thereforethetrianglesareequalinallrespects,I.4.
so that the angle AHB is equal to the anglo DFE.

But the angle DFE is equal to the angle ACB ; /lryp.
therefore the angle AHB is equal to the anglo ACB ; /Ix. 1.

that is, an exterior angle of the triangle ACH is equal to
an interior opposite angle ; which is impossible. I. 16.

Therefore BC is not unequal to EF,
that is, BC is equal to EF.

Hence in the triangles ABC, DEF,

AB isequalto DE, HyT.and BC is equal to EF; _roved.
Because _also the contained angle ABC is equal to the

L contained angle DEF ; t[yp.
therefore the triangles are equal in all respects; L 4.

so that the side AO is equal to the side DF,
and the angle BAG to the angle EDF.

Q.E.D.

COROLLARY. Zn both casesof this Proposition it is seen
tha£ the triangles may be made to coincide with one another;
and they ar_ therefora equal in are_

]a.g _:
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At thecloseofthefirstsectionofBook I.,itisworthwh_e
tocallspecialattentiontothosePropositions(vis.Props.4,8,26)
whichdealwiththe_¢c_l equity oftwo triangles.

The resultsofthesePropositionsmay besummarizedthus:

Two trianglesareequaltoone anotherinallrespects,when
thefollowingpartsineachareeclual,eachtoeach.

I. Two sides,and theincludedangle. ProT.4.

S. The three sides. Prop. 8, Oor.

3. (a) Two angles, and the adjacent side. )

(b) Two angles, and the side opposite one of I ProP. 26.them.

From thisthebeginnerwillperhapssurmisethattwo tri-
anglesmay beshewntobeequalinallrespecte,when theyhave
_tI_-_partsequal,eachtoeach;buttothisstatementtwo obvious
exceptionsmust bemade.

(i) When in two triangles the thre_ angle_ of one are equal
•o the three anglez of the other, each to each, it does not
necessarily follow that the triangles are equal in all respects.

(ii) When in two triangles two sides of the one are equal
to two sides of the other, each to each, and one angle equal to
one augl_ these not being the angles included by the equal sides;
the triangles are not necessarily equal in all respects.

In thesecasesa furtherconditionmust be addedto the
hypothesis, before we can assert the identical equality of the
otriangles,

[See Theorems and Exercises onBook I., Ex. 13, Page 92.]

We observe that in each of the three cases already proved
of identical equality in two triangles, namely in Propositions 4,
8, 26, it is shewn that the triangles may be made to coinc_
_tA oas #moth_; so that theyareequalin area, as in all
otherrespecta Euclidhoweverrestrictedhimselfto theuseof
Pro1_4,when herequiredtodeducethe equalityinareaoftwo
trianglesfromtheequalityofcert_aoftheirparta

Thisre_rietlonhas_ sbandon_linthe_t text-boo_
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EXERCISES ON PROPOSITIONS 12--26.

1. If BX and CY, the bisectors of the angles at the base SO of an
|soeceles triangle ABC, meet the opposite sides in X and Y ; ahew that
the triangles YBO, XCB are equal in all respects.

2. Shew that the perpendiculars drawn from the extremities of
the base of an isosceles triangle to the opposite sides are equal.

8. Any point on the bisector of a_ angle is eq_idist_ from the
a_r_ of the angle.

4. Through O, the middle point of a straight line AB, any straight
ilne is drawn, and perpendiculars AX and BY are dropped upon it from
A and B: shew that AX is equal to BY.

_. If the bisector of the vertical angle of a triangle is at right
angles to the base, the triangle is isosceles.

6. The 1_e_pendicu_r is the short_st s_raight line that can be
drawn from a given _oint to a given straigtg line ; anzl of othe_, tJLat
which is nearer to the perpend_c_dar is less than the more remote; and
two, and only two equal straiglg lines can be drawn flora the given
voint to the g_ven straight line, one on each aide of the perlaendi_ular.

7. From two given _oin_s on the same side of a given straight _ne,
draw two straight lines, which shall _eet in the given straight line
and make equal angles with it.

Let AB be the given straight line, _,,!"P
and P, Q the given points.

It is required to draw from P and Q _
to a point in AB, two straight lines A K_ |H B
that shall be equallyinclined to AB.

Construction. From P draw PH _-dp"
perpend.icul_ to AB: produce PH to
p', m..l_'ng HP' equal to PH. Draw QP', meeting AB in K, Joi_l
PK.

Then PK, QK _hall lm the requi_ lanes, [Supply the proof.]

two givenint_ str_ht lin_, In wilt case _ this imi_flble?

9. Through_ _ve=point_w __i_ht li.e_ tlptt_ p_
d_ to it from two siv_ 9omt_ m_ De_o_
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SECTION II.

PARALLELSTRAIGHTLmES A_D PA_LELOGRAMS.

DEFINI_ON. Parallel straight lines are such as, being
in the same plane, do not meet however far they are pro-
duced in both directions.

When twostraightlinesAB, CD aremet bya thirdstraight
llneEF,e_j_anglesareformed,towhich
for the sake of distinctionparticularA E
names axeglven.

Thus inthe adjoiningfigure,
],9.,7,8 arecalledexteriorangles,
3,4,5,6 arecalledinteriorangles,

4 and 6 aresaidtobealternateangles; 'O .5/6
soalsotheangles3and 5 arealternateto y7 D
oneanother. /F

Of the angles $ and 6, 9. is referred to as the exterior angle,
and 6 as the interior opposite angle on the same side of EF.

2 and 6 are sometimes called corresponding angles.
8o also, 1 and 5, 7 and 3, 8 and 4 are corresponding angles.

Euclid's treatment of parallel straight lines is based upon his
tweli_hAxiom,whichwe hererepeat.

AxIos 12. I£ a straight line cut two straight lines so
as to make the two interior angles on the same side o_
ittogetherlessthan two rightangles,thesestraightlines_
being continuallyproduced,willat lengthmeet on that
sideon which are the angleswhich are togetherlessthan
two rightangles.

Thus inthefiguregivenabove,ffthetwo angles3 and6 ar_
together less than two right angles, it is asserted that AB and
OD will meettowardsB and O.

ThisAxiom isusedtoestablishI.29:solale_em_ks upon i_
will be foundina note on that Proposition.
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PROPOSITION27. THEORE_

Iy a _tra_ght llne, falling on two other straight lines, make
the alternate angles egual to one another, then the straight
l_nes shall be parallel.

/-A , G B
K

D

Let the straight line EF cut the two straight lines AB,
CD at G and H, so as to make the alternate angles AGH,
GHD equal to one another:

then shall AB and CD be parallel.

Proof. For if AB and CD be not parallel,
they will meet, if produced, either towards B and D, or to-

wards A and C.

If possible, let AB and CD, when produced, meet towards B
and D, at the point K.

Then KGH isa triangle,of which one sideKG isproduced
toA:

thereforetheexteriorangloAGH isgreaterthan theinterior
opposite angle GHK. I. 16.

But the angle AGH is equal to the angle GHK: Byp.
honce the angles AGH and GHK are both equal and unequal;

which is impossible.
Therefore AB and CD cannot meet when produced towards

Band D.

Similarlyitmay be shown that theycannotmeet toward.s
A and C:

therefore they are parallel. Q._ D.
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_f a straig_ _ine, .falling on two o_her straight line.s,
ma_e a/n exterior amg_ equal to the int_ior oFFoslte ang_
on the sa,rne side of the l_ne ; or if it mak_ the interio_
wt_le_ o_ the same side together equal to two rgght a/agle_,
then tlte two t_raight lines shall be parallel.

A , B

C D

Let the straight line EF cut the two straight lines AB_
CD in G and H: and

F_r#_, let the exterior angle EGB be e_ual to the _tefior
opposite angle GHD:

then shall AB and CD be parallel.

Proof. Because the angle EGB is equal to the angle GHD;
and because the angle EGB is also equal to the vertically op-

posite angle AGH; I. 15.
therefore the angle AGH is equal to the angle GHD;

but these are alternate angles;
therefore AB and CO are parallel. I. 27.

Q.E.D.

_or_y, let the two interior angles BGH, GHD be to-
gether equal to t_vo fight angles:

then shall AS and CD be parallel

Proof. Because the angles BGH, GHD are together equal
to two right angles; Hy F.

and because the adjacent angles BGH, AGH are also together
equal to two right angles; x. 13.

ther_oce the angles BGH, AGH are together equal to the
two angles BGH, GHD.

From these equals take the common angle BGH:
then the rem_,in;ng a_gle AGH is eqlml to the remain._g

a_gle GHD: and these are alternate angles;
tlu_ceforeAB and CD are parallel. L 27.

q.R.D.
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PRO_OSzTIO_29. THEOI_E_.

If a stra_g_J llne fa_ on two parallel s_ralght lines, tam
_hall make the alter_ate angles equal to one another", and the
e_vr angle equal to the in.riot oy#o_ angle o_
_ side; and also the two in_rlor angles on the
slde equal to two _gh_ angles,

AIE_G ' --B

C-- _H_ D

Let the straight line EF fall on the parallel straight
lines AB, CD:

then (i) the alternate angles AGH, GHD shall be equal to
one another;

(ii) the exterior angle EGB shall be equal to the interior
opposite angle GHD;

(iii) the two interior angles BGH, GHD shall be together
equal to two right angles.

Proo_ (i) For if the angle AGH be not equal to the angle
GHD, one of them must be greater than the other.

If possible, let the angle AGH be greater than the angle
GHD;

add to each the angle BGH:
then the angles AGH, BGH are together greater than the

ang!es BGH, GHD.
But the adjacent angles AGH, BGH are together equal to

two right angles ; n 13.
therefore the angles BGH, GHD are together less than two

right angles;
therefore AB and CD meet towards B and D, Ax. 12.
But they never meef_ since they are parallel. .H_.

Therefore the angle AGH _ not unequal to the angle _3iHD:
that is, the alternate a_les AGH, GHD are equal.

(Our)
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A G B

_C D

(ii) Again, because the angle AGH is equal to the verti-
cally opposite angle EG B; I. 15.
and because the angle AG H is equal to the angle GHO;

Proved.

therefore the exterior angle EG B is equal to the in_erior oI_
posi¢o angle G HD

(iii) Lastly, the angle EGB is equal to the angle GHD;
Proved.

add to each the angle BG H;
then the angles EG B, BG H are together equal to the angles

BfiH, fiHO.
But the adjacent angles EGB, BGH are together equal to

two right angles: I. 13.

therefore also ¢11e two interior angles BGH, GHD are to-
gether equal to two right angles. Q.E.D.

EXERCISES ON PROPOSITIONS 27, 28, 29.

1. Two stralgh_ lines AB, CD bisect one anothe_ at O: shew that
ghe straight lines joining AC and BD are pa.--u]leL [z. 27.]

2. Straight lines which are per_eadicu_ar go the same straight line
are laara//el go one another. [L 27 or I. 28.]

$. If a etraigM Ig_vemeet _oor more _ailel straight li_w.a, a_ i_
_tu_icular to oat of them, it is also _uh_ to aU the ethers.

[" 29"1

4. If two straight liner are para_l to $wo other might _ e.e_
ta tatl_ thta the attglts e_tta_ by the first pair ttvt equal rul_t_dy
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Norm ON Ttrn TW_._TH AxiozL

It must be admired that Euclid's twelfth Axmm is un-

satisfactory as the basis of a theory of parallel straight lines,
It cannot be regarded as either simple or self-evident, and it
therefore falls short of the essential characteristics of an axiom :

nor is the difficulty entirely removed by considering it as a cor-
roUary to Proposition 17, of which it is the convers_

Many substitutes have been proposed; hut we need only notice
here the system which has met with most general approval.

Thin system rests on the following hypothesis, which is put
forward as a fundamental Axiom.

Axiom. Two inter_eeting, straight liues cannot be both parallel
to a third straight line.

This statement is known as Playfai_s Axiom; and though
it is not altogether free from objection, it is recommended as
both simpler and more fundamental than that employed by
Euclid, and more readily admitted without proof.

Propositions 27 and 28 having been proved in the usual way,
the first part of Proposition 29 is then given thus.

PROPOSITION 29. [ALTERNATIVE PROOF.]

If a straigh_ llne/all on two parallel straight lines, then _t

shaU make the alternate a/ngles equal.

Let the straight line EF meet the two
parallel straight lines AS, CD, at G ]g
and H :

/then shall the alternate angles AGH, --B
GHD beequal. A-., .....

For if the angle AGH is not equal to the IS-"/
angle GHD: / --Dat G in the straight llne HG make the C
angle HGP equal to the angle GHO,
and alternate to it. L 23.

Then PG and CO are parallel. ,. 27. /F
But AB and CD are parallel: 11ryp.

therefore the two intersecting straight lines AG, PG are both 10araltel
toeD:

which is impossible. PIa_]fai_s Axiom.

Therefoce the angle AGH is not unequal to the angle GHD,
flint is, the alternate anglesAGH, QHD are equal, q.z.o.

_e seeond and third parts of the Proposition may then be dedueed
as in the text; and Euclid's Axiom 12 follows as a (_orollary.
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l_oPosI_oN 30. T_rEOREM.

_a_gh_ l_ which a_e pc_-all_l to t_ sarnz stv=_ l_z_

are l_zrol_t to _ o/noth_'.

C ,, /

p 'y Qf

V
Let the straight lines AB, CO be each parallel to the

_raight line p(_:
then shall AB and CD be parallel to one another.

Const_'_c_ior_ Draw any straight line EF cutting AB, CO,

and PQ in the points G, H, and K.

Proof.. Then because An and PQ are parallel, and EF
meets them,

therefore the angle AGK is equal to the alternato angle GKQ.
L 29.

_nd because CD and PQ are parallel, and EF meets them,
therefore the exterior angle GHD is equal to the interior

Opl_)si_ angle HKQ. I. 29.

Therefore the angle AGH is equal to the angle GHD;
and these are alternate angles;

therefore An and CD are parallel. I. 27.
Q._D.

NoT_. If PQ lies between AB and CD, the Proposition may be
established in a similar manner, though in this case it scarcely needs
proof; for it is inconceivable that two straight lines, which do not
meet an intermediate st_ght line, should meet one another.

The truth of this Proposition may be readily deduced from
Pta o_ if'sAxiom, of which it is the converse.

AB bud CD were not psr_el, they would meet when
dueed. Then there would he two in_ straight lines
psrsUel to a third straight line: which is impomlbl_

T_mmgoze AB and CD nevez meet; that is, they are parallel
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_ROPOSITION_I. PROBLE_t.

To draw _ s_'ttlgl_t li_ tlwougl_ a given point _tra_l
_o a gi_ s_falgl_ line.

E A ..... F

B /, C
D

Let A bethe given point, and BC the given straight line.
It is requlrod to draw through A a straight lh_e parallel to
BC.

Gons_ru_t&_n. In BC take any point D; and join AD.
At the pointA in DA,make the angleDAE equal to the

angle ADO, and alternate to it. L 23.
and produce EAto F.

Then shall EF be parallel to BC.

Proo% Because the straight line AD, meeting the two
straight llnes EF, SO, makes the alternate angles EAD, ADO
equal; Co_er.

there[ore EF is parallel to80; I.27.
and it has been drawn through the given point A.

Q._F,

EXERCISES.

1. Any straight llne drawn parallel to the base of an isosceles
_m_mgle,n_kes equal angles with thesides.

2. If from amypoint in the bisector of an angle a straight line is
drawnparallel to either arm of theangle,the triangle thus formedis
iso_les.

3. Prom a givenpoint draw a straight line that shall make with
a give_ straight line an angle equal to a given angle.

4. Prom X, a point in the base BO o! an isoseel_ triangle ABC, a
straightlineis drawnat right anglestotheba_, cuttingABin Y, and
CA produee_ in Z : Jhew the triangle AYZ _

5. If the straight line whichbisectsan exterior _g|eofa triangle
is parallel to the oFl_it8 side, shewthat the triangle is isosceles.
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PaorosI_oN 32. THEORY.

I/ a _i_ o/ a trlang_ be _od_ the_ t_
angle ehall be equal to the sun, of the two interior olyposlte
angles: also the thre_ interior angles of a triangle are together
equal to two right angles.

A

B C D

Leg ABC be a triangle, and let one of its sides BC be
produced to D:
then (i) the exterior angle AOD shall be equal to the sum

of the two interior opposite angles CAB, ABC;

(ii) the three interior angles ABC, BCA, CAB shall
be together equal to two right angles.

Constr_t/on. Through C draw CE parallel to BA. I. 31.

_P_oo_ (i) Then because BA and CE are parallel, and AC
meets them,

therefore the angle ACE is equal to the alternate angle
CAB. L 29.

Again, because BA and CE are parallel, and BD meets them,
therefore the exterior angle ECD is equal to the interior

opposite angle ABC. L 29.
Therefore the whole exterior angle ACD is equal to the

sum of the two interior opposite angles CAB, ABC.

(ii) Again, since the angle AOD is equal _o the sum of
the angles CAB, ABC; Proved.

to each of these equals add the ang!e BCA:
then the angles BCA_ACD are together equal to the three

angles BOA, CAB, ABC.
But the adjacent angles BCA, AOD are together equal to

two right angles; I. 13.
therefore also the angles BC& CA_ ABC are together equal

to two right augle_ _ a D.
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From this Proposition we draw the following important
iI_erences.

I. If two triangZes have two angles of the one equal to two angles of
the other, each to each, then the third angle of the or_ is effual to the
¢hi_d angle of the other.

2. In any right-anoled triangle the two acute angles are ¢or_.
lolementary,

8. In a right-angled isosceles triangle each of the equal angles
is half a right angle.

4. If one angle of a triangle is equal to the sum of the other tv_,
the triangle is right.angled.

5. The sum of the angles of any quadrilateral .figure is e_uaZ to
four right angles.

6, Each angle of an equilateral triangle is two-thirds of a right
angle.

_XERCISES ON P_OPOSITIO_ 32

1. Prove that the three angles of a triangle are together equal to
two right angles,

(i) by drawing through the vertex a straight line parallel
to the base;

(il) by joining the vertex to any poin_ in the base.

2. If the base of any triangle is l_roduc_ both ways, shew that
the stun of the two exterior angles dlmini_hed by the vertical angle is
equal to two right angles.

3. If two straight li_s are per_endicuhtr to two other #traight
lines, each to each, the acute angle between the first pair is equa_
to She acute angle between the second _air.

4. F,very right.angled triangle is divided into two isosceZeBtri.
angles by a straight line drawn from the right angle to the raiddle _oi_t
of the hy2aotenuse.

Hence the joining _ine is equa$ to half the hypot_.

5. Draw a straight line at right angles to a given finite straight
line from one of its extremities, without producing the given straight
line.

t_AB be the given straight llne. On AB d_mribe _ i_eles
le ACB. Produce BC to D, making CD equal to BC. Join

AD. Then shall AD be perpendicular to AB.]



6. Tr/_t a r/gke a_/e.

7. The angle contained by the bisectors of the angles at the base
of an isosceles triangle is equal to an e_terior angle formed by pro-
ducing the bs_.

8. The angle contained by the bisectors of two adjacentangles of
a quadrilateralis equal to haft the sum of _heremaining angles.

The following theorems were added as corollaries to
Proposition 32 by Robert Simson.

COROLLARY 1. A_l the _n_r_)T ang_8 of anal _'ect_Q_

figure, with four right angles, are together equal to turice as
many right angles as the figure has side_.

fl

A 5

Let ABCDE be any'rect_ineal figure.
Take F, any point wlthin it,

and join F to each of the angular points of the figure.
Then the figure is divided into as many triangles as it has

side_

And the three angles of each triangle are together equal
to two right anglea x. 32.

Hence all the angles of all the triangles are together equal
to twice as many right angles as the figure has sides.

But aI1 the angeles of all the tr_ngles make up the in-
terior angles of the figure, together with the angle_
at F;

and the angles at V are together equal to four right
angles: I. 15, Cot.

Theroforo _ the in_erlor angles of the figure, with four
a_t augles, are together equal to twice a_ many ri_h_

ee as the f_,ure hae side& _ L D,
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CORO_.T.A_Y2. If _ aides of a reo_li_ _,_, w_

_'_" a_ so formed are togeO_r _l to four _ _.

/

For at each angular point of the figure, the inferrer angle
and the exterior angle are together equal to two right
angles. I. 13.

Therefore all the interior angles, with all the exterior
angles, are together equal to twice as many right angles
as the figure has sides.

But all the interior angles, with four right angles, are to-
gether equal to twice as many right angles as the figure
has sides. I. 32, Cot. 1.

Therefore all the interior angles, with all the exterior
angles, are together equal to all the interior angles, with
four right angles.

Therefore the exterior angles are together equal to four
right angles, q. _..n.

]_XERCISESON SIMSON_SCOROLLARIES,

[A polygon is said to be regular whenit has all its sides madall its
angles equal.]

1. Express in terms of a right angle the magnitude of each angle
of (i) a regular hexagon, (ii) a regul_ _tagon.

2. If one side of a regularhexagon is produced,show that the ex-
tenor angle is equal to the angle of an equd_teral triangle.

S. Prove Simson's first Corollary by joining one vertex of the
re_t'flinealfigureto eac_ of the other vertioes.

4. Find the magnitude of each anglo of a regular polygonof
jides,

_. If the alf_a_be sidea of al_ypolygon be In_tueed to meet, the

be equil to twi_ u many right sn_le_ M the tigurehas sid_
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PROPOSITION 33. THEOREM,

The straight lines which jo_ the extr_raitles of two equal

and parallel straight lines towwrds the same parts ars them-
sdves equal and parallel

A B

Let AB and CD be equal and parallel straight lines;
and let them be joined towards the same parts by the
straight lines AC and BD:

then shall AC and BD be equal and parallel.

Construction. Join Be.

Proof. Then because AB and CD are parallel, and BC
meets them,

therefore the alternate angles ABC, BCD are equal. I. 29.

Now in the triangles ABC, DCB,

AB is equal to DC, H_p.and BC is common to both;Because
_also the angle ABC is equal to the angle
( DCB ; Proved.

therefore the triangles are equal in all respects; _. 4.
so that the base AC is equal to the base DB,
and the angle ACB equal to the angle DBCj

but these are alternate angles ;
therefore AC and BD are parallel: I. 27

and i_ has been shewn that they are also equal.
Q.E.D.

DEFINITION. A Paxallelogra_ is a four-sided figure
whose opposite sides are parallel.
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PROVOSITmN34. THEOreM.

o_po_ _ a_d an_/es of a par_//el_ra_ are
squa/to on6 ano#wr, and 6a_h d/a_onel b/_O ¢I_ y_ra/_/_
g'r_.m,,

Let ACDB be a parallelogram, of which BC is a dlagona.:
then shall the opposite sides and angles of the figure be
equal to one another; and the diagonal BC shall bisect it.

Proof. Because AB and CO are parallel, and BO meets
them,

therefore the alternate angles ABC, DCB are equal. I. 29.
Again, because AC and BD are parallel, and BC meets

them,
therefore the alternate angles ACB, DBC are equal. I. 29.

Hence in the triangles ABC, DCB,
[the angle ABC is equal to the angle DCB,
Jand the angle ACB is equal to the angle DBC;

Because _also the side BC, which is a_tjacent to the equal
angles, is common to both,

therefore the two triangles ABC, DCB are equal in all
respects; z. 26.

so that AB is equal to DC, and AC to DB;
and the angle BAC is equal to the angle CDB.

Also, because the angle ABC is equal to the angle DOB,
and the angle CBD equal to the angle BCA,

therefore the whole angle ABD is equal to the whole angle
DCA.

And since it has been shewn that the triangles ABC, DCB
are equal in all respects,

therefore the diagonal BC "b'_cts the parallelogram ACDB.
Q.E,D.

[See note on next page.]

ILE. /_
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N(yrL To the laroof which is here given Euclid added an &pplica-
tlon of Prel3_ition 4, with a view to shewing that the triangles _C,
DC8 are equal in ar_a, and that therefore the diagonal BC bisects the

_xallelogram. This equality of area is however sufficiently established
by the ste]_ which depends upon x. 26. [See page 48.]

_-_RCISE8.

1. If one a_l_ of a para_ is a rifh_ angk, o_ its angle8
are roht anffle_.

2. If t_ opposite sides of a fu_xilabrral are equaZ, the.fi_re is a

a. If tlUo_ ang_ of a qu_/_ra_ are_jua_,_ _

4. 1/a quad_l has a_l t_ sides _a_ and one a_g_ a righ_
angle, ¢d_ its angle8 are right aagZe_.

5, The diagonals of a parallelogram bisect each other.

6. If th_ diagonal, of a quadrilateral bisect each other, the.f_ure
i8 a _tralleZogram.

7. If two opposite angles of a parallelogram are blse_ted by the
diagonal which joins them, the figure is equilateral.

8. H the dla_nal_ of a parallelogram are equal, all its angles are
r_ht an_les.

9. In a parallelogram which is not reetangular the dhtgons_ are
_mequsl.

10. Any stra_ht line drawn through the middle point of a diagonal
of a l_'allelogram and terminated by a l_air ol oppoelte sides, is
blseeted at that point.

11. If two _zr_m _e two _z_ _ of one e_Z to
tWO_aee_ _e* of the other, each to each, and o_ angle of o_ eqt_¢_
to en_ a_k of the other, the paralldofraw_ are e_uo_ i_ all r_ct_.

_12. TWO r_tattgle, are equal if two ad_ccent sides of one are
to t,oo ad_¢_ sides of th_ other, each to eae_

la, In s _e_o_an t_ Ix_md_eu_r_ _wa _ one r_ of
oppoeite aaglea to the diagonal wbieh joh_ the other I_r a_e equtL

14. If AeOD k a l_rallelogt-.m, and X, Y re_eefffely the
t_iat_ofth_ _ Ai_oi_3; ehewt]uttthe_re AYCX_ t pr_eio.
grim,.



MISC_LLA_OUS EXEI_ISRS ON ELECTIONSI. AND II.

I. Shew that the construction in Proposition 9 may generally be
performed in eight different ways. Point out the exceptional oase.

2. The bisectors of two vertieally opposite angles are in the same
straight line.

3. In the figure of Proposition 16, if AF is joined, _hew
(1) that AF is equal to BO;

(il) that the triangle ABO is equal to the triangle OVA in all
lestmcts.

4. ABC is a triangle right-angled at B, and BC is produced to D:
Bhew tl_t the angle ACD is obtuse.

5. Sl_w that in any regular polygon of n sides each angle eonta_

S (_z- 2) r_ht angles.

6. The angle contained by the bissetors of the angles at the base
of any triangle is equal to the vertical angle together with half the
sum of the base angles.

T. The angle conta_net by the bisectors of two exterior angles of
any tri=n_le is equal to halt the sum of the two corresl_onding interlor
augles.

8. H perpendiculars are drawn to two in_fJng straight lines
from any point between them, shew that the bisector of the angle
between the perpendicular_ is parallel to (or coincident with)
bisector of the angle between the given straight lines.

9. If two points P, Q be taken in the equal sides of an isosceles
triangle ABO, so that BP is equal to OQ, shew that PQ is ]k_z_llel to
BO.

10. ABe and DEF are two _ngles, such ttmt AB, BC are equal
and parallel to DE, EF, es_ to each; shew that AO is equal end
imr_]lel to DF.

II. Prove the seeond Corollary to Prop. 82 bv drawing throtlSh
any sngular point tines psrallel to all the sides.

1_, If two _ of a qus&i_teral are psmsllel,and the _re_,w____"_
t_ _, _ but not _./_U_.., shew that the _ _ _,

_-.$



SECTION III.

THE AREAS OF PARALLELOGRAMSAND TRIANGLE_

Hitherto when two figures have been sMd to be e_al, i_ has
been implied that they are/ge_i_ly equa½ that is, equal in all
re_pects.

In Section III. of Euclid's first Book, we have to consider
the equality in are_ of parallelograms and triangles which are
not nece_rily equal in all respects.

[The ultimate test of equality, as we have already seen, is afforded
by Axiom 8, _vhich asserts that magnitudes which ma_ be made W
coincide with o_e another are equal. Now figures which are not identi-
cally equal, cannot be made to coincide without first undergoing some
change of form: hence the method of direct super/_it/_ _s unsuited
to the purposes of the present section.

We shall see however from ]_uelid's proof of Proposition 35, that
two figures which are not identically equal, may nevertheless be so
related to a third figure, that it is possible to infer the equality of
their _"cas.]

DEFINITIONS.

1. The Altitude of a parallelogram with reference to a
given side as base, is the perpendicular distance between
the base and the opposite side.

2. The Altitude of a triangle with reference to a given
S_de as base, is the perpendicular distance of the opposite
vertex from the ba_.
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PROPOSlTIO_ 35. THEOREM.

Parallelograms on the same base, and between _I_ sam_
parallels, are equal in area.

A D FA OF- F A E D F

B C B C B C

Let the parallelograms ABCD, EBCF he on tlle same
base BC, and between the same parallels BC, AF :

then shall the parallelogram ABCD be equal in area to
the parallelogram EBCF.

CASE I. If the sides of the given parallelograms, oppo-
site to the common base BC, are terminated at the sam_
point O:
then because each of the parallelograms is double of tLe

triangle BDC; I. 34.
therefore they are equal to one another, zix. 6.

CASE IL But if the sides AD, EF, opposite to the b_se
BO, are not terminated at the same point:

then because ABCD is a parallelogram,
therefore AD is equal to the opposite side SO; I. 34.

and for a similar reason, EF is equal to BC ;
therefore AD is equal to EF. Ax, 1.

Hence the whole, or remainder, EA is equal to the whole,
or remainder, FD.

Then in the triangles FDC, EAB,
f FD is equal %o EA, PrOV_
) and DO isequal to the opposite side AB, I. 3¢

Because ]also the exterior angle FDC is equal to the interior
opposi_ angle EAB, L 29.

therefore the triangle FDC is equal to the triangle EAB. I. 4.
From the whole figure ABCF take the t_Ie FDO;

and from the a_me figure take the equal triangle EAB;
then the remainders are equal ; _

that is, the parallelogram ABeD is equal to the parallel%
gram EBOF. q. _ _.
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PRoPosi_oN 36. THxomam

P_logr_r_s o_ eq_ ba_es, a_ _ t_
_ral,_l,, are_ i_ are_.

A DE H

B C F G

TJ_ ABCD, EFGH be parallelograms on equal ]_u_s BC,
FG, and between the same parallels AH, BG:
then shall the parallelogram ABCD be equal to the paral-

lelogram EFGH.

Co_tr_c_r_ Join BE, OH.
J_o S Then because BC is_qual to FG; l_ryp.

and FG is equal to the opposite side EH; L 34.
therefore BC is equal to EH : Jl_ 1.

and they are also parallel; Hyp.
therefore BE and OH, which join them towards the same

parts, are also equal and parallel L 33.
Therefore EBCH is a parallelogram. Jgef. 26.

Now the parallelogram ABCD is equal to EBCH ;
for they are on the same base BC, and between the same

parallels BC, AH. L 35.
_lso the parallelogram EFGH is equal to EBCH;

_or they are on the same base EH, and between the same
parallels EH, BG. I.35.

Therefore the parallelogTam ABCD is equal to the paral-
lelogram EFGH. _. 1.

From the last two Propositions we inter that :
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_ _ts t_ _ater _ ; a_ of t_opar_ns
_ _yfl bases,t_at_st_ _eat_ _A _s t_ gr_

PROPOSITION 37. THEOREM.

Tria_g_ on the same ba_e, and betw_e_ the _am_ ?aral_
lds, are _ual in ar_a.

E A D F

_ C

Let the triangles ABC, DBC be upon tile same base BC_
and between the same parallels Be, AD.
Then shall the triangle ABC be equal to the triangle DBO.

Const_tion. Through B draw BE parallel to CA, to
meet DA produced iu E; I. 31.

through C draw OF parallel to BD, %omeet AD produced in F.

Proof. Then, by construct/on, each of t_hefigures ESCh,
DBOF is a parallelogram. Def. 26.

And EBCA is equal to OBCF;
for they are on the same base Be, and between the same

parallels BC, EF. L 35.

And the triangle ABe iS ht_ Of %he parallelogram EBOA,
for the diagonal AS bisec_ it L 34.

A/so thetriangle DBO ishalfof the parallelogram DBCF,
for the di%_nal DO bisects it. L 34.

But the halves of equal things are equal ; Am 7.
therefore the triangle ABO isequaltothetriangle OSO.



!

P_OPOSITION38. TmZORF_.

Tr_gles on eq_a,l bases, and bebween the same parag_ls,
are equal in area.

G A D H

B CE F

Let the triangles ABC, DEF be on equal bases BC, EF,
and between the same parallels BF, AD :

then shall the triangle ABC be equal to the triangle DEF.

Cor_t_ct_or_ Through B draw BG parallel to CA, to
meet DA produced in G; I. 31.
through F draw FH parallel to ED, to meet AD produced in H.

Prooj_. Then, by construction, each of the figures GBCA,
DEFH is a parallelogram. Dejr. 26.

find GBCA is equal to DEFH ;
for they are on equal bases BC, EF, and between the same

parallels BF, GH. I. 36.
And the triangle ABC is half of the parallelogram GBCA,

for the diagonal AB bisects it. I. 34.

Also the triangle DEF is half the parallelogram DEFH,
forthediagonalDF bisectsit. :.34.

But thehalvesofequalthingsareequal: A_. 7.
thereforethetriangleABC isequaltothe triangleDEF.

q.E.D.

From thisPropositionwe inferthat:

(i) _rq_ on _ _ and of _ atti_de are
in are_

(ii) Of two trla_l_s of t_ same _ that is t_ _,ettter
wh_ _ t_ _ base: a_w_o/ t_o __'a_s o_ tl_ sam_ base,
or on _ bases, tlmt is tl_ 9_ater _h_'Jt _is tl_ ttr_ alt_t_.Q,

[For Exerdses see l_ge 73.]
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PROPOSITION39. THEOREM.

E?u_d t,_l_ on tl_ same ba,se, and on the sa._ si.d_
of it, are betwee_ the _ame Tarallels.

A D

B C

Let the trianglesABC, DBC which standon the same
base BC, and on the same side of it, be equal in area :

then shall they be between the same parallels ;
thati% ifAD bejoined,AD shallbeparalleltoBO.

Construction. For if AD be not parallelto BC,
ifpossible,throughA draw AE paralleltoBC, I.31.

meeting BD, or BD produced, in E.
Join EC.

Proof. Now the triangle ABC is equal to the triangle EBO_
for they are on the same base BC, and between the same

parallels BC, AE. L 37.
But tiletriangleABC isequaltothetriangleDBC; H_/p.

thereforealsothe triangleDBC isequaltothetriangleEBC;
the wholeequaltothe part_ which isimpossible.

Therefore AE is not parallel to BO.
Similarly it cau be shewn that no other straight line

through/_ except AD, is parallel to Be.
Therefore AD is parallel to BO.

Q.E.D.

From thisPropositionitfollowsthat:
J_ te/a_s on t/_ same ba_ haw _/ual =_',_l,_s.

[ForExer_ see_ 7S.]
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PRoPosmox 40. T_ommL

and tm tl_ sam_ s6_ of it, a_ _ t_ same parallds.

A 0

B G E F

the triangles ABC, DEF which s_d on equal bases
BO, EF, in the same straight line BF, and on the same side
of it, be equal in area :

then shall they be between the same parallelsl
that is_ if AD be joined, AD shall be parallel to BF.

Con_ru_b/o_ For if AD be no_ parallel to BF,
ff possible, through A draw AG parallel to BF, I. 31,

meeting El), or ED produced, in G.
Join GF.

p¢oof. Now the triangle ABC is equal to the triangle GEF,
for they are on equal bases BC, EF, and between the
same parallels BF AG. I. 38.
But the triangle ABO is equal to the triangIe DEF: Hyp.

therefore also the triangle DEF is equal to the triangle QEF :
the whole equal to the par_ ; which is impossible

Therefore AG is not parallel to BF.
Similarly it can _e shewn that no other stxaight line

through A, except AD, is parallel to BF.
Therefore AD is parallel to BF.

Q.]CD.

From this Proposition it follows that :

(1) _ _ o__r_Jb_, _ _ _
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EXERCIS]_ ON PROPOSITIONS 37---40.

Dx_I_mos. Each of the three s_raigh_ lines which join
the angular points of a triangle to the middle poh_ts of the
opposite sides is c_ed a Medi_ of the triaugle.

o_ PaoP. 87.

1. If, in the figure of Prop.87, AC aud BD intersect in K, shew that
(i) the triangles AKB, DKC are equal in area.

(ii) the quadrilaterals EBKA, FCKD a_e equal.

2. In the figure of x. 16, show that the triangles ABC, FBO are
equal in are_.

8. On the base of _ given triaugle construct a second triangle,
equal in area to the first, and having its vertex in s given straight
line.

4. Describe an i_osoeles trisngle equal in area to a given trisngle
and standing on the same base.

o_ P_oP. 88.

5. A ¢ria_tgZeis divided by each of its medians into two ypart_ of
equa_ c_rea.

6. A lOaz_elogmm is divided by its diagonals into four triangles
of equal area.

7. ABC is a trlangle, and its base BC is blseetea at X; it Y
be any point in the median AX, shew that the triangles ABY, ACY are
equLl in axes..

8. In AC, a diagonal of the parallelogram ABCD, any point X is
taken, and XB, XD are drays: show thst the tr_nS!e BAX is equal
to the triangle DAX.

9. It two trlangle_ have two sides of one respectively equal to two
sides of the other, and the angles contained by those sides su2p/_n_nt-
ary, the triangles are equal in area.

os Pao_. 89.

10. The _traight line _hich joins the _iddle _oint* of two eides of
a fria_uJ_ _._.parall._l to t]W thtrd _ide.

IL If two _ro_ht _ines AB, OD intersect in O, so that the trimWl¢
AO0/J effua_to the t_rng/_ DOB, shew that AD _ng OR ¢ffe_vcd/e.L

oa 1_o_. 40.

Deduce l_p. _0 from l_p. _9 by joiaiag AF_ AF i_ the
em_e of pase 7s.
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PxoPosITIo_ 41. T_EoxE,a.

I/a _aZlelog_'ara and a triangle be o_ the sam_ ba_
_nd betwee_ th_ same parallels, the parallelogram shall be
doubl6 of the triangle.

A D E

B C

Let tile parallelogram ABCD, and the triangle EBC be
upon the same base BC, and between the same parallels
BC, AE :
then shall the parallelogram ABCD be double of tile triangle

EBC.

Construction. Join AC.

Proof. Then the triangle ABC is equal to the triangle EBC,
for they are on the same base BC, and between the same

parallels BC, AE. L 37.

But the parallelogram ABCD is double of the triangle ABC,
for the diagonal hO bisects the parallelogram, x.34.
Therefore the parallelogram ABCD is also double o5 the

triangle EBO. Q._D.

EXERCISES.

1. ABCD is a parallelogram,andX, Y are the middlepoints o!
the aideeAD, BO; if Z is any point in XY, or XY produeed,ahew
that theLehmgleAZB is onequarterof theparaUelograanABCD.

2, Desorlbearlght-angleclisosoelestriangle equalto aglven _luare.

8. If ABOD is apazallelogram, and XY anypoints in DC ariaAD
reapeotlvely: shew that the trianglesAXB_BYCareequalin

4. ABCO is a l_lhlogram, aua P h any pointwithinit; shew
that the _ of the _ PAB, PCDis eq_l to half theparal.
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PROPOSITION _0_o PROBLEM.

To describe a parallelogram tl_t shall be _lual to a giv6_

_ngle, and hava one of i_s angles equal to a giwn angh.

A F (_

I_t ABO be the given triangle, and D the given angle.
It is required to describe a parallelogram equal to ABC, and
having one of its angles equal to D.

Constg"uction. Bisect BC at E. I. 10.

At E in CE, make the angle CEF equal to D ; L 23.
through A draw AFG parallel to EC ; I. 31.

and through C draw CG parallel to EF.

Then FECG shall be the parallelogram required.
Join AE.

Proof. l_ow the triangles ABE, AEC are equal,
for they are on equal bases BE, EC, and between the same

parallels ; 1. 38.
therefore the triangle ABC is double of the triangle AEC.

But FECG is a parallelogram by construction ; Def. 26.

and it is double of the triangle AEC,

for they are on the same base EC, and between the same
parallels EC and AG. I. 41.

Therefore the parallelogram FECG is equal to the triangle
ABCj

and it has one of its angles CEF equal to the given angle D.
Q. E. F.

EXERCISES.

I. Describea .p_ra_.elogramequalto a givenmlt_ros_g on
the same base, and having an angle equal to half a right angle.

2. Deserlbe a rhombu_ equal to a given t_11. elo_am and atmad.
ing on the mmm base, When do_ the eon_truetion fail?
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D_ncmo_. If in the diagonal of a parallelogram any
point is +_sken, and s_raight lines are drawn through it
parallel to the sides of the parallelogram; then of the four
parallelograms into which the whole figure is divided, the
two through which the diagonal passes are called Paral.
lelogrLma aboat that diagonal_ and the other two, which
with these make up the whole figure, are called the
complements of the parallelograms about the diagonal

Thus in the figure given below,AIrKH, KGCF are parailelograum
about the diagonal AC; and HKFD, EBGK axe the eomplem,mts of
thoseIm_dlelogran_

NOTZ. A parallelogram is often named by two lett_s only, theae
being placed at ol_positeangular points.

P_OPOSZTmN 43. THEOREm.

The compl,_,s of the Tmudlelogram_ abou_ the d_ona_
oafany parallelogram, are e_ual to one. another.

A H Oi

n G 13

Let ABOD be a paraJLlelogram,and KD, KB the eomple-
men_ of the paraIle]ograzas EH, GF about the diJ_gona_AC:
then Shall _he com]31eraent BK be equat to the comple-

ment KD.

._roof, Pu_aoJ_ EH _sa parallelogrsan, and AKira d_gonal,
therefore the triangle AEKis equal to the tr_g|e AHg_ L 34.
For a _il_..r _ the triangle KGC is equal to the

triangle KFO.
HeneetheW.a_ee _K, KOC_ top,hereq_ ¢othe

tri_ AHK,KFC,,
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But the whole triangleABC isequalto thewhole triangle
ADO, forAC bisectstheparallelogramABCD ; I.34.

thereforethe remainder,thecomplement BK,isequaltothe
remainder, the complement KD. Q.E.D.

FJ[ERC1SES.

In the figureof Prop. 43, proemthat

(i) The parallelogramEDis equal to the parallelogramBH.
(_) If KB, KD a'z'ejoined,the triangleAKB isequaltothe

triangl_AKD.

PROPOSITION44. PROBI_M.

To a given s_ralgh_ line _ apply a parallelogram wh_h
shall be e@ual to a given t_az_jle_ and ha,w one of its angl_
_ual $o a given wngls.

Let AB be the given straight line, C the given triangle,
and D the given angle.

Itisrequired to applyto thestraightlineAB a paral-
lelogram equal to the triangle C, and having an angle equal
to the angle D.

Uons_r_,ct/on. On AS produced describe a paralleJogram
BEFG equal to the triangle C, and having the angle EBG
equal to the angle D; L 22 and t. 42*.
through A dr_w AH para]]el to BG or EF, to meet FG pro-

duced in H. L 31.
Join HB.

o _ stepoftheoonstruotioniaeffoctedbyfirst_rlbing onAB
produ_l _ tmia_le whose ddei are respeet_vely_v_l to _hom of tim

o (s. as);_Iby tlmnmode. s psr_ equal to t_
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Then because AH and EF are parallel, and HFmeets them,
therefore the angles AHF, HFE are together equal to two

right angles: I, 29.
hence the angles BHF, HFE are together less than two

right angles;
therefore HB and FE will meet if produced towards B

and E. A_. 12.
Produce them to meet at _.. "

Through K draw KL parallel to EA or FH; I. 31.
and produce HA, GB to meet KL in the points L and M.

Then shall BL.be the parallelogram required.

Proof. _Tow FHLK is a parallelogram, Cons_r.
and LB, BF are the complements of the parallelograms

about the diagonal HK:
therefore LB is equal to BF. I. 43.

But the triangle C is equal to BF; Const_'.
therefore LB is equal to the triangle C,

And because the angle GBE is equal to the vertically oppo-
site angle ABM, I. 15.

and is likewise equal to the angle D; Cons_r.
therefore the angle ABM is equal to the anglo D.

Therefore the parallelogram LB, which is applied to the
straight line AB, is equal to the triangle C, and has the
angle ABM equal to the angle D. Q.F_F.
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PROPOSITIOI_ 45. PROBLEM,

.TOdes_b_ _ _ro_log_'a_ evl_ tO _ g_V_ rect_i_
.figure, and Zmvlng an a_gle eclual to a glv_ ancjlv.

B C K H M

Let ABCD be the given rectilineal figure, and E the
given angle.

It is required to describe a parallelogram equal to ABCD,
and having an angle equal to E.

Suppose the given rectilineal figure to be a quadrilateral.

C,¢mstruct_rn. Join BD,
Describe the parallelogram FH equal to the triangle ABD,

and having the angle FKH equal to the angle E. I. 42.
To GH apply the parallelogram GM, equal to the triangle

DBC, and having the angle GHM equal to E. z. 44.
Then shall FKML be the parallelogram required.

Proof. Because each of the angles GHM, FKH is equal to E,
therefore the angle FKH is equal to the angle GHM.

To each of these equals add the angle GHK ;
then the angles FKH, GHK are together equal to the angles

GHM, GHK.
But since FK, GH are parallel, and KH meets them,

therefore the angles FKH, GHK are together eclual to two
right angles : z. 29.

therefore also the angles GHM, GHK are together equal to
two right angles :

therefore KH, HM are in the same straight line. I. 14.

r,.a 6
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_a_ because KM, FG are parallel, and HG meets them,
therefore the alternate angles MHG, HGF are equal : I. 29

%oeach of these equals add the angle HGL
%hen_he angles MHG, HGL are together equal to _he angles

HGF, HGL.
But l)ecauseHM, GL areparallel,and HG meets them,

therefore the angles MHG, HGL are together equal to
%we right angles: L 29,

therefore also the angles HGF, HGL are together equal to
two right angles :

t_erefore FG, GL are in the same straight line. I. 14,

And because KF and ML are each parallel to HG, Go_r.
therefore KF is parallel to ML ; I. 30.

and KM, FL are parallel ; Cm_t_.
therefore FKML is a parallelogram. De/. 26.

And because the parallelogram FH is equal to the triangle
ABD, Co_r.

and t_heparallelogram GM to the triangle DBC ; Co_r.
therefore the _hole parallelogram FKML is equal to the

whole figure ABOD ;
and it ha_ the ar_le FKM equal to the angle F_

By a series of similar st_ps, a parallelogram may be
constructed equal to a rectilineal figure of more than _our
aidea q.E.r.
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l_oPosmo_ 46, PROBLEM.

To describe a aquar_ on a given 8tvalgh_ l_n6.

G

A ' B

Let AB be the givenstraightline:
itisrequiredtodescribea squareon AB.

COheir. From A draw AC at rightanglestoAB ; I.11.
and make AD equaltoAB. L 3.

Through D draw DE paralleltoAB; L 31.
and throughB draw BE paralleltoAD, meetingDE in

Then shallADEB be a square.

IProof.For,by construction,ADEB isa parallelogram:
therefore AB is equal to DE, and AD to BE. I. 34.

But AD isequaltoAB ; Coheir.
thereforethe fourstraightlinesAB, AD, DE_ EB areequal
toone another;

that is, the figure ADEB is equilateral.
Again, since AB, DE are parallel, and AD meets them,

therefore the angles BAD, ADE are together equal to two
right angles; I. $9.

but theangle BAD isa rightangle ; Co_s_r.
thereforealsotheangleADE isa rightangle.

And theoppositeanglesofaparallelogramareequal; I.34.
thereforeeachoftheanglesDES, EBA isa rightangle:

that is the figure ADEB is rectangular.
Hence itisa _luaI% and itisdescribed on AB.

COT_L_Y. If o_ an_jte of a paralld_ i_ a r_gh_
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PROPOSITION47. THEOrem.

In a rlght-angled t/r_angle the square described on tt_
]_ylvo_nuse is eepml to the sum of the squares described on
t]w other tu_ sides.

G

F A _K

B 4

E

Let ABC be a _gh_-angled triangle, }laving the _gle
BAO a right angle :
then shall the square described on the hypotenuse BC be
equal to the sum of the squares described on 8A_ AC.

Const_uctlon. On SC describe the square BDEC; I. 46.
and on BA_AC describe the squares BAGF_ACKH,

Through A draw AL parallel to BO or CE ; i. 31.
and join AD, FC.

Proof. Then because each of the angles BAG, BAG is a
right angle,

therefore CA and AG are in the same straight line. L 14.

Now the angle CBD is equal to the angle FBA,
for each of them is a right angle.

Acld to each the angle ABC :
then the whole angle ABD is equal to the whole angle FBO.
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Then inthe trianglesABD, FBC,
AB iS equaltoFB,

Because I and BD isequaltoBC,
_also the angle ABD is equal to the angle FBC j

therefore the triangle ABD is equal to the triangle FBC. 1.4.

Now the parallelogram BL is double of the triangle ABD,
for they are on the same base BD, and between the same
ParallelsBD, AL. I.41.

_And the square GB is double of the triangle FBO,
for they are on the same base FB, and between the same
parallels FB,GO. I. 41.

But doubles of equals are equal : _x. 6.
therefore the parallelogram BL is equal to the square GB.

In a similarway, by joiningAt BK, itcan be shewn
thattheparallelogramCL isequaltothe squareCH.

Thereforethe whole squareBE isequalto the sum ofthe
squares GB, HC :

that is, the square described on Lhe hypotenuse BC is equal
to the sum of the squares described on the two sides
BA, AC. Q.E.D.

NoT_. It is not necessary to the proof of this Proposition that
the three squares should be described exter_l to the triangle ABe;
and since each square may be drawneither towar_ or awa!/from the
triangle, it may be shewn that there are 2 x 2x 2, or ezgl_t,possible
constructions.

EXERCISES.

I. In the figureof this Proposition, shew that
(i) If BG, CHare joined, these straight linesare parallel;

(ii) The points F, A, K are in onestraight line;
(iii) FC and AD areat right angles to oneanother;

(iv) If GH, KE., FD are joine(1,the triangle GAH is equal

FBD, KCEareeach equal in area to the tr;mngmA .
[s_ Ex. 9, p. 7s.!
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2. On the _ AB, AO of _ _J_le ABC, squares ABFG,
ACKH are de_dbed both toward the tr_ng]e, or both on the side
_ote from it: shewthat the stcbight _ BH and CG axe eqmtL

8. On the sides of any tri_gle ABO, equilsteral triangles BOX,
OAY, ABZ axe deseribed,all externally, or all towaxds the triangle.

thst AX, BY, CZ axe all equal.

4. The aguare descrlbed on the diagonaZ of a given sguare, is
donbbe of th_ given square.

5. ABO /s an equilater¢t triangle, and AX i8 the perpendicular
drawn from A to BC: chew that the square on AX is three times the
square on BX.

6. Desoribe a square equal to the sum of two given squares.

7. From the vertex A of a triangle ABO, AX is drawn perpendi.
eul_r to the base : show that the difference of the squares on the sides
AB and AC, is equal to the difference of the squares on BX and CX,
the megments of the base.

8. If from any point O within a triangle ABC, perpendiculacs
OX, OY, OZ are drawn to the sides BG, CA, AB respectively; shew
that the sum of the squares on the segments AZ, BX, CY is eq_.l to
the sum of the squares on the segments AY, CX, BZ.

PROPOSITION 47. .A.LTERNATIVE PROOF.

C

B

H G D F

Let OAR be &right.m_g]zd triangle, having the m_gleat A a right

_nm on BA, AO,
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On AB desen'bethe square ABFG. z. 46.
From FG and GA cut ot_ respeotively FD and GK, each equal

toAC. L 8.
On GK des_be the squareGKEH : z. 46.

then HQ and GF are in the same straight Hne. x. ld.
Join CE, ED, DB.

It will first be shewn that the figure CEDB is the square on CB.

Now CA is equal to KG ; add to each AK:
therefore CK is equal to AG.
Similarly DH is equal to GF:

hence the four lines BA, CK, OH, BF are all equal.

Then in the triangles BAC, CKE,
{ BA is equal to CK, _'ore£

a_.... _ and AC is equal to KE; Constr.
_ ] also the contained angle BAG is equal to the containe_

angle GKE, being right angles;
therefore the triangles BAC, CKr: are equal in all respects, z. 4.

Bimilarly the four triangles BAC, CKE, DHE, BFD may be shown
to be equal in all xespects.

Therefore the four straight lines BC, CE, ED, DB are all equal;
t_at is, the figure CEDB is equilateral.

Again the angle CBA is equal to the angle DBF; /_rove&
add to each the angle ABD :

then the angle CBD is equal to the angle ABF :
therefore the angle CBD is a right angle.

Hence the figure CEDB is the square on BC. Def. 28.
An_ EHGK is equal to the squ_re on AC. Co_.

Now the square on CEDB is made up of the two triangles BAC, CKE,
and the rect3]ineal figure AKEDB;

therefore the square CEDB is equal to the triangles EHD, DFB
togetherwiththe same rectilinealfigure;

but these make up the squares EHGK, AGFB:
hence the square CEDB isequal to the sum of the squares EHGIQ

AGFB:
that is, the square on the hypotenuse BC is equal to the sum of the

squazes on the two sides CA, AB. q. _. B.

Obs. The following propertiesof • square,though not

[SeeL4s.]
(i)i"__es on_ _a/ah_l_ne_at6
(a)
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PROPOSITION 48. THEOREM.

I/ t_ S_ des_bed on o_ _ of a _l_ be equal
to t}_ aura o the squares described _n the other two sides, then
the angle contained by these two sides shall be a right angle.

D

8 G

Let ABO be a triangle ; and let the square described on
BC be equal to the sum of the squares described on BA, AC:

then shall the angle BAC be a right angle.

Construction. From h draw AD at right angles to AC; I. ll.
and make AD equal to AB. I. 3.

Join DC.

-Proof. Then, because AD is equal to hB, Constr.
therefore the square on AD is equal to the square on AB.

To each of these add the square on CA;

then the sum of the squares on C_ AD is equal to the sum
of the squares on C_ AB.

But, because the an_e DAC is a right angle, Constr.
therefore the square on DC is equal to the sum of the

squares on CA, AD. I. 47.
.4rod, by hypothesis, the square on BC is equal to the sum

of the squares on CA, AB;

therefore the square on DC is equal to the square on BC:
therefore also the side DC is equal to the side BC.

Then in the triangles DAC, BAC,

DA is equal to BA, C_tr.and AC is common to both;

Because _alse the third side DO iS equal to the third side
_, BC; J_roved.

therefore the angle DAC is equal to the angle BAC. I. 8.

But DAC is a right angle ; Cwastr.

therefore also BAC iS a r_ht angle. Q.aV.
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INTRODUCTORY.

Rn_TSTOWAROSTEE SOLUTIO_OF G_OMETRIC_EXEaCISES.
A_YsIs. S_THV.SlS,

It is commonly found that exercises in Pure Geometry present
to a beginner far more difficulty than examples in any other
branch of Elementary Mathematics. This seems to be due to
the following causes.

(i) The main Propositions in the text of Euclid must be not
merely understood, but thoroughly digested, before the exercises
depending upon them can be successfully attempted.

(ii) The variety of such exercises is practically unlimited;
and it is impossible to lay down for their treatment any definite
methods, such as the student has been accustomed to find in the
rules of Elementary Arithmetic and Algebra.

(iii) The arrangement of Euclid's Propositions, though pcr-
hape the most convincing of all forms of argument, affords in
most cases little clue as to the way in which the proof or con-
struction _as discovered.

Euclid's propositions are arranged synthetically: that is
to say, they star_ from the hypothesis or data; they next pro-
ceed to a construction in accordance with postulates, and pro-
blems alre_y solved; thee by successive steps based on known
theorems, they finally establish the result indicated by the enun-
ciation.

Thus Geometrical Synthesis is a building up of/¢nown results,
in order to obtain a new result.

But as this is not the way in which constructions or proofs
are usually discovered, we draw the attention of the student to
the following hints.

Begin by assuming the result it is desired to establish; then
by working backwards, trace the consequences of the assumption,
and try to ascertain its dependenoe on some mmple.r,theorem
which is already known to _e true, or on some con&tlon which
_l,tS the necessary construction. If this attempt is suc:

the steps of the argument may in general be re-arran.ge_ain reverse order, and the constructmn and prooI presentea m
synthetm forn_
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This unravellingof the conditionsof a propositionin orde_
to traceitback to some earlierprincipleon which it depends,
iscalledgeometrical _lysis: itisthe naturalway of attack-
ing most exercisesof a more di_cult type,and it is espec_aUy
adapted to the solution ofprobl_ms.

These directions are so general that they caunot be said to
amount to a m_hod: all that can be claimed for Geometrical
Analysis is that it furnishes a mode of searchi_j for a
_j_'_, and its success will necessarily depend on the skill
andingenuity with which it is employed: these may be expected
to come with experience, but a thorough grasp of the chief Pro-
positions of Euclid is essential to at_Auing them.

The practical application of these hints is illustrated by the
following example_

I. Co_s_Z an isoscelesPrimWl__v_Ig glve_thebase,and the
sum of one of the efiual sid_ and the .verl_endicular draum from the
ve_ex to the base.

/i"

A X B

Let AB be the given base, and K the sum of one side and the
perpendicular drawn from the vertex to the base.

_Is. Eu_wlJoseABO to be tlte required triangle.

From 0 draw OX perpendicular to AB :
then AB is biseetedat X. I.26.

Now if we In_luce XO to H, making XH equal to K,
it follows that CH=CA ;

and if AH is joined,
we notice that the angle CAH = the angle CHA. x. 5.

l'Iow the stcaight _ XH sad AH can be drown before the _t_

we have the folloldageonztmotion,whlehwe
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SYw_s_. B_ot AB at X :
from X draw XH perpendicular to AB, making XH equal to K.

Join AN.
At the lmlnt A in HA, r_/_ _he angle HAO egual to the an91_

AHX ; and join CB.
Then ACB e_.ll be the triangle required.

First the triangle is isosceles, for AC = BC. x. 4.
Again, since the angle HAC=the angle AHC, Co_r,

.'. HC=AC. L 6.
To each add CX ;

then the sum of AC, CX=the sum of HC, CX
=HX.

That is, the sum of AC, CX=K. o.]_._.

2. To divide a given straight Zine so tha_ the s!lu_re on one _rt
may be double of the squ_re on the other.

O

_E .,_ //

./ #"
_° "*" i f/

A X B

Let AB be the given straight llne.

As_Ysts. Suppose AB to be divided as required at X : that is,
suppose the square on AX to be double of the square on XB.

Now we remember that in an isosceles right-angledtriangle, the
square on the hypotenuse is double of the square on either of the
equal sides.

This suggests to us to draw BC l_erpendicular to AS, and to make
Be equal to BX.

Join XO.

Then the square on XC isdoubleof the _lua_ on XB, x. 47.
.-. XC=AX.

And when we join AC, we notice that
the angle XAC=the angle XCA. x. _.

Hemee theexteriorangleCXB isdoubleoftheangleXAO. x.32,
But the angle CXB is half of a rightangle : I, 82,

.'. the ang/e XAG @ one.fourth of _ rigltc =ng/e.

Ttd= ¢upplleethedue to th_ 'foltowi_ eonstruct,ion ;--
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S_rrxnszs. From B draw BD perpendioulsr to AB ;
and from A draw AC, ma/dn9 BAC or_-fourth of a right angle.

From C, the intersection of AC and BD, draw CX, makln_ the angle
AOX equal to the angle BAG. I. 28.

Then AB shall be divided as required at X.
For since the angle XCA=the angle XAC,

... XA=XG. L 6.
And because the angle BXO=the sum of the angles BAC, ACX, x. 32.

... the angle BXC is half a right angle;
and the angle at B is a right angle;

therefore the angle BCX is half a right angle; i. 32.
therefore the angle BXC = the angle BCX ;

.'. BX= BC.
Hence the square on XC is double of the square on XB : L 47.

that is, the square on AX is double of the square on XB. Q.E.d.

L ON TB_. ZD_TICAL EqU_.Lr_Y OF _RIASGT.ES.

See Propositions 4, 8, 26.

1. If in a triangle the perpendicular from the vertex on the base
bisects the base, then the triangle is isosceles.

2. If the bisector of the vertical angle of a triangle is also per-
pendicular to the base, the triangle is isosceles.

8. If the bisector of the vertical angle of a triangle also bisects
the base, the triangle is isosceles.

[Produce the bisector, and complete the construction after the
manner of 2. 16.]

4. If in a triangle a pair of straight lines drawn from the ex-
tremities of the base, making equal angles with the sides, are equal, the
_riangle is isosceles.

6. If in a triangle the perpendiculars drawn from the extremities
of the base to the opposite sides are equal, the triangle is isosceles.

6. Two triangles ABC, ABD on the same base AB, andon opposite
sides of it, are such that AC is equal to AD, and BC is equal to BD :
shew that the line joining the points C and D is perpendicular to AB.

7. If from the extremities of the base of an isosceles triangle per-
pendioulars are drawn to the opposite sides, shew that the straight
line joining the vertex to the intersection of these perpendiculars bisects
the verfi_l angle,
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8. ABC isa triangleinwhich the verticalangleBAC isbisected
by thestraighthne AX :from B drawBD perpendieula¢to AX, and
produce it to meet AC, or AC producedj in E; then shaw that BD is
equal to DE.

9. In a quadrilateral ABCD, AB is equal to AD, and BC is equal
to DC: shaw that the diagonal AC bisects each of the angles whieh it
joins.

10. In aquadrilateralABCD theopposltesldesAD, BC areequal,
and alsothe diagonalsAC, BD areequal:ifAC and BD intersectat
K, shewthateaeJzofthetrianglesAKB, DKC isisosceles.

11. Ifone angleofa trianglebe equaltothesum oftheothertwo,
thegreatestsideisdoubleofthedistanceofitsmiddlepointfromthe
oppositeangle.

12. Two rlght.angied triangles which have their hypotenuses equaZ,
and one side of one equal to one side of the other, are identically equal.

A t)

B C E F

Let ABC, DEF be two A srlght-angledst B and E, havingAC
equal to DF, and AB equal to DE:

then shall the _ s be identloally equal.
For apply the h ABC to the A DEF, so that A may fall on D,

and AB along DE; and so that C may fall on the side of DE remote
from F.

Let C' be the point on which C falls.
Then since AB= DE,
... B must fall on E;

so that DEC' represents the _ ABC in its new position.
Now eachofthe Z s DEF, DEC' isaft.L-; Hyp.

... EF and EC' are in one st. hne. L 14.
Then in the A C'DF,
because DF= DC',

.'.the Z DFC'=the Z DC'F. L 5.

Hence in the two Am DEF, DEC',
{ the Z DEF=the /_ DEC', beingft.Ls;

Be_ause_an4 the /. DFE=the /_ DC'E; Prove&
( also the side DE is common to both;
...the Am DEF, DEO'aze equalinallrespects; x.26.

thatis, the 4 8 DEFj ABC are equal in all x_l_ta, q.z.D.
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Is. i/_o _mg_ _ _o _ of #_ o_ e_ _ _o _ o/
t_ oCAor,t_l_ t_ _h, a_ h,_z likewiss the a_les _ to o_ psir

s a_ _]wr _wd or s_ppI_n_n_r_j, az_ _ tl_ fo_n_ _ss tle

Let ABC, DEF be two triangles,having the sideAB equalto the
sideDE, thesideAC equalto the sideDF, and the L.ABC equalto
the/-DEF ; thenshallthe/J ACB, DFE be eitherequalor supple-
mentary,and in the formercasethe trianglesshallbe equalin all.
respects.

If theL BAC=the u EDF,
thenthetrianglesareequalinallrespects. I.4.

But i_theL.BAO be not equalto the/_EDF, one of them must be
thegreater.

Let the/- EDF be greater than the/.- BAC.
At D in ED make the L. EDF' equal to the L. BAC.

Then the ,x6 BAC, EDF' are equal in all respects. I. 26.
.'. AC=DW ;
butAC=DF ; Hyp.

.'. DF= DF',
:. the L- DFF'=tbe L. DF'F. L 5.

But the L 6 DFT, DF'E are supp]ementary, L 13.
:. the L 6 DFF', DF'E aresupplementary:

thatis,the /_6DFE, AGB are supplementary.
Q.I_.D.

Three cases of this theorem deserve _ attention.

It has been proved that if th_ angles ACB, DFE are not s_nud,
theyare_pp_ ;

And we know that of angles whioh are supplementary and unequal_
one must lm acuteand the other obtuse.
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CORO_L_ZZS. Hence, in addition to the hYl_Otl_ of thb
theorem,

(i) If the anglesAOB, DFE, oppositeto the two equal sides
AB, DE are both acute,both obtuse, or if oneof them
is arightangle,
it follows that these angles are equal,

and therefore that the triangles are equal in all respects.

(ii) If the two given angles are right angles or obtuse angles,
it follows that the angles ACB, DFE must be both
acute, and therefore equal, by (i) :

so that the triangles are equal in all respects.
(hi) If in each triangle the side opposite the given angle is not

lass than the other given side ; thatis, If AC and DF
are not less than AB and DE respectively, then
the angles ACB, DFE cannot be greater than the angiee
ABC, DEF respectively ;

therefore the angles ACB, DFE, are both acute I
hence, as above, they are equal ;

and the trlangles ABC, DEF are equal in all respects.

U. o_ Z_EQUALZ_IES.

See Propositions 16, 17, 18_ 19, 20, 21, 24, 25.

1. In a triangle ABC, if AC is not greater than AB, chew that
any straight line drawn through the vertex A, and terminated by the
base BC, is less than AB.

2. ABC ks a tviangZe, and the vertical angle BAG _ 51Bectedby a
straight line whwh meets the base BG zn X ; chew that BA is greater
than BX, and CA greater than GX. Hence obtain a _tvof of L 20.

8. The _,r,pendicular is the shortest straight line that can be
dra_t j_rom a given 1_oint to a given straight line ; and of others, that
which is nearer to the _er_ndicu_r is less than the more remote ; and
two, and only two equal straight lines can be drawn from the given

laoin¢ to t_ given straight line, one on each _dae of tlw perpcndicu_l".
4. The sum of the distauces of any point from the three auSu1_

1_inta ds triangle is great_ *h_r' half its perimeter.

_. The sum of the distna_ of any point _tl_" a trlan_ from
its aagu_ pints is le_ t_,_ tl_ porim_ oftheta'ia_]e.
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ft. The perimeter of a quadrilateral is greater than the sum of its
diagonals.

7. The sum of the diagonals of a quatlrilal_'al is less than the
sum of the four straight lines drawn from the angular points to any
given point. Prove this, and point out the exceptional ease.

8. In a t_ang_ any two sides are together greater than twice the
median which bisects the remaining aide. [See Def. p. 7a.]

[Produce the median, and complete the construction after the
manner of x. 16.]

9. In any triangle the sum of the medians is less than the peri.
meter.

10. In a triangle an angle is acute, obtuse, or a right angle,
according as the median drawn from it is greater than, less than, or
equal to half the opposite side. [See Ex. 4, p. 59.]

11. The diagonals of a rhombus are unequal.

12. If the vortical angle of a triangle is contained by unequal
sides, and if from the vertex the median and the bisector of the angle
are drawn, then the median lies within the angle contained by the
bisector and the longer side.

Let ABC be a zx, in which AS ig greater
than AC; le_ AX be the median drawn from A -
A, and AP the bisector of the vertical
z BAC :

then shall AX lie between AP and AB.
Produce AX to K, making XK equal to

AX. Join KC.

Then the z_' BXA, CXK may be shewn B _X_C
to be equal in all respects; r. 4. //hence BA=CK, an4 the z BAX=the Z CKX.

But since BA is greater than AC, Hyp. K
,'. CK is greater than AC;

.-. the Z CAK is greater than the z CKA: L 18.
that is, the z CAX is greater than the z BAX :

.', the z CAX must be more than half the ,cert. z BAC ;
hence AX lies within the angle BAP. q.e.D.

18. If two sides of a triangle are unequal, and if from thelr l_oint
of intersection three straight lines are drawn, namely th_ bisector of the
vertical angle, the median, and the pe_endicular to the base, the firet
is i/attrmediatt in position and magnitude to the other two.
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IIL ON PARALLELS.

See Propositions 27--31.

1. If a straight line meets two parallel straight lines, and the
two interior angles on the same side are bisected; shaw that the
bisectors meet at right angles. [I. 29, x. 32.]

2. The st_i_ght lines drawn from any point in the bisector of
an angle parallel to the arms of the angle, and terminated by them,
are equal ; and the resulting figure is a rhombus.

8. AB and CD are two straight lines intersecting at D, and the
adjaeent angles so formed are bisected: if through any point X in
DC a straight line YXZ be drawn parallel to AB and meet_ the
biseetors in Y and Z, shaw that XY is equal to XZ.

4. If two straight lines are parallel to two other straight lines,
each to each; and if the angles contained by each pair are biseoted;
shaw that the bisecting lines are parallel

5. The middle point of any straight llne whioh meets two parallel
straight fines, and is terminated by them, is equidistant from the
parallels.

6. A straight line drawn between two parallels and terminatedby
them, is biseoted ; shaw that any other straight line passing through
the middle point and terminated' by the parailels, is also bisested at
that point.

7. If through a point equidistant from two parallel straight lines,
two straight lines are drawn cutting the parallels, the partions of the
latter thus interoepted are equal.

PROBLEMS.

8. AS and CD are two given straight lines, and X is a given
point in AB : find a point Y in AB such that YX may be equal to the
perpendicular distance of Y from CD.

9. ABC is an isosceles triangle; required to draw a straight
line DE parallel to the base BC, andmeeting the equal sides in D and
E, so that BD, DE, EO nmy be all equal.

10. ABC is any triangle; required to draw a _ra_ht line_ DE
parallel to the base BC, and meeting the other sides m u and a, so
that DE may be equal to the sum of BD and CE.

11. ABC _ any tri_-.gle; required to draw a straight line l)arallel
to the base BC, and meeting the other sides in D and E, so that DE
may be equal to the difference of BD and OE.

•,._. 7
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IT. ON _AItXLLELOGEAJK_

See Propositions 33, 34, and the deductions from these Propa
given on page6_

1. The r_ra_ght lir_ drawn through the middle point of a eide of a
triang_ _ra_! to the &_, bisects the remaining _de.

Let ABO be a _, and Z the middle point
of the side AB. Tl_ough Z, ZY is drawn pa_ A

to BO ; then shall Y be the middlepoint of AC. B X_

'l"m'ou_ Z _'tw Z X 1_ to AO. z.81.
Then in the _s AZY, ZBX,
beoause ZY and BO are pad,
.'.the z AZY=the Z ZBX; L29.

and because ZX and AC are pa_,
,', the Z ZAY-the Z BZX; I. 29. 0

also AZ=ZB: HytD.
.'. AY=ZX. 'r. 26.

But ZXCY is a parm by construction;
•". ZX=YC. x. 84.

Hence AY=YC;
that is, AC is bistred at Y. q.R.v.

_. Th_ straight Zinewhich joins the middle _oints of two sides of
t_m_g_,, is _aral_ to the third side.

Let ABO be a _, and Z, Y the middle A

points of the sides AB, AC: //_',,Y,__/

then shsll ZY be pa_ to BC.
Prod_ ZY to V, making YV equal to

7y.
,Toi_CV.

Then in the zx_AYZ, CYV,
[ AY=CY, Hyp. ......

BecauSe{ and YZ =YV, Constr. B C
(andthe Z AYZ=theve_t. opp. Z OYV; z. 1_.

.'. AZ = OV, z. 4.
andthe Z ZAY=the Z VCY;

hence CV is pa_ to AZ. L 2?.
But CV _ equal to AZ, that is, to BZ: Hy_.

.'. CV is equal and ImXl to BZ :
.-. ZV imequal aud par_to BC: z. 88.

t.,h_ is, ZY b _ to BC, _.=.n.

[A _nd _ of this_oposition n_ybe derivedfromL_.]
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8. The mt_ight _ine which joius g_ mbldle poin_ of two sid_ of a
tri_b_ is e_tw_l to half the third side.

4. She_ that the three straight lineswhich join the middle l_nU
of the MAce of a trian#l¢, divide it into four triangles which are identi.
eaUy equal.

5. Any straight line drawn from the verte_ of a triangle to the
base is bisected by the straight line which join8 the middl_ points of the
other _des of the triangle.

6. Given the three middle points of the sides of a triangle, con.
_ruct the trisngle.

7. AB, AC are two given straight lines, and P is a given point
between them; required to draw through P a straight line temi.
hated by AB, AC, and bisected by P.

8. ABGD is a parallelogram, and X, Y are the middle points of
the opposite sides AD, BC: shew that BX and DY trisect the dia-
gonal AC.

9. If the middle points of adjacent sides of any quadrilateral be
_oined_ the figure thus formed i8 a parallelogram.

10. Shew that the straight lines which join the middle points of
opposite sides of a quadrilateral_ bisect one another.

11. The s_raight line which joins the middle points of the oblique
sidea of a trapezimn, is parallel to the two parallel sides, and paa_es
through the middle points of the diagonals.

12. The straight line which joins the middle points of the oblique
sides of a trapezium zs equal to half the sum of the paratls_ sides ; and
the l_ortio_ tntercepted between the diagonals is e_lual to half the
difference of the paralle_ side_.

Defmltion. If from the extremities of one straight line per-
pendiculars are drawn to another, the portion of the latter
intercepted between the perpendiculars is said to be the Ortho-
goaal Projection of the first line upon the second.

B

Y Q

_ Thus in the _ljo_-_ figure, if txom the extremitiemof the _qz_lz_
AB the perpendiculars AX, BY are drawn to PQ_ ttum XY is the

m';/zogo_lproj_ of AB on PQ,
7--2
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18. A given s_aight line AB/_ bisected at C; shew that the pro.
j_tions of AO, CB mt a_j other straight line are equal.

B B

C
K

p YQ-
j ii

P X Z Y El A H K

Let XZ, ZY be the projections of AC, GB on any straight line PQ:
then XZ and ZY shall be equal.

Through A draw a straight line parallel to PQ, meeting CZ, BY
or these lines produced, in H, K. I. 31.

Now AX, CZ, BY are parallel, for they are perp. to PQ; I. 28.
... the figures XH, HY are par_;

.'. AH=XZ, and HK=ZY. z. _t.
But through C, the middle point of AB, a side of the z_ ABK,

CH has been drawn parallel to the side BK;
.'. CH bisects AK: Ex. 1, tz 96.
that is, AH=HK;

.'. XZ =ZY. q._.v,

14. If three parallel straight lines make equal intercepts on a
fourth straight line which meets them, they will also make equal inter-
c_ts on any other straight line which meets them.

15. Equal and parallel straight lin_ have c_ual projections on any
other straight line.

16. AB is a given straight line bisected at O ; and AX, BY are
perpendiculars drawn from A and B on any other straight line: shew
that OX is equal to OY.

17. AB i8 a given straight line bisected at 0 : and AX, BY and OZ
ave _q_mticular8 drawn to any straight line PQ, which does not pass
between A and B: shew that OZ u _uaZ to haZf the sum of AX, BY.

[OZ is said to be _ .&.ttt,hmettc Mean between AX and BY.]

18. AB is a given straight line bisectedat O; an4 through A, B
and O parallel straight Hues are drawn to meet a given straight line
PQ in X, Y, Z : shew that OZ is equal to half the sum, or half the
d/_'eee'_e of AX and BY, aoeo_ling as A _,nd B He on the sa_ _.de
or on olo_t_ sides of PQ.
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19. To divi&a giv_ finitestraightli_ _._oany .._v of eC._
1_zrts.

Kue[FOr example, required to divide the straight
AS into five equal parts.

From A draw AC, a straight line of un- p
limited length, making any angle with AB.

In AC take any point P, and mark off Q
successive parts PQ, QR, RS, ST each equal
to AP.

Join ST; and through P, @., R, S draw
parallels to BT. B S

It may be shewn by Ex. 14, p. 98, that these
parallels divide AB into five equal parts.]

20. If through an angle of a Tarallelogram any straight line
is drawn, the _erpendicular drawn to it from the o2a_oe_tea_l_
is equal to the sum or dzffereace of the Terpeadwulars drawn to it
from the two remaining angles, according as the given straight line
fall_ w_thout the parallelogram, or intersects it.

[Through the opposite angle draw a straight line parallel to the
given straight line, so as to meet the perpendicular from one of the
remaining angles, produced if necessary: then aploly L 84, L 26. Or
proceed as in the following example.]

21. From the angular points of a parallelogram perpendicula_
are drawn to any straight hne which is without the parallelogram:
shew that the sum of the perpendiculars drawn from one pai_ of
opposite angles is equal to the sum of tho_ drawn from the other pair.

[Draw the diagonals, and from their point of intersection let fall a
perpendicular upon the given straight llne. See Ex. 17, I_.98.]

22. The sum of the perpendiculars drawn from any point in the
base of an isosceles triangle to the equal sides is equal to the perpendi-
eular dxawn from either extremity oi the bass tu the opposite _id_.

fit follows that the sum of the distances 7f any point in _he base
of an isosceles triangle from the equal sides is co_t, that is,
the same whatever point in the base is taken.]

23. In the base prodneed of an isosceles triangle any point is
taken: chew that the difference of its distances from the equal sides i8
constant.

24. The sum of the perpendietdars drawn from any point wi_lin
an equilateral triangle to the t_ee sides is equal to the .pcr_ndicular
drawn from any one of the angular imints to the oPlmSite s_d_ and
therefore constant,



PROBI,EMS.

[Problems marked (*) admit of more than ene solution.]

*25. Draw a straight line through a given point, so that the part of
it intereepted between two given parallel straight lines may be of given
lengt_

26. Draw a straight line parallel to a given straight line, so thst
the part intercepted between two other given straight lines may be of
given length.

27. Draw a straight line equally inclined to two given straight
Iines that meet, so that the part intercepted between them may be of
given length.

28. AB, AC are two given straight lines, and P is a given point
without the angle contained by them. It is required to draw through
P a straight line to meet the given lines, so that the part intercepted
between them may be equal to the part between P and the nearer line,

Y. MISCELIzANEOUSTHEOREMS AND F,YA_fPLES.

Chiefly on L 32.

1. A is the wrte_ of an isesceles tT_iangZeABC, and BA/s produced
to D, so that AD/s e_l to BA ; if DO /s drawn, shew that BCD/s
right angle.

2. The s_ra_gl_ line joining the middZe point of the hypotenuse of a
right.angled triang_ to tlw right angle _ equo_ to half the hypotcrmse.

8. From the extremities of the base of a triangle perpendiculars
are drawn to the opposite sides (prodmced if necessary); shew that the
_Taight lines whi_ jk_ the _jmJkldlepoint of the base to the'feet of
the perpendiculars are equal.

4. In a _ i_; AD @ drawn j_e_endicular to BC ; and
X, Y, Z _e the midd_ points of tl_e sides BO, CA, AB respectively ;
zhew that eacKof the angles ZXY, ZDY is equal to the angle BAC.

_, Zn a Hght.wngled _riang_, if a per_dicu_r he drm_n from
Ore right angle to the hypostatise, the two trianoles thus formed are
e4"_lar to one another.

6, r_p.a right.aP_g_d ¢riatt_le two _ight liftee _ff_ dr_
tJ_ _igl_ mtgle, one bi_i_9 the hy_, tie other
to t_ : ebc_v tltst _y vonCaln vm c_gb e_al to th_ dtffcre_c_ of O_ twO



of the o_e ¢0 tae etsecror of th_ verticat angle, (i) it toiU t]tcke _tJ_
tither of the sides eontaini_tg th_ vertical ang_ an angle eqtuzl to ha(f
the sum of the angles at the base; (ii) it wiU mahe with the b¢_ a_
angle eqtml to half the difference of the angles at the base.

Let ABe be the given 4, and AH the hi. A
sector of the vertical z BAC.

Let CLK meet AH at right angles.
(i) Then shall each of the Z s AKC, ACK

be equal to half the sum of the Z' ABC,
ACB.

In the AuAKL, ACL, XH

f the L KAL=the Z CAt., H_.
Because also the Z ALK=tho _ ALC, being rt. L';

and AL is common to both A';
.'. the Z AKL=the Z ACt_ x. 26.

Again, the Z AKC=the sum of the Z_ KBC, KCB ; x, 82.
that is, the z ACK=the sum of the Z ' KBC, KCB.

To each add the Z ACK,
then twi0e the Z AOK=the sum of the Z ' ABC, AOB,

... the / ACK=_lf the sum of the Z ' ABC, ACB.

(ii) The z KCB shall be equal to half the difference of the
Z BACB, ABC.

As before, the Z ACK=the sum of the z ' KBC, KCB.
To each of these sad the z KCB :

then the Z ACB=the Z KBC together with twice the Z KCB.
... twiee the Z KCB=the differeneeof the Z" AGB, KBC,

that is, the Z KCB =half the di_erenoe of the Z• ACB, ABC,,

Co_oz_L_Y. If X be the middle point of the bo_e, and XL bejoi_d,
it may be she_ by ]£x. 8, p. 97, that XL is half BK ; that /s, that
XL is half the difference of the sides AB, AC.

8. In any trla_gle the angle contained by the bi_ecWr of ti_
vertical angle and th_ =_r_endicular from the vertex to the base is equa_
to half the difference of the ang_ at the bc_e. [See Ex, a, p. _9.]

9. In a triangle ABe the side AC is p_xlu_. _ D, and the
angles BAO, BCD are biseeted by straight lines which meet at F;
shew that they contain an angle equal to half the angle at B.

10. If in a right.angled triangle one of the aeute _1_ i_ double
of the other, shew that the hypotenuse is double of the ehorte_ _ide.

from ira ermmdtie_ be join_ to the oi_o_t_ _ me agu-,_
torme4_1__ _o =_
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1_. ABC is a _ven equi_,teral triangle, and in the _id_ BC, CA,
AB the points X, Y, Z are taken respectively,so that BX, CY and AZ

all equal. AX, BY, OZ ere now drawn, intersecting in P, Q, R :
ahew that the triangle PQR is equilateral.

13. If in the sides AB, BC, CD, DA of a parallelogram ABCD
four points P, Q, R, S be taken in order, one in each side, so that AP,
BQ, CR, D8 are all equal; shew that the figure PQRS is a parallelo.
gram.

14. In the figure of L 1, if the circles intersect at F, and if
CA and CB are produced to meet the circles in P and Q respectively ;
ehew that the points P, F, Q are in the same straight line; and
ahew also that the triangle CPQ is equilateral.

[Problems marked (*) admit of more than one solution.]

15. Through two given points draw two straight lines forming
with a straight line given in position, an equilateral triangle.

"16. From a given point it is required to draw to two parallel
straight lines two equal straight lines at right angles to one another.

"17. Three given straight lines meet at a point; draw another
straight line so that the two portions of it intercepted between the
given lines may be equal to one,mother.

18. From a given point draw three straight lines of given lengths,
so that their extremities may be in the same straight line, and inter-
cept equal distances on that line. [See Fig. to L 16.]

19. Use the properLies of the equilateral triangle to trisect a given
finite straight line.

20. In a given triangle inscribe a rhombus, having one of its
angles ooineidlng with an angle of the triangle.

YL ON THE CONCURRENCEOF STRAIGHT LINES IN .%TRIANGLE.

D_I_ONa (i) Three or more straight lines are said t_
be cow, trent when they meet in one point.

(ii) Three or more point_ are said to be col]_eaz when they
lie upon one straight line.

We here give some propositions rela_ng to the concurrence
of certain groups of straight lines drawn in a triangle: the im-
i_ortance of thesetheorems willbe more fully appreciatedwhen
the stude.t is f_i1_r with Books _. and Iv.
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1. The _ePpendiculars dra_ to the sides of a triangle.from their
middle 1_i_ are concurrent.

Let ABC he a A, and X, Y, Z the .,/_
middle points of its sides :

then shall the perp_ drawn to the
sides from X, V, Z be concurrent.

From Z and Y draw perps to AB, AC;
these perpS, since they cannot be parallel,
will meet at point O. ,4x. 12.

Join OX. B X C

It is required to .prove that OX _ per_. to BO.

Join OA, OB, OC.
In the As OVA, OYC,

l YA=YC, H_/p.
Because and OY is common to both ;

also the Z OVA=the z OYC, bcingrt. L'.
.'. OA=OC. I. 4,

Similarly, from the z_'OZA, OZB,
it may be proved that OA=OB.

Hence OA, OB, OO are alt equal.
Again, in the A' OXB, OXC

l BX=CX, _ry_.
Because and XO is common to both ;

also OB = OC : Proved,
.'. the Z OXB=the /. OXC, x. 8.

hut these are adjacent LB;
.'. they are ft. L ' ; Def. 7.

that is, OX is perp. to BO.
Hence the three perpS OX, OY, OZ meet in the point O.

Q. E. D.

2. The bisectors o/the a_gles of a triangle are co_cu_rent.

LetABObea A. Biseetthe Z'ABC, A
BOA, by straight lines which must meet
at some point O, _/x. 12.

Join AO.
It is _equired to prove that AO bisect_ the

z SAC.
I_rom O dra_ OP, OQ., OR perp. to the

sides of the A. B P C
Then in the A" OBP, OBR,

l the /_ OBP=the z OBR, ConBtr.
Because and the _ OPB=the /. ORB, being ft. L s,

and OB is common ;
.',OP=OR. =. 26.



I_]srl 7 h_)m the /="OCP, OCQ, A
it may be ahewn that OP= OQ,

•". OP, OQ, OR are all equal. R_/_

h_;n in the {_' ORA, OQA,
it.he Z ' ORA, OQA areft. L ",

Because)rod the hypotenuse OA isco]0_Llnon_
also OR=OQ; Pro_d. B P C

.'. the Z RAO=thez QAO. Ex. 12, p. 91.
That is, AO is t'ne bisector of the Z BAG.

Hence the bisector8 of the three z s meet at the point O.
Q. E. D.

B. The bis_a of two exterior angles of a triangl_ and tl_
bisectqr of the third angle are ¢encw_'ent.

Let ABC be a _, of which the sides AB, A
AC are produced to any points D and E.

Bisect the z ' DBC, ECB by straisht lines
which must meet at some point O. Ax. 12.

Join AO.

It _# _equlred te I_rove that AO 5isect_ the
ang_ BAG.
From O &'aw OP, OQ, OR perp. to the

sides ofthe A.

Then in the AR OBP' OBR' _ O_ Q

/the Z OBP=the Z OBR, Constr,
] also the z OPB=f_e Z ORB,

w, and OB is common ;
•". OP=OR. I. 26.

Similarly in the A, OCP, OCQ,
itmay be shewn that OP=OQ:
.'. OP, OQ, OR ace all equal.

Again in the A = ORA, OQA,

the Z" ORA, OQA are ft. L _,
Because and the hypotenuse OA is common,

also OR=OQ; Proved,
.-. the /. RAO=the Z (_.O. Ez. 12, p. 91.

That is, AO is the biseo_or of the Z BAG.
... the biseetorsof t_e two exterior Z" DBG, EGB,

_d of the _o¢ /. BAG meet at the piat O.
q,=-P,
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4. The z_edians of a _'im_gle are co_re,n,t.

Let ABC be a A. Let BY and CZ be two of its A
medians, and let them intersect at O.

Join AO,
and produce it to meet SO in X.

It is required to show that AX is the remainin 9 ,V
median of the A.

Through C draw CK parallel to BY:
produce AX to meet OK at K.

JoinBK. B 0

In the _ AKO,
because Y is the middle point of AC, and YO is K

parallel to OK,
•". 0 is the middle point of AK. Ex. 1, p. 96.

Again in the A ABK,
since Z and O are the middle poznts of AB, AK,

... ZO is parallel to BK, Ex. 2, p. 96.
that is, OC is parallel to BK :

.'. the figure BKCO is a paY%
But the diagonals of a parTM bisect one another, Ex. 5, p. 64.

.'. X is the middle point of BC.
That is, AX is a median of the A •

Hence the three medians meet at the point O. q.z.v.

COBOLL_Y. The three medians of a triangle cut one a_ther at a
point of trisection, the greater segment in each bein9 towm'ds the
angular _oint.

For in the above figure it has been Fro_ed that
AO = OK,

also that OX is hall of OK;
.-. OX is half of OA:

thatis,OX isone thirdofAX.
SimdarlyOY isonethizdofBY,

and OZ isone third of OZ. Q.E.D.

By means of tl_ Corollary it may _ shown that in any triangle
the shorter median biceots the greater sine.

[The point of intersection of the three medians of a '.t_o iJ
called the ce_a'o_d. It is shown in mechanics that a thin triangular

te win balance in any position about th.is _oint: thervto_ th0
of a tris_e is also its centre of _r_v_7._
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oF1_ites_ areco.cu_r_t.

N A M

L

Let Ago be a A, and AD, BE, CF the three perp' drawn from
the vertices to the opposite sides :

then shall these perp' be concurrent.

Through A, B, and C draw straight lines MN, NL, LM parallel
to the opposite sides of the A.

Then the figure BAMC is a par =. Def. 26.
.'. AB=MC. L 84.

Also the figure BACL is a par =.
.'.AB=LC,
.'. LC=CM :

that is, C is the middle point of LM.
So also A and B are the nnddle points of M N and N L.

Hence AD, BE, CF are the perp_ to the sides of the z, LMN from
their middle points. Ex. 8, p. 54.

But these perp' meet in a point: Ex. 1, p. 103.
that is, the perp' drawn from the vertices of the _ ABG to the

opposite sides meet in a point. Q.v.D.

[For another proof see Theorems and Ezamples on Book xxx.]

DEFINITIONS.

(i) The intersection of _he perpendiculars drawn from the
vertices of a triangle to the opposite sides i_ called its ortho-
centre.

(ii) The triangle formed by joining the feet of the i)erpen-
diculars is called the pedal _.
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YII. ON THE CONSTRUCTIONOF TRIANGLES WITH GIVEN PARTS.

NO general rules can be laid down for the solution of
problems in this section ; but in a few typical cases we give
constructions, which the student will find little difficulty in
adapting _o other questions of the same class.

1. Constry_ct a right-angled triangle, having given the hy_t, cau_
and the sum of the q'ema_n_)ql sides.

It is required to construct a ft. E
angled ,x, having its hypotenuse equal _ ]

to the given straight line K, and the sum _' _/_/i\ Iof its remaining sides equal to AR.
From A draw AE making with BA K

an z equal to half a ft. L. From
centre B, wzth radius equal to K, de-
scribe a circle cutting AE in the points
C, C'. A D D' B

From C and C' draw perp' CD, C'D' to AB ; and loin CB, C'B.
Then either of the A, CDB, C'D'B will satisfy the given conditions.

No_. If the given hypotenuse K be greater than the perpendicu-
lar drawn from B to AE, there will be two solutions. If the hue K be
equal to this perpendicular, there viill be one solution; but if less, the
problem is imposaible.]

2. Construct a right-angled triangie, having given the hypotenuse
and the difference of the remaining sides.

B. Construct an isosceles right-angled t_iangle, having given the
sum of the hypotenuse and one side.

4. Construct a triangle, having given the perimeter and the angles
aS the ba_e.

P

A Q R

[Let AB bethe perimeter of the required _, and X and Y the z =at
the base.

l_rom A draw AP, ma]dng the z BAP equal to half the Z X.
_rom B draw BP, making the £ ABP equal to haft the L Y.
From P draw P_t, making the Z APQ equal to the Z BAP.
From P draw PR, m_ing the /. BPR equal to the /. ABP.

Then shall PQR be the required A .]
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_. Conmtrueta r_ht_ug_dtri_m_,havin__ven the
and one acute angle.

6. Construct an isosceles triangle of given altitude, so that its
base may be in a given straight line, and its two equal sides may pass
through two fixed points. [See Ex. 7, p. 49.]

7. Construct an equilateral triangle, having given the length of
the perpendicul_ drawn from one of the vertices to the oppoaite aide.

8. Construct an isosceles triangle, having given the base, and
the difference of one of the remaining sides and the perpendicular
drawn from the vertex to the base. [See Ex. 1, p. 8_.]

9. Construct a triangle, having given the base, one of the angles
at the base, and the sum of the ren_n;ng sides.

10. Construct a triangle, having given the base, one of the angles
at the base, and the difference of the remaining sides.

11. Co_s_r*Jet a triangle, having given the base, the difference
of the a_gZes a_ the base, and the difference of the remaining sides.

A B

[Let AB be the given base, X the difference of the z ' at the base,
and K the difference of the remaining sides,

Draw BE, making the z ABE equal to half the Z X,
From centre A, with radius equal to K, describe a circle cutting BE

in D and D'. Let D be the lmint of intersection nearer to B.
JoinAD and produceittoC.

Draw BC, making the Z DBC equal to the Z BDC,
Then shall CAB be the _ required. Ex. 7, p. 10L

No_. ThisproblemispoesiMe onlywhen the givendifferenceK
is greater than the _rpendicular drown from A to BE.]

19. Construct a triangle, having given the base, the _ of
the angles at the base, and the sum of the remaining sides.

18. Conm_otatd,mgie,having81yenthe_ f_omthe
_ on the base, aud the _ between eseh side and the
a_teent m_nmt of the ba_
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14. Constraet a triangle, havir_ given two sides and the median
whichhi_otether_m.i_i.gsid_ [SeeEL 18,p.10g.]

15. Conag_u_ a triangle, having given one side, and the mo_i_..
which bisect the two _ sides.

[See Fig. to Ex. 4, p. 105.
Let BO be the given side. Take two-thlrd_ of each of the _ven

meRi_n_; hence construct the triangle BOC. The rest of the con.
struction follows easily.]

16. Coratruct a t_a_le, havi_ given its three media_.
[See Fig. to Ex. 4, p. 105.
Take two_thixds of each of the given medians, and construct

the triangle OKC. The rest of the construction follows easily.]

VIII. ON AREAS.

See Proposi_ious 35--48.

It must be under_f_od that throughou_ _his section the word
e_72 as applied to rectllinea! figures will be used as denoting
_y of area unless o_herwiee stated.

I. Shew that a parallelogram is bisected by any straight line
which pa_ses through the middle point of one of its diagonals. [1. 29_
_o.l

2. Bisect a parallelogram by a straight llne drawn through a
given point.

3. Bisect a parallelogram by a straight line drawn perpendicular
to one of its sides.

4. Bisect a parallelogram by a straight llne drawn paralld to a
given straight line.

5. ABCD is a trapezium in which the side AS is parallel to DO.
Sh¢Io that its area il equal to the area of a parallelogram formed by
drawing through X, the middle point of BC, a straight line parallel to
AD. [L 29, 26.]

6. A trapezium is equal to a parallelogram whose base is half the
tram of the parallel sides of the given figure, and whose altitude is
equal to the perpendiouJ_r distance between them.

7. ABCD is _ b'_pezinm in whleh the side AB is parallel to DO;
shew that it is double of the triangle formed by joining the extremitles
of AD to X, the middle point of BC.

8. She. _ a trapezium _s b_ee_l by ".he st_atsht line vhteh
Joins the middle points of i_ parallel aides. [L 88.]



In the following group of Exercises the prcof_ depend ohiefly
on Propositions 37 and 35, and the two converse theorems.

9, If two straight lines AB, CD interseot at X, and if the straight
lines AC and BD, which join their extremities are parallel, shew that
the triangle AXD is equal to the triangle BXC.

10. If two straight lines AB, CD intersect at X, so that the
triangle AXD is equal to the triangle XCB, then AC and BD are
parallel.

11. ABCD is a parallelogram, and X any point in the diagonal
AC produced ; shew that the mangles XBC, XDC are equal. [See
Ex. 13, p. 64.]

12. ABC is a triangle, and R, Q the middle points of the sides
AB, AC; shew that if BQ and CR intersect in X, the trJangie BXC is
equal to the quadrilateral AQXR. [See Ex. 5, p. 73.]

13. If the middle points of the sides of a quadrilateral be joined
in order, the parallelogram so formed [see Ex. 9, p. 97] is equal to
half the given figure.

14. Two triangles of equal area stand on the same base but on
opposite sides of it: shew that the straight line joining their vertices
is bisect_ by the base, or by the base produced.

15. The straight line which joins the middle points of the dia.
8onals of a trapezium is parallel to each of the two parallel sides.

16. (i) A triangle is equaZ to the sum or difference of two trtangle_
on the same base (or on equal bases), ,f the altitude of the former is equal
to the 8urn or difference of the altitudes of the latter.

(il) A trlangle is equal to the sum or difference of two triangles of
the sante altitude if the base of the former is equal to the sum _r differ-
enee of the bases of the latter.

S'r_filar statements hold good of paraUelograms.

17. ABCD is a parallelogram, and O is any point outside it;
shew that the sum or di_erenee of the triangles OAB, OCD is equal to
half the parallelogram. Distinguish between the two cues.

On the following proposi_ion depends an important theorem
in Mechanics: we glve a proof of the first case, leavin_ the second
ease to be deduced by a similar method.
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18. (1) ABCD i8 a _araZldogram, and 0 is a_y point without the
angle BAD and its opposite vertical angle; shew that the trio_ngl¢ OAG
iscfLu_Ztothesum ofthetr_ngles OAD, OAB.

(_) If 0 is withln the angle BAD or its opposite vertical angleb
the triangle OAC /_ equal to the difference of the tria_vjZeJ OAOsOAB.

CASE I. If O is without the Z DAB O
and its opp. vert. z, then OA is with.
out the pat- ABCD : therefore the perp. [\__
drawn from O to OA is equal to the sum
of the perp' drawn from B and D to OA.
[SeeEx. SO,p. 99.]

Now the A' OAC, OAD, OAB are
upon the same base OA;
and the altitude of the A OAC with

eet to this base has been shewn to A B
equal to the sum of the altitudes of

the A s OAD, OAB.
Tfieretore the A OAC is equal to the sum of the A BOAD, OAB.

[See F,z. 16, p. 110.] Q.E.D.

19. ABCD is a parallelogram, and through O, any point within
it, straight fines are drawn parallel to the sides of the parallelogram;
shew that the difference of the parallelograms DO, BO is double o_
the triangle AOC. [See preceding theorem (ii).]

20. The area of a quadrilateral is equal to the area of a _angle
having two of its sides equal to the diagonals of the given figure, and
the included angle equal to either of the angles between the dia-
gonals.

21. ABC is a triangZe, and D is any _oint in AB: it isrequired to
draw through D a straight hne DE to meet BC produced in E, so that
the triangle DBE may be e_l to the triangle ABG.

A

_; ,

B 12, E

[JoinDG. Through A draw AE paraJdeltoDC. L 81.
Join DE.

The z_ EBD ahaUbe equal to the A ABC. x. 87.]

a._. 8
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22. On a base of given length aeseribe a triangle equal to a given
triangle and having an angle equal to an angle of the given triangle.

28. Construct a triangle equal in area to a given triangle, and
having a given altitude.

24. On a base of given length construct a triangle equal to a
given triangle, and having its vertex on a given straight line.

25, On a base of given length describe (i) an isosceles i_angle;
_i} a right-angled triangle, equal to a given tr/angle.

26. Construct a triangle equal to the sum or differenee of two
given triangles. [See Ex. 16, lo. 110.]

27. ABC is a given triangle, and X a given point: describe a
triangle equal to ABO, having its vertex at X, and its base in the _me
straight line as SO.

28. ABCD _ a_w.cZ_ilatera_: on the b_e AS canstruct a tr/an0/e
equa_ in area to ABOD, and having the angle at A eorm_ with the
quadrilateral.

[Join BD. Through O draw CX parallel _ BD, meeting AD l_ro.
duced in X ; join BX.]

29. Construct a rectil_neal figure equal to a given rectilin_a_
figure, and having fewer sid_ by one than the given figure.

Hence she_ how to eomtruct _ triangle equa_ to a given rectilineo_
figure.

80. ABOD is a qua&'ilateral: it is required to construct a triangle
equal in area to ABGD, hav-'mg its vertex at a given point X in DO,
and its base in the same straight line as AB.

81. Construet a rhombus equal to a given parallelogram.

82. Construct /L parallelogram which ___ have the same area
and Perimeter as a given triangl_

88. l_i_eet a triangle by a _traight Zine drawn through one of its
_poinu.

84. Trisect a trlaugle by straight lines drawn through one of it_
angoJar pointa. [See Ex. 19, p, 102, and z. a8.]

_. Dividea triangleinto anynumbe_of equalpL_tsbym.a_t

[Bee ]_I_ 19, p. 99, and L _B.]
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86. Bisect = tri_ng_ by _ ,traight line drawn through a 9iven
point in one of its sides.

[Let ABO be the given _, and P the _,A

given point in the side AB. _PJ_ 0

Bisect AB at Z ; and join CZ, CP.
Through Z draw ZQ l_LlIel to CP.

Join PQ,
Then shall PQ bisect the A.

See Ex. 21, p. 111.] B

87. Trisect a triangle by straight line8 draunt fron_ a given _o_n_ in
one of it_ sides.

[Let ABC be the given A, and X the given A
point in the side BC. At.

Trisect BC at the points P, Q. Ex. 19, p. 99. _oK

Join AX, and through P and Q draw PH
and QK parallel to AX.

Join XH, XK.
These straight lines shall trisect the 4; as
may be shewn by _olning AP, AQ.

See Ex. 21, p. 111.]

98. Cut off from a given trlangie s fourth, fifth, _th, or any
part required by a straight line drawn from a given point in one of its
sides. [See Ex. 19, p. 99, and Ex. 21, p. 111.]

39. Bisect a quoAriZateral by _ s_raight line drawn through an
angular point.

[Two constructions may be given for this problem: the first will
be Euggested by Exercise_ 28 and B3, p. 112.

The second method prcoeeds thus. C
Let ABCD be the given quadrilateral, D _._ _ ..

and A the _ven angular point.

3oln AC, BD, and biflect BD in X.
Through X draw PXQ paraUel to AO,

meeting BC in P; join AP.
Then _u_]l AP bh_t the quadrilateral, A _ - iJ

Join AX, OX, ancl u_ _. 87, B8.]

to. cut oe from=glw q_._t,s=a ,,_ =_h, =a__h,,_

B---2
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[The following '_rems depena, on z. 47.]

41. In the _,ure of L 47, shew that
(i) the sum of the squares on AB and AE is equal to the sum

of the squares on AC and AD.
(ii) the square on EK is equal to the square on AB with fouz

times the square on AC.

(ill) the sum of the squares on EK and FD is equal to five
times the square on BC.

42. If a str_._._htllne be divided into any two paxts the square on
the straight line is greater than the equaree on the two part_,

48. If the square on one side of a triangle is less than the squsrel
on the remaining sides, the angle contained by these sides is acute; if
greater, obtuse.

44. ABC is a triangle, right.angled at A; the sides AB, AC are
intersected by a straight line P_t, and BQ, PC are joined : shew that
the sum of the squares on BQ, PC is equal to the sum of the squares
on BC, PQ.

45. In a right-angled triangle four times the sum of the squares
on the medians _vhieh bisect the sides containing the r_ht angle
is equal to five times the square on the hypotenuse.

46. Describe a square whose ayes shall be three times that of
a given square.

47. Divide a straight line into two parts such that the sum of
their squares shall be equal to a given square.

IX. ON LOCI.

It is frequently required in the course of Plane Geometry to
find the position of a point which satisfies given conditions.
Now at1 problems of this type hitherto considered have been
found to be capable of definite determination, though some admit
of more than one solution: this however will not be the case if

o_/y one condition is given. For example, if we are asked to find
a point which shall be at a given distance from a given point,
we observe at once that the problem is indetermlnate, that is,
that it admits of an indefinite number of solutions ; for the
condition stated is satisfied by any point on the circumference
of the circle described from the given point as centre, with a
radius equal to the given distance: moreover this condition is

'satisfied by no other point within or without the circle.

Again, anpp_ that it is required to find a point at a given
dista_ from a given straight line.
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Here, too, it is obvious that there al_ an infinite number of
such points, and that they lie on the two parallel straight lines
which may be drawn on either side of the given straight line at
the given distance from it : further, no point that is not on one
or other of these parallels satisfies the given condition.

Hence we see that when one condition is assigned it is not
su_cient to determine the position of a Point absolutely, but
it may have the effect of restricting it to some definite line or
lines, atraight or curved. This leads us to the following definition.

DzFnqlTIOI_. The LOClLS of a point satisfying an assigned
conditionconsistsof the line,lines,or partof a line,to which
the pointisthereby restricted;provided thatthe conditionis
satisfiedby every pointon such lineor lines,and by no other.

A locusissometimes definedas the path tracedout by a
point which moves in accordancewith an assignedlaw.

Thus the locusof a point,which isalwaysat a givendistance
from a givenpoint,is a circleof which the given pointis the
centre: and the locusofa point,which isalways ata givendis-
lancefrom a given straightline,isa pairofparallelstraightlinea

We now see that in order to infer that a certain line, or
system of lines, is the locus of a point under a given condition,
it is necessary to prove

(i) that a_y Point which fulfils the given condition is on the
supposed locus;

(ii)thateverypointon the supposedlocussatisfiesthe given
condition.

I. Find the locus of a point which is always e_uldlstant from
two #iven 2aoints.

Let A, B be thetwo givenpoints.
(a) Let P be any pointequidistantfrom A

and B, so that AP= BP.
Bisect AB at X, and join PX. P

Then in the AAAXP, BXP, // _

AX = BX, Contr. A ,B
Bec_u_ and PX is common to beth,

also AP= BP, Hyp, \, '
... the z PXA=the /. PXB; x, 8. \,\ ,'//

snd they are _l_s_ent z ";
.-. PX is perp. to AB. _,

... Any point which is equi_tant from A and B .
is on the straight line which bisects AB at right angles.
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(p) Also every point in this llne is equidistant from A and B.
For let Q be any point in this line.

Join AQ, B
Then in the A_ AXQ, BXQ,

f AX = BX,
Because and XQ is common to both ;

also the /. AXQ=the z BXQ, belng rL L_;
.'. AQ= BQ. x. 4.

That is, Q is equidistant from A and B.

Hence we conclude that the locus of the point equidistant from
two given 9oints A, B is the straight line which bisects AB at right
angi_.

.2. To fir_d the _ of the midd_ point of a s_raight Z_ drawn
from a given point to meet a give_ _$raight line of unlimited length.

B F x y ......Q,

A

Let A })e the given point, and BC the given straight line of un.
limited length.

(g) Let AX be any str_ght line drawn through A to meet BC,
and let P be its middle point.

Draw AF perp. to SO, and bisect AF at E.
Join EP, and produce it indefinitely.

Sinee AFX is a A, and E, P the middle points of the two licles AF, AX,
.'. EP is parallel to the remaining side FX. Ex. 2, p. 96.

.'. P is on the straight line which passes through the fixedpoint E,
and is parallel to BC.

(#_ Again, every point in EP, or EP produced, fulfils the required
condition.

For, in this straight llne take any point Q.
Join AQ, and produce it to meet BC in Y.

The_ FAY is a z_, and through E, the middle point of the side AF, EQ
is drawn parallel to the side FY,

, ". Q is the middle point of AY. Ex. I, p. 96.

Hence the required locus is t_e straight line drawn _ to 130,
and passi_ 8 through E, the middie point of the Izerp. from A to I_.
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B. _ttd g_ _ of a _n$ equidi_t_t fro_ two giuen _er.

4. Find the locus of a pointat a glven radial distance from the
m_enmfersnoc of a given circle.

5. Find the locus of a point which moves so that the sum of it_
distances from two given intersecti_ st_alght lines ot unlimitea
length is constant.

6. Find the locus of a point when the dl_erences of its distanoes
from two given intersecting straight lines of nulimited length is
constant.

7. A straight rod of given length slides between two stralght
rulers placed at right angles to one another: find the locus of its
middle point. [SeeEx. 2, p. i00.]

8. On a given base as hypotenuse fight-angled triangles are
described: find the locus of theirvertlses.

9. AS is a given straight l/he, and AX/s the perpendicular drawn
from A to any straight line passing through B: find t_he locus of
ghe middle point of AX.

10. Find the locus of the vertex of a triangIe, when the base and
IE_'ea8XegiVSXZ,

11. Find the locus of the intersection of the diagonals of a paral-
lelogram, of which the base and area are given.

12. Find the locus of the _uterseetion of the medians of a trianglQ
described on a given base and of given area.

X. ON THE INTERSECTION OF LoCL

I_ appeazsfromv_ous p_blem_.,which_vp a_,y b_,,n
e.omidered, that we are often req.mred to .ram aT_Oemm_e_
p0sitipn of which is subjec_ to two g_vencon_x3xon_ _.l,e m ....
of loci is very tmeful in the solution of promexns oz m m mini.

to
which the requiredpqintmust.he; hence .a_pomp., wm,_r.t._
oommon to the_e two loci, ¢_at .is, a£t m.o...pomm oz m_'_-
of th¢ loeb, will _fy bot_the given conOmo_.
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Ex_E 1. To construct a triangle, having given the ba_e, the.
altitude, and the length of the median which bisects the base.

Let AB be the given base, and P and Q the lengths of the altitude
and median respectively:

then the triangle is known if it_ vertex is known.
(i) Draw a straight line GD parallel to AB, and at a distance

from it equal to P:
then the required vertez must lie on CD.

(ii) Again, from the middle point of AB as centre, with radius
equal to Q, describe a circle:

then the required vertex must lie on this circle.
Hence any points which are common to CD and the circle,

satisfy both the given conditions: that is to say, if CD intersect the
e_rele in E, F each of the points of intersection might be the vertex
of the required triangle. Tlns supposes the length of the median
GIto be greater than the altitude.

Ex_u_I_ 2. To find a l_oint equidistant from three given _oints
A, B, C, which are not in the same straight line.

(i) The locus of points equidistant from A and S is the straight
line Pet, which bisects AB at right angles. Ex. 1, p. 115.

(ii) Similarly the locus of points equidistant from B and C is
the straight line R8 which bisects SC at mght angles.

Hence the point common to PQ and R$ must satisfy both con-
ditions : that is to say, the point of intersection of PGt and RS will
be equidistant from A, R, and C.

These principles may also be used to prove the theorems
relating to concurrency already given on page 103.

Ex_rrLZ. To 1trove that the bisectors of the angles of a triangle
are concurrent.

Let ABC be a triangle.
Bisect the Z B ABC, BOA by straight A

lines BO, CO: these must meet at _¢,
some point O. Ax. 12.

Join OA.
Than Ahall OA bisect the z BAC.

Now SO is the locus of points equi.
distant from BG, BA; Ex. 8, p. 49.

.'. OP=OR.
Similarly CO is the locus of potats B P C

equidintant from BO, CA.
.-. OP=OQ; hence OR=OGL

.'. O i_ on the locus of points equidistant from AB and AC:
that is OA is the hight,or of the z BAG.

Hence the bise_ of the thrce Z _ meet at the po;.nt O.
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It may happen that the data of the problem are so related
to one another that the resulting loci do not intersect: in this
case the problem is impossible.

For example, if in Ex. 1, page 118, the length of the given
median is le_s than the given altitude, the straight line CD will
not be intersected by the circle, and no triangle can fulfil the
conditions of the problem. If the length of the median is ,Cued
to the given altitude, one point is _mmon to the two loci;
and consequently only one solution of the problem exists:
.and we have seen that there are two solutions, if the median
m greater than the altitude.

In examples of this kind the student should make a point
of investigating the relations which must exist among the data,
in order that the problem may be possible ; and he must observe
that if under certain relations two solutions are possible, and
under other relations no solutmn exists, there will always be
some intermediate relation under which one and only one solution
is possible.

EXAM PLES.

I. Find a pointin a givenstraightlinewhich is equidistant
from two givenpoints.

2. Find a pointwhich isat givendistancesfrom eachof two
givenstraighthnes. How many solutionsarepossible?

3. On a given base construct a triangle, having given one angle at
the base and the length of the opposite s_de. Examine the _elathms
which mast exist among the data *n order that there may be two solu-
tions, one solutzon, or that the problem may be impossible.

4. On the base of a given triangle construct a sesond triangle
equal in area to the first, and having its vertex in a given straight
line.

5. Construct an isosceles triangle equal in area to a given
_iangle,an4 s_nding on the _me

6. Find t_ point which is at a given distance from a given point,
and is equidistant from two given parallel straight linel.



BOOK II.

BOOK II. deals with the areas of rectangles and squares.

I)F-_NITIONS.

1. 2k Rectangle is a parallelogram which has one of

its angles a right angle.

It should be remembered that if a parallelogram has one right
angle, at_ its angles are right angles. [Ex. 1, p.64.]

2. A rectangle is said to be contained by any two of
its sides which form a right angle : for it is clear that both

the form and magaaitude of a rectangle are fully determined
when the lengths of two such sides are given.

Thus the rectangle ACDB is said A B

DB. and if X and Y are two straight
lines equal respectively to AB and AC,
then the rectangle contained by X and Y
is equal to the rectangle contained by
AB, AC. C D

[See Ex. 12, p. 6_.] X
Y

After Proposition 3, we shall use the abbreviation
_. AB, AC to denote the rectangle contained by AB a_
AC.

3. In any parallelogram the figure formed by either
of th 9 parallelograms about a diagonal together with the
two complements is called a gnomon.

Thus the shadedportion of the annexed A E El

toset_er with the comN__ne-_t_ AK, KC is PI
the gnomon AHF.

The other gnomon in the figtu-eis that
which is made up of AK, GF and FH,
lmmely the gnomon AFH. D :



INTRODUCTORY,

Pure GeomelaT makes no use of number to estimatethe
magnitudeof the lines,angles,andfigureswithwhichitdeals:
hence it requires no unit8 of magnitude such as the student is
f_millar with in Arithmetic.

For example, though Geometry is concerned with the relative
lengths of straight lines, it does not seek to express thos¢ lengths
in terms of yards, feet, or i_hes: similarly it does not ask ]aow
many s_uare yards or s_uarefeet a given figure contains, nor how
many ae_re_ there are in a given angle.

This constitutes an essential difference between the method
of Pure Geometry and that of Arithmetic and Algebra_ at the
same timeacloseconnectionexistsbetweenthe resultsofthese
twomethods.

In thecaseofEuclid'sBook II.,thisconnectionrestsupon
the fact that the number of units of area in a r_etanxflu_arj_urs
is found by multiplying together the numbers of unita of length in
twoa@'_ gde_.

For example, ff the two sides AB, AD
of the rectangle ABCD are respectively A B
four and three inches long, and if through ' ' '

the points.of division parallels axe drawn l i ias in the annexed figure, it is seen that
the rectangle is divided into three rows, _ ' :
each containing four square inches, or
into four column_, each containing three D 5
square inches.

Hence the whole rectangle contains 3x 4, or 12, square
inchea

Similarly if AB and At) contain m and n units of length
respectively, it follows that the rectangle ABCt) will contain mu
units of area: further, if AB and At) are equal, each containing
m units of length, the rectangle becomes a square, and contains
raa units of area.

[Itmustbe understoodthatthisexplanationimpliesIJa_tthe
lengths of the straight lines AB, AD are eomalensu_ble, that i_ that
theycanbeexp_ss_ exactlyintermsofsomecommonunit.

Thishoweverisnot alwaysthecase:forexample,itmay be
_ that the side and diagonal of s square axe so related, that
iris impossible to divide either of them into equal tmxt_,of which the
o_bercontai_ an exact mmtber. Such lines are mudto be tm_m_a.
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surable. Hence if the adjacent sides of a rectangle are ineommen.
surable, we cannot choose any linear unit in terms of which these
sides maybe exactly expressed; and thus it will be impossible to sub-
divide the rectangle into squares of unit area, as illustrated in the
figure of the preceding page. We do not here propose to enter
further into the subject of incommensurable quantifies: it is suffi-
cient to point out that further knowledge of them will convince the
student that the area of a rectangle may be expressed to any required
degree of accuracy by the product of the lengths of two adjacent
sides, whether those lengths are commensurable or not. ]

From the foregoing explanation we conclude that the rerSangle
contained bff two straight lines in Geometry corresponds to #/_

trroduct of two numbers in Arithmetic or Algebra; and that the
sq_tare described on a straight line corresponds to the _uare of
a number. Accordingly it will be found in the course of Book IL
that several theorems relating to the areas of rectangles and
squares are analogous to well-known algebraical formulm.

In view of these principles the rectangle contained by two
straight lines AB, BC is sometimes expressed in the form of a
product, as AS. BC, and the square described on AB as AB s.
This notation, together with the signs �and-, will be employed
in the additional matter appended to this book; but it is not
admitted into Eucliv_s text because it is desirable in the first

instance to emphasize the distinction between geometrical mag-
nitudes themselves and the numerical equivalents by which they
may be expressed arithmetically.

_ROPOSITION 1. THEOREM.

If there are two straight Hnes, one of which ic divided

into any number of Tarts, the rectangl_ contained by tt_

two straight lines is equal to the sum of the rectangles con-
tain_l by tl_ undivided etraight lin_ and th_ several pa_

of _,s divided _ne.

Let P and AS be two straight lines,and let AB be
divided into any number of parts AC, 43D,DB :

then shall the rectangle contained by P, AS be equal
to the sum of the rectangles contained by P, AO, by P, CO,
and by P, DB.
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From A draw AF perp.to AB ; I.II.
and make AG equaltoP. I.3.

Through G draw GH parItoAB ; I.31.
and throughO, D,B draw OK, Dr., BH par'toAG.

l_ow the fig.AH ismade up ofthe figs.AK_CL_ DH :
and ofthese,

the_g. AH isthe rectanglecontainedby P,AB;
forthefig.AH iscontainedby AG, AB ; and AG = P :
and the fig.AK istherectanglecontainedby P,AC ;
forthefig.AK iscontainedby AG, ACj and AG = P :
alsothe fig.CL istherectanglecontainedby P,CD ;

forthe fig.CL iscontainedby OK, CD ;

and CK = th_isopp,sideAG, and AG = P : L 34.similarly the fig. DH the rectangle contained by p, DB.

.-. the rectangle contained by p, AB is equal to the
sum of the rectanglesco_tainedby p, AO, by P,Co, aud
by P, DB. _._D.

CORRESPONDINGALGEBRAICALFORMULA.

In accordancewith the prin_ples explained on page 122, the remJl_
of _ pzoposition may be written thus:

P.AB=P.AO+P.CD+P.DS.

1;owif the line P oontainspunitsof length, andif AC, CO, OB
eontMn =, 5, c unite respectively,

thenAB=a+5+c,

we have p(a+b+c)=j_z+j_+_c.
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PROPOSITION 2. THEOREM.

I/ a straight _ine is divided into any two parts, the
sgu_re on the who_e line is equoJ to the sum o/t]_ r¢C_s
c_,atain_d by the who_ line and each of the parts.

h C B

1il
D F E

Let the straight llne AB be divided at C into the two
part_ AO, CB :

then shall the sq. on AB be equal to the sum of _he
rects, contained by AB, AC, and by AB, Be.

On hB describe the square ADEB. I. 46.
Through C draw OF par _ to AD. I. 31.

Now the fig. AE is made up of the figs. AF, CE :
and of these,

the fig. AE iS the sq. on hB : Constr.
and the fig. AF is the rectangle contained by AB, AC ;
for the fig. AF is contained by AD, AC : and AD = AB ;
also the fig. CE is the rectangle contained by AB, BC ;
for the fig. CE is contained by BE, BC; and BE=AB.
.'. the sq. on AB = the sum of the reefs, contained by

AB, AO, and by AB, BC, Q.E.D.

CORRESPONDING ALGEBRAICAL FORMULA,

Tim resul_ of _ proposition may bo wrlt_en
AB*=AB. AC+AB. BC.

Let AO contain a unita of length, an4 let CB contain b unlta_
thenAB=a+b,

,,.d we_ve (,,+_,)'=(,,+_)• + (a+_,)b,
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PROPOSITION3. THEOREM.

If a straight _in¢ _s divided into any two parts, the
r_anflle contained by the whob_ and one of the parts 6¢
e_ual to _he square on that part together with the rectang_
contained 5y the _wo parts.

A C B

II
F D E

Let the straight line AB be divided at C into the two
parts AC, CB :

then shaU the rect. contained by AB, AO be equal to the
sq. on AO together with the reef. contained by AC, CB.

On AO describe the square AFDO ; L 46.
and through B draw BE par t to AF, meeting FD produced in E.

L 31.

NOW the fig. AE is made up of the figs. AD, eE ;
azad of these,

the fig. AE = the reef. contained by AB, AO ;
for At:= AC;

and the fig. AD is the sq. on AC ; Contr.
also the fig. CE is the rect. contained by AO, CB;

for CD = AO.

.'. the rect. contained by AB, AC is equal to the sq. on
AC together with the rect. contained by hC, CB. Q.F_D.

CORRESPONDING ALGEBRAICAL FORMULA.

This result maybewrittenAS. AC- AC_+/_3. CB.

Let AC, OB containa andb unit_ oflengt_hrespectively,
then AB=a+b,

t_ttl WOhn;ve (a+b)a-:-a_+ab,

lqo_, It ehw,ld be observ_lt,bat Prop_,_ gad _ _e J_,e¢/a/._.m
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P_toeosmo_r 4. TH_:oeJ:_.

If _ stra_jht l_ne is divided _nto any two parts, Che
square o_ the whole l_ne is equal to the sum of the _uares
on the two ?a_,8 together with twic_ the rectangle eontalned
by d_ two pa_s.

A C 3

/
H/3 K

D F E

Let the straight line AB be divided at C into the
_o parts AC, CB :

then shall the sq. on AB 1_ equal to the sum of the
sqq. on AO, CB_together with twice the feet. AC, CB.

On AB describe the square ADEB ; I. 46.
and join BD.

Through C draw CF par t to BE, meeting BD in G. L 31.
Through G draw HGK part to AS.

It is first required to shew that the fig. CK is the
sq. on BC.

Because the straight llne BGD meets the pad" CG_ AD,
.'. the ext. angle CGB = the int. opp. angleADB. I. _9.

But AB = AD, being sides of a square ;
.'. the angle ADB= the angle ABD ; I. 5.
.'. the angleOGB = the angle CBG.

.', CB = CG. z. 6.
An_ the opp. sides of the par m CK are equal ; z. 34.

•". the fig. CK is equilaberal ;
and the angle CBK is a right angle; ])e_. 28,

•". OK is a square, and it is described on BC. I. 46, Cot.

Similarly the fig. HF is the sq. on HG, that is_ the sq.
on AC_

for HG = the opp, side AO. L 34,
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Again, the complement AG= the complement GE. x. 43.

But the fig. AG= the rect. AC, CB ; for CG = CB.
.'. the two figs. AG, GE =twice the rect. AC, CB.

*Now the sq. on AB= the fig. AE
=the figs. HF_OK, AG, GE
= the sqq. on AO, CB together with

twice the rect. AC, CB.
•". the sq. on AB = the sum of the sqq. on AC, CB _th

twice the rect. AC, CB. q.F_D.

* For the purpose of oral work, this step of the proof
may conveniently be arranged as follows :

Now the sq. on AB is equal to the fig. AE,
that is_ to the figs. HF, CK, AG, GE ;
that is, to the sqq. on AC, CB together

with twice the rect. AC, CB.

COROLLARY. Pa_'al_Zograms o_out t_ d_/o_18 oj"
#quare ar_ _/tvmselves s_luares.

CORRESPONDING ALGEBRAICAL FORMULA.

The result of this important ProposRionmay be written thus.
AB_=AC_+CB_+ 2AC. CB.

Let AC=a, and CB=b;

then AB= a + b,

and we have (a+b)2=a_+b_+ 2ab.

_ 9
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If a straight line 18divlde,d _ a_ al_ _n_ttally,
f_ ve_jl_ contained by the unequal parts, and th_ _uaro
on th_ l_n_ bet_n the points of secticr(h are together equal to
thesquazeon half the tin_.

h P Q B

G E D

Let the straigh_ lineAS be divided equally at p, and
unequally at Q :

then the rect_ AGb QB and the sq. on PQ shall be to-
gether equal to the sq. on PB.

On PB describe the square PCDB. I. 46.
Join BO.

Through Q draw QE par__o BD, cutt"lng BC in F. L 31.
Through F draw LFHG pad to AB.
Through A draw AG par _ to BD.

Now the complement PF = the complement FD : L 43.
to each add the fig. QL;

then the fig. PL = the fig. QD.
But the fig. PL = the fig. AH, for they are par_ on

equalbasesand b_tweenthe same par _. x.36.

•". the fig. AH = the fig. QD.
To each add the fig. PF;

then the fig. AF = the gnomon PLE.

Now the fig. AF=the rect. AO, QB, for QB=QF;
.'. the rect_ A_ QB = the gnomon PLE.

To each add the sq. on P_ that is, the fig. HE ; II. 4.
then the rect_ AO_ QB with the eq. on PO

= the gnomon PLE with the fig. HE
= the whole fig. PO,
which isthe sq.on PB.
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Tha_ is, the rect. A_ QB and the sq. on PQ are together
equal to the sq. on Pit Q.E.d.

OORO¥.LARY. _rom this Proposition it follows that

difference of $he _pzaru o_z two s_ra_h* Hnes is _ to the
re_tancjle contained by their _zm and difference.

For letX and Y be the given A P _Q l_
st. lines, of which X is the greater. _

Draw AP equal to X, and pro- X
auto itto B, making PB equalto Y
AP, thatistoX.

From PB cutoffPQ equaltoY.
Then AQ isequaltothesum ofX and Y,

and QB isequaltothe differenceofX and Y.
Now becauseAB isdividedequallyatP and unequallyat Q,

.-.therect.AQ, QB withsq.on PQ=the sq.on PB; IL 5.
thatis,thedifferenceofthe sqq.on PB, PQ=the feet.AQ, QB,

or,the dii_renoeof the sqq.on X and Y=the reef.containedby the
sum and the di_erenoeofX and Y.

CORRESPONDING ALGEBRAICAL FORMULA.

This result may be written
AQ. QB+ PQS=PB _.

Let AB=2a ; and let PQ=b;
then AP and PB each=a.

Also AQ=a+b; and[ QB---a-b.
Hence we have

(a+b)(a-b)+b_=a ",
or (a + b) (a- b)---a_- b_.

EXERCISE.

In theabo_eflgureshewthatAP is_zlft_ sum of AQ a_ _;
aud t/mrPQ/a half their difference.

9---2
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PROPOSITION 6. THEOREM.

If a straight line is bisected and produced to any point,
t]_ rectangl_ contained by the whole line thus produced, and
the part of it produced, together with the square on half
thv line bisected, is equal to the square on the straight line
made up vf the half and the part Trod/u_ed.

A P B Q

C E D

Let the straight line AB be bisected at P, and prc_
duced to Q :

then the rect. AQ, (_B and the sq. on PB shall be to-
gether equal to the sq. on p_

On PQ describe the square PCD(_. I. 46.
Join QO.

Through B draw BE par I to QD, meeting QC in F. I. 31.
Through F draw LFHG pad to AQ.

Through A draw AG par _to (aD.

Now the complement OF = the complement FD. I. 43.
But the fig. PF = the fig. AH ; for they are par _ on

equal bases and between the same pad s. L 36.
•". the fig. AH = the fig. FD.
To each add the fig. PL,

then the fig. AL = the gnomon PLE.
bTow the fig. AL = the rect. A(_, QB, for QB = (_t. ;

.. the reef. A_ (;tB= the gnomon PLE.
To each add the sq. on PB, that is, the fig. HE ;

then the rect. AQ, QB with the sq. on PB
- the gnomon PLE with the fig. HE
= the whole fig. PD,
which is the square on PQ.

That is, the rect. AQ, QB and the sq. on PB are together
equal to the sq. on PQ. q.a.D.
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CORRESPONDING ALGEBRAICAL FORMULA,

This result may be written
AQ.. QB + PB_= PQ_.

Let AB=2a; and let PQ=5;
then AP and PB each=a.

Also AQ=a+b; and QB=b-a.
Hence we have

(a �b)(b -a) Ta2=b _,
or (b + a ) (b - a) = b2- a2.

DEFINITION. If a point X is taken in a straight line AB, or in AB
produced, the distances of the
point of section from the ex- A X B
tremities of AB are said to be
the segmentl into which AB is
divided at X.

In the former case AB is A S X
divided i_tarnally, in tho latter case _ternally.

Thus in the annexed figures the segments into which AB is
divided at X are the lines XA an4 XB.

This definition enables us to include Props. 5 and 6 in a single
Enunciation.

If a straight line is bisected, and also divided (inte_mally or ex-
ternally) into two unequal segments, the rectangle contained by the un.
equal segments is equal to the difference of the squares on half the li_,
and on the line between the points of sectwn.

EXERCISE.

Shew that the Enunciations of Props. 5 and 6 may take the

following form:
The rectangle contained by two straight lines is equal to the differ-

¢nee of the squares on half their sum and on half their difference.
[See Ex., p. 129.1
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PROPOSITION7. THEOREM.

If a straight li_e is divided into any two par_, the sum
of the squares on the whole line and on tree of the parts
is e_ual to t_ice the rectangle contained by the whole and
that pa_, together with the squa/re ¢m the other pa_.

A C B

/

N/G K
D F E

Let the straight line AB be divided at C into the two
parts AC, CB :

then shall the sum of the sqq. on AB, BC be equal t_
twice the rect. AB, BC together with the sq. on AC.

On AB describe the square ADEB. L 46.
Join BD.

Through C draw CF par 1 to BE, meeting BD in G. I. 31.
Through G draw HGK 1_1a to AB.

Now the complement AG= the complement GE; i. 43.
to each add the fig. CK:

then the fig. AK = the fig. CE.
But the fig. AK=the rect. AB, BC ; for BK= BC.
.'. the two figs. AK, CE = twice the rect. AB, BC.

But the two figs. AK, CE make up the gnomon AKF and the
fig. CK :

,', the gnomon AKF with the fig. CK= twice the rec_. AB_BG,
To each add the fag. HF, which is the sq. on AC :

then the gnomon AKF with the figs. OK, HF
= twice the reet. AB1 BC with the sq. on AC.

Now thesqq.on AB, BO= the rigaAE, OK
=the gnomon AKF with the

fi_. CK, HF
= _ce i_e _ AB, BG wit_

t_e sq. on AO.
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The result of this proposition may be written
AB_+ BC2= 2AB. BC+ ACI.

Let AB=a, and.BC=b ; thenAC=a- b.
Hence we have as+ bl = 2ab+ (a - 5)_,

or (a - b)l -=ai - 2ab+ b_.

PROPOSITION _, THEOREM,

If a straight line be divided into any two parts, firs@
times the rectangle contained by the whole llne and one of
the parts, together with the square on the other part, _s equal
to the square on the s_aight line which is made up of the
whole and that Tart.

[As this proposition is of little import_mce we merely give the
figure, and the leading points in Euclid's proof.]

Let AB be divided at c. h C s D

G!K!/Produce AB to D, making BD equal M N
to BC. P] / 0

On AD describe the square AEFD; .X /l R -
and complete the construction as in- /I,dicated in the figure.

Euclid then proves (i) that the figs.
CK, BN, GR, KO are all equal e H L F

(ii) that the figs. AG, MP, PL, RF are all equal.
Hence the eight figures named above are four times the

sum of the figs. AG, CK ; that is, four times the fig. AKi
that is, four times the rect. AS, BC.

But the whole fig. AF is made up of these eight figurea,
together with the fig. XH, which is the sq. on AC :

hence the sq. on AD = four times the rect.AB, BO,
together with the sq. on AC. Q._D,

h C B b

le_ cumbrous proof, which we leave as an
Exercise Cothe _udent.
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PaO_OSXTIO_ 9. THBOItEM. [EUCLID'S PROOF.]

If a stro_g_ llne _ divided equally and also uneq_2ly,
_ of _he squarea o_ the _wo unequal parta is twice
_m of the squares on half _he line oa_d on rive line

be_tme_ the poi__ts of seeker.

C

A P Q B

Let the straight line AB be divided equally at P, and
unequally at Q:

then shall the sum of the sqq. on AQ, Q8 be twice the
sum of the sqq. on AP, PO.

At P draw PC at rt. angles to AB ; I. 1 l.
and make PC equal to AP or PB. I. 3.

Join AC, BC.
Through Q draw QD pala to PC; I. 31.

and through D draw DE par t to AB.
Join AD.

Then since PA = PC, Cons_r.
.'. the angle PAC = the angle PCA. I. 5.

And since, in the triangle APC, the angle APC is a r6.
angle, Comtr.
.'. the stun of the angles PAC_ PeA is a It. angle: I. 32.

hence each of the angles PAC, PCA is half art. angle.
So also, each of the angles PBC, PCB is half art. angle.

.'. the whole angle ACB is art. angle.
Again, the ext. angle CED = the int. opp. angle OPB, I. 29.

•". the angle CED is art. angle :
and the angle ECD is half a ft. angle. Proved.

•-. _lso the angle EDC is half a rt. angle ; I. 32.
_ .'. the angle ECO=the angle EDC ;

,'. EC=ED. L 6.
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Again, the ext. angle DQB = the int. opp. angle CPB. I. 29.
.'. tile angle DQB is a ft. angle.

And the angle QBD is half art. angle ; Proved.
.'. also the angle QDB is half art. angle : I. 32.

.'. the angle QBD = the angle QDB ;
•-. QD = QB, i, 6.

_ow the sq. on AP = the sq. on PC ; for AP = PC. Cons_r.
But the sq. on AC = the sum of the sqq. on AP, PC,

for the angle APC is a rt. angle. L 47.
.'. the sq. on AC is twice the sq. on AP.

So also, the sq. on CD is twice the sq. on £D, that is, twice
the sq. on the opp. side PQ. I. 34.

l_ow the sqq. on AQ, QB = the sqq. on AQ, QD
= the sq. on AD, for AQD is a rt.

angle; I. 47.
= the sum of the sqq. on AC, CD,

forACOisart, angle; L47.
= twice the sq. on AP _vith twice

the sq. on PQ. Proved.
That is,

the sum of the sqq. on AQ, QB = twice the sum of the sqq.
on AP_ PGL Q,E.D,

CORRESPO_TDING ALGEBRAICAI_ FORMULA.

r£h.eresult of this proposition may be written

AQ_+ QB2=2 (AP_+PQ_).

Let AB=2a; and.PQ=b;

then AP and PB eaeh=a.

Also AQ=a+b; and QB=a-b.

Hence we have
(a,+5)2-}-(a-5)_= 2(a2+b_).

[l_Q'r_. For alternative pl_ofs of this proposition, see page137 A.]
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PROPOSITION10. T_ORES. [EVcLm'SPaooF._
If a _,traigh$ llne _ bisected and produced to any po'int,

the sum of the squares on the whole line thus produced, and
on the part produced, is twice the sum of the squares on hall
the line bisected and on the line made up of the half and th_
part produced.

C

A B_Q
E D

Let the st. line AS be bisected at P, and produced to Q :
then shall the sum of the sqc1. on AQ, QB be twice the

sum of the sqq. on AP, PO..

At P draw PO at right angles to AB; I. 11.
and make PC equal to PA or PB. L 3.

Join AC, BC.

Through Q draw QD par 1 to PC, to meet OB produced
ino; 1.31.

and through D draw DE par 1 to AB, to meet CP produced
in E.

Join AD.

Then since PA = PC_ OonMr.
.'. the angle PAC = the angle PCA. I. 5.

And since in the triangle APC_ the angle APC is art. angle,
.'. the sum of the angles PAC, PCA is a r_. angle. I. 32.
I{ence each of the angles PAC, PCA is half art. angle.
So also, each of the angles OBG, PCB is half a rt_ angle.

.'. the whole angle ACB is art. angle.

Again, the ext. angle CPB = the int. opp. angle CED : I. 29.
•-. the angle CED is a ft. angle :

and the angle EOD is half a rt. angle. Prowd.
.'. the angle EDC is half art. angle. I. 32.
• ", the angle ECD = the angle EDC ;

.-. EC = ED. L 6.
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Again, the angle DQB = the alt. angle CPB. L 29,
.'. the angle DQ.Bis art. angle.

Also the angle QBD = the vert. opp. angle OBP_ I. 15.
that is, the angle QBD is half a r_. angle.

.'. the angle QDB is half a rt. angle: I. 32.

. '. the angle QBD = the angle QDB ;
.'. O.B= O.D. I. 6.

Now the sq. on AP = the sq. on PC ; for AP = PC. Coon_t_.
But the sq. on AO = the sum of the sqq. on AP, PC,

for the angle APC is a 1%.angle, i. 4T.
.'. the sq. on AC is twice the sq. on AP.

So also, the sq. on CO is twice the sq. on ED, that is,
twice the sq: on the opp. side PO_ L 34.

_Tow the sqq. on AQ_qtB = the sqq. on ACgQD
=the sq. on At), for AQO is art.

angle ; 1. 47.
= the sum of the sqq. on AC, CO,

for ACO is art, angle ; I. 47.
=twice the sq. on AP with twice

the sq. on PO_ Proved.
That is,

the sum of the sqq. on AO_QB is twice the sum of the sqq.
on AP, PQ, Q.F_.D.

CORRESPONDING ALGEBRAICAL FORMULA.

The result of this proposition may be wrltte_
AO._+BQ_= 2 (AP_+ PQ_).

Let AB=2a; and PQ=b ;
then AP and PB each=a.

Also AQ=a+b; and BQ=b-a.
Hence we have

(a,+b)S+(b- a)_=2 (a2+ b_).

[NOTF. For alternative lomofsof this prot_os_tion,see l_e 187B.1
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PROPOSmON 9. [ALTER_ArlVE PROOf.]

If a straight line is divided equally and also u_equally,
the sum of the squares on the two unequal parts is twice the
sum of the squares on half the line and on the line between
the points of section.

A p Q B

Let the straight line AB be divided equally at P and
unequally at ¢_:

then shall the sum of the sqq. on AQ, QB be twice the
sum of the sqq. on AP, PQ.

For since AQ is divided at P,

.'. the sq. on AQ = the sum of the sqq. on AP, PQ With
twice the rect. AP, PGL II. 4.

And because PB is divided at Q,

.'. the sq. on QB with twice the rect. PB_ PQ = the sum
of the sqq. on PB, PO_ II. 7.

Adding together these pairs of equals,

the sqq. on AQ, QB with twice the rect. PB, PQ= the
sum of the sqq. on AP, PQ_ PB, PQ with twice the reet.
AP, P_

But twice the reef. PB, PQ = twice the rect. AP, PQ_

Hence the sqq. on AQ, QB

= the sum of the sqq. on hP, PQ, PB, PQ
= twice the sum of the sqq. on AP, PQ.

A more concise proof of this proposition may be obtained from
_. 4 and 5, as follows :

:For AQ. QB= PB'- PQ). rh 6.
But AQ_+QB2=AB! - 2AQ. QB zL 4

=4PB2- 2(pB=- pQ=)
=2PB_+2PQs.
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PRoPosmo_ 10. [AT.TZa_ATIVEPROOF.]

If a straight line i8 bisected and produced to any po_*_,
the sum of ate squa_'es on the whole line thus produced and
o_ the par_ produced, is turlce the sum of the uluares o¢_ lu_lf
the llne bisected and on the line made up of the half and tl,e
part produced.

A p B Q

Let the st. line AB be bisected at p and produced to ct :
then shall the sum of the sqq. on ACt QB be twice the

sum of the sqq. on AP, PQ.

For since ACt is divided at P,

.', the sq. on ACt= the sum of the sqq. on AP, PCt with
twice the rect. AP_ PQ. II.4.

And because PCtis divided at B,

.'. the sq. on QB with twice the rect. PQ, PB = the sum
of the sqq. on P% PB. Xl. 7.

Adding together these pairs of equals,

the sqq. on ACt, CtB with twice the reef. PQ, PB =the
sum of the sqq. on AP, PQ, PO_ PB with twice the reef.
AP, PQ.

But twice the rect. PO, PB=twice the reef. AP_ PCt;

.'. the sqq. on AQ, CtB

= the sum of the sqq. on AP, PQ, PQ, PB
= twice the sum of the sqq. on AP, PCt.

& concise proof of this proposi_ion may also be obtained from
ix. 6 and 7, as follows :

For ACt.QB= PCt_- PB_, IL 6.
Bu¢ ACt_+CtB_=2ACt.CtB+AB_ It. 7

=2 (PCt_'- PBg)+4PB=
=2PBS+2PCt=.

O
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PRoPosIrto_r 11. PROBr._s.

To divid_ a g_crt st/ro_tht l£_te i,_to two parts, _o tlutt
_he reeta_t_ .eonc_aCmedby the whol_ and one part may b6
equal to tl_ s_zare on the ottwr part.

F ._

i H

ij
d

C K D

Let A8 be the _ven straight ]me.
It is required to divide it into two parts, so that the

rec_ngle contained by the whole and one part mag be
equal to the square on the other part.

On AB describe the square ACDB. L 46.
Bisect AC at E. I. 10.

Join EB.
Produce CA to F, making EF equal to EB. I. 3.

On AF describe the square AFGH. L 46.
Then shall AB be divided at H, so that the reef. All, BH is

equal to the sq. on AH.
Produce GH to meet CD in K.

Then becanse CA is bisected at F_ and produced to F,
.'. the rect. CF_ FA with the sq. on AE= the sq. on FE IL 6.

= the sq. on EB. Co'nstr.
But the sq. on EB = the sum of the sqq. on AB, AF_

for the augle EAB is a rt_ angle, x. 47.
.'. the rect_ CF, FA with the sq. on AE = the sum of the

IBqq. on AS, AE.
From these take the sq. on AE :

then the rect_ CF, FA = the sq. on AEL
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But the rect.OF, FA =-the fig.FK; for FA= FQ;
and the sq.on AS = the fig.AD. Cons_.

.'. the fig. FK = the fig. AD.
iProm these _ake the common fig.AK,

then the remaining fig.FH =the remaining fig.HI).
Butthe fig,HD=the rect.AB, BH ; for BD =AB_

and the fig.FH isthe sq. on AH.
.'. the feet. AB, BH = _he sq. on AH. Q.E.F.

Dz_Frsxz_o_.A straightllneissaidtobe dividedinXedlalSection
when therectanglecontainedbythegivenlineand one ofitssegments
isequalto thesquareon theothersegment.

The studentshouldobservethatthisdivisionmay be znternalor
externaZ.

Thus if the straight line AB is divided internally at H, and 6x-
ternally at H', so that

_i_ AB.BH =AH 2, HtAB. BH'=AH m, A H B
we shall in either case consider that AB is divi4ed in medial seotlon.

The case of internal section is alone given in Euclid n. 11; but a
straight line may be divided externally in medial section by a sJm_lsr
1)rocese. See Ex. 21, 13`146.

ALGEBRAICAL ILLUSTRATION.

is reclulrecl to find a point H in AS, or AS produced, such that
AB. BH =AH 2.

Let AB contain a units of length, and let AH contain x units;
then HB=a-x:

aml x must be suchthata (a- x) =x _,
or x2 + a._- aS=O.

Thus the construction for dividing a straight line in medial section
corresponds to the algebraieal solution of this quadratic equation.

EXERCISES.

In the figure of n. 11, shew that
(i) if CH isproduced to meet BF at L, CL is at zig]atangles

to BF:

(_) if BE and CH meet at O, AO is at right angles to OH -'

('di) the lbles BG, DF, AK axe parallel :
(Jr) OF is dividedinmedialsectionatA.
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PROPOSITION I2. THEOREM.

In an obtuse-angled tq_angle, if a perTendicular is
drawn from either of the acute angles to the oppo_dte
produced,, the square on the side subtending the obtuse angle
greater thau the squares on the sides containing the obtuse
angle, by twice the rectangle eontalz_ed by the side on which,
when produced, the perT_ndicular falls, and the llne inter-
cepted without the tri,angle, betweerb the perpendicular and
the obtuse angle.

B C D

Let ABC be an obtuse-angled triangle, having the obtuse
angle at C ; and let AD be drawn from h perp. to BC
produced :

then shall the sq. on hB be greater than the sqq. on
BC, CA, by twice the reef, BC, CD.

Because BD is divided into two part_ at c,
.'. the sq. on BD = the sum of the sqq. on BC, CD, with tavice

the rect. BC, CD. II. 4.
To each add the sq. on DA.

Then the sqq. on BO, DA = the sum of the sqq. on BC, CD,
DA, wish twice the reef. BC, CD.

But the sum of the sqq. on BD, DA = the sq. on AB,
for the angle at O iS a rt. angle. I. 47.

Similarly the sum of She sqq. on CO, OA= the sc1.on CA.

.'. the sq. on AB = the sum of the sqq. on BC, CA, with
twice the reef. BC, CD.

That is, She sq. on AB is greater than the sum of the
sqq. on BC, CA by twice the reef. BC, (3D. Q.a1>.

[For ali_.xnative Enunciations to Props. 12 and 1Band Exercises,
see p. 142.]
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PROPOSlTIOI¢13. THEOREM.

In every triangle the square on the side subte_wli_ an
acute angle, is less than the squares on the sides co_aining
that angle, by twice the rectangle contained by either of these
sides_ and the straight llne into'eepted between the pe_pen-
dlcular let fall on it from the opposite angle, and th_ acute
angle.

h A

B C D
B D C

I_t ABC be any triangle having the angle at B an
aeu_ angle ; and let AD be the perp. drawn from A to the
opp. side 80 :

then shall the sq. on AC be less than the sum of the
sqq. on AB, BC, by twice the rect. CB, BD.
Now AD may fall within the triangle ABC, as in Fig. 1, or

without it, as in Fig. 2.

in Fig. 1. SO is divided into two parts at D,Because in Fig. 2. BD is divided into two parts at C,
.'. in both cases,

the sum of the sqq. on CB, BD = twice the rect. CB, BD with
the sq. on Co. IL 7.

To each add the sq. on DA.
Then the sum of the sqq. on CB, BD, DA = twice the rect.

ce, eo with the sum of the sqq. on CO, DA.
But the sum of the sqq. on BD, DA=the sq. on AB,

for the angle AOB is a r_. angle. I. 47.
Similarly the sum of the sqq. on CD, DA= the sq. on AC.

.'. the sum of the sqq. on AB, BC, = twice the reet. OB, BD,
with the sq. on AC.

That is, the sq. on AC is less than the gqq. on AB, Be
by twice the rect_ CB, Be. q._.u,

a.E. lO
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Obs. If the perpendicular AD coincides with AC, that is, if ACB
is a right angle, it may be shewn that the proposition merely repeats
the result of _. 47.

NoT_. The result of Prop. 12 may be written
AB_-- BC_+ CA2+ 2BC. CD.

Remembering the definition of the Project4oz_ of a straight llne
given on page 97, the student will see that this proposition may be
enunciated as follows :

In an obtuse-angled triangle the square o_t the side opposite the
obtuse angle is greater than the sum of the squares on the s_des contazn.
ing the obtuse angle by twice the rectangle contained by e_ther of those
sides, and the _rojection of the other side upon it.

Prop. 13 may be written
AC_=AB_+ BC2-.-'2CB. BD,

and it may al_o be enunciated as follows :
In every triangle the square on the side subtending an acute angle,

is less than the squares on the sides containing that angle, by twice the
rectangle contained by either of these sides, and the lrrojeeticm of the
other side n_on it.

EXERCISES.

The following theorem should be noticed ; it is proved by the help
ofm 1.

1. _f faar points A, B, C, D are taken in order an a straight line,
then will

AB.CD+BC.AD=AC. BD.

oN II. 12 AZ_D13.

2. If from one of the base angles of an isosceles triangle a per-
pendicular is drawn to the opposite side, then twice the rectangle
contained by that side and the segment adjacent to the base is equal
to the square on the base.

3. If one angle of a trianz]e is one-third of two right angles,

shew that the s_uare on the opposite side is less than the sum of the
thesidesfom  gthat= le,by eon V0y"these two sides [See Ex. 10, p. • -I

4. If one angle of a triangle is two-thirds of two right angles,
9hew _hat the square on the opposite side is greater than the s_are_
on the aides forming that angle, by the rectangle cantaine_ by thee
skies tuee _ .tu_,p. lut.j
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PBOPOSITION14. PROBLEM.

To deseribe a square that sl_all be equal to a 91yen recti-
lineal 3_ure.

Let A be the given reetilineal figure.
It is required to describe a square equal to

Describe the l_r m BCDE equal to the fig. A, and having
the angle CBE a fight angle• i• 45.

Then if BC = BE, the fig. BD is a square; and what was
required is done.

But if not, produce BE to F, making EF equal to El); I. 3.
and bisect BF at G. x. 10.

From centre G, with radius GF, describe the semicircle BHF:
produce DE to meet the semicircle at H.

Then shall the sq. on EH be equal to the given fig. h.
Join G H.

Then because BF is divided equally at G and unequally
at E,

•".the rect. BE, EF with the sq. on GE = the sq. on GF II. 5.
= the sq. on O H.

But the sq. on GH =the sum of the sqq. on OF, EH;
for the angle BEG is art. angle. L 47,

,'. the rect, BE, EF with the sq. on GE = the sum of the
sqq. on GE, EH.

From thesetake the sq. on GE :
then the rec_. BE, EF = the sq. on HE.

But the rec_ BE, EF = the fag. BD ; for EF = ED; Constr.
and the fig. SO = the given fig. A. Cons_.

.-. the sq. on EH = the given fig. A. q.F,.r.

10-2
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THEOREMS AND EXAMPLES ON BOOK IL

os IL 4 XSD 7.

1. Shew by n. 4 that the square on a straight line is four times
the square on half the line.

[This result is constantly used in solving examples on Book xi,
especially those which follow from m 12 and 13.]

2. If a straight line is divided into any throe parts, the square on
the whole line is equal to the sum of the squares on the three parts
together with twise the rectangles contained by each pair of these
par_s.

Shew that the algcbraical formula corresponding to this theorem is
(a + b + c)_ = a_ + b_+ c2+ 2bc + 2va + 2ab.

3. In a _'ight-angled triangle, if a perpendieular is drawn from the
,'_#ht angle to the hypotenuse, the square on this perpendicular is equal
to the rectangle contained by the segments of the hypotenuse.

4. In an isosceles triangle, if a perpendicular be drawn from one
of the angles at the base to the opposite side, chew that the square on
the perpendicular is equal to twice the reotangle contained by the
segments of that side together with the square on the segment
adjacent to the base.

5. Any rectangle is half the rectangle contained by the diagonals
of the squares described upon its two sides.

6. In any triangle if a perpendicular is drawn from the vertical
angle to the base, the sum of the squares on the eidee forming that
angle, together wxth twice the rectangle contained by the segments of
the base, is equal to the square on the baee together with twice the
square on the perpendicular.

o_ n. 5 A_D 6.

The student is reminded that thee6 important propositions are
inchd_l in the following enunciation.

The diff_r_ of the _luar_s on two *tra_Ig li_s is e_tal to the
_aatang_ t_ttained by _i_" sum _nd difference.

7. In a right-angled triangle the square on one of the sides form.
ing the right angle is equal to the rectangle oantained by the sum and
difference of the hypotenuse and the other aide. [I. 47 and Ix. 5.]
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8. The difference of the squares on two sides of a _ngle _ eq_d
to ¢wice the rectangle contained by tlm base and the intercept between
the middle point of the base and the foot of the perpendicular drawn
from the vertical angle to the base.

Let ABC be a triangle, and let P be the middle point of the base
BC : let AQ be drawn perp. to BC.

Then shall AB=- AC_=2BC. PGL

A

B p Q c

First, let AQ fall within the triangle.
Now ABt= BQ_+ QA2, L 47.
also AC_= QC_+ QA_,

.., AB=- AC== BQ=- QC= Ax. 3.
= (Bet+O.O)(B_.- O.C) _L_,.
= BC. 2PQ Ex. 1, p. 129.
=2BC. PQ. Q.E.D.

The case in which AQ falls outside the triangle presents no
d_eu]ty.

9. The square on any straight line drawn from the vertex of an
isosceles triangle to the base is less than the square on one of the equal
sides by the rectangle contained by the segments of the base.

10. The square on any straight line drawn from the vertex of an
isosceles triangle to the base produced, m greater than the square on
one of the equal sides by the rectangle contained by the segments into
which the base is divided ezternaIIy.

11. If a straight line is drawn through one of the angles of
an equilateral triangle to meet the opposite side produced, so that the
rectangle contained by the segments of the base is equal to the square
on the side of the triangle ; shew that the square on the line so drawn
is double of the square on a sxde of the triangle.

12. If XY he drawn parallel to the base BC of an i_3seeles
triangle ABC, then the difference of the squares on BY and CY is
equal to the rectangle contained by BC, XY. [See above, Ex. 8.]

]3. In a right-avg]ed triangle, if a perpendicular be drawn from
the right angle to the hypotenuse, the square on either side forming
the right angle is equal to the rectangle contained by tile hypotenuse
and tbe se_aeut of it adjacent to that side,
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o, ii. 9 _D 10.

14. Deduce Prop. 9 from Props. 4 and 5, using also the theorem
that the square on a straight line is four times the square on half the
llne.

15. Deduce Prop. 10 from Props. 7 and 6, using also the theorem
mentioned in the prcc_._llng Exercise.

16. If a straight line is divided equally and also unequally, the
squares on the two unequal segments are together equal to twice the
rectangle contained by these segments together with four times the
square on the line between thb points of section.

o, IL 11.

17. If a straigh$ line i8 divided internally in _dial section, and
from the greater segment a par$ be taken equal to the less; shew that
the great_ segment i_ also divided in medial section.

18. If a straight line is divided in medial section, the rectangle
contained by the sum and difference of the segments is equal to
the rectangle contained by the segments.

19. If AB is divided at H in medial section, and if X is the
middle point of the greater segment AH, shew that a triaugle whose
sides are equal to AH, XH, BX respectively must be right-angled.

20. If a straight llne AB is divided internally in medial section at
H, prove tha_ the sum of the squares on AB, BH is three times the
square on AH.

21. Divide a straight line ezternally in medial section.
[Proceed as in n. 11, but instead of drawing EF, make EW equal

to EB in the direction remote from A ; and on AW describe the square
AWG'H' on the side remote from AB. Then AB will bedlwded exter-
nally a_ W _s required.]

OS II. 12 X_D 13.

22. In a triangle ABC the angles at B and C are acute: if E and
F are the feet of perpondiculars drawn from the opposite angles to the
_ides AO, AB, shew that the square on BC is equal to the sum of the
reetanglee AB, BF and AC, CE.

_. ABC is j. t]dansle right-angled at C, and DE is drawn from
a point D in AC _0erpeu(li_lar to AB: _w that the reetansle
AB, AE k equal to the x_asle AG, AO.
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2_. In any triangle the _m of the square_ o,_ two sides is equal to
twice the square on half the third side together with twice the _quare on
th_ favdian which bisects the third side.

A

B p Q C

Let ABC be a triangle, and AP the median bisecting the sideBC,
Then shallAB_+AO_=2 BP2+2AP _.

Draw AQ perp. to 8C.
Consider the case in which AQ falls within the triangle, but does

not coincide with AP.
Then of the angles APB, APC, one must be obtuse, and the other

acute: let APB be obtuse.

Theninthe & APB, AB2=BP_-I-AP_+2BP.PQ. _.12.
Alsointhe A APC, AO_=CP_+AP2-2CP.PQ. m13.

]ButCP= BP,
.'. CP2=BP2; and the reel. BP, Pet=the reel. CP, PQ.

Hence adding the above results
AB2+ AC'_--2. Bl_+2. AP2. q.E.D.

The student will have no difficulty in adapting this proof to the
eases in which AQ falls without the triangle, or coincides _th AP.

25. The ram of the squares on the _ide8 of a parallelogram is eq_l
,to the sum of the squares on the diagonals.

26. In any quadrilateral the squares on the diagonals are toge-
&her equal to twice the sum of the squares on the straight hnes join.
ing the middle points of opposite sides. [See Ex. 9, p. 97.]

27. If from any point within a rectangle straight lines are drawa
to the angular points, the sum of the squares on one pair of the lines
drawn to opposite angles is equal to the sum of the squares on the
other pair.

28. The sum of the squares on the sides of a quadrila_al is
grcater than the sum of the squares on its diagonals by four tim_
the square on the straight line which joins the middle poin_ of
diagonals.

29. 0 is tJ_emiddle point of a given straight llne AB, and from
0 as centre, any circle is described: if P beany point on its ciroum.
fmmnoe, shew that the sum of the sqtmres on AP, BP/a ewaztant,
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30. Given the base of a triangle, and the sum of the squares on
the sides forming the vertical angle; fred the locus of the vertex.

31. ABC is an isosceles triangle in which AB and AC are equal.
AS is produced beyond the base to D, so that BD is equal to AB.
Show that the square on CD is equal to the square on AB together
with twice the square on BC.

32. In a right-angied triangle the sum of the squares on the
straight lines drawn from the right angle to the points of trl-
section of the hypotenuse is equal to five times the square on the
line between the points of trisection.

33. Three times the sum of the squares on the sides of a tri.
angle is equal to four times the sum of the squares on the medians.

34. ABC is a triangle, and O the point of intersection of its
medians : show that

ABe+ BC_+CA2=3 (OA2 �OB_Z �OCt).

35. ABCD is a quadrilateral, and X the middle point of the
straight line joining the bisections of the diagonals ; with X as centre

an_ circle is described, and P is any point upon this circle: shaw thatPA + PB2+ PC_+ PD a is constant, being equal to
XAS + XB2 + XC2 + XD2 +4XP_.

36. The squares on the diagonals of a trapezium are together
equal to the sum of the squares on its two oblique sides, with twice
the rectangle contained by its parallel sides.

PROBLEMS.

37. Construct a rectangle equal to the difference of two squares.
88. Divide a given straight line into two parts so that the rect-

angle contained by them may be equal to the square described on a
given straight line which is less than half the straight hue to be
divided.

39. Given a square and one side of a rectangle which is equal
to the square, find the other side.

40. Produce a given straight line so that the rectangle contained
by thv whole line thus produced and the part produced, may be equal
to the square on another given line.

41. Produce a given straight line so that the rectangle contained
by the whole line thus produced and the given ]ins shall be equal to
the square on the part produced.

42. Divide a straight line AB into two parts at C, such that the
rectangle contained by BC and another line X may be equal to the
square on AC.



PART II.

BOOK III.

Book llI. deals with the properties of Circles,

DEFINITIONS.

1. A circle is a plane figure bounded
by one line, which is called the circum-
ference, and is such that all straight lines
drawn from a certain point within the
figure to the circumference are equal to
one another: this point is called the centre
of the circle.

2. A radius of a circle is a straight line drawn from
the centre to the circumference.

3. A diameter of a circle is a straight line drawn
through the centre, and terminated both ways by the
circumference.

4. A semicircle is the figure bounded by a diameter
of a circle and the part of the circumference cut off by the
diameter.

From these definitions we draw the following inferences:
(i) The distance of a point from the centre of a circle is less than

the radius, if the point is within the circumference : and the distance
of a point from the centre is greater than the radius, if the point is
without the circumference.

(fi)A point is within a circle .if its distance from the centre is
less than the radius: and a point is without a circle if its distance
from the centre is greater than the radius.

(hi) Circles of equal radius are equal in all respects; that is to
say, their areas and circumferencesare equal.

(iv) A circle is divided by any diameter into two parts which are
equal in all fencers.
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5. Circles which have the same centre are said to be
concentric.

6. An arc of a circle is any part of the circumference.

7. A chord of a circle is the straight line which joins
any two points on the circumference.

From these definitions it may be seen that a
chord of a circle, which does not pass through
the centre, divides the circumference into two
unequal arcs; of these, the greater is called the
major arc, and the less the minor arc. Thus
the major arc is greater, and the minor are less
than the semicireumfercnce.

The major and minor ares, into which a clr- "_x _/-/cumference is divided by a chord, arc said to be --_
conjugate to one another.

8. Chords of a circle are said to be
equidistant from tile centre, when the
perpendiculars drawn to them from the
centre are equal :
and one chord is said to he further from

the centre than another, when the per-
pendicular drawn to it from the centre is
greater than the perpendicular drawn to
the other.

9. A secant of a circle is a straight / _
line of indefinite length, which cuts the

</circ_unference in two points.

10. _kttm.._gent;to a circle is a straight /_ I
line which meets the circumference, but

<;being produced, does not cut it. Such a
line is said to touch the circle at a point;
and the point is called the lmint of
col/tact.
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If a secant, which cuts a circle at the

l]POnlntsP and O, gradually changes its position / /,_ ,/such a way that P remains fixed, the point
Q will ultimately approach the fixed point P,
until at length these points may be made to
coincide. When the straight line PQ reaches
this limiting position, it becomes the tangent p
to the circle at the point P,

Hence a tangent may be defined as a
s_aight line which passes through two eoiuci-
dent 2oint_ on the circumference.

11. Circles are said to touch one another when they
meet, but do not cut one another.

When each of the circles winch meet is o_f_ide the other, they ar_
• ald to touch one another externally, or to have external contact:
when one of the circles is wftMn the other, they are said to touch on_
another internally, or to ha_e internal contact.

12. A segment of a circle is the figure bounded by a
chord and one of the two arcs lute which the chord divides
the circumference.

1 '

\ /
/ k //

The chord of a segment iz sometime_ called its base.
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13. An angle in a segment is one
formed by two straight lines drawn from
any point in the arc of the segment to
the extremities of its chord.

lit will be shewn in Proposition 21, that all angles in the same
segment of a circle are equal.]

14. An angle at the circumference /_-"--'-_\
of a circle is one formvd by straight lines // \\;" \
drawn from a point on the circumference //".,,",
to the extremities of an arc: such an
angle is said to stand upon the arc, which
it subtends.

15. Similar segments

of eirolesarethosew_ch _ _contain equal angles.

16. A sector of a circle is a figure ,/ \
bounded by two radii and the arc inter- '

'@'
cepted between them. ', /

SYMBOLS AND -/_.BBREVIATIONS.

In addition to the symbols and abbreviations given on
page 10, we shall use the following.

(9 for circle, 0 Cefor circumference.
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PROPOSITION 1. PROBLEM.

To find the centre oftt given circle.

A O@
Let ABO be a given circle:

it is required to find its centre.

In the given circle draw any chord AB,
and bisect AB at D. I, 10.

From D draw DC at right angles to AB; I. 11.
and produce DC to meet the © c_at E and C.

Bisect EC at F. L 10.

Then shall F be the centre of the ® ABC.

First, the centre of the circle must be in EC :
for if not, let the centre be at a point G witheut EC.

Join AG, DG, BG.
Then in the Ls GDA_GDB,

DA= DB, @onstr.
Because and GD is common ;

and GA= GB, fer by supposition they are radii;
.'. the _GOA=the LGDB; I. 8.

.'. these angles, being adjacent, are rt. angles.
But the z_CDB is art. angle ; Constr.

.'. the z. GDB = the z_CDB, Ax. 1 l.
the part equal to the whole, which is impossible.

.'. G is not the centre.

So it may be shewn that no point outside EC is the centre ;
.'. the centre lies in EC.

.'. F_ the middle point of the diameter EC: must be _he
centre of the O ABC. Q._F.

COROr,_,RY. Th8 s_raight l_ne which blsect_ a chord of
a circle at right angles passes through the centre.

[For Exercises, see I_age156.]
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PROPOSITION2. THEOREM.

If a_y two points are taken _ the circumference of a
e_rcle, the chord whlch jolns thera /alls within the circle.

Let ABC he a circle, and A and B any two points on
its © ce:

then shall the chord AB fall within the circle.

Find D, the centre of the (DABC; ni. l.
and in AB take any point E.

Join DA_DE, DB.
In the A DAB, because DA= DB, III. _C_. 1.

.'. the L DAB= the L DBA. I. 5.

But the ext. /. DEB is greater than the int. opp. z. DAF';
I. 16.

.'. also the L DEB iS greater than the L DBE;
.'. in the /x DEB, the side DB, which is opposite the greater
angle, is greater than DE which is opposite the less: I, 19.

that is to say, DE is less than a radius of the circle ;
.'. E falls within the circle.

So also any other point between h and B may be shewn
to fall within the circle.

.'. AB falls within the circle, q._ D.

D_n_rrxo_. k part of a curved line is said to be concave to a
point when, any chord being taken in it, all straight lines drawn
from the given point to the intercepted arc are cut by the chord : if,
when any chord is taken, no straight line drawn from the given point
to the intercepted arc is cut by the chord, the curve is said to be
convex to that point.

Proposition 2 proves that the whole circtunference of a circle
is concave to its centre.
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PROPOSITION 3. THEOREM.

If a straight line drawn through the centre of a drcle
bisect_ a chord which does not pass through the centre, it shall
cut it at right angl_ :
and, conversely, i/it cut it at right angles, it shall bisect it.

B

]Jet ABC be a circle; and let CD be a st. line drawn
through the centre, and AB a chord _vhich does not pass
through the centre.

_irst. Let CD bisect AB at F:
then shall CO cut AB at rt. angles.

Find E, the centre of the circle ; 1_[. 1.
and join EA, EB.

Then in the A s AFE, BFE,
{ AF = BF, Ityp.

Because _ and FE is common ;
( and AE= BE, being radii of the circle ;

.'. the z_ AFE=the L_BFE; I. 8.
.'. these angles, being adjacent, are rt. angles,

that is, DO cuts AB at rt. angles. Q.e.D.

Conversely. Let CD cut AB at r_. angles :
then shall CD bisect AS at F.

As before, find E the centre ; and join EA, EB.
In the A EAB, because EA = EB, III. Def. 1.

.'. the l_EAB = the L EBA. I. 5.
Then in the A s EFA, EFB,

( the L. EAF=the /- EBF, Proved.
Because _and the z- EFA= the L _7 _, being rt. angles; Hyp.

( and EF is common;
.', AF = BF, I: 26.

Q.]_.D,
[For Exercises, see p_e 156.]
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EXERCISES.

o_ PaoPosrrxo_ 1.

1. If two circles intersect at the points A, B, shew that the line
which joins their centres bisects their common chord AB at right
angles.

2. AB, AC are two equal chords of a circle; shew that the
straight line which bisects the angle SAC passes through the centre.

8. Two chords of a circle are given in position and magnitude:
find the centre of the circle.

4. Describe a circle that shall pass through three given points,
which are not _n the same straight line.

5. Find the locus of the centres of circles which pass through two
given points.

6. Describe a circle that shall pass through two given points,
and have a given radius.

o_ PltoPosrl_Io_ 2.

7. A straight line cannot cut a circle in more than two points.

oN PROPOSITIO_8.

8. Through a given point within a circle draw a chord which
shall be bisected at that point.

9. The parts of a straight llne intercepted between the circum.
ferences of two concentric circles are equal.

10. The line joining the middle points of two parallel chords of a
clrele2asees through the centre.

11. _ind the locus of the middle points of a system of parallel
chords drawn in a circle.

12. If two circles cut one another, any two parallel straight lines
drawn through the points of intersection to cut the circles, arc equal.

1_. PQ and XY are two parallel chords in a circle: shew that
the points of intersection of PX, QY, and of PY, QX, lie on the

line which passes through the middle points of the given
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t_ROPOSITION 4. THEOREM.

If in a circle two chordscut one another, whichdo not
both pass through the centre, they cannot both be bisected as
their point of intersection.

B D

_-_tABCD be a circle,and AC, BD two chordswhich
intersectat E_but do not bothpassthroughthe centre:

then AC and BD shall not be both bisected at E.

CAs_ I. If one chord passes through the centre, it is
a diameter, and the centre is its middle point;
.'. it cannot be bisected by the other chord, which by hypo-

thesis does not pass through the centre.

CAss IL If neither chord passes through the centre;
then, if possible, let E be the middle point of both/

that is, let AE = EC i and BE = ED.

Find F',the centre of the circIe: 11I. I.
Join EF.

Then, because _E, which passes through the centre,
bisects the chord AC, Hyp.

.'. the z. FEC is a it. angle, m. 3.

And because FE, which passes through the centre, bi-
sects the chord BD, ttyp.

.'.the/_ FED is art. angle.
.'.the _ FEC= the L FED,

_h_ whole equalto its p_rt, which isimpossible.
.'. AO and BD are notboth bisectedat E. Q.F_.n.

[For ExerciSes, see page 158.]

mE. ll
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PROPOSITION 5. THEOREM.

If two circles cut one another, they cannot have t/_¢ sam_
c_r_tr¢.

@
Let the two O mAGC, BFC cut one another at C:

then they shall not have the same centre.

For, if possible, let the two circles have the same centre;
and let it be called E.

Join EC;

and from E draw any st. line to meet the © ¢e_ at F and G.

Then, because E is the centre of the QAGC, Ityp.
.', EG = EC.

And because E is also the centre of the G BFC, ttyp.
.'. EF = EC.

.'. EG = EF,
the whole equal to its part, which is impossible.

.'. the two circles have not the same centre.

Q.E.D.

EXERCISES.

ON PROPOSITION 4.

1_ If a parallelogram can be inscribed in a circle, the point of
intersection of its diagonals must be at the centre of the circle.

2. Rectangles are the only parallelograms that can be inscrlbed
in a circle.

o_ P_l, osrrmN 5.

8. Two circles, which intersect at one point, must also intersect
at another.
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PROPOSITION6. THEOP_S.

If tWO C_rCl_Stouch one a_wt_r internally, they cannot
l_ave the same centre.

Let the two Q _ ABC, DEC touch one another in_rnMly
at C:

then they shall not have the same centre.

For, if possible, let the two circles have the same centre ;
and let it be called F.

Join FC;
and from F draw any st. line to meet the © c_sat E and B.

Then, because F is the centre of the QABC, Hyp.
.'. FB= FC,

And because F is the centre of the ® DEC, ]/_/2.
.'. FE= FC.

.'. FB= FE;
the whole equal to its part, which is impossible.

.'. the two circles have not the same centre. Q.E.D.

No_. From Propositions 5 and 6 i_ is seen that circles, who_
elrcumferences have any point in common, cannot be concentric,
_nle_ they coineide entirely.

Conversely, the circumferences of conce=_trlecircles can have no
point in common.

11-2
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PROPOSITION7. THEOREM.

I/from any point within a circle which is _wt the centre,
straight lin_s are draum to the clrcumferen.ce, the greatest is
that which passes through the centre ; and the least is that
which, when produced backwards, passes through the centre :

and of all other such lines, that which is nearer to the
greatest is always greater th_n one more remote ."

also two equal straight lines, and only two, can be drawn
f_om the given point to the circumference, one on each side
of the diameter.

G

Let ABOD be a circle, within which any point F is taken,
which is not the centre: let FA, FB, FC, FG be drawn to
the ©% of which FA passes through E the centre, and FB is
nearer than FC to FA, and FC nearer than FG: and let
FD be the line which, when produced backwards, passes
through the centre: then of all these st. lines

(i) FA shall be the greatest;
(ii) FD shall be the least;

(iii) FB shall be greater than FC, and FG greater
than FG ;

(iv) also two, and only two, equal st. lines can be
drawn from F to the C)ce.

Join EB_ EC, EG.
(i) Then in the/x FEB, the _o sides FE, EB are together

greater than the third side FB. I. 20.
But EB= EA, being radii of the circle;
.'. FE, EA are together greater than FB;

that ist FA is greater than FB.
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Similarly FA may be shewn to be greater than any other
st. line drawn from F to the O ce;

.'. FA is the greatest of all such lines.

(ii) In the A EFG, the two sides EF, FG are together
greater than EG; I. 20.

and E6 = EO, being radii of the circle;
.'. EF, FG are together greater than EO.

Take away the common part EF;
then FG is greater than FO.

Similarly any other st. line drawn from F to the ©_
may be shewn to be greater than FO.

.'. FD is the least of all such lines.

(iii) In the A s BEF, CEF,
( BE= C_ III. Dej_. 1.

Because _ and EF is common;
(but the /_ BEF is greater than the /. CEF;

.'. FB is greater than FC. I. 24.
Similarly it may be shewn that FC is greater than FG.

(iv) At E in FE make the _ FEH equal to the L FEG.
L 23.

Join FH.

Then in the _ GEF, HEF,
GE---HE, IIL Dej_.1.

Because _ and EF is common;
(also the L GEF = the L HEF; Constr.

.'. FG = FH. I. 4.

And besides FH no other straight line can he drawn
from F to the © ceequal to FG.

For, if possible, let FK= FG.
Then, because FH = FG, Proven.

.'. FK = FH,

that is, a line nearer to FA, the greatest, is equal to a line
which is more remote; which is impossible. Proved.

.'. two, and only two, equal st. lines can be drawn from
F to the 0% q._D.
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PROl_amT10_I8. TH_ORF_.

I/from any poin_ without a circle straigh_ lines are drawn
to the circumference, of those which fall on the concave eir-
cumferenve_ the greatest is that which passes through the
c¢"ntre; and of others, that which is nearer to the gveate_t

always greater thau one more remote:
further, of those which fall on the convex circumference,

the least is that which, when produced, passes through the
centre ; and of others that which is _z_x_rer to the least is
always less than one more remote:

lastly, from the given polar there can be drawn to the
circumference two, and only two, equal straight lines, one on
each side of the shortest llne.

G

D A

Let BGD be a circle of which C is the centre ; and lot
A bo any point outside the circle : let ABD, AEH, AFG, be
st. lines drawn from A, of which AD passes through C, the
centre, and AH is nearer than AG to AD :

then of st. lines drawn from A to the concave O ¢¢,
(i) AD sha]l be the greatest, and (ii) AH greater than

AG :

and of st. lines drawn from h to the convex O _,
(iii) AB shall be the least, and (iv) hE less than AF.
(v) Also two, and only two, equal st. lines can be

drawn from h to the 0%
Join CH, CG, CF, CE.

(i) Then in the LXACH, the two sides AC, CH are
bagether greater than AH: I. 20.

but OH = CD, being radii of the circle;
.'. AC, CO are together greater than AH :

that is, AD iS greater than AH.
Similarly AD may be shewn to be greater than any other

It_ "llne drawn from h to the concave 0_;
,', AD is the greatest of all such lines.
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_ii) In the A_ HCA_ (]CA,

HC = GO, m. D_ I.
Because and CA is common;

but the z. HCA is greater than the ,_ GOA;
.'.AH isgreaterthan AG. I.24.

(iii)In the & AEC, thetwo sidesAE, EC are together
greater than AC : x. 20,

but EC = BC; Ill. 2)el. 1,
.'. the remainder AE is greater than the remainder AB.

Similarly any other st. line drawn from A to the convex
©c. may be shewn to be greater than AB;

,'. AB is the least of all such lines.

(iv) In the zh AFC, because AE, EC are drawn from the
extremities of the base to a point E within the triangle,

• AF, FC are together greater than AE, EO. I. 21.
But FC = EO, hi. D_ 1.

.'. the remainder AF is greater than the remainder AE.

(v) At O, in AC, make the z. ACM equal to the L AC_
Join AM.

Then inthe two &_ ECA, MCA,

EO= MC, III, Def. 1.
Because and CA is common ;

also the & ECA= the __ MCA; Co_str.
.'.AE= AM ; L 4.

and besides AM, no st. line can be drawn from A to the
0% equal to AE.

For, if possible, let AK = AE :
then because AM = AE, _/-"roved.

.'. AM=AK;

that is, a line nearer to the shortest line is equal to a
line which is more remote ; which is impossible. Protted.

.'. two, and only two, equal st. lines can be drawn from
A to the 0% q.z.D.

Where are the limits of that part of the circumferencewhich iB
eo_egveto the point A?
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05S. Of the following proposition Euclid gave two distinct proofs,
the first of which has the advantage of being d_rect.

PROPOSITION 9. THEOREM. [FIRST PROOF.]

If from a point within a circle more aban two equal
straight lines cam be drawn to the c_rcumfere_we, tlea_ poinb

is the centre of the circle.

B

Let ABC be a circle, and D a point within it, from which

more than two equal st. lines are drawn to the O ce, namely
DA, OB, DC:

then D shall be the centre of the circle.

Join AB, BC :
and bisect AB, BC at E and F respectively. 1. 10.

Join DE, OF.

Then in the &s DEA, DEB,

EA = EB, Constr.
]_ecause and DE is common_

and DA = DB; ]_rStp.

.'. the z DEA = the L DEB ; I. 8.

.'. these angles, being adjacent, are rt. angles.

Hence ED, which bisects the chord AB at rt. angles, must

pa_s _rough the centre, hi. 1. Cot.

Similarly it may be shewn that FD passes through the
centre.

.'. D, v,-hich is the only point common to ED and FD,
must be the centre. Q.E.D.
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PROPOS_m_ 9. T_ZOR_. [S_CO_D PROOF.]

If from a point within a c_rcle more than two equal
straight lines can be drawn to the ci_'cumference, that poi_t
is the centre of the circle.

F
B A

Let ABC be a circle, and D a point within it, from which

more than two equal st. lines are drawn to the ©ce namely
DA, DB, DC:

then D shall be the centre of the circle.

For, if not, suppose E to be the centre.
Join OE, and produce it to meet the ©ce at F, G.

Then because t:) is a point within the circle, not the

centre, and because DF passes through the centre E ;

.'. Oh, which is nearer to OF, is greater than DB, which
is more remote : Ill. 7.

but this is impossible, since by hypothesis, DA, DB, are
equal.

.'. E is not the centre of the circle.

_And wherever we suppose the centre E to be, other-

wise than at D, two at least of the st. lines DA, DB, DO

may be shewn _o be unequal, which is contrary to hypo-
thesis.

.'. O is the centre of the ® ABC.
q.E.D.

* NOTE. For example, if the centre E were supposed to be within
the angle BOG, then DB would be greater than DA; if within the
angle AD.B, then DB would be greater than DC ; if on one of the threa
straight lines, as DB, then DB would be greater than both DA and DO,



Obs. Two proofs of Proposition 10, both indirect, were given by
Euclid.

PRoeosmo_ 10. THEOREM. [FIRST PROOF.]

One circle cannot cut another at more than two poi_ts.
o

C
If possible, let DABC, EABC be two circles, cutting one

another at more than two point_ namely at A, B, C.
Join AS, BC.

Draw FH, bisecting AB at ft. angles; I. 10, 11.
and draw fi H bisecting BC at r_. angles.

Then because AS is a chord of both circles, and FH
bisec¢_ it at rt. angles,

.'. the centre of both circles lies in FH. m. 1. Cor.

Again, because BC is a chord of both circles, and fiH
bisects it at right angles,

.'. the centre of both circles lies in GH. m. 1.Cor.

Hence H, the only point common to FH and GH, is the
centre of both circles ;

which is impossible, for circles which cut one another
cannot have a common centre. III, 5.

.'. one circle cannot cut another at more than two poin_
Q.e.D.

COROLla-mS. (i) Two c_rc_s cannot meet in three
po_ts without coinciding entirely.

(ii) Two circles cannot have a common are wit/_out
ce_aviding entirely.

(iii) Only one cire_ can _ descr_b_ through thr_
po_t*_ _hwh are not in th_ _fcae straight li_.
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PaoI_smos 10. TaEos_s. [S_cos, P_ooF.]

On_ circle cannot cut another at _nvr_ than two Toilets
0

@
If possible, let DABC, EABC be two circles, cutting one

another at more than two points, namely at A, B, C.
Find H, the centre of the ® DABC, li[. 1.

and join HA, HB, HC.
Then since H is the centre of the ® DABC,

.'. HA, HB, HC are all equal. III. _0ef. 1.
And because H iS a point within the ® EABC, from

which more than two equal st. lines, namely HA, HB, HG
are drawn to the O ce,

.'. H is the centre of the Q EABO : m. 9.
that is to say, the two circles have a common centre H ;
but this is impossible, since they cut one another, m. 5.

Therefore one circle cammt cut another in more than

two points, q.E.D.

NoTz. This proof is imperfect, because it assumes that the centre
of the circle DABC must fall within the circle EABC; _hercaa it
may be conceived to fall eithex without the circle EABC, or on its
drcumference. Hence to make the proof complete, two additional

are required.
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PROPOSITIO_ I]. T_osmL

If two circles touch one another _nternally, the straight
line which joins their centres, being produced, shall pass
through the point of contact.

Let ABC and ADE be two circles which touch one

aJaother internally at A ; let F be the centre of the @ ABC,
and G the centre of the ® AOE:

then shall FG produced pass through A.
If not, let it pass otherwise, as FGEH.

Join FA_ GA.

Then in the A FGA_ the two sides FG, GA are together
greater than FA : L 20.

but FA = FH, being radii of the ® ABC : Ityp.
.'. FG, GA are together greater than FH.

Take away the commo_ part FG ;
then GA is greater than GH.

But GA= GE, being radii of the C) ADE : Hy_
.'. GE is gre_ter than GH,

the part greater than the whole ; which is impossible.
.'. FG, when produced, must pass through A.

Q.E.D.

EXERCISES.

1. If the distance between the eentree of two circles is equal to
the differenceof their radii, then the circles must meet in one point,
but in no other; that is, they must touch one another.

2. If two circles whose centres are A and B touch o_te another
i_ezn_ty, and a s_raigh_line be drawn through their point of contact,
cutting she circumferences at P and Q; shew that the radii AP and BQ
are parallel.
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PROPOSITION 12. THSORZ_.

If two circles touch one another externally, the straight
llne which joins their centres shall pass through the point of
contact.

Let ABC and ADE be two circles which touch one

another exterr_lly at A; let F be the centre of the ® ABO,
and G the centre of the ® AD£ :

then shall FG pass through h.

If not, let FG pass otherwise, as FHKG.
Join FA, GA.

Then in the zi FAG_ the two sides FA, GA are together

greater than FG : I. 20.
but FA= FH, beh_g radii of the ® ABC ; Hyp.

and GA = GK, being radii of the ® AOE ; llyp.
.'. FH and GK are together greater than FG;

which is impossible.

.'. FG must pass through h.
Q.F_D.

EXERCISES.

I. Find the locus of the centres of all circles which tonch a given
circle at a given point.

2. _ind the locus of the centres of all circles of given radius, whizh
tou_h a given circle.

_. ]if the dlst_nee between the eentres of two circles is equal to
the sum of their radii, then the circles meet in one point, but in no
other; that is, they touch one another,

4. If two circles whose centres are A and B foueh one another
externally, and a straight line be drawn through their point of contact
cut$i_tg the circumferences at P and Q; shew that the radii AP and BQ
are parallel.
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PRO_SITIO_ 13. 'I_F,OR_M.

Two c_rcl.e.s cannaS tou_h one a_rwther at m._'e fhan on_

point, wHther internally _ e_ternally.

Fig. 1 Fig. 2
A

G G F

C_o

If possible, let ABC, EOF be two circles which touch one
another at more than one point, namely at B and D.

Join BD;
and draw GF, bisecting BD at It. angles. I. 10, 11.

Then, whether the circles touch one another internally,
as in Fig. I, or ext_rnally as in Fig. 2,

because B and D are on the © cesof both circles,
.'. BD is a chord of both circles :

.'. the centres of both circles lie in GF, which bisects BD
at rt. angles. IIL 1. Cot.

Hence GF which joins the centres must pass through
a point of contact ; m. 11, and 12.

which is impossible, since B and D are without GF.
.'. two circles cannot touch one another at more than

one point.
¢_.E.D.

_o_. It must be observeclthat the proof here given applies, by
virtue of Propom'tions11 and 12, to botAthe above figures: we have
therefo_ omitted the separate discussion of Fig. 2, whieh find_a place
in most editions based on Sin_on's text.
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EXERCISES ON PROPOSITION8 1--13.

1. Describe a circle to pass through two given points and have
its centre on a given straight line. When is this impossible?

2. All circles which pass through a fixed point, and have their
centres on a given straight hne, pass also through a second fixed
point.

3. Describe a circle of given radius to touch a given circle at a
given point. How many solutions w_ll there be? When will there
be only one solution?

4. From a given point as centre describe a circle to touch a given
circle. How many solutions will there be?

5. Describe a circle to pass through a given point, and touch s
given circle at a given point. [See Ex. 1, p. 169 and Ex. 5, p. 156.]
When is this impossible7

6. Describe a circle of given radius to touch two given circles.
[See Ex. 2, p. 169.] How many solutions will there be ?

7. Two parallel chords of a circle are six inches and eight inches
in length respectively, and the perpendicular d_stance between them
is one inch : find the radius.

8. If two circles touch one another externally, the straight lines_
_hleh ioin the extremities of parallel diameters towards opposite
parts, must pass through the point of contact.

9. Find the greatest and least straight lines which have one
extremity on each of two given circles, which do not intersect.

10. In any segment of a circle, of all straight lines drawn at right
angles to the chord and intercepted between the chord and the arc,
the greatest is that which passes through the middle point of the
chord;and of othersthatwhich isnearerthegreatestisgreaterthan
On_ more l'emote,

11. _ from any point on the circumference of a circle straight
lines be drawn to the circumference, the greatest is that which pa_
through the centre; and of others, that which il nearer to the greatest
is greater than one more remote ; a.na._om th_ ,poSit _h_eli _
drawn to the circumference two, ana only two, equal stra_gn_ .
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Equal chords i_z a circle are equidistant fro_ t/_ centre:
and, conversely, chords which are equidistant jrvoza the

centre are equal.
A

Let ABC be a circle, and let AB and CO be chords,
of which the perp. distances from the centre are EF
and EG.

First, Let hB = CO :
then shallAB and CD be equidistantfrom the centreE.

Joln EA_ EC.
Then, because EF, which passes through the centre, is

perp. to the chord AS; Hyp.
.'. EF bisects AS ; IIL 3.

that is, AB is double of FA.
For a similar reason, CD is double of GC.

But AB = CO, Ilyp.
.'. FA= GC,

)Tow EA = EC, being radil of the circle i
.'. the sq. on EA = the sq. on EC.

But the sq. on EA=the sqq. on EF, FA;
for the L. EFA is art. angle. I. 47.

And the sq. on EC= the sqq. on EG, GC ;
for the / EGC is art. angle.

.'.the sqq. on EFt FA=the sqq. on EG, GO.
Now of these, the sq. on FA = the sq. on GC ; for FA= GC.

.'. the sq. on EF = the sq. on EG,
.'. EF=EG ;

that is, the chords AB, CD are equidistant from the centre.
Q.E.D.
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Conversely. Let AB and CO be equidistant from the

centre E ;
that is, let EF = EG :
then shall AB = CO.

For, the same construction being made, it may be
shewn as before that AB is double of FA, and CD double
of GC;

and that the sqq. oll EF, FA=the sqq. on EG, GO.
Now of these, the sq. on EF =the sq. on EG,

for EF = EG : ][yp.
.'. the sq. on FA=the square on GC;

.'. FA=GC;

and doubles of these equals are equal ;
that is, AS = CO.

Q.E.D.

EXERCISES.

1. Find the locus of the middle _oints of equal chords of a circle.

2. If two chords of a circle cut one another, and make equal
angles with the straight line which joins their point of intersection
to the centre, they are equal.

3. If two equal chords of a circle intersect, shew that the segments
of the one are equal respectwely to the segments of the other,

4. In a given circle draw a chord which shall be equal to one
given straight line (not greater than the diameter) and parallel to
another.

5. PQ is a fixed chord in a cn'cle, and AB is any diameter : shew
that the sum or difference of the perpendiculars let fall from A and B
on PGt is constant, that is, the same for all positions of AB.

12
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PROrOSlTIO_ 15. THHOS_.

The dlam_ter is the greatest chord in a circle ;
and of others, Shat which is nearer to the centre is greater

tha_ one. more remote:

conversely, the greater chord is nearer to the centTe titan
the less.

Let ABCD be a circle, of which AO is a diameter, and E
the centre ; and let BC and FG be any two chords, whose
perp. distances from the centre are EH and EK :
then (i) AO shall be greater than BC:

if EH is less than EK, BC shall be greater than FG :
(iii) if BC is greater than FG, EH shall be less than EK.

(i) Join EB, EC.
Then in the _ BEC, the two sidesBE, EC are together

gre_tcr than BC ; I. 20.
but BE = AE, HI. J)e/, 1.
and EC = ED ;

.'. AE and ED together are greater than BC ;
that is, AD is greater than BO.

Similarly AD may be shewn to be greater than any
other chord, not a diameter.

(ii) Let EH be less than EK;
then BC shall be greater than FG.

Join EF.

Since EH, passing through the centre,isperp.to the
chord BC,

.'. EH bisects BC ; HL 3.
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that is, BC is double of HB.
For a similar reason FG is double of KF.

Now EB = EF, IIL Def. 1.
.'. the sq. on EB = the sq. on EF.

Ba_ the sq. on EB=the sqq. on Ebi, biB;
for the L EHB is a ft, angle; I. 47.

also the sq. on EF =the sqq. on EK, KF;
for the L EKFis a re. angle.

.'. the sqq. on EH, HB =the sqq. on EK, KF.

But the sq. on EH is less than the sq. oa EK,
for EH is less than EK; Hyp.

.'. the sq. oll HB is greater than the sq. on KF;
.'. HB is greater than KF:

hence BC is greater than FG.

(iii) Let BC be greater than FG ;
then EH shall be less than EK.

:For since BC is greater than FG, Hyp.
•". HB is greater than KF :

.'. the sc1. on HB iS greater than the sq. on KF.
But the sqq. on EH, HB=the sqq. on EK, KF : Proved.

.'. the sq. on EH is less than the sq, on EK;
•". EH is less than EK.

Q.E.D.

EXERCISES.

1. Through a givelt Toint within a circle draw the leas$ _ossible
chord.

2. AB is a fixed chord of a circle, and XY any otherchord having
its middle point Z on AB: what is the greatest, and what the least
length that XY may have?

Shew that XY increases) as Z approachesthe middle point of AB.

3. In a given circle draw a chord of given length, having i_
middle point on a given chord.

When is this problem impossible?

12-2
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Obs. Of the follo_ving proofs of Proposition 16, the second (by
reductio ad absurdum)is that given by Euclid; but the first is to be
preferred, as it is direct, and not less simple than the other.

PROPOSITION16. TltEORE_t. iALTERNtkTIVE PROOF.]

" The straight line drawn at right angles to a diazaeter of
a circle at one of its extremities is a tangent to the circle:

and every other straight line drawn through this point
cuts the circle.

A

C G B D

]_t AKB be a circle, of which E is the centre, and AB
a diameter; and through B let the st. line CBD be drawn
at ft. angles to AB:

then (i) CBO shall be a tangent to the circle;
(ii) any other st. line through B, as BF, shall cut

the circle.

(i) In CO take any point G, and join 56.
Then, in the _ EBfi, the z_EBG is art. angle, t[yp.

.'. the l_ EGB is less than a ft. angle; I. 17.
.'. the /_ EBfi is greater than the L EfiB;

.'. EG is greater than EB: I. 19.
that is, EG is greater than a radius of the circle;

.'. the point G is without the circle.
Similarly any other point in co, except B, may be shewn

be outside the circle :
hence OD meets the circle at B, but being produced,

does not cut it;
that is, CD is a tangent to the circle, zzI.De_. 10.
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(ii) Draw EH perp. to BF. I. 12.

Then in rhea EHB, because the = EHB is a ft. angle,
.'. the L EBH is less than a rt. angle; I. 17.

.'. EB is greater than EH; I. 19.
that is, EH is less than a radius of the circle:

.'. H, a point in BF, is within the circle;
.'. BF must cut the circle. Q.e.D.

PROPOSITION 16. THEOREM. [EUCLID'S PROOF.]

The straight lint drawn at right angles to a diameter of
a circlv at one of its extremities, is a tangent to the circle:

and no other straigh$ line can be drawn through this
paint so as not to cut the circle.

E

CB A

Let ABC be a circle, of which D is the centre, and AB
a diameter; let AE be drawn at rt. angles to BA, at its
extremity A:

(i) then shall hE be a tangent to the circle.
For, if not, let AE cut the circle at C.

Join DO.

Then in the A DAC, because DA : DC, IIl._ef. l.
.'. the _ DAC = the L_DCA.

But the & DAC is art. angle; tIyp.
.'. the '- DCA is art. angle;

that is, two angles of the A DAC are together equal to two
ft. angles; which is impossible. I. 17.

Itence AE meets the circle at A, but being produced,
doea not cut it;

that is, AE is a tangent to the circle, nL Def. 10.



(ii) Also through A no other straight line but AE carl
be drawn so as not to cut the circt_

F( EA

For, if possible, let AF be another st. line drawn through
A so as not to cut the circle.

From D draw DG perp. to AF; t. 12.
and let DG meet the O ¢e at H.

Then in the ZxDAG, because the J_DGA is art. angle,
.'. the z_DAG is less than art. angle; z. 17.

.'. DA is greater than DG. I. 19.
But DA = DH, III. Def. 1.

• DH is greater than DG,
the part greater than the whole, which is impossible.

.'. no st. line can be drawn from the point A, so as not to
cut the circle, except AE.

COROLLARIES. (i) A tangent touches a c_rc_ at one
l_aint on_.

(ii) The're ca_ be but one tangent to a circle at a gsven
1_mt.
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Paoeosrrm_ 17. PJtOBL_.

To draw a _a_g6n_ to a c_rc/_ from a glve_ point eltJ_r
on, or w_tho_t the c_rcumference.

Fig. 1 Fig. 2
G

C K F

Let BCD be the given circle, and A the given point •
it is required to draw from A a tangent to the ®CDB.

C._u_EI. If the given point A is on the © %
Find E, the centre of the circle, i_i. 1.

Join EA.

fi_t A draw AK _; rt. angles to EA. I. 11.
Then AKbeing perp. to a diameter at one of its extremities,

is a tangent to the circle. Ill. 16.

CAs_ 1I. If the given point A is without the © %
Find E, the centre of the circle; m. 1.

and join AE, cutting the ® BCD at D.
From centre E, with radius EA, describe the ®AFG.

At D, draw GDF at rt. angles to EA, cutting the ®AFG at
F and G. I. 11.

Join EF, EG, cutting the ®BCD at B and C.
Join AB_AC.

Then both AB and AC shall be tangents to the QCDE
For in the _ AEB, FED,

t AE= FE, being radii of the ® GAF;
]_ecause and EB= ED, ]_elng radii Of the QBDC;

and the included angle AEF is common;
.'. the L ABE= the L FDE, I. 44
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G

Bug the z. FOE is a ft. angle, Co_e.
.'. the z. ABE is a rg. angle,

hence AB, being drawn at rt. angles to a diameter at one
of its extremities, is a tangent to the Q BCD. 11x. 16.

Similarly it may be shewn that AC is a tangent. Q.E. F.

COROLLARY. If SWO tangents are drawn to a c_rele from
an external po_t, the_ (i) they a/re equal ; (ii) they subtend
eqt_al angles aS the centre / (iii) they _nake exl_al angles with
the straight line wh_ch jolns the given point to the centre.

For, in the above figure,
Since ED is perp. to FG, a chord of the E) FAG,

.'. DF : DG. III. 3.

Then in the /xs DEF, DEG,

DE is common to both,
Because and EF = EG ; nL Def. 1.

and DF = DG ; Proved.
.'. the L DEF=the /...DEG. I. 8.

Again in the A s AEB, AEC,
_'AE iS common to both,

Because _ and EB = EC,
[and the z. AEB=the /.. AEC; Proved.

.'. AB=AC: I. 4.
and the L EAB= the L EAC. Q.E.D.

No_. If the given point A is within the circle, no solution is
possible.

Hence we see that this problem admits of two solutions, one solu-
tion, or no solution, according as the given point A is without, on, or
_thin the circumference of a circle.

For a simpler metho_lof drawing a tangent toa circle from a given
l_int, see page 202.
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PROPOSITION 18. THEOREM.

The straight 16_e drawrt from the centre of a circle to the

point of contact of a tangen_ is perpendlc_dar to the tangent.

A

C
D G G E

Let ABC be a circle, of which F is the centre;
and let the st. line DE touch the circle at c :

then shall FC be perp. to DE.

For, if not, suppose FG to be perp. to DE, I. 12.
and let it meet the © ceat S.

Then inthe A FOG, because the z_FGC is art. angle, Ityp.
.'. the / FCG is less than art. angle : I. 17.

.'. the z_FGC is greater than the z_FCG ;
.', FO is greater than FG : I. 19.

but FO = FB ;

.'.FB iS greater than FG,

the part greater than the whole, which is impossible.

.'. FC cannot be otherwise than perp. to DE :

that is, FC is perp. to DE. Q.E.D.

EXERCISES.

1. Draw a tangent to a circle (i) parallel to, (ii} at right angles to
a given straight line.

2. Tangents drawn to a circle from the extremities of a diameter
are paraUel,

3. CircUs wldch touch one another internally or externally have a
common tangent at their _oint of contact,

4, In two cmwentric circles any chord of the outer circle wMzh
touches the inner, is bisected at the iooint of contact.

5. In two concentric circles, all chords of tl_e outer circle t_hieh
tcrach the inner, are equal.
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PROPOSITION19. THEOREM.

T]_ straight lin_ draw_ perpendicular to a twngent to a

circle from the po_n$ of contac_ passes through the eenJre.
A

D C _

Let ABC be a circle, and DE a tangent to it at the point. C ;
and let CA be drawn perp. to DE :

then shall OA pass through the centre.

For if note suppose the centre to be outside CA, as at F.
Join CF.

Then because DE is a tangent to the circl% and FO
iS drawn from the centre F to the point of contact,

.'. the L FOE is a rt_ angle, m. 18.
But the L ACE is art. angle ; Hyp.

.'. the L FOE = the L_ACE ;
the part equal to the whole, which is hnpossib]e.

.'. the centre cannot be otherwise than in OA;
that is, OA passes through the centre.

Q.E.D.

EXERCISES 01_ THE TANGENT.

PRoeosrzm_s 16, 17, 18, 19.

1. The ce_ttre of any circle _ohich touches two intersectin 9 straight
l_# m_t lieon the bisectorof the a_e beSw¢_ theT_,

2. AB and AC are two tangents to a eirele whosee_n_-ei_ O;
_aew that kO bisects the eholxl of contact BC at right angles.
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3. If two elreles are concentrlc aI1 tangents drawn from pointson
the circumferenc_ of the outer to the inner circle are equal.

4. The diameter of a circle bisects all chords which are parallel
to the tangent at either extremity.

5. Find the locus of the centres of all circles which touch a given
straight line at a given _oint.

6. Find the locus of the centres of all circles which touch each
of two parallel straight lines.

7. Find the locus of the centres of all circles which touch each of
two intersecting straight lines of unlimited length,

8. Describe a circle of given radius to touch two given straight
lines.

9. Through a given point, within or without a circle, draw a
chord equal to a given straight llne.

In order that the problem may be possible, between what limits
must the given line lie, when the given point is (i) without the circle,
(il) within it ?

10. Two parallel tangents to a circle intercept on any third tan.
gent a segment which subtends a right angle at the centre.

11. In any _luadrilateral circumscribed about a c_rcle, the stemof
one pair of o_posite sides is equal to the sum of the other pair.

12. Any parallelogram which can be circumscribed about a circle,
must be equilateral.

13. If a quadrilateral be described about a circle, the angles sub-
tended at the centre by any two opposite sides are together equal to
two right angles.

14. AB is any chord of a circle, AC the diameter through A, and
AD the perpendicular on the tangent at B : shew that AS bisects the
angle DAC.

15. Find the locus of the extremities of tangents of fixed length
drawn to a given circle.

16. In the diameter of a circle produced, determine a point suffh
that the tangent drawn from it shall be of given length.

17. In the _liameter of a circle produced, determine a point such
that the two tangents drawn from it may contain a given angle.

18. Describe a circle that shall pass through a given point, and

touch a given straight line at a given point. [See page 189. Ex. 5.]
19. Describe a circle of given radius, having its centre on a given

st___t line, ancl touching another given straight line.
20. Describe a oircle that shall have a given radius, and touch a

given circle and a given straight line. How many such eArcles can
be drawn ?
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PROPOSITION 20. THEOREM.

The az_jle at _;lwcentre o/a circle is double of an angl_
at the circumference, standing on the same arc.

Fig. 1 Fig. 2
A

F

Let ABC be a circle, of which E is the centre ; and let
BEC be an angle at the centre, and BAC an angle atthe ©ee,
standing on the same arc BC :

then shM1 the z. BEC be double of the z. BAC.

Join AE, and produce it to F.

CASE I. When the centre E is within _he angle BAC.

Then in the A EAB, because EA = EB,
.. the z_EAB = the /_ EBA ; I. 5.

.'. the sum of the L _ EAB, EBA = twice the z. EAB.

But the ext. z_BEF = the sum of the L _ EAB, EBA; L 32.
.'. the z. BEF=twice the z_EAB.

Similarly the z_FEC = twice the z_EAC.
.'. the sum of the z_s BEF, FEC=twice the sum of

the L s EAB, EAC ;
that is, the z_BEC=twice the 1_BAC.

CASE II. When the centre E is without the L BAC.

As before, it may be shewn that the L FEB = twice the L FAB;
also the z_FEC =twice the z. FAC;

.'. the difference of the L s FEC, FEB = twice the difference
of the ,_ s FAC, FAB:

that is, the z_ BEC = twice the L BAC.
Q.E.D.
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A
NoT_., If the are BFC, on which the angles

stand, is greater than a semi-circumference, it B C
is clear that the angle BEC at the centre will be
reflex: bat it may still be shewn as, in Case I.,
that the reflex z BEC is double of the _ BAG
at the oe*,standing on the same are BFC.

PROPOSITION21. THI_ORE_.

A_gles i_ the same segn_ent of a circle are equal.

B D

Let ABCD be a circle, and let BAD, BED be angles in

the same segment BAED:
then shall the L BAD = the L BED.

Find F, the centre of the circle, m. 'L

CAs_ I. When the segment BAED is greater than a
semicircle.

Join BF_ DF.

Then the z_BFD _tt the centre = twice the z. BAD at the
0 _, standing on the same arc BO: m. 20.

and similarly the z_BFD = twice the ,' BED, m. 20.
.'. the _ BAD= the z_BED.

Ctss II. When the segment BAED is not greater than
a semicircle.
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Join AF, and produce it to meet the ©c_ at G.
Join EC.

Then since AEDO is a semicircle;

.'. the segment BAEC is greater than a semicircle:
.'. the z_ BAG = the L BEC, in this segment. Case 1.

Similarly the segment GAED is greater than a semicircle;
.'. the L_GAD = the z. C_D, in this segment.

.'. the sum of the z_ s BAO, CAD = the sum of the z_s BEG,
OED:

that is, the z. BAD = the __ BED. q. 1_.D.

EXERCISES.

1. P is any point on the arc of a segment of which AB is the
chord. Shew that the sum of the angles PAB, PBA is constant.

2. PQ and RS are two chords of a circle intersecting at X: prove
that the triangles PXS, RXQ are equiangular.

8. Two circles intersect at A and B ; and through A any straight
line _PAQ is drawn terminated by the circumferences: chew that PQ
subtends a constant angle at B.

4. Two circles intersect at A and B; and through A any two
straight lines PAQ, XAY are drawn terminated by the circumferences :
shew that the arcs PX, QY subtend equal angles at B.

5. p is any polnt on the arc of a segment whose chord is AB : and
the angles PAB, PBA are bisected by straight lines which intersect at
O_ Find the locus of the l_oint O.
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NOTZ. If the extension of Proposition 20, given in the note on

page 185, is adopted, a separate treatment of A Ethe second case of the present proposition is .,,,_7_a
unnecessary.

For, as in Case I.,
the reflex z BFD=twice the L SAD; m.20.

also the reflex / BFD: twice the L BED;
.-. the Z BAD--the z BED.

The converse of Proposition 21 is very important. For the con-
struction used in its proof, viz. To describe a c_rcle about a given
triangle, the student is referred to Book Iv. Proposition 5. [Or see
Theorems and Examples on Book i. Page 103, No. 1.]

COI_V_RSE OF PROPOSITIO_ 21.

Equal angles standing on the say_e base, and on the same s_de of
it, have their vertwes on an are of a circle, of which the given ba_e
is the chord.

Let BAC, BDC be two equal angles standing cD
_n the same base BC :
' then shall the vertices A and D lle upon a

segment of a circle having BC as its chord.
Describe a circle about the z_BAC • iv. 5.

then this circle shall pass through D.

For, if not, it must cut BD, or BD produced, B_---- / C
at some other point E.

Join EC.

Then the z BAC---the Z BEC, in the same segment: I_L21.
but the L BAC=the Z BDC, by hypothesis;

.'. the z BEC=the Z BDC;
that is, an ext. angle of a triangle = an int. opp. angle;

which is impossible. L 16.
.'. the circle which passes through B, A, C, cannot pass otherwise

than through D.
That is, the vertices A and D are on an arc of a circle of which

file chord is BG. Q.E.v.

The following corollaxy is important.
AU tr_a_les drawn on th6 same base, and with equal vertical angles,

haw their vertices on a_ arc of a circle, of whivh the given base is Che
chord,

0_, The locus of the vertices of tr_ng_s drawn on the same b_
_ith equal vertical angles is an arc of a ci_cl_.
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P_OPOSITION 22. THKOREM.

The opposite angles of any quadrilateral inscribed in a
circle are together equal _o two right angles.

Let ABGD be a quadrilateral inscribed in the (5)ABC;
then shall, (i) the L s ADO, ABO together = two r_. angles ;

(ii) the '_ s BAD, BCD together = two rt. angles.

Join AO, BD.

Then the ',_ADB = the z. ACB, in the segment ADOB; IIL 21.
also the L ODB = the / OAB_in the segment CDAB.

.'. the z. ADC = the sum of the z_s ACB, GAB.
To each of these equals add the _ ABO:

then the two L s ADC, ABC together = the three ,_ s AGB,
CAB, ABC.

]_ttt the L s ACB_ GAB, ABG, being the angles of a
tri _ngle, together = two rt. angles. I. 32.

.'. the z_s ADO, ABC together = two rt. angles.
Similarly it may be shewn that

the : s BAD, BCD together = two rt. angles.
Q.R.D.

EXERCISES.

1. If a circle can be described about a parallelogram, the
parallelogrammust be rectangular.

2. ABC is an isosceles triangle, and XY is drawn parallel to the
base BG: shew that the four points B, C, X, Y lle on a circle.

B. If one side of a quadrilateral inscribed in a circle is produced,
the exterior angle is equal to the olrpositeinterior angle of the quadri-
lateral.
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PROPOSITION 22. [AJternative Proof._

Let ABCD he a quaclrilateral inscribed inthe ®ABC :
then shall the z _ADC, ABC together=two rt. angles.

Join FA, FC. __D C

Then the L AFC at the centre = twice the A_

Z ADC at the 0% standing on the same arc
ABC. r_. 20.

Also the reflex angle AFC at the centre
---twice the L ABC at the Oce, standing on the
came are ADC. 1_x.20.

Hence the Z _ ADC, ABC are together half
the sum of the Z AFC and the reflex angle AFC ;

but these make up four ft. angles: L 15. Cot. 2.
.'. the Z s ADC, ABC together---two ft. angles. Q.E.D.

DEFINITION. Four or more points through which a circle
may be described are said to be concyclic.

CONVERSE OF PEOPOSITIOI_ 22.

If a 1)air of opposite angles of a _uadrilateral are together e_nal to
two right al_gles, its vertices are eoncyclie.

Let ABCD be a quadrilateral, in which the opposite angles at
B and D together=two ft. angles; A

then shall the four points A, B, C, O be __
eoncyelic. _ D

Through the three points A, B, C describe
a circle : xv. 5.

then this circle must pass through D.
For, if not, it will cut AD, or AD produced,

at some other point E.
Join EC.

Then since the quadrilateral ABCE is inscribed in a circle,
.'. the Zs ABC, AEC together= two ft. angles, xxi.22.

But the Zs ABC, ADC together=two ft. angles; -r/ltP-
hence the Zs ABC, AEC=the Z BABC, ADC.

Take from these equals the z ABC:
then the L AEC=the Z ADC;

that is, an ext. angle of a triangle=an int. ol_p. angle;
whichisimpossible, t. 16o

:. the circle which passes through A, B, C cannot ]_au otherwim
than tkroughD:

that is the four vertices A, B, C, D ttre e0nclcllc, q.Lv,
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DEF_ITION. Similar segments of circles are those which
contain equal angles.

PROPOSITION _3. THEOREM.

On the same chord and on th8 same xlde of it, there
cannot be two simih_r segments of circles, not coinciding with
one another.

O

A B

If possible, on the same chord AB, and on the same
side of it, let there be two similar segments of circles ACB,

ADB, not coittciding with one another.

Then since the arcs ADB, AGB in_rsect at A and B,
.'. they cannot cut one another again; III. 10.
.'. one segment falls within the other.

In the outer arc take any point D;

join hO, cutting the inner arc at C:
join CB, OB.

Then because the segments are similar,

.'.the /_hOB=the L ADB; III.A_)_f.

that is, an ext. angle of a triangle= an int. opp. angle;

which isimpessibl¢ I.16.

_[ence the two similar segments ACB, ADB, on the same
chord AB and on the same side o_ it, must coincide.

Q.E.D.

_IEROIBES ON PROPOSITION 22.

1. The straight lines which bisect any angle of a quadrilateral
figure inscribed in a circle and the opposite exterior angle, meet on
the circumference.

2. A triangle is inscribed in a cirde: shew that the sum of
_ngles in the three segm.en_ exterior to the triangle is equal to four
"rightangles.

S. Divide a circle into two segra_ta, so that the angle contained
by the one shall be do_ble of the angle contained by the other.
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PROPOSITION 24. THEOR_.

8im_r seg_ of c_r¢_ on e_a_ cho_'_ are equal _o
one anot/_r.

A B C D

Let AIrB and CFD ]be similar segments on equal chord=
AB, CO :

then shall the segment ABE = the segment CDF.

For if the segment ABE be applied to the segment CDF,
so that A falls on C, and AB falls along CD;

then since AB = CD,
.'. B must coincide with D.

.'. the segment AEB must coincide with the segment ¢FD ;
for if not, on the same chord and on the same side of it

there would be two similar segments of circles, not co-

inciding with one another : which is impossible, ni, 23.

.'. the segment AEB = the segment CFD. q, E. O.

EXERCISES.

1. Of two segment_ standing on the same chord, the greater
=_ment contains the smaller angle.

2. A segment of a circle stands on a chord AS, and P is any
point on the same side of AB as the segment: show that the angle
APB is greater or less than the angle in the segment, according as P
ia within or without the segment.

8. P, O_ R are tl_ _ddle Feints of the sides of a t_z_le,
and X is the foot of the perpeadicuMr let fall from or_ vertex on the.
op1_osite side : sheer that the four points P, Q, R, X errs ten.clio.

[Bee page 96, Ex. 2: also page 100, Ex. 2.]

4. Use the preceding exercise to shew that the _nigd_epoints of the
=i4ts of a triangle and the feet of the per_td_ulars let fall from the
vertices on the o_site sides, a_'e cqn_jcli_.

13-2
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PkOl'OSmOS 25. PROBLem*.

An are o2" a circle being given, to describe the whole cir-
cumference of which the given axe is a part.

Let ABC be an arc of a circle :

it is required to describe the whole ©ce of which the arc
ABC is a part.

In the given arc take any three points A, B, C.
Join AB, BC.

Draw DF bisecting AB at r_. angles, L 10. 11.
and draw EF bisecting SO at rk angles.

Then because DF bisects the chord AS at rt. angles,
.'. the centre of the circle lies in DF. III. 1. Oct

Again, because EF bisects the chord BC at rt. angles,
.'. the centre of the circle lies in EF. hi. 1. Cot.

.'. the centre of the circle is F, the only point common to
DF, EF.
Hence the 0 c,of a circle described from centre F,with

radius FA, is that of which the given arc is a part. q.E. 1_.

* NO_E. Euclid gave this proposition a somewhat different form,
as follows:

A segment of a circle being given, to describe the circle of which
it is ¢ segment.

Let ABC be the given segment standing on the chord AC.
Draw DB, bisecting AC at rt. angles. I. 10. B

At A, in BA, make the ZBAE equal to the
/_ABD. I. 23.
Let AE meet BD, or BD produced,at E.

Then E shall be the centre of the required circle.
[Join F'C ; an(}.larove (i) _ = EC ; I. 4.

(ii) EA= KS. x.6.]
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PROPOSITION26. THEOREM.

In equal circles the arcs which subtend equal angl_s,
whether at the centres or a_ the circumferences, shall be equal.

Let ABC, DEF be equal circles and let the L" BGC, EHF,
at the centres be equa_ and consequently the __gSAC, EDF
at the © us equal: hi. 20.

then shall the arc BKC= the arc ELF.

Join BC, EF.

Thea because the ®s ABC, DEF are equal,
.'. their radii are equal.

Hence in the A" BGC, EHF,

BG= EH,
Because and GC = HF,

and the z_BGC = the L F-.HF; t[yp.
.'. BC _ EF. 1.4.

Again, because the L BAC= the __EDF, Hyp,
.'. the segment BAC is similar to the segment EOF;

nL ])eft 15.
and they are on equal chords BC, EF;

.'. the segment BAC= the segment EDF. nL 24.
But the whole QABC = the whole ® DEF;

.'. the remaining segment BKC = the remaining segment ELF,
.'. the are BKC = the arc ELF.

Q,R,D.

[For an Alternative Proof and Exercises see pp. 197, 198.]
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PaovosxTmN 27. THEO_m

In equal cixcles the angle_, wheSher at the cent_'e_ or the
drc_m/erencez, which _az_d on equal arcs, shall be _ual,

Let ABC, DEF be equal circles,
and let the arc BC = the arc EF :

then shall the L BGC = the L EHF, at the centres ;
and also the L BAC =the L EDF, at the ©_.

If the L s BGC, EHF are not equal,one must be the
greater.

If possible, let the z_BGC be the greater.
At G, inBG, make the z_BGK equaltothe z_EHF. X.23.

Then because in the equal (Dj ABC, DEF',
the L BG K= the/- EHF, at the centres; Cons_r.

.'. the arc BK=the arc EF. nL 26.

But the arcBC = the arcEF, Hyp.
.'. the are BK= the arc BC,

a part equal to the whole, which is impossible.
.'. the A43GO is not unequal to the L EHFi

thatis,the L BOO= the z.EHF.
And sincethe L BAG atthe Ote ishalfthe i_BGC atthe

centre, HL 20.

and likewisethe L EDF is half the L EHF,
.'. the L BAC,----the L EDF. Q.E.D.

[For Exel_ises see pp, 197, 198.]
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PROPOSITION28. THEOREM.

In _ c_rc_ tl_ arcs, wh_ are c_t off _ _,_
clv_r_,sl_ b_ _l, tAemajor arce_l totl_re=jotarc,
a_ tl_mi_tortot/_m$_or.

A D

Let ABC, DEF be two equal circles,
and let the chord BC --the chord EF :

then shall the major arc BAC = the major arc EDF;
and the minor arc BGC= the minor arc EHF.

Find K and L the centres of the ®_ ABC, DEF :III. l,
and join BK, KO, EL, LF.

Then because the Qs ABC, DEF are equal,
.'. their radii are equal.

Hence in the _8 BKC, ELF,

an BK= EL,
Because KC = LF,

d BC = EF; _r_/p.
.'. t_heL.BKC= the /..ELF ; I. 8.

.'. the arc BGO=the arc EHF; III. 26.
and these are the minor arcs.

But the whole 0 ce ABGC- the whole © _" DEHF; i_ryp.
.'. the remaining arc BAC= the remaining arc EDF:

and these are the major arcs. q.z.v.

[Fc¢Exeroisesseepp. 197,198.]
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1)ROPOSITION _9. THEOREM.

In equal circles tl_ c_ords, _icA cut off e4zuzl arcs, shall

be_zat.
A D

G

I_t ABO, DEF be equal circles,
and let the arc BGC = the arc EHF:

then shall the chord BC = the chord EF.

Find K, I the centres of the circles. III. ].
Join BK, KC, EL, LF.

Then in the equal ®_ ABC, DEF,
because the arc BGC = the arc EHF,

.'. the L_BKC = the __ELF. ili. 27.

Hence in the A s BKC, ELF,

BK = EL, being radii of equal circles;

Because KC = LF, for the same reason,
and the L_BKC =the z_ ELF; l_rovecl.

.'. BC= EF. I. 4.

q.E.D.

EXERCISES

OH PROPOSZTIONS 26, 27.

1. If t_o chords of a elrcle are parallel, ttwy intercept equal arcs.

2. The straight lines, which _oin the extremities of two equal
ares of a circle towards the same parts, are parallel.

8. Ia a circle, or in eg=al circles, sector_ are equal if their angle_
t_ e,m_esare eql_a_
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4. If two chords of a circle intersect at right angles, the opposite
arcs are together equal to a semicircumference.

5. If two chords intersect within a circle, they form an angle
equal to that subtended at the circumference by the sum of the arcs they
CYst Of.

6. If two chords intersect without a circle, they form an angle
equal to that subtended at the circumference by the difference of the arcs
they cut off.

7. If AB is a fixed chord of a circle, and P any point on o_
of the arcs cut off by it, then the bisector of the angle APB cats the
con3ngate are in the same point, whatever be the 2o_twn of O.

8. Two circles intersect at A and B; and through these points
straight lines are drawn from any point P on the circumference of
one of the circles: show that when produced they intercept on the
other circumference an arc which is constant for all positions of P.

9. A triangle ABC is inscribed in a circle, and the bisectors of
the angles meet the circumference at X, Y, Z. Find each angle of
the triangle XYZ in terms of those of the onginal triangle.

ON PROPOSITIONS 28, 29.

10. The straight lines which join the extremities of parallel chords
in a circle (i) towards the same parts, (ii) towards opposite parts, are
equal.

11. Through A, a point of intersection of two equal circles two
straight lines PACt, XAY are drawn : show that the chord PX is equal
to the chord QY.

12. Through the points of intersection of two circles two parallel
straight lines are drawn terminated by the circumferences_, show that
the straight lines which join their extremities towards the same parts
are equal.

13. Two equal circles intersect at A and S; and through A any
straight line PAQ is drawn terminated by the circumferences: show
that BP= BQ.

14. ABC is an isosceles triangle incerlbed in a circle, and the
bisectors of the base angles meet the circumference at X and Y. Shew
that the figure BXAYC must have four of its sides equal.

What relation must subsist among the angles of the triangle ABC_
in order that the figure BXAYC may be equilateral?
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No_ We have given Euclid'm demonetr_t/ons of Prol_tlou
28, 27, 28, 29; but it should be noticed that all these propoaitions
also admit of direct proof by the method of su_erposit/oP_

To illustrltte this method we will apply it to Proposition 26.

P_OPOSlTIO_ 26. [A]ternatlve Proof.]

In equal circles, the arcs which subttnd equal angles, whetht_ at
the centres or circumferences, shall be equal.

Let ABC, DEF be equal circles, and let the Z _ BGC, EHF at the
centres be equal, and consequently the Z" BAG, EDF at the o H
equal: m. 90.

then shall the are BKC=the arc ELF.

For if the ® ABC be applied to the ® DEF, so that the centre G
may fall on the centre H,

then because the circles are equal, H_/p.
... their o _" must coincide;

hence by revolving the upper eirele about its centre, the lower eh_o
remaining fixed,

B may be made to eoineide with E,
and consequently GB with HE.

And because the Z BGC=the z EHF,
.'. GC must coincide with HF:

and since GC= HF, H_/p.
.-. C must fall on F.

Now B coinciding with E, and C with F,
and the Oe*of the ® ABC with the o eeof the ® DEF,

... the are BKC must coincide with the arc ELF.
.'. the arc BKC=the are ELF.

Q.]=..oo
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PRoPosITtO_ 30. PROS_M.

To bisect a give_ arc.

O

A C g

Let ADB be the given arc:
it is required to bisect it.

Join AB; and bisect it at C. I. 10.
At O draw CD at rt. angles to AB, meeting the given

arcat D. 1.11.
Then shall the are ADB be bisected at D.

Join AD, BD.

Then in the Aa AOD, BOD,

ta AC = SO, Co_t'r.
Because and CD is common;

nd the LAOD=the L. BCD, being r_. angles:
.'. AD = BD. Ld.

_Lud since in the QADB, the chords AD, BD are equal_

.'. the arcs cut off by them are equal, the minor arc equal
to the minor, and the major arc to the major: m. 28.

and the arcs AD, BD are beth minor arcs,
for each is less than a semi-circumference, since DC, bisecting
the chord AB at rt. angles, must pass through the centre
of the circle. III. 1. ffar.

.'. the arc AD = the arc BD:
that is, the arc ADS is bisected at D. q. _. r.

EXERCISES.

1. If a tangent to a circle is l_trallel to a chord, tha point of
contact will bisect the arc out off by the chord.

2. Trisect a quadr_at, or the fourth part of the cit_, o!
a circle.
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I:_ROPOSITION31. THEOREM.

I'he angle in a semicircle is a right angle :
the angle in a segmenb greater t]ta_ a 8emlcird_ _ less

than a _ight angle :
and the angle in a segment tess than a semicircle is

greater than a _'ight angle.

R

"°@.B C

Let ABCD be a circle, of which BC is a diameter, and
E the centre; and let AC be a chord dividing the circle into
the segments ABC, ADO, of which the segment ABC is
greater, and the segment is ADC less than a semicircle:
then (i) the angle in the semicircle BAC shall be art. angle;

(ii) the angle in the segment ABC shall be less than a
rt. angle ;

(iii) the angle in the segment ADO shall be greater
than a r_. angle.

In the are ADO take any point Di
Join BA, AD, DO, Air; and produce BA to F.

(i) Then because EA-- EB, III./)el 1.
.'. the z. EAB= the z_EBA. I. 5.

_And because EA= EC,
.'. the _ EAC= the L ECA.

.'. the whole z_BAC=the sum of the L" EBA_ECA:
but the ext. z_FAC= the sum of the two int. z. sCBA, BCA;

.'. the /..BAC= ?,he L.FAC;
.'. these angles, being adjacent, are rt. angles

.', the L BAC_in tho semicircle BAC, is art. angla
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(ii) In _he A ABC, because the two /. ' ABC, BAC are
together less than two rt. angles; I. 17.

and of these, the l_ BAC is art. angle ; Prove_
.'. the L ABC, which is the angle in the segment ABC_ is

less than a r_. angle.

(iii) Because ABCD is a quadrilateral inscribed in the
(_ ABC,

.'. the z_" ABC, ADC together = two rt. angles; III. 22.

and of these, the ,:_ABC is less than art, angle: Proved.
.'. the z_ADC, which is the angle in the segment ADC, is

greater than art. angle. Q.E.D.

EXERCISES.

i. A circle described on the hypotenuse of a mght-angled triangle
as diameter, passes through the o_posite angular point.

2. A system of right-angled triangles is described upon a given
straight line as hypotenuse: find the locus of the opposite angular
points.

8. A straight rod of given length slides between two straight
rulers placed at right angles to one another : find the locus of its
middle point.

4. Two circles intersect at A and B; and through A two diameters
AP, ACt are drawn, one in each circle : shew that the points P, B, Gt
are collmear. [See Def. p. 102.]

5. A circle is described on one of the equal sides of an isosceles
triangle as diameter. Shew that it passes through the middle point
of the base.

6. Of two circles which have internal contact, the d/ameter of the
inner is equal to the radius of the outer. Shew that any chord of
the outer circle, drawn from the point of contact, is bisected by the
eireumference of the inner circle.

7. C_rcles described on any two sides of a triangie as _i_meters
intereset on the third side, or the third side produc_l.

8. Find the locuJ of the middle points of chords of a circle drawn
thraugh a fixed point.

Distinguish between the cases when the given point is within, on,
or without the circumference.

9. Describe a square equal to the difference of two given squaxes.
10. Through one of the points of intersection of two circles draw

a chord of one circle which shall be bisected by the other.
11. On a given straight line as base a system of eq"_I four-

sided figures is described : find the locus of the interseotion of their
diagonals



NoTz 1. The extension of PrvImsition 20 to sfrc.lght and refle_
gnglce fumishce a simple alternative proof ot
t.he Kret theorem ¢_utalned in Proposition 31, _A

The a_gle in a ser,_'ircZe 18 a right angle.

For, in the adjoining figure, the angle st B O
the eentre, standing on the arc BHC, is
double the angle at the _, standing on the
f_nle &rQ.

Now the _ngle at the centre is the etraight angle SEC ;
.'. the z BAC is haft of the straight angle BEC:

and a straight angle=two ft. angles;
.'. the Z SAC=one half of two ft. anglee,

----onert. angle. Q.e.D.

NoTE 2. From Proposition 31 we may derive a simple practical
solution of Proposition 17, namely,

To draw a tangent to a czrele from a given e_ternal _t_t.

Let BCD be the given

circle, and A the given exter- __B

_al point: //
it is required to draw from

A a tangent to the ® BCD.
Find E, the centre of the A

circle, and join AE. """

On AE desoribe the semi- '.,
circle ABE, to cut the given
circle at S.

Join AS, -_.
Then AB shall be a tangent ...........

to the ® BCD.

For the / ABE, being in a semlclrcle, is a ft. angle, m. 31.
.-. AB is drawn at ft. angles to the radius EB, from its ex-

tremity B;
.'. AS is a tangent to the circle, nz.16.

Q.E.F+

Since the semicircle might be described on either aide of AE, it is
eiear that there will be a second solution of the problem, a8 ahewn by
the dotted lines of the figure.
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PROPOSI_O_ 32. T_,ORmi.

If a #tralg]d lln_ touch a circle, and from th_ point of
r_r,$ac$ a cTw'rd be dra_ t_ an_ which th_ chord mak_ e

w_th d_ range,at ehall be equal to the angles in _he alterna_
segr,_n_ of th_ cirde.

A

E B F

Let EF touch the given ®ABC at B, and let SO be a
chord drawn from B, the point of contact:

then shall (i) the L DBF = the angle in the alternate
segment BAD:

(ii) the l_DBE = the angle in the alternate
segment BCD.

From B draw BAperp. to EF. I. 11.
Take any point C in the arc BD;

and join AD, DC, CB.

(i) Then because BA is drawn perp. to the tangent EF,
at its point of contact B,

.'. BA passes through the centre of the circle: IH. 19.
.'. the LADB, being in a semicircle, is art. angle: m. 31.

.'. in the Z_ABD, the other L' ABD, BAD together=a rt_
angle; L 32.

tlmt is, the z.' ABe, BAD together--the L ABF.
t,bese equa,lstake the common L ABD.;

.'. the L DBF = the /.. BAD, which is in the alternste seg-
ment.
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A

E B F

(ii) Because ABCD is a quaxtrilaberat inscribed in a
circle,

.'. the z. ' BCD, SAD together = two ft. angles: zII. 22.
but the _. a DEE, DBF together=two ft. angles; I. 13.

.'. the z_ _ DBF.._DBF together=bhe z__ BCD, BAD:
and of these the z_DBF=the z_ BAD; _Proved.

.'. _he z_ DEE = the : DCB, which is in the alternate seg-
ment. Q.r.D.

EXERCISES.

1. State and prove the converse of this proposition.
2. Use this Proposition to shew that the tangents drawn to a

circle from an external point are equal.
3. If two circles touch one another, any straight line drawn

through the point of contact cuts off similar segments.
Prove this for (i) intexnat, (ii) external contact.
4. If two circles touch one another, and from A, the point of con-

tact, two chords APQ, AXY are drawn : then PX and QY arc parallel.
Prove this for (i) internal, (ii) external contact.
5. Two circles intersect at the points A, B: and one of them

passes through O, the centre of the other : prove that CA bisects the
angle between the common chord a_d the tangent to the first circle
at A.

6. Two circles intersect at A and B ; and through P, any poiDt
on the eiremnference of one of them, straight lines PAC, PBD are
drawn to cut the other circle at C and D: shew that CD is parallel
to the tangent at P.

7. If from the point of contact of a tangent to a circle, a chord
be drawn, the perpendicular_ dropped on the tangent and chord from
the middle point of either arc cut off by the chord are equal.
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PROPOSITION33. PROBLEM.

O_ a glve_ straig]_ li_e to describe a segmen_ of a clrcl_
which shall contain an angle equal to a g_en angle.

H H

/
Let AB be the given st. line, and C the given angle:

it is required to describe on AB a segment of a circle which
shall contain an angle equal to C.

At A in BA, make the z_BAD equal to the z_C. x. 23.
From A draw AE at rt. angles to AD. I. 11.

Bisect AB at F; I. 10.
and from F draw FG at rt. angles to AB, cutting hE at G.

Join GB.

Then in the _s AFG, BFG.

AF = BF, C,:m_t;.'.
Because and FG is common,

and the L AFG =the L BFG, being rt. angles;
.'. GA=GB : I. 4.

.'. the circle described from centre G, with radius GA, will
pass through B.

Describe this circle, and call it ABH:
then the segment AHB shall contain an angle equal to C.

Because AD is drawn at rt. angles to the radius GA from
its extremity A,

.'. AD is a tangent to the circle: III. 16.
and from A, its point of contact, a chord AB is drawn;

.'. the L BAD = the angle in the alt. segment AHB. III. 32.
BuZ the L BAD= the L C: Canst_

.'. the angle in the segment AHB=the L.C.
.'. AHB is the segment required, q.E.F.

s E. 14
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No_. In the particular case when the given angle C is a ft. angle,
the segment required will be the
semicircle described on the given _----_ I-I
st. llne AB; for the angle in a [C
semicircle is a ft. angle, m. 31. I

A 8

EXERCISES.

[The following exercises depend on the corollary to Proposition 21
given on page 187, namely

The locus of the vertices of triangles which stand on the same base
and have a given vertical angle, is the arc of the segment standzng on
this base, and containing an angle equal to the gwen angle.

Exercises 1 and 2 afford good illustrations of the method of find-
ing required points by the Intersection of Loci. See page 117.]

1. Describe a triangle on a given base, having a given vertical
angle, and having its vertex on a gtven strasght hTw.

2. Construct a triangle, having given the base, the vertical angle
and (i) one other side.

(il) the altitude.
(hi) the length of the median which bisects the base.
(iv) the point at which the _er_endicular from the vertex

meets the base.

8. Construct a triangle having given the base, the vertical anyle,
and the point at which the base is cut by the bisector of the vertical
angle.
ang_et AB be the base, X the given point in it, and K the given

• On AS describe a segment of a circle containing an angle
equal to K; complete the _ by drawing the arc APB. Bisect the are
APB at P: join PX, and produce it to meet the c_" at C. Then ABC
shall be the required triangle.]

4. Construct a triangle having given the base, the vertical angle,
and the sum of the remaining sides.

[Let AB be the given base, K the given angle, and H the given line
equal to the sum of the sides. On AB describe a segment containing
an angle equal to K, also another segment eontsining an angle equal
to half the z K. From centre A, with radius H, describe a circle
cutting the last drawn segment at X and Y. Join AX (or AY) cutting
the first segment at O. Then ABC shall be the required triangle.]

5. Gonstruet a triangle having given the base, the vertleal angle,
and the difle_aee d the remaining sides.
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PROPOSITIO_34, PROBL_.

From a g_ven circl_ to cut oj_" a segment which shall
contain an angle equal to a given angle.

0

E B F

I_t ABC be the given circle, and D the given angle:
it is required to cut off from the ® ABC a segment which
shall contain an angle equal to D.

Take any point B on the ©c_,
and at B draw the tangent EBF. m. 17.

At B, in FB, make the L FBC equal to the L D. I. 23.
Then the segment BAC shall contain an angle equal to D.

Because EF is a tangent to the circle, and from B, its
point of contact, a chord BC is drawn,

.'. the z. FBC = the angle in the alternate segment BAO.
i1x.32.

But the /_ FBC=the L D; Co_r.
.'. the angle in the segment BAC = the L D.

Hence from the given ® ABC a segment BAC has been
cut off, containing an angle equal bo D. q. _. r.

EXERC1SF_.

1. The chordof a given segment of a circle is produced to a fixed
point : on this straight line so produced draw a segment of a cirolo
similar to the given segment.

2. Through a given point without a circle draw a straight llne'
that will out of[ a segment capable of containing an angle equal tO a
_ven angle.

14-$
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PROPOSITION35. THEORF_

I/two chords o/a circle cut one another, the rectangle
contained by the segments of one shall be equal to the _'ect-
angle contained by the segments of the other.

.@
Let AB, CO_two chords of the QACBD, cut one another

at E:
then shall the rect. AE, EB = the rect. CE, ED.

Find F the centre of the QACB: III. l.
From F draw FG, FH perp. respective]y to AB, CD. I. 12.

Join FA, Y_ FD.
Then because FG is drawn from the centre F perp. to AB,

.'. AB is bisected at G. IIL 3.
For a similar reason CD is bisected at H.

Again, because ABis divided equally at G, and unequally at E,
.'. the rect. AE, EB with the sq. on EG= the sq. on AG. II. 5.

To each of these equals add the sq. on GF;
then the rect. AE, EB with the sqq. on EG, GF=the sum of

the sqq. on AG, GF.
But the sqq. on EG, GF = the sq. on FE; I. 47.
and the sqq. on AG_GF = the sq. on AF;

for the angles at G are rt. angles.

.'. the rect. AE, EB with the sq. on FE=the sq. on AF.
Similarly it may be shewn that
the rect. CF_ ED with the sq. on FE = the sq. on FD.

But the sq. on AF=the sq. on FD; for AF= FD.
,'. the rect. AE, EB with the sq. on FE = the rect. CE_ED

with the sq. on FE.

From these equals take the sq. on FE:
then the rect. hE, EB = the feet. CE_ED. Q.F_D.
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COROLLARY. jTf t_ouffh ,_,o_..T_ point $osthln _ _

any number of clwrds are drawn, the rectangles containc.d
by their segments are all equal

NOTE. The following special cases of this proposition deserve
notice.

(i) when the given chords both pass through the centre:
(ii) when one chord passes through the centre, and cuts the

other at right angles:
0ii) when one chord passes through the centre, and cuts the

other obliquely.
In each of these cases the general proof requires some medifica.

tion, which may be left as an exercise to the student.

EXERCISES.

1. Two straight lines AS, CO intersect at E, so that the rectangle
AE, EB is equal to the rectangle CE, ED: shew that the four pointJ
A, B, C, D are eoncychc.

2. The rectangle contained by the segments of any chord drawn
through a given point within a circle m equal to the square on half
the shortest chord which may be drawn through that point.

3. ASC is a triangle right.angled at C ; and from C a perpen-
dicular CO is drawn to the hypotenuse : shew that the square on CO
is equal to the rectangle AO, OB.

4. ABC is a triangle, and AP, BQ the perpendiculars dropped
from A and B on the opposite sides, intersect at O: show that the
rectangle AO, OP is equal to the rectangle SO, OQ.

5. Two circles intersect at A and B, and through any point in AS
their common chord two chords are drawn, one in each circle; show
that their four extremities are concyclic.

6. h and S are two points within a circle such that the rectangle
contained by the segments of any chord drawn through A is equal to
the rectangle contained by the segments of any chord through B:
show that A and B are equidtstant from the centre.

7. If through E, a po_nt without a circle, two secants EAB, ECD
arc drawn; shew that the rectangle EA, EB is equal to the rectangle
EC, ED.

[Proceed as in m. 35, using ZL6.]
8. Through A, a point of intersection of two eLrol_, two straight

lines CAE, DAF are drawn, each passing through a centre and termi-
nated by the circumferences : shew that the rectangle CA, AE is equal
to the rectangle DA, AF.
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PROPOSITION36. THEOREM.

I)e/_oraaay point without a ci_*cle a tangent and a
_,¢ant be drawn, then the rectangle contained by the whol_
aecant and the part o/it without the circle shall be equal $o
the _luaxe on the tangent.

( °
A

Let ABC be a circle; and from O a point without it, let
there be drawn the secant DCA, and the tangent DB:

then the rect. DA, DO shall be equal to the sq. on DB.
Find E, the centre of the ®ABC: m. 1.
and from E, draw EF perp. to AD. I. 12.

Join EB, EC, ED.

Then because EF, passing through the centre, is perp.
to the chord AC,

.'. AC is bisected at F. In. 3.

And since AC is bisected at F and produced to D,
.'. the reef. DA, DC with the sq. on FC = the sq. on FD. II. 6.

To each of these equals add the sq. on EF:
then the rect_ DA, DC with the sqq. on EF, FC = the sqq. on

EF, FD.
But the sqq. on EF, FC = the sq. on EC; for EFC is a rt. angle;

= the sq. on EB.
And the sqq. on EF, FD = the sq. on ED; for EFD is art. angle;

=the sqq. on EB, BD; for EBD is a
ft. angle, ni. 18.

:. the rect_ DA, DO with the sq. on EB=the sqq. on EB, BD.
From these equals take the sq. on EB:
then the rect_ DA_DO = the sq. on DB. o_x.D.

No_. This proof may easily be adapted to the case when the
_eant _ throu2bthe centre of the circle.
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COROLLhRY. If/rom a given po_n_ without a _rcle
any number of secants are drawn, the re_tangles contained
by the whole secants and the parts of them without tl_ _rcl_

are all equal; for each of these rectangles _s equal to the
square on the tangent drawn from the given _olnt to th_

circle, p
A

For instance, in the adjoining figure, //_
each of the rectangles PB, PA and PD, PC E A
and PF, PE is equal to the square on the o_
tangent PQ:

(.'. the rect. PB, PA

= the rect. PD, PC

= the rect. PF, PE.

NOTE. Remembering that the segments into which the chord AB
is divided at P, are the lines PA, PB, (see Part I. page 1;_1)we are
enabled to include the corollaries of Propositions 35 and 36 in a
single enunciation.

If any number of chvrds of a circle are drawn through a given
point within or without a circle, the rectangles contained by ths
segments of the chords are equal.

EXERCISK5.

1. Use this proposition to show that tangents drawn to a circle
from an external point are equal.

2. If two circles intersect, tangents drawn to them from any
point in their common chord produced are equal.

3. If two circles intersect at A and B, and PQ is a tangent to
both circles; show that AB produced bisects PGL

4. If P is any point on the straight line AS produced, show that
the tangents drawn from P to all circles which pass through A an& L_
are equal.

5. ABC is a triangle rlght-angled at C, and from any point P in
AC, a perpendicular PQ is drawn to the hypotenuse: ahew that the
rectangle AC, AP is equal to the rectangle AS, AQ_

6. ABC is a triangle right-angled at C, and from C a perpen,
dlcular CD is drawn to the hypo/_nuae: ahew that the rect. AB, &O
is equal to the squsre on AG.
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PROPOSITIOI_ 37. THEORF_.

If from a t_int without a circle there be draura two

straight lines, one of which cuts the circle, and tlm other
meets it, and if the rectangle contained by the whole line
which cuts the circle and the part of it without the circle be

equal to the square on the line which meets the circle, then
the line which meets the circle shall be a tangent to it.

Let ABC be a circle; and from D, a point without it,
let there be drawn two st lines DCA and DB, of which

DCA cuts the circle at C and A, and DS meets it; and let
the rect. DA_ DC = the sq. on DB :

then shall DB be a tangent to the circle.

From D draw DE to touch the OABC: fILl7.

let E be the point of contact.
Find the centre F, and join FB, FD, FE. zu. 1.

Then since DCA is a secant, and DE a tangent to the circle,

.'. the rect. DA, DC = the sq. on DE, nI. 36.
But, by hypothesis, the reef. DA, DC = the sq. on DB;

.'. the sq. on DE = the sq. on DB,
.'. DE = DB.

Hence in the _x a DBF_ DEF.

( DB = DE, Proved.

Because { and BF = EF; hi. Def. I.
[ and OF is common;

.'. the J_DBF = the 2_ DEF. I, 8.

But DEF is a ft. angle ; IlL 18.
• DBF is also a rt_ angle;
and since BF is a radius,

.'.DB touches the GABO st the point B.
Q. F_ D.



NOTE ON THE METHOD OF LIMITS AS APPLIED TO TAIqGENCY.

Euclid defines a tangent to a circle as a straight hne which meets
the circumference, but being Iaroduced, does not cut it : and from this
definition he deduces the fundamental theorem that a tangent is per-
pendicular to the radius drawn to the point of contact. Prop. 16.

But this result may also be established by the Method of :Limits,
which regards the tangent as the ultinmte positron of a secant when its
two poznts of intersection w_th the c_rcumference are brought into coin.
cidence [See Note on page 151]: and it may be shewn that every
theorem relating to the tangent may be derived from some more
general proposition relating to the secant, by considering the ultimate
case when the two points of intersection coincide.

1. To prove by the Method of Limits that a tangent to a circle
is at right angles to the rad,us drawn to the point of contact.

Let ABD be a circle, whose centre
is C; and PABQ a secant cutting the \Q 0'
o _ in A and B; and let P'AQ' be the \ =t
limiting position of PQ when the point
B is brought into coincidence with A:
then shall CA be perp. to P'Q'.

Bisect AB at E and join CE:
then CE is perp. to PQ. m. 3. k

Now let the secant PABQ change
its position in such a way that while the
point A remains fixed, the point B con- ,P
tinually approaches A, and ultimately
coincides w_th it;

then, however near B approaches to A, the st. llne CE is always
perp. to PQ, since it joins the centre to the middle point of the chord
AB.

But in the limiting position, when B coincides with A, and the
secant PQ becomes the tangent P'Q', it is clear that the point E wdl
also coincide with A ; and the perpendicular CIr becomes the radius
CA. Hence CA is perp. to the tangent P'Gt' at its point of contact
A. Q,m_.

No_z. It follows from Proposition 2 that a straight line cannot
cut the circumference of a circle at more than two points. Now when
the two points in which a secant cuts a circle move towards coinci-
dence, the secant ultimately becemes a tangent to the circle: we
infer therefore that a tangent cannot meet a circle otherwise than
at its point of contact. Thus Euclid's definition of a tangent may be
dedu_d from that given by the Method of Limits.
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2. _y this Method P_2osttian 32 may be derived as a special caae
from tb'oposition 21.

For let A and B be two points on the

of the O ABC; _/_'_
and let BCA, BPA be any two angles in R .C
the segment BCPA :
then the z BPA=the z BCA. _. 21.

Produce PA to Q.
Now ]et the point P continually approach

the fixed point A, and ultimately coincide B
with it;

then, however near P may approach to A, Aj
the Z BPQ=the z BCA. IIi. 21.

But in the limiting position when
P coincideswith A,

and thesecantPAQ becomesthe tangentAQ',
itisclearthatBP willcoincidewithBA,

and the Z BPQ becomes the Z BAQ'.
Hence the Z BAQ'= the z BCA, in the alternate segment, q.z.n.

The oontsot of circles may be treated in a similar manner by
adopting the following defimtlon.

DzFn_mot_. If one or other of two intersecting circles alters its
position in such a way that the two points of intersection continually
approach one another, and ultimately coincide ; in the limiting posi-
tion they are said to touch one another, and the point in which the
two points of intersection ultimately coincide is called the point of
oolztact.

EXAMPLES ON LIMITS.

1. Deduce Proposition 19 from the Corollary of Proposition 1
and Proposition3.

2. DeduceProposltlons11 and 12 fromEx. 1,page156.
8. Deduce Proposltlon6 fromProposition5.

4. Deduce Proposition13 fromPropomtion10.

5. Shew that a straightline cuts a circle in two different points,
zwo coincident points, or not at all, aceorc_mg as its distance from the
centre is leas than, equal to, or greater than a radius.

6. Deduce Proposition 32 from Ex. 3, 1)age 188.
7. Deduce Proposition 36 from Ex. 7, page 209.
8. The angle in a serai-cirele is a right angle.
To what Theorem is this statement reduced, when the vertex of

the right angle is brought into coincidence with an extremity of the
diameter?

9. From Ex. I, page 190, deduce the correspondingproper_ of a
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THEOREMS AND EXAMPLES ON BOOK IIL

I. ON THE CENTRE A.ND CHORDS OF A CIRCLE.

See Propositions 1, 3, 14, 15, 25.

i. All circles which pass through a fixed point, and have their
¢en_reson a given straight l_ne,passalso through a 8econdfi._d point.

Let AB be the given st. line, and P the given point.

pt

A

From P draw PR perp. to AB ;
and produce PR to P', making RW equal to PR.

Then all circles which pass through P, and have their centres on
AS, shall pass also through P'.

For let C be the centre of any one of these cirelss.
• Join CP, CW.

Then in the A" CRP, CRP'

t OR is common,
Because and RP= RP', Cor_tr.

and the Z CRP=the Z CRP', being rt, angles;
.'. CP=CW; x.4.

.-. the circle whose centre is C, and which l_SeS through P, must
pass also through W,

But C is the centre of any circle of the system ;
... all circles, which pass through P, and have their centre_ in AB,

passaiso through P', Q.,_.D+

2. D_ribe = circle that ahaU _ Chrough three given pai_¢_ _¢
in ¢he _ _ra_Tht llne,
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_. Describe a circle that shall pass through two given points and
have its cenfa_ in a given straight line. When is this impossible?

4. Describe a circle of given radius to pass through two given
points. When is this impossible?

5. ABCisanisoscelestrianglc; and from the vertex A, ascentre,
a circle is described cutting the base, or the base produced, at X and Y.
Show that BX = CY.

6. If two circles which intersect are cut by a straight line
parallel to the common chord, chew that the parts of it intercepted
between the circumferences are equal.

7. Tf two circles cut one another, any two straight lines drawn
through a point of section, making equal ang]es with the common
chord, and terminated by the circumferences, are equal. [Ex. 12,
p. 156.J

8. If two circles cut one another, of all straight lines drawn
through a point of section and terminated by the circumferences, the
greatest is that which is parallel to the line joining the centres.

9. Two circles, whose centres are C and D, intersect at A, B;
and through A a straight line PAQ is drawn terminated by the
circumferences: if PC, QD intersect at X, show that the angle PXQ
is equal to the angle CAD.

10. Through a point of section of two circles which cut one
another draw a straight line terminated by the circumferences and
bisected at the point of section.

11. AB is a fixed diameter of a cizcie, whose centre is C; and
from P, any point on the czrcumference, PQ is drawn perpendicular
to AS; shew that the bisector of the angle CPQ always intersects the
circle in one or uther of two fixed points.

19. Circles are described on the sides of a quadrilateral as
diameters: shew that the common chord of any two consecutive
circles is parallel to the common chord of the other two. [Ex. 9,
p. 97.]

13. Two equal circles touch one another externally, and through
the point of contact two chords are drawn, one in each circle, at
right angles to each other: chew that the straight line joining their
other extremities is equal to the diameter of either circle.

14. Straight lines are drawn from a given external point to the
circumference of a circle: find the locus of their middle points.
[_.x._,p. 97.]

15. Two equal segments of circles are described on opposite sides
of the same chord AB; and through O, the middle point of AS, any
eia_ight llne POQ is drawn, intersecting the arcs of She segmentmat
Pan(] Q: e]_ewtJaatOP=O(;L
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IL ON THE TANGENT AND THE CONTACT OF CIRCLES.

See Propositions 11, 12, 16, 17_ 18, 19.

1. All equal chords placed in a given circle touch a fixed concen-
tric circle.

2. If from an external point two tangents are drawn to a circle,
the angle contained by them is double the angle contained by the
chord of contact and the diameter drawn through one of the points of
contact.

3. Two circles touch one another externally, and through the
point of contact a straight hue is drawn terminated by the mrcum-
ferences: shew that the tangents at its extremities are parallel.

4. Two circles intersect, and through one point of section any
straight line is drawn terminated by the circumferences: shew that
the angle between the tangents at its extremities is equal to the angle
between the tangents at the point of section.

5. Shew that two parallel tangents to a circle intercept on any
third tangent a segment which subtends a right angle at the centre.

6. Two tangents are dra_u_ to a given circle from a fixed external
point A, and any third tangent cuts them produced at P and Q: chew
that PQ subtends a constant angle at the centre of the circle.

7. In any quadrilateral circumscrtbed about a c_rcle, the sum of
one pair of opposite sides is equal to the sum of the other 2air.

8. If the sum of one pa_r of opposite sides of a quadrilateral _s
equal to the sum of the other parr, shew that a si_cle may be insertbed
_u the figurs.

[Bisect two adjacent angles of the figure, and so describe a circle to
touch three of its sides. Then prove indirectly by means of the last
exercise that this circle must also touch the fourth side.]

9. Two circles touch one another internally, the centre of the
outer being within the tuner circle : shew that of all chords of the
outer circle which touch the inner, the greatest is that which is per-
pondicu_ar to the straight line joining the centres.

10. In any triangle, if a circle is described from the middle point
of one side as centre and with a radius equal to half the sum of the
other two sides, it will touch the circles described on these sides as
diameters.

11. Through a given point, draw a straight line to cut a circle,
that the part intercepted by the circumference may be eclual to a given .
straight line.

In order that the problem may be possible, betwseu what limits
must the given line lie, when the given point is (i) without the circle,
(ii) within it
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12. A series of circles touch a given straight line st a given point:.
ahew that the tangents to them at the points where they cut a given
parallel straight line aLl touch a fixed circle, whose centre is the given
point.

18. If two circles touch one another internally, and any third
circle be described touching both ; then the sum of the distances of
the centre of this third circle from the centres of the two given circles
is constant.

14. Find the locus of points such that the pairs of tangents
drawn from them to a given circle contain a constant angle.

15. Find a point such that the tangents drawn from it to two
given circles may be equal to two given straight lines. When is this
impossible ?

16. If three circles touch one another two and two; prove that
the tangents drawn to them at the three points of contact are con-
current and equal.

T_v¢ Co_J_o_ TA_GE_S _O Two CIRCT._s.

17. To draw a com_ tangent to two circZes.

First, if the given circles are external to one another, or if they
intersect.

Let A be the centre of the D
greater circle, and S the centre
of the less.

From A, with radius equal
to the difP. of the radLi of the
given circles, describe a circle:
and from S draw BC to touch
the last drawn circle. Join AC,
and produce it to meet the
greater of the given circles at D.

Through B draw the radius BE parl to AD, and in the same
direstion.

Join DE:
then DE shall be a common tangent to the two given circles.

For since AC=the di_ betweenAD and BE, Const_'.
.'. CD=BE:

and CD is par_ to BE; ConJ_r.
.'. DE is equal and par I to CB. x. 3&

But since BC is a tangent to the eirele at C,
.-. the zACBISart. _le; m. 18,

_ of the an@ca at O and E is a rL _,ugle: x. 29.
.'. DE is a _ngent to both eirole¢ e.s.ro
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It followsfromhypothesisthstthe point8 isoutsidethe cirok
used in the construction :

.'. tw_ tangents such as BC may always be drawn to it from 8 ;
hence two common tangents may always he drawn to the given
circles by the above me_hod. These are called the direct common
tangents_

When the given circles are external to one another and do not
intersect, two more common tangents may be drawn.

For, from centre A, with a radius equal to the sum of the radii of
the given circles, describe a circle.

t_rom B draw a tangent to this circle;
and proceed as before, but draw BE m the direction opposite to AD.

It follows from hypothesis that B is external to the circle used in
the construction;

.'. two tangents may be drawn to it from B.
Hence two more common tangents may be drawn to the given

circles : these will be found to pass between the given circles, and are
called the transverse common tangents.

Thus, in general, four common tangents may he drawn to two
given circles.

The student should investigate for himself the number of common
tangents which may be drawn in the foUowmg special cases, noting
in each case where the general construction fails, or is modified :_

(i) When the given circles intersect :
(ii) When the given circles have external contact :
(iii) When the given circles have internal contact :
(iv) _Vhen one of the given circles is wholly within the other.

18. Draw the dzrect common tangents to two equal circles.

19. If the two direct, or the two transverse, common tangents
are drawn to two circles, the parts of the tangents intercepted be-
twcen the points of contact axe equal.

20. If four common tangents are drawn to two circles external to
one another; shew that the two direct, and also the two transverse,
tangents intersect on the straight line winch joins the centres of the
circles.

21. Two given circles have external contact at A, and a direct
common tangent is drawn to touch them at P and Q : shew that PQ
subtends a right angle at the point A.

22. Two circles have external conta_ at A, and. a direct common
ent is drawn to touch them at P and Q: ahew that a circle

bed on PQ as diameter is touched at A by the I_'aJgb,t Rue
wh,i_ joins the centreB of the circles.
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25, Two circles whose oentres axe 0 and C' have external contact
at A, and a direct common tangent is drawn to touch them at P
and Gt: shew that the bisectors of the angles PCA, QC'A meet at
right angles in PQ. And ff R is the point of intersection of the
bisectors, shaw that RA is also a oommon tangent to the circles.

24. Two circles have external contact at A, and a direct common
tangent is drawn to touch them at P and Q : shew that the square
on PQ is equal to the rectangle contained by the diameters of the
circles.

2_. Draw a tangent to a given circle, so that the part of it
intercepted by another given circle may be equal to a given straight
line. When is this impossible?

26. Draw a secant to two given circles, so that the parts of it
intercepted by the circumferences may be equal to two given straight
lines.

PRor_s os TL-m_NCY.

The following exercises are solved by the _iethod of Inter-
section of Loci, explained on page 117.

The student should begin by mal_ng himself familiar with
the following loci.

(i) The locus of the centres of circles which pass through two given
points.

(fi) The locus of the e,tmtrts of circles which touch a given straight
hn¢ at a given 2oint.

(iii) The loc_s of the centres of circles which touch a given circle at
a gtv_ point.

(iv) The locus of the centres of circles which touch a given straight
ti_w, and have a given radius.

(v) The locus of the centres of circles which touch a given circle,
and have a 9iven radius.

(vi) The locus of the centres of circles which to_h two given
straight lines.

In each exercise the student should investigate the limits
and relations among the data, in order that the problem may be
Passible

27. D_cribe a circle to touch three given straight _ues.

28. Describe a circle to pass through a given point and touch a
given straight line at a given point.

_19. Describe a circle to pass through a given point, and toueh_
given _e at a given point.
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30, Describe a circle of given radius to pass through a givma
point, and touch a given straight llne.

31. Describe a circle of given radius to touch two given circles.

82. Describe a circle of given radius to touch two given straight
lines.

33. Describe a circle of given radius to touch a given circle and a
given straight line.

_4. Describe two clrele_ of given radii to touch one another and
a given straight line, on the same side of it.

85. If a circle touches a given circle and a given straight line,
shew that the points of contact and an extremity of the diameter of
the given circle at right angles to the given line are collinear.

3_. To describe a circle to touch a #iven circle, and also to touch a
given straight line at a give_ point.

Let DEB be the given circle, PQ D

point in it : 1"
it is required to describe a circle to
touch the ® DEB, and also to touch
PQ at A. "\,.\

AtAdrawAFperp. toPQ: z. 11.
then the centre of the required circle [ F
must He in AF. xiI. 19.

Find C, the centre of the ® DEB,
III. 1,

and draw a diameter BD perp. to ,
PQ : P A Q
join A to one extremity D, cutting
the (_ at E.

Join CE, and preduco it to cut AF at F.
Then F is the centre, and FA the radius of the required circle.

, . [.Supply the proof: and chew that a second solution is obtained by
3mmng AB, and producing it to meet the (Te :
also distinguish between the nature of the contact of the circles, when
PQ cuts, touches, or is without the given circle.]

_7. Describe a circle to touch a given straight line, and to touch
a given circle at a given point.

88. ])esc_be a circle to touch a given circle, have its centre in a
-given straight hne, and pass through a given l_int in tqat straight
4inc.

[For other problems of the _ane cLasa see page 235.]

H. L 15
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DEFImTION. Circles which intersect at _. point, so that the
two tangents at that point are at right _lgles to one another,
am mid to be orthogom_l, or to cut one another ortho-
gomdly.

89. In two intersecting circles the angle between the tangents
at one point of intersection _s equal to the angle between the tangents
at the other.

40. If two circles cut one another orthogonally, the tangent to
each c_rele at a 1)o_nt of tntersect_on will pass through the centre of
the other circle.

41. If two circles cut one another orthogonally, the square on the
distance between their centre8 is equal to the sum of the squares on
their radii.

42. Find the locus of the centres of all circles which cut a given
clrcle orthogonally at a given point.

48, Describe a circle to pass through a given point and cut a
given circle orthogonally at a give_ point.

IIL ON ANGLES IN SEGMENTS_AND ANGLES AT THE
CENTRES AND CIRCUMFERENCESOF CIRCLES.

See Propositions 20_ 21, 22; 26, 27, 287 29; 31, 32, 33, 34.

1. If two chords intersect within a circle, they form an angle equal
that at the centre, subtended by half the sum of the arcs they cut off.

Let AB and CD be two chords, intersecting
at E within the given ®ADBC:
then shall the Z AEC be equal to the angle at

the centre, subtended by half the sum of the
aze_ AC. BD.

Join AD.
Then the ext. zAEC=the sum of the int.

opp. z • EDA, EAD ;
that is, the sum of tho z "CDA, BAD.

But the Z'CDA, BAD are the angles at
the C_ subtendedby the arcsAC, BD;
.-. their aura=half the sum of the angles at the eentre subtended by

the same ar_;
or, the Z AEC=the angle at the centre subtended by half the sum of

the _ AC, BD. Q._. ]_,
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2. If ewech,m'& wl_ p_ed in_rseot ou_ a title, t_.J._m
wg angZe equal to that at the centre subten_d by half the d_erence oj
the ares they cut off.

8. The sum of the arcs cut off by two chords efa circle at right
angles to one another is equal to the semi-circumference.

4. AB, AC are any two chords of a circle; and P, Qare the
middle points of the minor ares cut off by them: if PQ is joined,
cutting AB and AC at X, Y, show that AX=AY.

_. If one side era quadrflatera_ inscribed in a circle is l_roduced_
the exterior angle is equal to the opposite tnterioz angle.

6. If two circles intersect, and any straight lines are drawn, one
through each point of section, terminated by the circumferences;
show that the chords which loin their extremities towards the same
parts are parallel.

7. ABCD is a quadrilateral inscribed in a circle ; and the opposite
sides AB, DO are produced to meet at P, and CB, DA to meet at Q:
if the circles circumscribed about the triangles PBC, QAB intersect
at R, show that the points P, R, Q are eollinear.

8. If a circle i_ described on one of the sides of a right-angled
triangle, then the tangent drawn to it at the point where it cuts the
hypotenuse bisects the other side.

9. Given three points not in the same straight line. show how
to find any number of points on the circle which passes through them,
without finding the centre.

10. Through any one of three given points not in the same
straight line, draw a 'tangent to the circle which passes through them,
without finding the centre.

11. Of two circles which intersect at A and B, the circumference
of one passes through the centre of the other : from A any straight
line is drawn to cut the first at C, the second at D ; show that CB = CD.

12. Two tangents AP, AQ are dm_m to a circle, and B isthe
middle point of the are ?Q, convex to A. Show that PB bisects the
angle APQ.

13. Two circles intersect at A and B; and at A tangents are
drawn, one to each circle, to meet the circumferences at 0 and D : if
CB, BD are joined, shew that the triangles ABC, DBA are eqnian_,ular
to one another.

14. Two segments of circles are described on the same chord and
on the same side of it ; the extremities of the common chord are joined
to any point on the arc of the exterior segment : show that the are
intercepted on the interior segment is constant.

15-2
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15. If a series of triangles are drawn standing on a fixed base,
and having a given vertical angle, shew that the bisectors of the vorti.
cal angles all pass through a fixed point.

16. ABC is a triangle inscribed in a circle, and E the middle
point of the arc subtended by BC on the side remote from A: if
through E a diameter ED is drawn, chew that the angle DEA is half
the difference of the angles at B and C. [See Ex. 7, p. 101.]

17. If two circles touch each other internally at a point A, any
chord of the exterior circle which touches the interior is divided at its
point of contact into segments which subtend equal angles at A.

18. If two circles touch one another internally, and a straight
line is drawn to cut them, the segments of it intercepted between the
circumferences subtend equal angles at the point of contact.

THE ORTHOCENTREOF A TRIANGLE.

19. The perpendlculars drawn fr_rn_ the vertices of a triangle to
the opp_ite sides are eor_urrent.

In the AABC, let AD, BE be the
perp' drawn from A and B to the oppo- A
site sides; and let them intersect at O. frA
Jo/n CO; and produce it to meet AS
at F.

It is required to shew that CF is perp,
to AB.

Join DE.
B D CThen, because the z ' OEC, ODC are

ft. angles, Hyp.
.'. the points O, E, C, D are coneyclie : I

.'. the Z DEC=the z DOC, in the same segment;
=thevert. opp. Z FOA.

Again, because the Z ' AEB, ADB are rt, angles, Hyp.
:. the points A, E, D, B axe coneyelie :

.'. the z DEB----the z DAB, in the same segment.
.'. the sum of the /_' FOA, FAO=the sum of the Z ' DEC, DEB

= a ft. angle: H_/p.
.'. the remaining z AFO=a rt. angle: _. 32.

that is, CF is perp. to AB.
Hence the three iml_lf AD, BE, CF meet at the point O. Q.z.l>.

(For an Alternative Proof see page 106.]
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(i) The intersection of the perpendiculars drawn from the
vertices of a triangle to the opposite sides is called its ortho-
centre.

(ii) The triangle formed by joining the feet of the perpendi-
culars is called the pedal or orthocentric triangle.

20. Zn a_t acute-a_gled triangle the perpendiculars drawn from
the vertices to the opposite sides bisect the angles of the pedal triangle
through which they pass.

In the acute.angled A ABC, let AD,
BE, CF be the perp' drawn from the A
vertices to the opposite sides, meeting FA
at the orthocentre O; and let DEF be
the pedal triangle :
then shall AD, BE, CV bisect respect-

ively the Z' FDE, DEF, EFD.

For, as in the last theorem, it may B D C
be she_m that the points O, D, C, E are
concyclic;

." the Z ODE=the Z OCE, in the same segment.

Similarly the points O, D, B, F are eoncyelic;
.'. the z ODF=the z OBF, in the same segment.

But the z OCE=the z OBF, each being the comp _of the z BAC.
•. the Z ODE=the Z ODF.

Similarly it may be shewn that the Z' DEF, EFD are bisected by
BE and CF. q.z.D.

COROLr_Y. (i) .Every two sides of the pedal triangle are e_ually
inclined to that side of the original triangle in which they meet.

, For the z EDO=the comp* of the Z ODE
=the comp t of the z OCE
=the Z BAC.

S_milarly it may be shewn that the Z FDB=the Z SAC,
.'. the L EDO=the z FDB=the z A.

In llke manner it may be proved that
the Z DEC=the Z FEA=the Z B,

and the Z DFB=the Z EFA=the Z C.

CoRo_.JmY. (ii) The trial,s DEC, AEF, DBF are equla_t'
to one another and to the triangle ABC.

No_. If the angle BAO is oboe, then the perpendiculars BE, OF
bieeet _t._y the e_rres_ndi_ snglesof the pedal t_je.
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21. In any triangle, if the po_en_dar# drawn from the vertices
on the oppoaite sides are produced to meet the etrcumscribed circle,
then each side bisects that portion of the line perpendi_lar to it which
Uea between the orthocentre and the circumference.

Let ABO be a triangle in which the perpen-
diculars AD, BE are drawn, intersecting at O the /_'_-_A
orthocentre; and let AD be produced to meet
the oe"of the eircumscrabing circle at G :

then shall DO=DG.

Join BG.

Then in the two A0 OEA, ODB,
the z OEA=the Z ODB, being rt. angles; _G

andthe z EOA=thevert. opp. Z DOB;
.'. the remaining Z EAO=the remaining Z DBO. x. 82.

But the Z CAG=the Z CBG, in the same segment;
.'. the Z DBO=the z DBG.

Then in the A' DBO, DBG,

(the Z DBO=the Z DBG, Proved.
Because _the Z BDO=the Z BDG,

( and BD is common;
.'. DO=DG. I. 26.

Q.E.D.

22. Zn an acute.anfled trian#le the three sides are the external
b_seetors of the an#lee of the pedal triangle : and in an obtuse-anyled
triangle the sides containing the obtuse angle are the internal bisectors
of th_ corresI_mding angles of the pedcl triangle.

28. If 0 is the orthocentre of the triangle ABC, shew that the
angles BOO, BAG are suFplementary.

9.4. If 0 is the orthocentre of the triangle ABC, then any one of
the four l_tnts O, A, B, C is the orthocentre of the triangle whose
vertices are the other three. #

25. The three circles which pass throuOh two vertices of a triangle
and its orthocentre are each equal to the circle eirenntwribed abo_ the
trlan_le.

26. D, E are taken on the circumference of a semicircle described
on a Oven etraight Hne AB: the chords AD, BE and AE, BD
int_sect (produced if necessary)at F and G: shew that FG is per-
pendieular to AS.

_'L ABCD is a parallelogrsm; AE and CE are drawn at right
mOe.toAs,=_ oe req,e_very: shewthatED,if _od._, w_

l_ndie_ toAO.
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28. ABC is a triangle, O is its orthocentre, and AK a diamete_
of the circumscribed circle: ahew that SOCK is a parallelogram°

29. The orthocentre of a triangle is joined to the middle point of
the base, and the joining line is produced to meet the cireumsorlbed
circle : prove that it will meet it at the same point as the diameter
which passes through the vertex.

80. The perpendicular from the vertex of a triangle on the base,
and the straight hne ]oimng the orthocentre to the middle point of
the base, are produced to meet the circumscribed circle at P and Q
shew that PQ is parallel to the base.

31. The distance of each vertex of a triangle from the orthocentre
_s do_ble of the perpendicular drawn from the centre of the circum.
scribed circle on the oTpos_te stde.

32. Three circles are described each passing through the ortho.
centre of a triangle and two of its vertices: shew that the triangle
formed by joining their centres is equal m all respects to the original
triangle.

33. ABC is a triangle inscribed in a circle, and the bisectors of its
angles which intersect at O are produced to meet the circumferenoe in
PQR : shew that O is the orthocentre of the triangle PQR.

34. Construct a triangle, having given a vertex, the orthocentre,
and the centre of the circumscribed circle.

Loci.

B5. Given the base and vertical angle of a triangle, find the
of _ts orthocentre.

Let BC be the given base, and X the A

given angle; aud let BAC be any triangle /_ /_

on the base BC, having its vertical z A
equal to the £ X.

Draw the perp" BE, CF, intersecting
at the orthocentre O.

It is required to find the locus of O.
Since the Z 'OFA, OEA arert. angles,

.'. the points O, F, A, E are eoncyclic ; B C

.'.the Z FOE is the supplement of the z A: hi. 22.
.-. the vert. opp. z BOC is the supplement of the Z A.

But the L A is constant, being always equal to the z X;
.'. its supplement is constant;

that is, the A BOC has a fixed base, and constant vertical angle;
hence the locus of its vertex 0 is the _ of a segment of which BO i_
the ¢ho_l. [See p.187.]
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86. Given the base and vertical a_l¢ of a triangle, find the
of the inter#ec4ion of the bisectors of lts angles.

Let BAO be any triangle on the given A
baae BC, h_ving its vertical angle equal to y /_
the given Z X; and let AI, BI, CI be the
bisectors of its angles: [see Ex. 2, p. 103.]
it is required to find the locus of the
point !.

Denote the angles of the A ABC by
A, B, C; and let the l BIC be denoted by I.

Then from the A BIC, B O

(i) I + _B+_C=two rt. angles, x. 32.
and from the A ABG,

A + B + C = two ft. angles; x. 32.
(ii) so that _A+_B+_C=one rt. angle,

.-., taking the differences of the equals in (i) and (ii),
I- ½A=one ft. angle :

or, I= one rt. angle + _A.
But A is constant, being always equal to the z X ;

.'. I is constant :
.'., since the base BC is fixed, the locus of I is the arc of a segment

of which BC is the chord.

37. Given the base and vertical angle of a triangle, find the locu_
of the centroid, that iJ, the intersectton of the medians.

Let BAG be any triangle on the given
base BC, having its vertical angle equal A
to the given angle S; let the medians AX, _ /_
BY, CZ intersect at the centrold G [see
Ex. 4, p. 105] :
it is required to find the locus of the point G.

Through G draw GP, GQ pa_ to AS
and AC respectively.

ThenZGisathlrdpartofZC; B P X Q C
Ez. 4, p. 105.

and since GP is par_ to Z B,
.'. BP is a third part of BC. Ex. 19, p. 99.

Similarly QC iS a third part of BC ;
.'. P and Q are fixed points.

Now mince PG, GQ are par_respectively to BA, AG, Con#,r.
.'. the Z PGQ=the z BAC, L _9.

=the Z S,
that is, the Z PGQ is constant;
and since the base PQ is fixed,

:. the locus of G is the are of a Jt_ment of which PQ is the chord.
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Obs. In this problem the points A and G move on the ares of
s/m//ar segnzentJ.

88. Given the base and the vertical angle of a triangle ; find the
locus of the mtereeetion of the bisectors of the exterior base angles.

39. Through the extremities of a given straight line AS any two
parallel straight lines AP, BQ are drawn ; find the locus of the inter.
section of the bisectors of the angles PAB, QBA.

40. Find the locus of the middle points of chords of a circle drawn
through a fixed point.

Distinguish between the cases when the given point is within,
on, or without the circumference.

41. Find the locus of the points of contact of tangents drawn
from a fixed point to a system of concentric circles.

42. Find the locus of the intersection of straight lines which pass
through two fixed points on a cirele and intereept_n its circumference
an arc of constant length.

43. A and B are two fixed points on the circumference of a circle,
and PQ is any diameter: find the locus of the intersection of PA and
QB.

44. BAC is any triangle described on the fixed base BC and
having a constant vertical angle; and BA is produced to P, so that
SP is equal to the stun of the sides containing the vertical angte: find
the locus of P.

45. AB is a fixed chord of a circle, and AC is a moveable chord
passing through A: if the parallelogram CB is completed, find the
locus of the intersection of its diagonals.

46. A straight rod PQ slides between two rulers placed at right
angles to one another, and from its extremities PX, QX are drawn
perpendicular to the rulers: find the locus of X.

47. Two circles whose centres are C and D, intersect at A and B:
through A, any straight line PAQ is drawn terminated by the circum-
fezences ; and PC, QD intersect at X : find the locus of X, and shew
that it passes through B. [Er_ 9, p. 216.]

48. Two circles intersect at A and B, and through P, any point
on the circumference of one of them, two straight lines PA, PB
are drawn, and produced if necessary, to cut the other circle at X
and Y: find the locus of the intersection of AY and BX.

49. Two circles intersect at A and B; HAK is a fixed straight
line drawn through A and terminated by the circumferences, and
PAQ is any other straight line similarly drawn: find the locus of the
interseetion of HP md QI_



50. Two segments of circles are on the same chord AS and on
the came side of it; and P and Q are any points one on each arc :
find the locus of the intersection of the bisectors of the angles PAQ,
PBQ,

51. Two circles intersect at A and B ; and through A any straight
line PAQ is drawn terminated by the circumferences: find thelocus of
the middle point of PQ.

_S_LI, L_OVS EXA_PLSS OZ_Azcoz_s n_ A CZ_CLz.

62. ABC is a trJanRle, and circles arc drawn through S, O, cutting
the sides in P, Q, P', Q', ... : shew that PQ, P'Q'.. are parallel to one
another and to the tangent drawn at A to the circle czreumscribed
about the triangle.

_;_. Two circles intersect at B and C, and from any point A, on
the circumference of one of them, AB, AC are drawn, and produced if
necessary, to meet the other at D and E: shew that DE: is parallel to
the tangent at A.

t;4. A secant PAB and a tangent PT are drawn to a circle from
an external point P; and the bisector of the angle ATB meets AB at
C : shew that PC is equal to PT.

55. From a point A on the circumference of a circle two chords
AS, AC are drawn, and also the diameter AIr: if AB, AG are produced
to meet the tangent at F in D and E, shew that the triangles ABC,
AED areequiangulartoone another.

56. O is any point within a triangle ABC, and OD, OE, OF are
drawn perpendicular to BC, CA, AB respectively, shew that the
angle BOG is equal to the sum of the angles BAG, IrDF.

57. If two tangents are drawn to a oL_cle from an external point,
shew that they contain an angle equal to the difference of the angles
in the segments cut off by the chord of contact.

68. Two circles intersect, and through a Point of section a straight
line is drawn bisecting the angle between the diameters through that
point : shew that this straight line cuts o_ similar segments from the
two circles.

59. Two equal circles intersect at A and B; and from centre
A, with any radius less than AB a third circle is described cutting the
given circles on the same side crAB at C and D: shew that the points
B, C, D ars collinear.

60. ABO and A'B_C' are two triangles inscribed in a circle, so that
AB, AC in _pee_ively parallel to A'B" A'G" : ehew thst BG' is
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61. Two circles intersect at A and B, and through A two straight
lines HAK, PAQ arc drawn terminated by the circumferences : if
HP and KQ intersect at X, shew that the points H_ B, K, X are
coneyelJc.

62. Describe a circle touching a given straight line at a given
point, so that tangents drawn to it from two fixed points in the given
hne may be parallel. [See Ex. 10, p. 183.]

63. C is the centre of a circle, and CA, CB two fixed radii: if
from any point P on the are AB perpendiculars PX, PY are drawn to
CA and CB, shew that the distance XY is constant.

64. AB is a chord of a circle, and P any point in its circum-
ference ; PM is drawn perpendicular to AS, and AN is drawn pertmn-
chcular to the tangent at P : shew that MN is parallel to PB.

65. P is any point on the circumference of a circle of which AB is
a fixed diameter, and PN is drawn perpendicular to AS ; on AN and
BN as diameters circles are described, which are cut by AP, BP
at X and Y : shew that XY is a common tangent to these circles.

66. Upon the same chord and on the same side of it three seg-
ments of circles are described containing respectively a given angle,
its supplement and a right angle: shew that the intercept made by the
two former segments upon any straight line drawn through an ex-
tremity of the given chord is bisected by the latter segment.

67. Two straight lines of indefinite length touch a given circle,
and any chord zs drawn so as to be bisected by the chord of contact :
if the former chord is produced, shew that the intercepts between the
circumference and the tangents are equal.

68. Two circles intersect one another: through one of the points
of contact draw a straight line of given length terminated by the cir-
cumferences.

69. On the three sides of any triangle equilateral trlaugles are
described remote from the given triangle: chew that the circles de-
sezibed about them in_ect at a point.

70. On BC, CA, AB the sides of a triangle ABC, any points
P, Q, R are taken; chew that the circles described about the triune_glee
AQR, BRP, CPQ. meet in a point,

71. Find a point within a triangle at which the sides subtend
equal angles.

72. I)esc_ibe an equi_teral triangle so that its sides may pass
through three given poin_

78. Desoribe a triangle equal in all respeet_ to a give_
_ h_h_ its _l_ ]_msh_ tl_o_h _ Kiven _in_



SIMSoN'SLINE.

74. 7/from any point on the circumference of the circle cireura-
scribed about a triangle, perpendiculars are drawn to the three sides, the
feet of these perpendiculars are coilinear.

Let P be any point on the C_ of the
circle circumscribed about the zx ABC ; _"jq_ _ /
and let PO, PE, PF be the perp' drawn
from P to the three sides.

It is required to prove that the points
D, E, F are collinear. B C

Join FD and DE:
then FD and DE shall be in the same
st. llne. /"

Join PB, PC.
Because the Z' PDB, PFB are rt. angles, Hyp.

.-. the points P, D, B, F are concylic:
.-. the Z PDF=the Z PBF, in the same segment, nL 21.

But since BACP is a quad1 inscribed in a circle, having one of its
sides AS producedtoF,

.'. the ext. Z PBF=the opp. int. z ACP. Ez. 3, p. 188.
.'. the z PDF=the z ACP.

To each add the Z PDE :
then the Z 'PDF, PDE=the z ,ECP, PDE.
But since the Z ' PDC, PEC are rt. anglos,

• the points P, D, E, C are eoneylic ;
.'. tt_e Z' ECP, PDE together=two ft. angles:
.'. the Z ' PDF, PDE together=two ft. angle_ ;

.'. FD and DE are in the same st. line; z. 14.
that is, the points D, E, F are collLuear. O.E.D.

[The line FDE is called the Pedal or 8halon's Line of the triangle
ABO for the point P ; though the trsxlltion attributing Lhe theorem to
Robert Simson has been recently shaken by the researches of Dr. J. S.
_ckay.]

75. ABC is a triangle inscribed in a circle ; and from any point P
on the circumference PD, PF are drawn perpendicular to BC and AS :
if FD, or FD produced, cuts AC at E, show that PE is perpendicular
toAC.

76. Find the locus of a point which moves so that if perpendicu-
lars are drawn from it to the sides of a given triangle, their feet are
collinear.

77. ABC and AB'C' are two triangles having a common vertical
augie, and the circles circumscribed about them meet again at P :shew

that the feet of perpendiculars drawn from P to the four lines AB, AO,BC, B O' are collinear.
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78. M triangZ¢ is i_scribed in a eiTcl_ and any point P on _ cir.
eu_nfere_ is joined to the orthocentr_ of the triangle : sh_w that this
jo_niz_g lin_ tz bi._aed bY the pedal of th_ poiut P,

IV. ON"THE CIRCLE IN CONNECTION"WITH RECTANGLES,

See Propositions 35, 3(;, 37.

1. If from acvy external point P two tangents are drawn to a
given circle whose centre ts O, and if OF) meets the chord of contact
at Q; then the rectangle OP, OQ _a equal to the square on tl_ radius.

]bet PH, PK be tangents, drawn from
the extmaml point P to the ® HAK, whose ---
centre is O; and let OP meet OK the //'_ "\
chord of contact at Q, and the _ at h : /
then shall the feet. OP, OQ=the sq. on p
OA.

On HP as diameter describe a circle : _/
this circle must pass through Q, since the
L HQP is a rt. angle. HL 31.

Join OH.
Then since PH is a tangent to the ® HAK,

.'. the L OHP is art. angle
And since HP is a diameter of the ® HQP,

.'. OH touehes the ®HQP at H. i_. 16.
.'. the feet. OP, OO=the sq. on OH, xrt. 36.

=the sq. on OA. Q. _. n.

2. ABC is a triangle, and AD, BE, CF the perpendiculars drawn
from the vertices to the opposite sides, meeting in the orthocentre O:
shew that the feet. AO, OD=the feet. BO, OE=the reef. CO, OF.

3. ABC is a triangle, and AD, BE the perpendiculars drawn
from A and B on the opposite sides : shew that the rectangle CA, DE
is equal to the rectangle CB, CD.

4. ABC is a triangle right-angled at C, and from D, any point in
the hypotenuse AB, a straight line DE is drawn perpendicular to AB
and meeting BC at E: shew that the square on DE is equal to
the diffexeneeof the rectanglesAD, DB and CE, EB.

_;. From an external point P two tangents are drawn to a
given circle whose centre is O, and OP meets the ohord of eontaet
at Q: ahew that any circle which passes through the points P, Q
will cut the given cireae orthogonally. [See Def. p. 2_.]
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6. A series of circles _s through two _ poi_, and from a
fixed point in the common chard produced tangents arc drawn to all the
circles : shew that the points of contact lie on a circle which cuts
all the given circles orthogonally.

7. All circles which pass through a fixed point, and cut a given
circle orthogonally, pass also through a secoud fized point.

8. Find the locus of the centres of all circles which pass through
a given point and cut a given circle orthogonally.

9. Describe a circle to pass through two given points and cut a
given circle orthogonally.

10. A, B, C, D are four points taken in order on a given straight
line: find a point O between B and C such that the rectangle
OA, OB may be equal to the rectangle OC, OD.

11. AB /sa fixed diameter of a czrcle, and CD a fixed straight
litre of indefinite length cutttng AB or AB produced at right angles ;
any straight line is drawn through A to cut CD at P and the circle at
Q: chew that the rectangle AP, AGI is cousta_t.

12. AB is a fixed diameter of a circle, and CD a fixed chord
at right angles to AS ; any straight line is drawn through A to
cut CD at P and the circle at _t: chew that the rectangle AP, AQ
is equal to the square on AC.

13. A is a fixed point and CD a fi_ed straight line of indefinite
length; AP is any straight l_ne drawn through A to meet CD at P; '
and in AP a point Q as taken sLtch that the rectangle AP, AQ is
cenetant : find the locus of Q,

1"4. Two circles intersect orthogonally, and tangents are drawn
from any point on the circumference of ouo to touch the other : prove
that the first circle passes through the middle point of the chord of
contact of the tangents. [Ex_ 1, p. _3.J

15. A semicircle is described on AB as diameter, and any two
chords AC, BD are drawn intersecting at P : shew that

AB_=AO. AP+BD. BP.

16. Two circlesintersectat B and C, and the two direct common
tangentsAE and DF are drawn" if the common chord is produced to
meet the tangents at G and H, shewthat GH_=AE'_+ BC_.

17. If from a point P, without a circle, PM is drawn perpendicular
to a diameter AB, and also a secant PCD, ahew that

PM_=PO. PD+AM. MB.
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18. Three circles intersect at D, and their other points of inter-
section arc A, B, C ; AD cuts the circle BDC at E, and EB, EC cut +
the ctrclcs ADB, ADC respectively at F and G : show tlmt thc'l_ointa
F, A, G are collinear, and F, B, C, G concyelic.

19. A semicil_cle is described on a given diameter BC, and from
B and C any two chords BE, CF arc drawn intersecting within
the semicircle at O; BF and CE are produced to meet at A: shew
that the sum of the squares on AB, ACm equal to twice the square on
the tangent from A together with the square on BC.

20. X and Y are two fixed points in the diameter of a circle
eqmdistant from the centre C : through X any chord PXQ is drawn,
and its extremities arc joined to Y; shew that tho sum of the
squares on the redes of the triangle PYQ is constant. [See p. 147,
Ex. 24.]

PBOBLEMS ON T&I_GENCY.

21. To describe a circle to pass through two yiven 1_ointa and to
touch a g_ven _tra_ght lfne.

Let A and B be the given points,

and CD the given st. line: A _-"_'B_ii_

it is required to describe a circle to
pass through A and B and to touch
CD.

CDJ°inatp.BA' and produce it to meet .///" .
Describe a square equal to _he C P Q O

rcet. PA, PB ; _ I_ 14.
and from PD (or PC) cut off PQ equal to a side of this square,

Through A, B and Q describe a circle. Ex. 4, p. 156.
Then since the reef. PA, PB=the sq.on PQ,

•".the ® AB@.touches CD at Q. r_L 87.
Q.Z. _',

No_. (i) Since PQ may be taken on either side of P, it is
clear that there are in genexal two solutions of the problem.

(ii) When AB is parsllel to the given line CD, the above method
is not applicable. In this case a simple construction follows from
m. 1, Cot. and _ 16" and it will be found that only one _luflon
extra



22. To des_ibe a circle to pass through _o given J_oints and
to touch a given circle.

points, and CRP the given
circle: "_--_-.
it is required to describe a
circle to pass through A and

B, and to touch the ®CRP. \_ ^;:/ ./._A

Through A and B de- __/
scribe any circle to cut the

given circle at P and Q. "'--... i//"
Join AB, PQ, and pro- D

duce them to meet at D.
From D draw DC to touch the given circle, and let C be the point

of contact.
Tllen the circle described through A, B, C will touch the given

circle.

For, from the ®ABQP, the feet. DA, DB=the feet. DP, DQ:
and from the ® PQC, the feet. DP, DQ=the sq. on DC; m. 36.

.'. the root. DA, DB=the sq. on DC:
.'. DC touches the @ABC at C. xn. 37.

But DC touches the ® PQC at C ; Contr.
.'. the @ABC touches the given circle, and it passes through the

given points A and B. Q.]_.F.

NO_. (1) Since two tangents may be drawn from D to the
given circle, it follows that there will be two solutions of the problem.

(ii) The _eneral construction fails when the straight llne bisect-
ing AB at right angles passes through the centre of the given circle :
the problem then becomes symmetrical, and the solution is obwous.

23. To describe a circle to pass throullh a given point and t_
touch tu_ogiven straight li_ws.

Let P be the given point, and C
AB, AC the given straight lines :
it is required to describe s circle
to pas s through P and to touch
AB, AC. _G

Now the centre of everycircle
which touches AB and AC must
lie on the bisector of the z BAC.

Ex. 7, p. 183.
}tence draw AE bisecting the B

Z BAO.
From P draw PK perp. to AE, and produce it to P'=

making KP' equal to PK.
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Then every circle which haa its centre in AE, and passes th_ngh
P, must also pass through W. Ex. I, p. 215.

Hence the problem is now reduced to drawing a circle through
P and P' to touch etthvr AC or AB. Ex. 21, p. 235.

Produce P'P to meet AC at S.
Describe a square equal to the rect. SP, SP'; U. 14.
and cut off SR equal to a side of the square.

Describe a circle through the points P', P, R.
then since the rect. SP, SP'=the sq. on SR, Constr.

•". the circle touches AC at R ; zlz. 37.
and since its centre is in AE, the bisector of the Z BAC,

it may be shewn also to touch A B. q. _.. r.

NoTs. (i) Since SR may be taken on either side of S, it follows
that there wilt be two soluhons of the problem.

(ii) If the given straight hnes are parallel, the centre Lies on the
parallel straight line mid-way between them, and the construction
proceed= as before.

24. To describe a circle to touch two given straight li_es ond a
give_ circle.

Let AB, AC be the two given H_

st. lines, and D the centre of the _= /_.../Cgiven circle : _z_-
it is required to describe a circle ./:y \,_ / "__-_¢""\ ",
to touch AB, AC and the circle G/"/_--.,if'_"_ x
whose centre is D.

Draw EF, GH part to AB

and AC respectively, on the side_ A_. :L_.j._/J Bremote from D, and at d,stances ""
from them equal to the radius of E M F
the given circle.

Describe the ®MND to touch EF and GH at M and N, and
to pass through D. Ex. 28, p. 236.

Let O be the centre of this circle.
Join OM, ON, OD meeting AB, AC and the given circle at P, Q

au_ R.
Then a circle described from centre O with radius OP will touch

AB, AC and the given circle.
For since O is the centre of the ® MND,

.'. OM=ON=OD.
But PM = QN = RD ; Con_tr.

.'. OP-- OQ=OR.
.'. a circle described from centre O, with radius OP, will l_ts$ through

Qand R.
And since the z ' at M and N are ft. angles, zs_ 18.

.'. the z=at Pand Qarert. ang]e$; L_.
.-. the ® PO.R touches AB and AC.

_. g. 16



And since R, the point in which the cites meet, is on the llne of
_ntres OD,

•".the ® PQR touches the given circle, q.E.y.

NOTZ. There will be two solutions of this problem, since two
circles may be drawn to touch EF, GH and to pass through D.

25. To describe a circle to pass through a _dven _oint and touch a
given straight line and a given circle.

Let P be the given point, AS the D
given st. line, and DHE the given
circle, of which C is the centre :
it is required to describe a circle to
pass through P, and to touch AB
and the ® DHE. K//

Through C draw DCEF perp.to
AB, cutting the circle at the points p
D and E, of which E is between C
and AB.

JoinDP ; A G F B
and by describing a circle through
F, E, and P, find a point K in DP (or DP produced) such that the
reef. DE, DF=the reef. DK, DP.

Describe a circle to pass through P, Kand touch AB : Ex. 21, p. 235.
This circle shall also touch the given ® DHE.

For let G be the point at which this circle touches AB.
Join DG, cutting the given circle DHE at H.

Join HE.

Then the Z DHE is a rt. angle, being in a semicircle, z_u.31.
also the angle at F is a ft. angle; Conatr.

.'. the points E, F, G, H are concyclic :
.'. the reef. DE, DF =the rsot. DH, DG: irL 36.

butthe rect, DE, DF=the reef. DK, DP : Contr.
.'. the reef. DH, DO=the rect. DK, DP:

.'. the point H is on the ® PKG.

Let O be the centre of the ® PHG.
Join OG, OH, CH.

Then OG and DF are part, since they are both perp. to AB ;
and DG meets them.

.'.thez OGD=the/_ GDC. z. 29.
But since OG=OH, and CD=CH,

.'. the Z OGH =the z OHG ; and the z CDH =the Z CHD :
.-. the z OHG =the Z CHD;

.-. OH and CH axe in one st.
.'. the ® PHG touohes the given ® DHE. q.z. _.

[
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NO_. (i) Since two circles may be drawn to pass though
P, K and to touch AB, it follows that there wilt be two solutions
of the present problem.

(ii) Two more solutions may be obts_ued by joining PE, and
proceeding as before.

The student should eY_m_ne the nature of the contact between the
circles in each case.

96. Describe a circle to pass through a given point, to touch
a given straight line, and to have its centre on anothe_ given straight
line.

27. Describe a circle to pass through a given point, to touch
a given circle, and to have its centre on a given straight line.

28. Describe a circle to pass through two given points, and to
intercept an are of given length on a given circle.

29. Describe a circle to touch a given circle and a given straight
llne at a given point.

80. Describe a circle to touch two given circles and a given
straight line.

V. ON bIAXIMA AND MINIMA.

We gather from the Theory of Loci that the position of an
angle, line or figure is capable under suitable conditaons of
_radual change ; and it is usually found that change of ivos/_/on
revolves a corresponding and gradual change of _jn_ude.

Under these circumstances we may be required to note ff
any situations exist at which the magnitude in question, after
increasing, begins to decrease; or after decreasing, to increase:
in such situations the Magnitude is said to have reached a
Ma_mUm or a _i_imum value; for in the former case it is
greater, and in the latter case less than in adjacent situations
on either side. In the geometry of the circle and straight line
we only meet with such cases of continuous change a_ admit of
on_ transition from an increasing to a decreasing state--or vice
vers_-_o that in all the problems with which we have to deal
(where a single circle is involved) there can be only one Maximum
and one Minimum--the Maximum being the greatest, and the
]_in_mll_ being _e least value that the variable magnitude is
¢apable of tat-l,g_
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Thus a variable geometrical magnitude reaches its maximum
or minimum value at a turni¢ W point, towards which the magni-
tude may mount or descend from either side : it is natural there-
fore to expect a maximum or minimum value to occur when, in
the course of its change, the magnitude assumes a *ymme2r/ea/
form or position; and this is usually found to be the cas_

This general connection between a symmetrical form or posi-
tion and a maximum or minimum value is not exact enough to
constitute a proof in any particular problem; but by means of
it a situation is suggested, which on further examination may bo
shewn to give the maximum or minimum value sought for.

For example, suppose it is required
to determine the greatest .straight l_ne that may be drawn perT_n,
dieular to the chord of a segment of a circle and intercepted
betwen the chord and the arc:

we immediately anticipate that the greatest perpendicular is
that whmh occupies a symmetrical position in the figure, namely
the perpendicuiar which passes through the middle point of the
chord ; and on further examination this may be proved to be the
case by means of I. 19, and I. 34.

Again we are able to find at what point a geometrical magui.
tude, varying under certain conditions, assumes its Maximum or
Minimum value, if we can discover a construction for drawing
the magnitude so tlmt it may have an assigned value: for we
may then examine between what limits the assigned value must
lie in order that the construction may be possible; and the
higher or lower limit will give the Maximum or Minimum
sought for.

It was pointed out in the chapter on the Intersection of Loci,
[see page 119] that if under certain conditions exasting among
the data, two solutions of a problem are possible, and under other
conditions, no solution exists, there will always be some inter.
mediate condition under which one and qn/y one distinct solution
is possibl_

Under these circumstances this single or limiting solution
willalways be foundto correspondtothe m_mum or minimum
w_lueofthe magnitude to be constructed.

1. For example, suppose it is required
to divide a fitch ttraight line to that the rtctangle eont_tined by the
two #eftsz,_s may be a maximum.

We may _ attempt to divide the given straight line so that the
reetangie eentalned by its segments may have a f/_n area--that i_
ee equaltotheaquareon a givenstr_i_t_
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Let AB be the givau straight line, and K the Bide of the givan
square :

Y" D Z'

it is required to divide the st. line AB at a point M, so that
the feet. AM, MB may be equal to the sq. on K.

Adopting a construction suggested by xi. 14,
describe a semicircle on AB; and at any point X in AB, or AB

produced, draw XY perp. to AB, and equal to K.
Through Y draw YZ parI to AB, to meet the arc of the semicircle

atP.

Then if the perp. PM is drawn to AB, it may be shewn after the
manner of IL 14, or by Ir_. 85 that

the feet. AM, MB=the sq. on PM.
= the sq. on K.

So that the rectangle AM, MB increases as K increases.
Now if K is less than the radius CD, then YZ will meet the arc

of the semicircle in two points P, P'; and it follows that AB may be
divided at two points, so that the rectangle contained by its segments
may he equal to the square on K. If K increases, the st. line YZ
will recede from AB, and the point_ of intersection P, P' will con.
tinually approach one another ; until, when K is equal to the radius
CD, the st. line YZ (now in the position Y'Z') _.ill meet the arc in
two coincident _oints, that is, wdl touch the semicircle at D; and
there will be only one solution of the problem.

If K is greater than CD, the straight line YZ will not meet the
semicircle, and the problem is _mposslble.

Hence the greatest length that K may have, in order that the con-
struction may be possible, is the radius CD.

.'. the reef. AM, MB is a maximum, when it is equal to the square
on CD;

t,hat is, when PM coincides with DO, and consequently when M
is the middle point of AB.

Obs. The special feature to be noticed in this problem is that the
m_,_imum is found at the Lransitlonal point between two solutions
anti no solution; that is, when the two solutions coine{de and become
identical.
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The following e_ample illush_tes the same point.

2. To flnd at what _int in a given straight line the angle _ubtended
by the line joining two given points, which are on the sarn_ _ of the
g_ven straight line, is a maxumum.

Let CD be the given s$. llne, and A, B the given points on the
same side of CD':

it is required to find at what point in CO the angle subtended by the
st. line AS is a maximum.

__rst determine at what point in CO, the st. line AS subtends a
given angle.

is done as follows:--

On AB describe a segment of a circle eontalning an angle equal to
t_hegiven angle. In. 83.

If the arc of this segment intersects CO, two points in CD are
found at which AS subtends the given angle: hut if the arc does not
meet CO, no solution is given.

In accordance with the principles explained above, we expect that
a maximum angle is determined at the limiting position, that is,
when the arc touches CD; or meets it at two coincident points.

[See page 213.]
This we may prove to be the case.
Describe a circle to pass through A and

B, and to touch the st. line CD. C

rex._1,p.235.] /

Let P be the point of contact. ....... .--¢p
Then shall the z APB be greater than /

any other angle subtended by AS at a point

in CD on the ssme sids of AB as P. _i_ / I_.J,.2"._./_K"_ D
For take O., any other point in CD, on \ ///..:_.._- [ ,,,/the same side of AB as P ;

join,,Q.Q-. "and

Since Q is a point in the tangent other
than the point of contact, it must be with-
out the en'cle,

.'.-_either BQ or AQ must meet the arc of the segment APB.
Let BQ meet the arc at K : join AK.

Then the Z-APB=the Z AKB, in the same segment:
but the ext. z AKB is greater than the int. opp. z AQB.

.', the Z APB is greater than AQB,

S'mlilarly the z APB may be shewn to be greater than any other
angle subtended by AB at a point in CD on the same side of AB:

that _ the Z APB is the greatest of all such angles, q.z.n.

No_. Two circles may be described to pass through A and B,
and to touch CD, the points of contact being on opposite sides of AB:
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hence two points in OD may be founa such that the angle subtamded
by AB at e_ch of them is greater than the angle subtended at any
ot_r point in CO o_z the samz aide of AB.

We add two more examples of considerable importance.

_. In a straight line of indefinite length find a point s_tch that the
swm of its distances from two gtvcn roberts, on the sa_ s_de of the givea
li_e, shall be a minimum.

Let CD be the given st. line of
indefinite length, and A, B the given /, S
points on the same side of CD : /_/
it is required to find a point P in //CD such that the sum of AP, PB is A

i -. /

'i\'-</Draw AF perp. to CD;
and produce AF to E, making FE i _ "_,'

equal to AF. C F_ ,/_.-" Q D
Join EB, cutting CD at P. I /fj_Join AP, PB. !,,

Then of all lines drawn from A E
and B to a point in CD,

the sum of AP, PB shall be the least.
l_or, let Q be any other point in CD.

Join AQ, BQ, EQ.

Now in the 4' AFP, EFP,
{ AF= EF, Constr.

Because {and FP is common,
_and the Z AFP=the Z EFP, being rt. anglc_.

.'. AP=EP. x. 4.

Similarly it may be shewn that
AQ=EQ.

Now in the _, EQB, the two sides EQ, QB are together greater
fllan EB;

hence, AQ, QB are together greater than EB,
that is, greater than AP, PB.

Similarly the sum of the st. lines drawn from A and B to anyother
point in CD may be shewn to be greater than AP, PB.

.'. the sum of AP_ PB is a minimum.
Q.E.D,

Norm. It follows from the above proof that
the z APF=the Z EPF z. 4,

=the z BPD. x. 15.

'Fnus the sum of AP, PB is a mi_nimum, when these lines are
_._ iz_/_zz_Z to CD.
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4. Given two _ntersecti_g _trazght l_nes AB, AC, _,rt_ a point P
between them; _hew that of all straiyht l_nes which pass through P
and are te_maled by AB, AC, that whtch _ b_sected at P cuts off the
triangle of mimmum area.

O
Let EF be the st. llne, terminated F_

by AB, AC, which is b_seeted at P: F
then the _ FAE shall be of mlm-

mum area.

For let H K be any other st. line
passing through P :

through E draw EM par I toAC.

Then m the A' HPF, MPE, A E K

the L HPF=the Z MPE, I. 15.
Because _a_d the Z HFP---the z MEP, i. 29.

and FP= EP. Hyp.
' the zx HPF=the z_MPE. I. 26, Cot.

But the ,_ MPE i_ less than the _ KPE,
.'. the A HPF is le_s than the A KPE:

to each add the fig. AHPE;
then the _ FAE is less than the A HAK.

Similarly it may be shewn that the A FAE is less than any other
triangle formed by dra_ung a st. hne through P:

that is, the _ FAE is a minfinum.

_ExAMPI_ES•

I. Two sides of a triangle are given in length; how must they
be placed in order that the area of the triangle may be a maximum?

2 Of all trtangles of given base and area, the isosceles is that
tehieh has the least perimeter.

3. Given the base _nd veltaeal angle of a triangle, construetit
so that its area may be a maximum.

4. Find a point in a given straight line such that the tangents
clrawn from it to a given circle contain the greatest angle pesmble.

5. A straight rod slips between two straight rulers placed at
right angles to one another; in what position is the tl'mngle
intercepted between the rulers and r¢.t a maximum ?
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6. Divide a given straight lhle into two parts, so that the sum of
the squales on the segments nlay

0) be equal to a given SCluare,
(n) may be a niinlmum.

7. Through a point of intersection of two circles draw a straight
line terminated by tile circumferences,

(i) so that it may be of given length,

(it) so that it may be a maximum.

8. Two tangents to a circle cut one another at right angle_;
find the poin_ en the intercepted are such that the sum of the
t_erpen(licula_s drawn from it to tht t,mgents may be a minimum.

9 Stralzht hnes aae &awn flora two given ptunt_ to meet one
another on th_ eonvex cireumfelence of a g_ven clrcl_ _)tove tlmt
_sht'lr sum is a mimmum _]tcn tlley make equal angles with the tangent
at the point of mtcrseetion.

10. Of all triangles of given vertical angle and altitude, the
isosceles is that wlnch has the least area.

11. Two straight hnes CA, CB of mdefimte length are drawn
from the centre of a circle to meet the c_rcumfe_enc,_ at A and B ;
then of all tangents d_a_ may be &awn to the c_rcle at points on the
arc AB, that wtmse intercept Is insetted at the 1)omt of contact cuts
off the triangle of mmmlum area.

12. Given two intelsecting tangents l,) a circle, draw a ta.nge_t to
the convex arc so that the tl_angle h)rrm.d b) it and the g_von tan-
gen_ may be of maxnnum area.

13. Of all triangles of given base and area, the i_oscelen is that
which has the greatest vemeal angle.

14. Fred a point on the circumference of a circle at which the
strai(:ht line loimng two given points (of whmh both are within,
or both without the ctrele) subtends the greatest angle.

15. A bridge consis_ of three arches, whose spans are 49 ft.,
32 ft. and 49 ft. resv,ettvely: chew that the point on either bank
of the river at winch the middle arch subtends the greatest angle
m 63 feet distant from the brMge.

16. From a given point P without a circle who_c centre is C,
draw a straight line to cut the circumference at A and B, so that the
triangle ACB may be of maximum area.

17. Shew that the greates_ rectangle which can be inscribed
in a circle is a square.

18. A an4 B are two fixed points without a circle : find n point
P on the elrcumferenee such that the sum of the squaxes on AP, PB
may be a minimum. [See p. 147, Ex. 2t.]



19. A segment of a circle is described on the chord AB : find a
point C on its arc so that the sum of AC, BC may be a maximum.

20. Of all triangles tha_ can be inscribed in a circle that which
has the greatest perimeter is equilateral.

21. Of all triangles that can be inscribed in a given circle that
which has the greatest area is e_uilateral.

22. Of all triangles that can be i_cribed in a given triangle that
which has the least per_meter is the trtangle formed by joining the feet
of the _er2endieulars drawn from the vert_ee_ on oF_s_te _ides.

23. Of all rectangles of given area, the square has the least tmrl-
meter.

24. I)escribe the triangle of maximum area, having its angles
equal to those of a given triangle, and its sides passing through three
#yen point.

VL HARDER MISCELLANEOUS EXAMPL]_S.

1. AS iS a diameter of a given circle ; and AC, BD, two chords
on the same side of AS, intersect at t=: shew that the (i,_le winch
passes through D, E, C cuts the given circle orthogonally.

2. Two circles whose centres are C and D intersect at A and B,
and a straight line PAQ is drawn through A and terminated by the
circumferences : prove that

(i) the angle PBQ=the angle CAD
(ii) the angle BPC=the angle BQD.

3. Two chords AB, CD of a circle whose centre is O intersect at
right angles at P : shew that

(i) PA_+ PB_+ PC=+ PD_= 4 (radius)=.
(il) AB=+CD2+4OF n =8 (radius)=.

4. Two parallel tangents _o a cite intercept on any third
tangent a portion which is so divided at its point of contact that the
rectangle cont_aed by its two parts is equal to the square on the
radius.

5. Two equal elreles move between two straight _ pIao_
at right angles, so that each straight line is touched by one circle,
and the two eircles touch one another : find the locus of the point
of _n_.

6. AB is a giw-u diameter of a circle, and CD is any parallel
chord: if any point X in AB is joined to the extremities of CD,
ehew tlmt

XC2+ XD== XAt+ XB s.
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7. PQ is a fixed chord in a circle, and PX, QY any two parallel
chords through P and Q: shew that XY touches a fixed oon_ntrio
circle.

8. Two equal circles intersect at A and B ; and from C any point
on the circumference of one of them a perpendicular is drawn to AS,
meeting the other circle at O and O' : shew that either O or O' is the
orthocentre of the triangle ABC. Distinguish between the two cases.

9. Three equal circles pass through the same point A, and their
other points of intersection are B, C, D: shaw that of the four
points A, B, C, D, each is the orthocentre of the triangle formed
by joining the other three.

10. From a given point without a circle draw a straight line
to the concave circumference so as to be bisected by the convex
circumference. When is this problem impossible ?

11. Draw a straight llne cutting two eoneentr/e circles so that
the chord intercepted by the circumference of the greater circle may
be double of the chord intercepted by the less.

12. ABC is a trlangle inscribed in a circle, and A', B', C' are the
middle points of the arcs subtended by the sides {remote from the
opposztc vertices) : find the relation between the angles of the two
trmngles ABC, A'B'C' ; and prove that the pedal triangle of A'B'C' is
equiangular to the triangle ABC.

13. The opposite sides of a quadrilateral inscribed in a circle are
produced to meet: shaw that the bisectors of the two angles so
formed are perpendicular to one another.

14. If a quadrilateral can have one circle inscribed in it, and
another circumscribed about it ; shaw that the straight lines joining
the opposite points of contact of the inscribed circle are perpendicular
to one another.

15. Given the base of a triangle and the sum of the remaining
sides ; find the locus of the foot of the tmrpendieular from one
extremity of the base on the bisector of the exterior vertical angle.

16. Two circles touch each other at C, and straight llues are
drawn through C at right angles to one another, meeting the
circles at P, P' and Q, Q' respectively: if the straight line which
joins the centres is term;n_ted by the circumferences at A ana A',
shaw that

WP i+ Q'Q_= A_A_.

17. Two dreles cut one another orthogonally at A ana B ; P
is any point on the arc of one circle intercepted by the other, and
PA, PB are produced to meet the _ferenca of the second eirele
at C and D: shew that CO is a diameter.
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18. ABC is a triangle, and from any point P l_rpendicuiars
PD, PE, PF are drawn to the sides : if Sl, Ss, S_ are the centres of
the circles circumscribed about the triangles EPF, FPD, DPE,
shew that the triangle SlSsS s is equiangular to the trlang]e ABC,
and that the sides of the one are respectively half of the sides of the
other.

19. Two tangents PA, PB are drawn from an external point P to
a given circle, and C is the middle point of the chord of contact
AS : if XY is any chord through P, shew that AB bisects the angle
XCY.

20. Given the sum of two straight lines and the rectangle con-
tained by them (equal to a given square) : find the lines.

21. Given the sum of the squares on two straight lines and the
rectangle contained by them : find the lines.

22. Given the sum of two straight lines and the sum of the
squares on them : find the lines.

23. Given the difference between two straight lines, and the rect-
angle contained by them : find the lines.

24. Given the sum or difference of two straight lines and the
difference of their squares : find the lines.

25. ABC is a triangle, and the internal and external bisectors ot
the angle A meet BC, and BC produced, at P and P': if O is the
middle point of PP', shew that OA is a tangent to the circle circum-
scribed about the triangle ABC.

26. ABC is a triangle, and from P, any point on the circum-
ference of the circle circumscribed about it, perpendiculars arc drawn
to the sides BC, CA, AB meeting the circle again in A', B', C';
prove that

(1) the triangle A'B'C _is identically equal to the triangle ABC.
(ii) AA', BB', CC' are parallel.

27. Two equal circles intersect at fixed points A and B, and from
any point in AB a perpendicular is drawn to meet the eh_umferences
on the same side of AS at P and Q : shew that PQ is of constant
length.

28. The straight lines which join the vertices of a triangle to the
centre of its circumscribed circle, are perpendicular respectively to the
sides of the pedal triangle.

29. P is any point on the circumference of a e'L,_lecircumscribed
about a triangle ABC ; and perpendieular_ PD, PE are drawn from P
to the sides BC, CA. Find the locus of the centce of the circle circum.
_ribed about the triangle PDE.
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30. P is any point on the circumference of a circle circumscribed
about a triangle ABC : show that the angle between S_nsen's Line for
the point P and the side BC, is equal to the angle between AP and
the diameter of the circumscribed circle through A.

31. Show that the circles circumscribed about the four triangles
formed by two pairs of intersecting straight line_ raeet in a point.

32. Show that the orthecentres of ths four triangles formed by two
_airs of intersecting straight lines are eollinear.

0I_ THE (_0I_STRUCTIO_OF TRIA_OLES.

33. Given the vertical angle, one of the sides containln_ it, and
the length of the perpendicular from the vertex on the base: construot
the triangle.

34. Given the feet of the perpendiculars drawn from the vertices
on the opposite sides :eonstruet the triangle.

35. Given the base, the altitude, and the radius of the cireum.
scribed circle: construct the triangle.

36. Given the base, the vertical angle, and the sum of the squares
on the sides containing the vertical angle : construct the triangle.

37. Given the base, the altitude and the sum of the squares on
the sides containing the vertical angle: construct the triangle.

38. Given the base, the vertical angle, and the difference of the
squares on the sides containing the vertical angle: construct the tri-
angle.

39. Given the vertical angle, and the lengths of the two medians
drawn from the extremities of the base: construct the triangle.

40. Given the base, the vertical angle, and the difference of the
angles at the base: construct the triangle.

41. Given the base, and the position of the bisector of the vertical
angle: construct the triangle.

42. Given the base, the vertical angle, and the length of the
bisector of the vertical angle : construct the triangle.

43. Given the perpendicular from the vertex on the base, the
bisector of the vertical angle, and the median which bisects the base -"
construct the triangle.

44. Given the bisector of the vertical angle, the medlau bisect-
ing the base, and the difference of _ angles _t the base: construct the
triaugle.



BOOK IV.

Book IV. consists entirely of problems, dealing with
various rectilineal fi_o_res in relation to the circles which
pass through their angular points, or are touched by their
sides.

DEFINITIONS.

1. A Polygon is a rectilineM figure bounded by more
than four sides.

A Polygon of fi_e sides is called a Pentagon,
,, s_z sides ,, Hexagon,
,, seven sides ,, Heptagon,
,, e_ght sides ,, Oct_on,
,, ten sides ,, Decagon,
,, twelve sides ,, Dodecagon,
,, fifteen sides ,, Quindecagon.

2. A Polygon is Regular when all its sides are equal,
and all its angles are equal.

3. A rectilinsal figure is said to be
inscribed in a circle, when all its angular
points are on the circumference of the circle :
and a circle is said to be circumscribed

about a rectilineal figure, when the circum-
ference of the circle passes through all the
angular points of the figure.

4. A rectilineal figure is said to be
_m_l"ib_l about a circle, when each side
of the figure is a tangent to the circle :
and a circle is said to be inse_b_l in a recti-
lineal figure, when the circumference of the
circle is touched by each side of the figure

5. A straight line is said to be placed in a circle_ when
ira extremities are on the circumference of the circle.
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PROPOSITIOl_]. PROBr.E_.

I_ a given circle to place a chord equal to a g_ven
straight Kne, which is not greater a_an the diameter of the
drcle.

°1
Let ABC be the given circle, and O the given straight

line not greater than the diameter of the circle :
it is required to place in the ® ABe a chord equal to O.

Draw CB, a diameter of the ®ABC.
Then if C8 = O, the thing required is done.

But if not, CB must be greater than O. Ifyp.
From CB cut off CE equal to O : I. 3.

and from centre C, with radius CE, describe the QAEF,
cutting the given circle at A.

Join CA.

Then CA shall be the chord required.
For CA -- CE, being radii of the (DAEF :

and CE = O : Cons_r.
.'. CA=D.

Q.E.F.

EXERCISES.

1. In a given circle place a chord of given length so as to pa_
_rough a given point (i) without, (ii) within the circle.

When is this problem impossible?

2. In a given cimle place a chord of given length so that it may
be parallel to a given straiRhtllne.
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PROPOSITION2. PROBLEM.

In a given c_rcle to inscribe a _rlangle e_uiangular to a
given trla_gle.

G

E F

Let ABC be the given circle, and DEF ghe given triangle:
it is required to inscribe in the ® ABC a triangle equiangular
to the A DEF.

At any point A, on the ©_' of the ®ABC, draw the
tangent GAH. m. 17.

At A make the z_GAB equal ¢o the z_DFE ; I. 23.
and make the _ HAG equal to the L DEF. I.23.

Join BC.
Then ABC shall be the triangle required.

Because GH is a tangent to the ®ABC, and from A its
point of contact the chord AB is drawn,

.'. the L GAB = the L ACB in the alt. s%oznent: III. 32.
.'. the '- AOB = the L DFE. Constr.

Similarly the L HAO-- the L ABC, in the all segment:
.'. the L ABC= the L DEF, Constr.

Hence the third L BAC = the third z_ EDF,
for the three angles in each triangle are together equal to

two rt_ anglea I. 32.
.'. the A ABC is equiangular to the A DEF, and it is

inscribed in the (DABC.
o,._.F,
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PROPOSITION3. PROBLEM.

Xbout _ glven clrc_ to ci_umscrib, a triczng_ equi-
_dular to _ 9_ tria_d[e.

t.

G E F H

M B N

Let ABC be the given circle, and DEF the given A:
it is required to circumscribe about the (_ ABC a triangle
equiangular to the A DEF.

Produce £F both ways to G and H.
Find K thecentreofthe ® ARC, Ill.I.

and draw any radiusKB.
At K make the L BKA equal to the L DEG ; I. 23.
and make the L BKC equaltothe L DFH.

Through A,B,C draw LM, MN, NL perp.to KA,KB, KC.
Then LMN shallbe thetrianglerequired.

Because LM, MN, NL are drawn perp. to radii at their
extremities,

.'. LM, MN, NL are tangents to the circle, nL 16.

And because the four angles of the quadr_ateral AKBM
together = four rt. angles ; L 32. Cot.

and of these, the L a KAM, KBM, are r_. angles; C_s_r.
.'. the /, AKB, AMB, together = two rt. angles.

But the L a DEG, DEF together=two r_. angles; L 13.
.'.the L sAKB, AMB=the /-_DEG, DEF;

and of these, the L AKB= the L DEG; Co-_Pf.
.'. the LAMB=the LDEF.

Similarly it may be shewn that the L LNM= the L DF_,
.'. the third z. MLN= the third _.EDF. L 32.

.'. the /XLMN is equiang_r to the A DKF, and it is
circumscribed _bout the ® ABO. q._.e.

H, L 17
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PROPOSITION4. PROBLEM.

To _nscr_be a c_rcle in a glen tr_a.ngle.

A

B F C

Let ABC be the given triangle :
it is required to inscribe a circle in the _ ABC.

Bisect the L _ ABC, ACB by the st. lines BI, CI, which
intersect at I, 1. 9.

From I draw IE, IF, IG perp. to AB, BG, CA. I. 12.

Then in the _' EIB, FIB,
( the L. EBI = the L_FBI ; Constr.

Because _and the z_BEI = the L BFI, being ft. angles ;
( and BI is common ;

.'. IE = IF. I. 26.

_imilarly it may be shewn that IF= IG.
.'. IE, IF, IG are all equal.

From centre I, with radius }E, describe a circle:
. this circle must pass through the points E, F, G ;

and it will be inscribed in the _ ABC.

For since IE, IF, IG are l_xlii of the GF-FG ;
and since the z_" at E, F_ G are rL angles ;

.'. the O EFG is touched at these points by AB, BC, CA:
m. 16.

.'. the ®EFG is inset/bed in the AABC.
Q.E.F.

Norx. Prom pageI0_it is ,seen$ha¢if A! be_o_nec_thenA|
_ts the augle BAC.
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Hence it follows that the bisectors of the angle8 of a t_ngls are
concurrent, the point of intersection being the centre of the i_cribed
circle.

The centre of the circle inscribed in a triangle is sometimes called
its f_a-centre.

I)EFINITION.

A circle which touches one side of a triangle and the
other two sides produced is said to be an escribed circle of
the triangle.

To draw an escribed eirc_ of a given triangle.

Let ABC be the given triangle, of which
the two sides AB, AC are produced to E A
and F:
it is required to describe a circle touching

BC, and AB, AC produced.
Bisect the z • CBE, BCF by the st. lines

BI1, CI1, which intersect at 11. x. 9.
From 11draw I_G, I1H, IzK perp. to AE, B C

BC, AF. z. 12.
Then in the A' IIBG, I1BH,

(the Z I_BG=the z I_BH, Co_tr.
Because _and the z I1GB=tho Z IIHB,

"t being ft. angles;
( also I1B is common;

.'. I_G= I1H.
Similarly it may be shewn that I1H = I_K;

.'. I1G, I1H, IlK are all equal.
From centre I t with radius Ii(_, describe a circle:

this circle must pass through the points G, H, K :
and itwillbe an escribed circle of the AABC,

For since llH , IIG, IIK are radii of the ® HGK,
and since the angles at H, G, Kare ft. angles,

.'. the ® GHK is touched at these points by BC, and by AB, AC
produced:

:. the® GHKIS an eecrlbed circle of the AABO. q.z._.

It is clear that every triangle has three escribed circles.

NOTE. From page 104 it is seen that if AI1 be joined, then AI1
bisects the angle BAC: hence it follows that

The bisectors of two exterior angles of a trlan#le and the bisector of
the third angle are concurrent, the point of intersection beinff the centre
of an eecribed clrc/e.

_7-2
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PRO_SlTIO_ 5. PROB_M.

B C \ /
8

Let ABO be the _ven triangle:
itisrequiredtocircumscribea circleabou_the AABC.

Draw DS bisecting AB at rt. angles; I. 11.
and draw ES bisecting AC at rt. angles;

then since AB, AC are neither pa_, nor in the same sb. line,
.'. DS and ES must meet at some point S.

Join SA ;
and if S be not in BC, joln SB, SC.

Then inthe _s ADS, BDS,

l AD = BDBecause and DS is common to both ;
(and the L ADS = the L BDS, being rt_ angles ;

.'. SA= SB.

Similaclyitmay be shewn thatSC = SA,
_.'. SA, SB, SO are all equal

From centre S, with radius S& describe a circle:
thiscircle must pazs throughthe pointsA_ B, C, and is
therefore circumscribedabout the Z_ABC. q.Z.F.

It follo_s that

(i) when the centre of the circumscribed circle falls
_*_n the triangle, each of its angles must be acute, for
each angle is then in a segment greater than a semicircle :

(ii) when the centre falls o_ one of thv _ of the
niangle, the angle opposite to this side must be a right
angle, for itisthe angle in a semici__le :
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(iii) when the centre falls w/thout the triangle, the
angle opposite to the side beyond which the centre falls, _
must be obtuse, for it is the angle in a segment less than a
semicircle.

Therefore, conversely, if the given triangle be acute-angled,

the centre of the circumscribed circle falls within it : if i_ be
a rlghbangled t_angle, the centre falls on the hypo_rnu_ :

if lt be an obtuse-angled tr_anfle, the centre falls toithou_ the
triangle.

!_oT_. From page 103 it is seen that if S be joined to the middle
point of BC, then the joining line is perpendicular to BC.

Hence the l_erpendieulars drawn to the sides of a triangle from their
middle points are concurrent, the point of intersection being the centre
of the circle circumscribed about the triangle.

The centre of the circle circumscribed about a triangle is some.
times called its ctrcum.eentre.

EXERCISES,

ON THE INSCRIBED,CIRCUMSCRIBEDt AND EscRrB_v CIRCr.E_OF •
TRIANOI_.

1. An equilateral triangle is inscribed in a circle, and tangente
are drawn at its vertices, prove that

(i) the resulting figure is an equilateral triangle:
(ii) its area is four times that of the given triangle.

2. Describe a circle to touch two parallel straight lines and a
straight line which meets them. Shew that two such circles

can be drawn, and that they are equal.

3. Trian#les tohieh have e_ual ba_e# and equa_ vertical angles
have e_ual circumscribed circles.

4. I is the centre of the circle inscribed in the triangle ABO, and
Ix is the centre of the circle which touches BC and AB, AG FrOdueed:
shew that At I, Ix are collinear.

5. If the inscribed and circumscribed circles of a triangle are con-
centric, chew that the triangle is equilateral; and that the diameter of
the circumscribed circle is double that of the inscribed circle.

6. ABO is a trlaugle; and I, S axe the eentzes of the inserlbed
and eireums_bed circles; if A, I, S ate co_, shew that AB:= AC.
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7. The sum of the diameters of the inscribed aud ci_umscribed
circles of a right-angled triangle is equal to the sum of the sides
containing the right angle.

8. If the circle inscribed in a triangle ABO touches the sides at
D, E, F, show that the trisnsle DEF is acute.angled; and express its
angles in terms of the angles at A, B, G.

. 9. If I is the centre of the circle inscribed in the triangle ABG,
and [1 the centre of the ceeribed circle which touches BC; shew that
I, B, Iz, O are concyclic.

10. In any triangle the difference of two sides is equal to the dif-
ference of the segments into which the third side is divided at the
point of contact of the inscribed circle.

11. In the t_rlangle ABC the bisector of the angle BAC meets the
l_ase at D, and irom I the centre of the inscribed circle a perpendicular
IE is drawn to BC • show that the angle BiD is equal to the angle C|E.

12. In the triangle ABC, I and S are the _9ntrcs of the inscribed
and circumscribed circles: chew that IS subtends at A an angle equal
to half the difference of the angles at the base of the triangle.

13. In a triangle ABC, I and S are the centres of the inscribed
and circumscribed circles, and At) is drawn perpendicular to BC:
chew that AI is the bisector of the angle t)AS.

14. Shew that the area of a triangle is equal to the rectangle
contained by its semi-perlmeter and the radius of the inscribed circle.

15. The diasonals of a quadrilateral ABCD intersect at O: show
that the centres of the circles circumscribed about the four triangles
AOB, BOC, COD, DOA are at the angular points of a parallelogram.

16. In any triangle ABC, if I is the centre of the inscribed circle,
and if AI is produced to meet the circumscribed circle at O ; show that
O is the centre of the circle circumscribed about the triangle BIC.

17. Given the base, altitude, and the radius of the circumscribed
circle; construct the triangle.

18. Describe a circle to intercept equal chords of given length on
three given stra_ht lines.

19. In an equilateral trlansle the radii of the circumscribed and
escribed circles are respectively double and treble of the radius of the
inscribed c_rcle.

20. Three circles whose centres are A, B, C touch one another
externally two by two at D, E, F : show that the in_erlbed circle of
the triangle ABC is the circumscribed circle of the triaugle DEF,
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PROPOSITION 6. PROBLEM.

To inscribe a square in a given c_rcle.

A

B_D
0

Let ABCD be the given circle :
it is required to inscribe a square in the ® ABCD.

Find E the centre of the circle : TLI. 1.

and draw two diameters AC, BD perp. to one another. I. 11.
Join AB, S(3, CO, DA.

Then the fig. ABCD shall be the square required.

For in the z_" BEA, DEA,

BE = DE,
Because and EA is common ;

and the L. BEA = the z. DEA, being rt. angles ;
.'. BA=DA. L 4.

Similarly it may be shewn that CD = DA, and that BC = CD.
•. the fig. ABCD is equilateral.

And since BD is a diameter of the QABGD,
.'. BAD is a semicircle ;

.•. the z. BAD is art. angle. 1If. 31.
Similarly the other angles of the fig. ABGD are rt. angles.

.'. the fig. ABCD is a square,
and it is inscribed in the given circle.
, Q. p_.¥.

FFo_Exerc_ see page 26_L]
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TO circurascribe a square about a given circ_

G A F

, B_D
H C K

Let ABCD 'be the given circle :

it is required to circumscribe a square about it.
Find E the centre of the ® ABCD : nI. 1.

and draw two diameters AC, B D perp. to one another. L 11.
Through A, B, C, D draw FG, GH, HK, KF laerp, to EA, EB,
EC, ED.

Then the fig. G K shall be the square required.

Because FG, GH, HK, KF are drawn perp. to radii at their
extremities,

.'. FG, GM, HK, KF are tangents to the circle, ni. 16.
And because the l_* AEB, EBG are both rt. angles, Constr.

.'. GH is par I to hC. I. 28.

Similarly FK is par _ to AC :
and in like manner GF, BD, HK are par 1.

Hence the figs. GK, GO, AK, GD, BK, GE are par _.
.'. GF and HK each = BD ;

also GH and FK each = AC :

but AC = BD ;
.'. GF, FK, KH, HG are all equal :
that is, the fig. G K is equilateral.
And since the fig. GE is a par _,

.'. the L BGA =the L BEA ; L 34.
but the _ BEA is art. angle ; Cor_tr.
• the /_at G is a ft.angle.

Similarly the /_ * at F, K, H are rt. angles.
.', the fig. GK is a square_ and it has been circumscribed

about the OABCD. Q.F_¥.
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PROPOSITION 8. PROBLEM.

To inscribe a circle in a given square.

A E D

B H C

Let ABCD be the given square :
it is required to inscribe a circle in the sq. ABCD.

Bisect the sides AB, AD at F and E. I. 10.
Through E draw EH pad to AB or DC : L 31.

and through F draw FKpar _to AD or BC, meeting EH at G.

Now AB = AD, being the sides of a square ;
and their halves are equal ; Constr.

.'. AF = AE. Am. 7.

But the fig. AG is a par _; Constr.
.'. AF = GE, and AE= GF;

.'. GE = GF.
Similarly it may be shewn that GE = GK_and GK = GH :

.'. GF, GF, GK, GH are all equal.
From centre G, with radius GE, describe a circle ;
this circle must pass through the points F, E, K, H :

and it will be touched by BA, AD, DC, CB; m. 16.
for GF, GF-_GK, GH are radii ;

and the angles at F, E, K, H are rt. angles. L 29.
Hence the q) FEKH is inscribed in the sq. ABCD.

Q. ]g. F,

[For Exe_ises see i_._63.]
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PROPOSITION9. PROBLEM.

To circumscribe a circle about a given square.

B_C

Let ABCD be the given square :
it is required to clreumscribe a circle about the sq. ABCD.

Join AC, BD, intersecting at E.

Then in the _ s BAC, DAC,
(BA = DA, I.De/.28.

Because _ and AC is common;
( and BC = DC ; I.Def. 28.

.'. the '._BAC -- the L. DAC : i. 8.

that is, the diagonal AC bisects the z_BAD.
Similarly the remaining angles of the square are bisected

by the diagonals AC or BD.
Hence each of the z. s EAD_ EDA is half a ft. angle

.'. the LEAD=the LEDA:
.'. EA= ED. L 6.

Similarly it may be shewn that ED = EC, and EC = EI_
•. EA, EB, EC, ED are all equal.

From centre E, with radius EA, describe a circle:
this circle must pass through the points A, B, C, D, and is
therefore circumscribed about the sq. ABCD. (_.E.e.
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DEFINITION. _ rectillneal figure about which a circle
may be described is said to be Cyclic.

EXERCISES ON PROPOSITIONS 6--9.

1. If a circle can be inscribed in a quadrilateral, shew that the
sum of one pair of opposite sides is equal to the sum of the other pair.

2. If the sum of one pair of opposite sides of a quadrilateral is
equal to the sum of the other pair, shew that a circle may be inscribed
in the figure.
[Bisect two adjacent angles of the figure, and so describe a circle to

touch three of its redes. Then prove indirectly by means of the
last exercise that this circle must also touch the fourth side.]

8. Prove that a rlwmbns and a square are the only parallelograms
in which a circle can be inscrtbed.

4. All eycUe parallelograms are rectangular.

5. The greatest rectangle which can be inscribed in a given circle
is a square.

6. Circumscribe a rhombus about a given circle.

7. All squares circumscribed about a given circle are equal.

8. The area of a square circumscribed about a circle is double of
the area of the inscribed square.

9. ABCD is a square inscribed in a circle, and P is any point on
the arc AD : shew that the side AD subtends at P an angle three times
as great as that subtended at P by any one of the other sides.

10. Inscribe a square in a given square ABCD so that one of its
angular points should be at a given point X in AS.

11. In a given square inscribe the square of minimum area.

12. Describe (i) a circle, (ii) a square about a given rectangle.

13. Inscribe (i) a circle, (ii) a square in a given quadrant.

14. ABCD is a square inscribed in a circle, and P is any point on
the circumference ; shew that the sum of the squares on PA, PB, PC,

• PD is double the square on the diameter. [SeeEx. 24, p. 147.]
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TO describe an isosceles triangle having each of the angles
at tl_ ba_ double of the third angle.

E

C

Take any straight llne AB.
Divide AB at O, so that the rect. BA, BC = the sq. on AC.

Ix. 11.
From centre A, with radius AB, describe the ® BOE ;

and in it place the chord BD equal to AC. re. 1.
Join DA.

Then ABD shall be the triangle required.
Join CD ;

and about the AACD circumscribe a circle. Iv. 5.

Then the rect. BA, BC = the sq. on AO Contr.
= the sq. on BD. Constr.

Hence BD is a tangent to the ®ACD : m. 37,
and from the point of contact V a chord DC is drawn ;

.'. the L BDC = the t- CAD in the alt. segment, m. 32.

To each of these equals add the L_CDA :
'then the whole z_8DA = the sum of the L _ CAD, CDA.

But the ext. t- BCD =the sum of the L' CAD, CDA; L 32.
.'. the z_BCD = the __BDA.

And since AS =AD, being ra_.. of the QBDE,
•. the L DBA= the _ BDA: I. 5.
,', the L DBC = the/_ DCB;
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.'. DC= DB; 1.6.
Chat is, DC = CA : Cow,st,_'.

.'. the Z.CAD=the LCDA; I. 5.
.'. the sum of the L_s CAD, CDA _- twice the angle at A.
But the z. ADB ----the sum o4 the L_' CAD, CDA ; -Proud.

.'. each o£ the L l ABD, ADB = twice the angle at A.
Q.g.F.

EXERCISES ON PROPOSITION 10.

1. In an isosceles triangle in which each of the angles at the
base is double of the vertical angle, shew that the vertical angte is
one-fifth of two right angles.

2. Divide a right angle into five e_ual parts.

8. Describe an isosceles triangle whose vertical angle shall be
three times either angle at the base. Point out a triangle of this "kind
in the figure of Proposition 10.

4. In the figure of Pro_osition 10, if the two circles intersect at F,
skew that BD=DF.

5. In the figure of P_xvposition 10, she/# that the circle ACD is
equal to the c_rcle circumscribed about the triangle ABD.

6. In the figure of Proposition 10, if the two eireles intersect at F,
shewthat

(i) BD, DF are sidesof a regulardecagon inscribedin the
circle EBD.

(ii) AC, CD, DF are sides of a regular pentagon inseribed
in the circle ACD.

7. In the figure of Proposition 10, shew that the eentre of the
circle circumscribed about the triangle DBC is the middle poin_ of
the are CD.

8. In the figure of Proposition 10, if I is the centre of the eire_e
inscribed in the triangle ABD, and I', S' the centces of the in,tibet]
and eixeumseribe¢lcireles of the trian81e DBCj =hew that 8'1=8'1'.
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PROPOSITION11. PROBLEM.

To inscribe a regular pentagon in a g_ven c_rcle.
A

a H

I_t ABC be a given circle :
it is required to inscribe a regular Pentagon in the Q ABC.

Describe an isosceles A FGH, having each of the angles
at G and H double of the angle at F. Iv. 10.

In the GABC inscribe the AACO equiangular t_ the
_FGH, zv, 2.
so that each of the /__ ACD_ADC is double of the L CAD.

Bisect the L s ACD_ ADC by CE and DB_which meet the
©teat Eand B. L 9.

Join AB, BC, AE, ED•
Then ABCDE shall be the required regular pentagon.
Becauseeach of the L 8ACD, ADC = twicethe L CAD ;

and because the __8 ACD_ ADC are bisected by CE, DB,
.'. the five L s ADB, BDC, CAD, DCE_ ECA are all equal•
• the five arcs AB, BC, CD, DE, EA are all equal• III. 26.

• the five chords AB, BC, CD, DE, EA are all equal, nL 29.
.'. the pentagon ABCDE is equilaberal.

Again the arc AB= the arc DE ; _Prove_.
to each of these equals add the arc BCD ;

.'. the whole arc ABCD =the whole arc BCDE:

hence the angles at the ©ce which stand upon these
equal arcs are equal ; m. 27.

thatis,the L AED = the _.BAE.

In likemanner the remaininganglesof the pentagon

may be shewn tobe equal;
.'.thepentagonisequiangular.

Hence the pentagon,berg both equilateraland equi-
angular,is regular; and itisinscribedinthe ® ARC. q. F..F.
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PROPOSITION] 2. PROBLRM.

_'o clrcu_l_sc_b_ a regular _venbago_ abo_t a g_ven, c_rc_.

G

H M

K 13 L

Let ABCD be the given circle:
it is required to circumscribe a regular pentagon about it.

Inscribe a regular pentagon in the GABCD, IV. 11.
and let A, B, C, D, E be its angular points.

_At the points A, B, C, D, E draw GH, HK, KL_LM, MG,
_angents to the circle. III. 17.

Then shall GHKLM be the required regular pentagon.

Find F the centre of the QABCD i III. 1.
and join FB, FK, FC, FL, FD.

Then in the two _B BFK, CFK,

BF = CF, being radii of the circle,

Because and FK is common :
and KB= KC, being tangents to the circle from

the same point K. IIL 17. Cot.
.'. the L BFK = the z_CFK, ]. 8.

also the _. BKF= the L CKF. I. 8. Con
Hence the ,__BFC= twice the z_CFK,

and the ,_BKC= twice the z. CKF.

Similarly it may be shewn
that the L CFD = twice the L CFL,

and that the L CLD = twice the i. CLF.

But since the arc BC = the arc CD, Iv. 11.
.'. the L BFC= the L CFD ; IIL 27,

and the halves of these angles are equal,
that is, the L CFK = the L CFI.
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G

@H M

K 0 L

Then in the /xa CFK, CFL,
( the z_CFK = the z_CFL, ProveM.

Because _ and the L FOK = the L FCL,beingrt.angles, IIZ.18.
and FC is common;

.'. CK= Ct, z. 26.
and the z_FKC=the L. FLC.

Hence KL is double of KO; similarly HK is double of KB.
And since KC = KB, zzz. 17. Car.

.'. KL = HK.

In the same way it may be shewn that every two con-
secutive sides are equal ;

.'. the pentagon GHKLM is equilateral.
Again, it has been proved that the z_FKC= the L FLC,

and that the z. _ HKL, KLM are respectively double of these
angles :

.'. the LHKL=the z_KLM.

In the same way it may be shewn that every two con-
s_gut_ive angles of the figure are equal ;

.'. the pentagon GHKLMis equiangutar.

.'. the pentagon is regular, and it is circumscribed about
the QABCD, Q.F.F.

_OROLLARY. Similarly it _ay be proved that _/ tangen_
m'e drazo_ at, tT_ v_t_s of any regular polygan _n_ribed _n
a drc_, they will form anoSher _'egutm" palygan of the same
_s drcu_r_vribed abo_ $h6 drc_

[For F_Jsel see p. 276,]
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PROPOSITION13. PROBLEM.

To i_scrlbe a circle in a given reguZar pentagon.

A

B E

C K D

Let ABCDE be the given regular pentagon :
it is required to inscribe a circle within it.

Bisect two consecutive L" BCD, CDE by CF and DF
which intersect at F. L 9.

Join FB;
and (]raw FH, FK per]), to BC, CD. I. 12.

Then in the _ BCF, DCF,

BC = DC, I]y?.
Because and CF is connnon to both ;

and the L_BCF = the z_DCF ; Constr.
.'. the LOBF=the LCDF. I. 4.

But the z. CDF is half an angle of the regular pentagon :
.'. also the z. OBF is half an angle of the regular pentagon :

that is, FB bisects the L.ABC.

So it may be shewn that if FA, FE were joined, these
lines would bisect the L.a at A and E.

Again, in the A _ FOH, FCK,
[ the L_FCH = the z.FCK_ Co_tr.

Because _ and the L FHC = the L FKC being rg. angles;
( also FC is common ;

.'. FH = FIC I. 26.

Similarly if FG, FM, FL be drawn perp. to BA_AE, ED,
it may be shewn that the five perpendiculars dr_rn from F
to the sides of the pent.on are all equal.

H B. 18
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A

13 E

C K D

From centre F, Mth radius FH, describe a circle ;

this elrele must pass through the points H, K, L, M, G ;

and it will be touched at_ these points by the sides of t_he
pentagon, for the z_' at H, K, t., M, G are rt. l_ _. Constr,

.'. the _)HKLMG is inscribed in the _ven pentagon. Q.E.F.

COROLLXR_'. The blseetor_ of lhe anjles o/ a regular
pentagon meet at a point

In the same way it may be shewn _hat the bisectors of the angles
of any regular polygon meet at a poil . [See Ex. 1, p. 274.]

[For Exercises on l_.%"ularPolygons see p. 276 ]

MISCELLA.N-EOUSEXERCISES.

1. Two tangents AB, AC are drawn from an external point A to
a given circle: describe a circle to touch AB, AC and the convex are
intercepted by them on the given circle,

2. ABC is an isosceles triangle, and from the vertex A a straight
line is drawn to meet the base at D and the circumference of the cir-
cumscribed circle at E: shew that AB is a tangent to the circle
circumscribed about the triangle BDE.

8. An equilateral triangle is inscribed in a given circle: show
that twice the square on one of its sides is equal to three times the
area of the square inscribed in the same circle.

4. ARC is an isosceles triangle in which each of the angles at B
and C is double of the angle at h: show that the square On A8 i_
¢_ual _ ther_/_m31_ AS_ QQ with the square on 8Q,
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PROPOSITIOI_14. PROBL_H.

TO c_'cumscrlbe a c_rclc about a given regular pc_tazdon,

A

Let ABCDE be the given regular pentagon :
it is required to circumscribe a circle about it.

Bisect the L_B BCD, CDE by CF, DF intersecting at F. I. 9.
Join FB, FA_ FE.

Then in the _s BCF, DCF,

I BC = DC, Hyp.
Because . and CF is common to both ;

and the z. BCF = the z_DCF ; Constr.
.'. the z_CBF = the z_CDF. I. 4.

But the L CDF is half an angle of the regular pentagon :
.'. also the z_CBF is half an angle of the regular pentagon :

that is, FB bisects the z. ABC.
So it may be shewn that FA, FE bisect the z_sat A and F-

Now the ,s FCD, FDC are each half an angle of the
given regular pentagon ;

.'. the /_FCD = the L FDC, IV. _)ej_.
.'. FC = FD. 1.6.

Similarly it may be shewn that FA, FB, FC, FD, FE are
all equal.

From centre F, with radius FA describe a circle :
this circle must pass through the pints A, B, C, D, E,
and therefore is circumscribed about the given pentagom

In the same way a circle may be cimumscn'bedabout any regulat
plygon.

18-2
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PROPOSITION15. PROBLEm

To inscribe a r_ rular hexagon in a given circle.

Let ABDF be the given circle :
it is required to inscribe a regular hexagon in it.

Find G the centre of the ® ABDF ; IIL 1.
and draw a diameter AOD,

From centre D, with radius OG, describe the ® EGCH.
Join CG, EG, and produce them to cut the ©oe of the

given circle at F and B.
Join AB, BC, CD, DE, EF, FA.

Then ABCDEF shall be the required regular hexagon.
Now GE=GD, being radii of the QACE;
and DG = DE, being radii of the Q EHC :

.'. GF, ED, DQ are all equal, and the/_ EGD is equilateral.
Hence the z. EGD = one-third of two rt. angles. I. 32.
Similarly the z. DGC = one-third of two rt. angles.

But the I. s EGD, DGO, CGB together = two rt. angles ; I. 13.
.'. the remaining z. CGB=one4hird of two rt, angles.

.'. the three L ' EGO, DGC, CGB are equal to oae another.
And to these angles the vert, opp. L' BGA, AGF, FGE

are respectively equal :
.'. the z_' EGD, DGC, CGB, BGA,AGF, FGE are all equal ;

" the arcs ED, DC, CB, BA, AF, FE are all equal ; III. 26.
:. the chords ED, DO_CB, BA, AF, FE are all equal : IIL 29.

:. the hexagon is equilateral
Again t;he are FA = the are DE: Proved.

to each of these equals add the arc ABCD ;
then the whole arc FABCD= the whole arc ABCDE :

henee the angles _t the O _ which stand on these equal arcs
equa_
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thatis,the _.FED :the : AFE. IIL27.

In likemanner the remaininganglesof the hexagon
may be shewn tobe equal.

.'.the hexagonisequiangular:
.'.thehexagonisregular,and itisinscribedinthe C)ABDF.

Q.E.F.

COROLLARY. T]I,_8_,de,of a regular ]_.,TGtJOniRSC_'t_,_e_tn
a clrcle is equal to the radius of the circle_

PROPOSITION16. PROBLEM.

To iJ_ceribe a regular quindecago_ in a given clr_Iv.

A

C
Let ABCD be thegivencircle:

itisrequiredtoinscribea regularquindecagoninit.

In the OABCD inscribean equilaf_raltriangle,IV.2.
and letAO beone ofitssider

In the same circleinscribea regularpentagon, Iv.11.
and letAB beone ofitssides.

Then o_suchequalpartsasthe wholeC)c,containsfifteen,
the arc AC, which isone-thirdofthe © _,containsfive;

and thearcAB,which isone-fifthofthe ©% containsthree;
.'.theirdifference,the arc BC, containstwo.

Bisect the arc BC at E : III. 30.
then each of the arcs BE, EC is one-fifteenth of the O =*.

.'. if BE, EC be joined, and st. lines equal to them be
placed successively round the eL_cle, a regular quindeeagon
will be inscribed in it. _ z r.
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NOTE ON REGULAR POLYGONS.

The follovdng propositions, proved by Euclid for a regular penta-
gon,nnold good for all regular polygons.

1. The bigecf_rs of the angles of any regular polygon are con-
curfeW.

Let D, E, A, B, C be consecutive angular DIr_/E_

points of a regular polygon of any number of
Bides.

Bisect the z ' EAB, ABC by AO, BO, which C
hlterse_t at O. A 8Join EO.

It is required to prove that EO bisects the z DEA.
For in the _' EAO, BAO,

(EA= BA, being sides of a regular polygon ;
Because _ and AO is common;

_. and the L EAO : the z BAO ; Constr.
.'. the Z OEA =the z OBA. z. 4.

But the z OBA is half the z ABC; Contr.
also the £ ABC=the £ DEA, since the polygon is regular;

.'. the _ OEA is hatf the L DEA:
that is, EO bisects the z DEA.

Similarly if 0 be joined to the remaining angular points of the
polygon, it may be proved that each joining line bisects the angle
to whose vertex it is drawn.

That is to say, the bisectors of the angles of the polygon meet at
the l_oint O. q. ,_.n.

ConoTT*R_S. Since the Z EAB = the z ABC; Hyp.
and since the L =OAB, OBA are respectivelyhalf of the / °EAB, ABC ;

.'. the £ OAB=the z OBA.
.'. OA=OB. L 6.

Similarly OE = OA.

Hence The bisector8 of the angles of a regular polygon are al_ equal:
and a circle described from the centre O, with radius OA, will be

circumscribed about the polygon.

Also it may be shewn, as in Proposition 1_, that perpondioulars
drawn from 0 to the sides of the polygon are all equal; therefore a
circle deseribed from centre O with any one of these perpendiculars as
t,adina w_ be inscribed in the polygon.
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2. If a polygon i_'ribed in a circle is equilateral, it _ also
equiangular.

Let A8, BC, CD be consecutive sides of an
equilateral polygon in_cibed in the ®ADK;

then shall _ polygon be equiangular.
Because the chord AB=the chord DC, Hyp.

.'.theminoraxcAB=theminorareDC. m. 28. A
To each of these equals add the arc AKD :

then the are BAKD=the are AKDC ; B._ /
.'. the angles at the _, which stand on these

equal arcs, are equal ;
that is, the z BCD=the ZABC. m. 27.

Similarly the remaining angles of the polygon may be shewn to be
equal:

.'. the polygon is equiangular. Q.Z.D.

3. If a Ioolygon inscribed in a circle is equiangular, it is also
equilateral, .provided that the number of its sides _s odd.

[Observe that Theorems 2 and 3 axe only true of polygons inscribed
in a circle.

The accompanying figures are sufficient to show that otherwise a
polygon may be equilateral without being equiangular, Fig. 1; or
equiangular without being equilateral, Fig. 2.]

F;g I FtC.2

NOTE. The following extensions of Euclid's constructions for
Regular Polygons should be noticed.

By continual bisection of arcs, we are enabled to divide the
circumference of a circle,

by means of Proposition 6, into 4, 8, 16, .... 2.2_,... equal parts;
by means of Propositmn 15, into 3, 6, 12.... 3.2_,.. equal parts;
by means of Proposition !!, into 5, 10, 20 .... 5.2 n.... equal parts;
by means of Proposition 16, into 15, 30, 60,..., 15.2 _, . equal parts.

Hence we can inscribe in a circle a regular polygon the number of
whose sides is included in any one of the formula 2.2 _, 8.2% 5.2 _,
15. _, n being any positive integer. In addition to these, it has been
mhewn that a regular polygon of 2m+ 1 _ides, provide:_ 2_+ 1 is a
prime number, may be inscribed in a c_rcle.
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F,XERCISES ON PROPOSmONS 11--1&

I. Express in terms of a right angle the magnitude of an angle of
the following regular polygons:

(i) a pentagon, (ii) a hexagon, (iii) an octagon,
(iv) a decagon, (v) a quindecagon.

2. The angle of a regular pentagon is trisected by the straight
lines which join itto the oppositevertices.

8. In a polygon of n sides the straight lines which join any
angular point to the vertices not adjacent to it, divide the angle into
n - 2 equalparts.

4. Shew how to construct on a given straight line

(i) a regular pentagon, (ii) a regular hexagon, (ill) a regular octagon.

5. An equilateral triangle and a regular hexagon are inscribed in
a given circle; show that

(1) the area of the triangle is half that of the hexagon;
(ii) the square on the side of the triangle is three times the

square on the side of the hexagon.

6. ABCDE is a regular pentagon, and AC, BE intersect at H:
shew that

(i) AB=OH=EH.
(fi) AB is a tangent to the circle circumscribed about the

triangle BHC.
(hi) AC and BE cut one another in medial section.

7. The straight lines which join alternate vertices of a regular
pentagon intersect so as to form another regular pentagon.

8. The straightlineswhich joinalternateverticesof a regular
polygonof n sides,intersectso astoform anotherregularpolygonof
n sides.

If n= 6, show that the area of the resulting hexagon is one-thlrd of
the given hexagon.

9. By means of Iv. 16, inscribe in a circle a triangle whose
an_les are as the numbers 2, 5, 8.

10. Slmw that the area of a regular hexagon/n_cribed in a eirele
is three-fourths of that of the oorr_pond_ ciro_ her,agora



THEOREMS AND EXAMPLES ON BOOK IV.

L ON THE TRIANGLE AND ITS CIRCLES.

1. D, E. F are the points of contact of the i_cribed circle of the
triangle ABC, and D1, El, F1 the points of contact of the escribed
circle, which touches BC and the other szdes produced: a, b, e denote
the length8 of the sidea BC, CA, AB; s the semi-pe_meter of the
triangle, and r, rx the radii of the inscribed and eecribed circles.

Prove the following e_ualities :-- _

(i) AE=AF=s-a,
BD= BF=s-b, /

CD=CE=s-c. /_F

(ii) AEI=AFx=s. E

(iii) CDI=OE 1=s-b, FFbf _"" _
BDI= BFI=* - c.

(iv) CD=BD 1 and BD=CD 1.

(v) EE l= FFl=a.

(vi) The area of the z_ABO ]
=r*=rj (s-a). 1
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2. Ix _he Criangle ABO, I is the centre of the inscribed circle, and
! l, 12, I_ the centres of the escribed circles touching respectively the
sides 8C, CA, _ 8 and the other sides produced.

- Ds _ D1 / D//C Ds

Prove the following properties :_

(i) ThepoiJtts A, I, It are collil_ear; so _re B, I, I.,; and O, I, Ia,

_i) The points Is, A, 13 are eollinear; so are I_, B, Ix; and
I1, O, 12.*

another(.Fxl)__The triangle8 BloC, CI2A, AlaB are equiangular to one

(iv) The triangle 1112|_/s equia_dar to the triangle formed b9
joinin 9 the points of contact of the inscribed circle.

(v) Of the four pOints I, ix, 12, IS each is the orthocentre of the
triangle whose _ertices are the other three.

('d) The four circles, each of which passes through three of the
tmintt I, _1, |s, _1, are all e_ual.
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3. Wlth thenotationof page277,shew thatin a triangleAsC,
if the angle at C is a right angle,

r=s-c; rz=S-5; r2=s-a; rs=s.

4. With the figure given on page 278, shew that if the oiroles
whose centres are I, I1, Is, I: touch 8C at D, Dl, Ds, Da, then

(i) DDs=DIDs=b. (ii) DD_=DID_=c.
(i/i) DsO_=b+e. (iv) DOl=b-e.

5. Shew that the orthocentre and vertices of a triangle are the
centres of the inscrtbed and escribed circles of the pedal triangle.

[See Ex. 20, p. 225.]

6. Given the base and vertical angle of a triangle, find the locus of
the centre of the inscribed circle. [See Ex. 86, p. 228.]

7. Given the base and vertical angle of a triangle, find the locus of
the centre of the escribed circle which touches the base.

8. Given the base and vertical angle of a triangle, show that the
centre of the circumscribed cirde isfixed.

9. Given the base BC, and the vertical angle A of a triangle, find
the locus of the centre of the escribed circle which touches AC.

10. Given the base, the vertical angle, and the radius of the
inscribed circle ; construct the triangle.

11. Given the base, the vertical angle, and the radius of the
cseribed circle, (i) which touches the base, (ii) which touches one
of the sides containing the given angle ; construct the triangle.

12. Given the base, the vertical angle, and the point of oont_ct
with the base of the inscribed circle ; construct the triangle.

13. Given the base, the vertical angle, and the point of cont_t
with the base, or base produced, of an eseribcd circle ; construct the
triangle.

14. From an external point A two tangents AS, AC are drawn to
a given circle ; and the angle BAC is bisected by a strMght line whioh
meets the circumference in I and 11: show that I is the centre of the
circle inscribed in the triangle ASC, and I_ the centre of one of the
es_ibed circles.

15. I is the centre of the ctrcle inscribed in a triangle, and Il 12, I:
the centres of the escribed circles ; shew that IIS, II2, IIs are bisected by
the circumfereTwe of the circumscribed circle.

16. ABC is a triangle, and 13, Is the centres of the e_ribed
eArclse which toueh AC, and AB respectively : shew that the poiats
B, C, Is, Is lie upon a circle whose centre is on the circumference of
the circle circumscribed about ABC.
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17. With three given points m centres describe three eirelee
touching one anott_r two by two. How _ny solutions will there be?

18. Two tsn_,ente AS, AC are _'awn to a given circle from an
external point A; and in AB, AC two points D and E are taken
so that DE is equal to the sum of DB and EC: shew that DE touches
the circle.

19. Given the perimeter of a triangle, and one angle in magnitude
and position: shew that the opposite side always touches a fixed circle.

20. Given the centres of the three escribed circles; construct the
triangle.

21. Given the centreof the inscribedcircle,and the centresof
two escrlbedcircles;constructthetriangle.

22. Given the vertical angle, perimeter, and the length of the
bisector of the vertical angle; construct the triangle.

28. Given the vertical angle, perimeter, and altitude ; construat
the triangle.

24. Given the vertical angle, perimeter, and radius of the in-
mmribedcircle; constructthetriangle.

25. Given the verticalangle,the radiusof the inscribedcircle,
and the lengthof the perpendicularfrom the vertexto the base;
constructthetriangle.

26. Given the base,the differenceof the sidescontainingthe
verticalangle,and the radiusof the inscribedcircle; constructthe
triangle. [See E_ 10, p. 258.]

27. Given a vertex, the centre of the circumscribed circle, and the
centre of the inscribed circle, construct the triangle.

28. In a triangle ABC, I is the centre of the inscribed circle ; shew
that the centres of the circles circumscribed about the triangles SIC,
CIA, AIB lie on the circumference of the circle circumscribed about
the given triangle.

29. In a triangle ABC, the inseril_l circle touches the base BC at
D ; and r, r1 are the radii of the inscribed circle and of the escribed
circle which touches BG : shew that r. rl=BD. DC.

30. ABC is a triangle, D, E, Fthe points of contact of its inscribed
circle ; and D'E'F _ is the pedal triangle of the triangle DEF : shew
that the sides of the triangle D'E'F' are parallel to those of ABC.

$1. In a triangle ABC the inscribed circle touches BC at D.
Khew that the circles inscribed in the triangles ABD, ACD touch one
another.
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0_ _z NX_E-PO_TS Cmc_.

82. In any triangle the middle points of the sides, the feet of the
pePpcndicu_r$ drawn from the vertices to the opl_osite _des, and the
middle points of the lines joining the orthocentre to the vertices are
concycli¢.

In the z_ABC, let X, Y, Z be the
middle points of the sides BC, CA, A
AB; let D, E, F be the feet of the _
pert_ drawn to these sides from A,

tE

B, O ; let 0 be the orthocentre, and
=, g, "_ the middle points of OA, F
OB, OC:
then shall the nine points X, Y, Z,

D, E, F, =,/_, 7 be 0oncyelie. /\ "_/
Join XY, XZ, Xct, Y=, Z¢.

Nowfrom the zxABO, slnceAZ ---Z B,
and A== aO, Hyp.

.'. Z=isparlto BO. Ex. 2, p.96. B " X t_And from the &ABC, since BZ = Z A,
and BX = XO, Hy_.

.'. ZX is pap to AO.
But BO makes a ft. angle with AO ; Hyp.

.-. the Z XZg is art. angle.

Similarly, the Z XY_ is a ft. angle. L 29.
.'. the points X, Z, a, Y are coneyehe :

that is, = lies on the o_ of the circle, which passes through X, Y, Z ;
and Xa is a diameter of this circle.

Similarly it may be shewn that g and 7 lie on the C_ of the circle
which passes through X, Y, Z.

Again, since aDX is a ft. angle, Hyp.
.'. the circle on X= as diameter passes through D.

Similarly it may be shews that E and F lie on the circumference
of the same circle.

.'. the points X, Y, Z, D, E, F, =, _, 7 are coneyclic, q.]_.v.

From this property the circle which passes through the middle
points of the sides of a triangle is eaIled the Ntue.Petute 0Lrele; many
ef its propertiea may be derived from the fact of its being the eirele
_rom_'bed about the pedal triangle.
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33. To prove that

(i) the centre of the nine-points circle is the middle pofnt of
the ,traight line which joins the orthocentre to the circumscribed centre:

(ii) the radiu_ of the nine.points circle is half the radius of the
circumscribed circle:

(iii) the centroid is collinear with the circumscribed centre, the
nine-points centre, and the orthocentre.

In the AABC, letX, Y, Z bethe A
middle points of the sides; D, E, F ._
the feet of the perp'; O the ortho-
centre; S and N the centres of the
circumscribed and nine-points circles
respectively.

(1) To prove that N is the
middle point of SO.

It may be ehewn that the perp.
to X D from its middle point bisects
SO; Ex. 14, p. 98.

Similarly the perp. to EY at its [ X D G
middle point bisects SO:

that is, these perp= intersect at the middle point of SO :
And since XD and EY are chords of th_ nine-pomts circle,

.'. the intersection of the hnes which bisect XD and EY at rt. angles
is its centre : m. 1.

.'. the centre N is the middle point of SO.

ra(ii)diusofT°thePr°vecircumseribedthatthe radiuScircle.Ofthe nine-points circle is halfthe

By the last Proposition, X= is a diameter of the nlne-polnts circle.
.'. the middle point of X= is its centre:

but the middle point of SO is also the centre of the nine-points circle.
(Proved.)

]_enee X= and SO bisect one another at N.

Then from the A' SNX, ON=

l SN=ON,
Because and NX=N=,

and the z SNX=the z ON=; I. 15.
.'. SX=O= x. 4.

--- A/I,

And SX is also par =to Act,
.- SA=Xct. z. 33.

But SA is a radius of the circumscribe_l circle;
and Xa is a dlameter of the nine-points circle;

.: the radius of the nine-points circle is half the radius of the circuna,
eoribed circle,
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(iii) To prove that the centroid is eollinear with points S, N, O.
Join AX and draw ag parI to SO.

Let AX meet SO at G.
Then trom the AAGO, since Aa=aO and a9 is pa_ to OG,

.'. Ag=.qG. Ex. 13, p. 98.
And from the A Xa#, since aN = NX, and NG is par1to ag,

.'. 9G=GX. Ex. 13, p. 98.
.'. AG=_ of AX;

.'. G is the ocntroid of the triangle ABC.
That is, the centrold is collinear with the po:nts S, N, O. Q.E.V.

34. Given the base and vertical angle of a trianfle, find the locus
of the centre of the nine-points circle.

35. The nine-points circle of any triangle ABC, whose orthocentre
is O, is also the nine-points circle of each of the triangles AOB, BOC,
GOA.

36. If I, Iz, 12, 13 are the centres of the inscribed and escribed
circles of a triangle A[_C, then the ci_le circumscribed about ABC is
the nine-points circle of each of the four triangles formed by joining
three of the points l, I1, Is, Is.

37. All triangles which have the same orthocentre and the same
circumscribed circle, have also the same nine points circle.

38. Given the base and vertical angle of a triangle, shew that one
• " cr _ "angle and one side of the pedal triangle are constant.

39. Given the base and vertical angle of a triangle, find the
locus of the centre of the circle which passes thlough the three
escrlbed centres.

Nor_. For another important property of the Niue-points Circle
see Ex. 60, p. _82.

II. MISCELLANEOUSEXAMPLES.

I. Iffourcirclesaxe describedto touch evcrythreesidesofa
quadrilateral,shew thattheircentresareconcyclic.

2. If the straightlineswhich bisectthe anglesof a rectilineal
figureareconcurrent,a circlemay be inscribedinthe figure.

3. Withina givencircledescribethreeequalcirclestouchingone
anotherand thegivencircle.

4. The perpendicularsdrawn from the centresof the three
e_ribed circ,*esof a triangle to the sides which they touch_ _c eol_.
,current:.
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5. Given an angle and the radii of the inscribed and circumscribed
circles; construct the tr_le.

6. Given the base, an angle at the base, and the distance between
the centre of the inscribed circle and the centre of the escribed circle
which touches the base; construct the triangle.

7. In a given circle inscribe a triangle such that two of its sides
may pass through two given points, and the third side be of given
length.

8. In any triangle ABC, l, li, Is, Is are the centres of the in-
scribed and escribed circles, and S z, S 2, Ss are the centres of the
circles circumscribed about the triangles BIC, OIA, AIB: shaw that
the triangle S1S2Sshas its sides parallel to those of the triangle 11191s,
and is one-fourth of it in area: also that the triangles ABO and
S]S_,Ss have the same ci_umscribed circle.

9. O is the orthocentre of a triangle ABC: shew that
A02+ BOa= BOa+ CA'=CO_+ABS=d 2,

where d is the diameter of the circumscribed circle.

1(7. H from any point within a regular polygon of n sides perpen.
dieulars are drawn to the sides the sum of the perpendiculars is equal
to 9ttimes the radius of the inscribed circle.

11. The sum of the perpendiculars drawn from the vertices of a
regular polygon of n sides on any straight Line is equal to n times the
porpendicular drawn from the centre ef the inscribed circle.

12. The area of a cyclic quadrilateral is independent of the order
in which the sides are placed in the circle.

18. Given the orthocentre, the centre of the nine-points circle, and
the middle ]point of the base ; construct the triangle.

14. Of all polygons of a given number of sides, which may be
inscribed in a given circle, that which is regular has the maximum
ares and the maximum l_erimeter.

15. Of all polygons of a giYen number of sides circumscribed
about a given circle, that which is regular has the minimum area and
the minimum perimeter.

16. Given the vertical angle of a triangle in l_si'tion and magni-
tude, and the sum of the sides containing it : find the locus of the
centre of the circumscribed circle.

17. P is any point on the circumference of a circle circumscribed
_,bout an ec/ui]ateral triangle ABE; : shew tbat PA_+ PBs+ PC= is
=instant;



BOOK V.

Book V. treats of Ratio and Propor_iom

INTRODUCTORY.

The first four books of Euclid deal with the absolute equality
or inequality of Geometrical magnitudes. In the Fifth Book
magnitudes are compared by considering their ratlo, or relative
greatness.

The meaning of the words ratio and proportion in their
slmplest arithmetical sense, as contained in the following defini-
tions, is probably familiar to the student :

The ratio of one number to another is the multipls, part, or
parts that the first number is of the second; and it may therefore be
measured by the fraction of which the first number 18 the numerator
and the second the denomlnato_:

Four numbers arc in pro_vortlon whe_ the ratio of the first to
the second is equal to that of the third to the fourth.

But it will be seen that these definitions are inapplicable to
Geometrical magnitudes for the following reasons :

(1) Pure Geometry deals only with concrete magnitudes, re-
presented by diagrams, but not referred to any common unit in
terms of which they are measured: m other words, it makes
no use of number for the purpose of comparison between different
magnitudes.

(2) It commonly happens that Geometrical magnitudes of
the same kind are incom_e_surable, that is, they are such that
it is impossible to express them exactly in terms of some common
unit.

For example, we can make comparison between the side and
diagonal of a square, and we may form an idea of their relative great-
ness, but it can be shewn that it is impossible to divide either of them
into equal parts of which the other contains an exact nun_er. And
as the magnitudes we meet with in Geometry are more often incom-
mensurable than not, it is clear that it would not always be possible
to exa_ly repres#nt such magnitudes by numbe_, even ff refere_e to
&common unit were not foreign to the principles of Euclid.

It is therefore necessary to establish the Geometrical Theory.
of Proportion on a basis quite independent of _ith_-etlc_

principlea _ is the _i m o_ .Euclid'sFifth B_L
mr., 19
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We .hid] employ the following notation.
Capital letters, A, B, 0 .... will be used to denote the magnitudes

thsmselvem, not any numerical or algebraical measures of them, and
amall lette_, m, n, p .... will be need to denote whole numbers. A1Bo
it will be assumed that multiplication, in the sense of repeated
addition, can be applied to any magnitude, so f_at m. A or mA will
denote the magnitude A taken m times,

The symbol > will be used for the words greater than, and < for
leu tha._

DEFINITIONS.

1. A greater magnitude is said to be a multiple of a
less, when the greater contains the less an e_cact number of
timea

2. A less magnitude is said to be a submultiple of a

greater, when the less is contained an e_ac_ number of
times in the greater.

The following prot_rf, les of multiples will be assumed as self-evident.

(1) mA > = or < mS according as A > = or < B; and
con versel,y.

_) mA+mB+ .... m(A+B+...).
(3) If A>B, then mA-mB=m(A- B).
(4) mA+nA+..=(_+n+...) A.
(5) If re>n, thenmA-nA=(m-n)A.
(6) m. hA=ran. A=nm.A=n.mA.

3. The Ratio of one magnitude to another of the same
kind is the relation which the first bears to the second in

respect of qua_upli_ty.

The ratio of A to B is denoted thus, A : B; and A is
called the antecedent, B the consequent of the ratio.

The term quantup_icit y denotes the capacity of the first magnitude
to cmatain the second with or without remainder. If the magmtudes
am ammnm_urable, their quantuplicity may be expressed _wricaUy
by o]_erving what multiples of the two magnitudes are equal to one

Thus if A=ma, and B=na, it follows that nA=mB. In thie ease

A = m B, and the quantul_city of A with respect to B is the arith-ft

frs_ion _-.
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But if the magnitudes are incommensurable, no multiple of the
first can be equal to any multiple of the second, and therefore the
quantuplieity of one with respect to the other cannot exactly be
expressed numerically, in this ease it is determined by examining
how the multiples of one magnitude are distributed among the
multiples of the other.

Thus, let aI1 the multiples of A be formed, the scale extending ad
infinitum; also let all the multiples of B be formed and placed in their
proper order of magnitude among the multiples of A. This forms the
relative scale of the two magnitudes, and the quantuplieity of A with
respect to B is estimated by examining how the multiples of A are
distributed among those of B in their relative scale.

In other words, the ratio of A to B is known, if for all integral
values of m we know the multiples n8 and (n+l) B between which
_nA lles.

In the case of two given magnitudes A and B, the relative scale of
multiples is definite, and is different from that of A to C, if C differs
from 8 by any magnitude however small.

For let D be the difference between B and C ; then however small
D may be, it will be possible to find a number m such that mD> A.
In this ease, mB and mC would differ by a magnitude greater than A,
and therefore could not lie between the same two multiples of A ; so
that after a certain point the relative scale of A and B would differ
from that of A and C.

[I_ is worthy of notice that we can always estimate the arithmetical
ratio of two incommensurable magnitudes within any required degree
of accuracy.

For suppose that A and B are incommensurable ; divide B into m
equal parts each equal to fl, so that B=mfl, where m is an integer.
Also suppose fl is contained in A more than n times and less than
(n+l) times; then

A > _ and <(n+ 1),8_ '
A n

that is, _ lies between -- and n + 1 ;

n
6o that _ differs from _ by a quantity less than --.1 And since we
can choose fl (our unit of measurement) as small as we please, z_ can

be made as great as we please. Hence 1 can be made as small as we

pt_aease,and two integers n and m can be found whose ratio will express
t of a and b to any required degree of accuracy.]

19-2
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4. The ratio of one magnitude to another is equal to
that of a third magnitude to a fourth, when if any equi-
multiples whatever of the antecedents of the ratios are
taken, and also any eqnimultiples whatever of the con-
sequents, the multiple of one antecedent is greater than,
equal to, or less than that of its consequent, according as
the multiple of the other antecedent is greater than, equal
to, or less than that of its consequent.

Thus the ratio A to B is equal to that of C to D when
mC > = or <nD according as mA > = or < riB, whatever whole
numbers _n and n may be.

Again, let m be any whole number whatever, and n another whole
number determined in such a way that either _A is equal to nB, or
_A lies between nB and (n+l) B; then the definition asserts that the
ratio of A to B is equal to that of C to D if mC=nD when mA=_S;
or if _nClles between nD and (n+l) D when _nAlies between nS and
(n+l) B.

In otherwords,the ratio of A to B is equal to that of C to D when
the multiples of A are distributed among those of B in the same
manner as the multiples of C are distributed among those of D.

5. When the ratio of A to B is equal to that of C to D
the four magnitudes are called proportionals. This is ex-
pressed by saying "A is to B as C is to D", and the proportion
is written

A:B::C:D,
or A:B=C:D.

A and D are called the extremes, B and C the means; also
D is said to be a fourth proportional to A, B, and C.

Two terms in a proportion are said to be homologous
when they are both antecedents, or both consequents of the
ratios.

fit will be useful here to compare the algebralcal and geometrical
definitions of proportion, and to shaw that each may be deduced from
the other.

Accordlng to the geometrical definition A, B, C, D are in propor-
tion, when mC_-= <riD according as mA> = <nB, m and n being
any laositive integers whatever.

Acc_rdi_ to the algebraical definition A, S, C, D are in proportion
whea _=_.
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(i) To deduce the geometrical definition of proportion from
the algebraical definition.

A C
Since _ = _, by multiplying both sides by _n ' we obtain

mA mC
_--B= n--D;

hence from the nature of fractions,
mC> = <nD according as mA> = <nB,

which is the geometrical test of proportion.

(ii) To deduce the algebraical definition of proportion from
the geometrical definition.

Given that mC> = <nD accordingas mA> = <nB, to prove
A C

B is not equal to D 'one of them must be the greater.
If

A C
Suppose § > _ ; then it will be possible to find some fraction _nm

which lies between them, n and m being positive integers.
A n

Hence B > m ................ (1);

C n
and D < m ....... (2).

From (1), mA>nB;
from (2), mC<nD;
and these contradict the hypothesis.

C A C
Therefore A and 13are not unequal ; that is, _ = _ ; which proves

the proposition.]

6. The ratio of one magnitude to another is greater
than that of a third magnitude to a fourth, when it is
possible to find equimul_iples of the antecedents and equi-
multiples of the consequents such that while the multiple
of the antecedent of the first ratio is greater than, or equal
to, that of its consequent, the multiple of the antecedent
of the second is not greater, or is less, than that of its
consequent.
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This definition asserts that if whole numbers m and, can be found
such that while mA is greater than aS, mC is not greater than nD,
or while _A=nB, mC is less than nO, then the ratio of A to B is
greater than that of C to D.

7. If h is equal to B, the ratio of h to Bis called a
ratio of equality.

If A is greater than B, the ratio of h to B is called a
ratio of greater inequality.

If h is less than B, the ratio of h to B is called a ratio
of loss inequality.

8. Two ratios are said to be reciprocal when the ante-
cedent and consequent of one are the consequent and ante-
cedent of the other respectively; thus B : A is the reciprocal
of A:B.

9. Three magnitudes of the same kind are said to be
proportionals, when the ratio of the first to the second is
equal to that of the second to the third.

Thus A, B, C are proportionals if
A:B::B:C.

B is called a moan 1}rotmrtional to A and C, and C is
called a third proportional go A and B.

10. Three or more magnitudes are said to be in con-
tinued l_rOlmrtion when the ratio of the first to the second
is equal to that of the second to the third, and the ratio of
the second go the third is equal to that of the third to the
fourth, and so on.

11. When there are any number of magnitudes of the
same kind, the first is said to have go the last the ratio
COmlmn=ded of the ratios of the first go the second, of the
second to the third, and so on up to the ratio of the last
but one go the last magnitude.

For example_ if _q 13,C, D, E be magnitudes of the _me
/U_nd, A : E is the ratio oompounded of the ratios A : B,
B :C, C : D_au.d D : E.
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Thi_ is _ometlmes expressed by the following notation:

A:E= _D

12. If there are any number of ratios, and a set of
magnitudes is taken such that the ratio of tile first to the
second is equal to the first ratio, and the ra_io of the second
to the third is equal to the second ratio, and so on, then
the first of the set of magnitudes is said to have to the
last the ratio compounded of the given ratios.

Thus, if A : B, C : D, E : F be _ven ratios, and if P, Q,
R, S be magnitudes taken so that

P:Q::A:B,
Q:R::C:D_
R:S::E:F;

then P : S = D
F.

13. When three magnitudes are proportionals, the first
is said to have to the third the duplicate ratio of that
_vhich it has to the second.

T]lusif A : B :: B : C,

then A is said to have to C the duplicate ratio of that which
it has to B.

it i_ clear that the ratio compounded of two equal ratios is the dupli-
cate ratio of either of them.

14. When four magnitudes are in continued 19re, often,
the first is said to have to the fourth the triplicate ratio of
that which it has to the second.

It may be shewn as above that the ratio compoundedof three equal
ratios is the triplicate ratio of any one of them.
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Although an algebraieal treatment of ratio and proportion when
applied to geometrical magnitudes cannot be considered exact, it will
perhaps be useful here to summarise in algebraical form the principal
theorems o_ proportion contained in Book V. The student will then
perceive that its leading propositions do not introduce new ideas, but
merely supply rigorous proofs, based on the geometrical definition of
proportion, of results already familiar in the study of Algebra.

We shall only here give those propositions which are afterwards
referred to in Book VI. It will be seen that in thetr algebraical form
many of them are so simple that they hardly require proof.

SUMMARY OF PRINCIPAL THEOREMS OF BOOK _.

PROPOSITION1.

t_atios which are equal to the same ratio are equal to one another.

That is, if A: B=X:Y and C:D=X:Y;
then A : B=C : D.

PROPOSITION3.

If four magnitudes are Tro_ortwnals, they are also proportionals
when taken inversely.

That is, if A : B=C : D,
then B : A=D : C.

This inference is referred to as _uvertendo or inversely.

l_oPosn_o_ 4.

(i) Equal magnitudes have the same ratio to the same magnitude.
For if A= B,

then A:C=B:C.

(ii) The same magnitude has the same ra_io to equal magnitudes,

For if A = B,
then C:A=C:B.
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PmOPOSITION6.

(i) Magnitude8 which have the same ratio to the same magnitude
are equal to one another.

That is, if A : C=B : C,

then A = B.

(ii) Those magnitudes to which the same _tagnitude has the sa_ne
ratio are equal to one another.

That is, if C : A=C : B,

then A = B.

PROPOSITION8.

Magnitudes have the same ratio to one another which their equi.
multiples have.

That is, A : B =mA : roB,

where m is any whole number.

PROPOSITION11.

If font magnitudes of the same kind are pro2ortionals , they are also
proportionals when taken alternately.

If A : B=C : D,

then shall A : C = B : D.

A C
Pot since _ = 5 ;

B A B C B
.'. multiplying by _, we have _ " C - D " C'

A B
that is, C - D'

or A : C=B : D.

This inference is referred to as alt_ma_do or alt_z"_t_',
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PROPOSrtXON12.

If any number of magnitudes of the same kind are proportionals,
then as one of the antecedents is to its consequent, so is the sum of the
antecedents to the sum of the eonsequents.

Let A : B=C : D=E : F .... ;

then shall A : B=A+C+E+... : B+D+F+ ....

ACE
For put each of the equal ratios _, _, F' " equal to k;

then A=B/c, C=Dk, E:Fk,..

A+C+E+... Bk+Dh+Fk+ .... A C E
"B+D+F+...--- B+D+F+.. =k=_=_=_ .... ;

.'. A: B=A+C+E+...:B+D+F+ ....

This inference is sometimes referred to as addendo.

PROPOSITION13.

(i) If four magnitudes are proportionals, the sum of the first and
second is to the second as the sum of the third and fourth is to the fourth.

T,et A : B=C : D,

then shall A+B : B=C+D ; D.

A C
For since B = _;

A C
.'. _+1=_+1;

A+B C+D
that is, B -- D '

or A+B:B=C+D: D.

This inference is referred to as componeltdo.

(ii) If four magnitudes are proportionals, the difference of the first
and second is to the second as the difference of the third and fourth is to
the fourth.

That is, if A : B= C : D,

then A_B : B=C_D : D.

The proof is tirol|At tO that of the former ease.
infere_ee is refen_l to as _vllteado.
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PROPOSITION14.

If there are two sets of magnitudes, such that the first is _o the
second of the first set as the first to the second of the other set, and the
second to the thtrd of the first set as the secon_ to the third of the other,
and so on to the last magnitude: then the first is to the last of the first
set as the first to the last of the other.

First let there be three magnitudes, A, B, C, of one set, and three,
P, Q, R, of another set,

and let A : B = P : Q,

and B:C=Q: R;

then shall A : C = P : R.

A P B Q
For since _ = _, and _ = _ ;

A B P Q

'_'c-Q'_;
A P

that is, _ = _ ;

or A : C=P : R.

Similarly if A : B = P : Q,
B:C=Q:R,
...... = ..... 1

L:M=Y:Z;

it can be proved that A : M = P : Z.

This inference is referred to as ez seqn_._t

Co]_o_Y. If A : B = P : Q,

a_.d B : C=R : P;

then shall A : C = R : Q.

A P B R
For since _ = _, and _ = _ ;

A B P R
.-._._=Q._;

A R
•". _=_;

or A ; C=R : GL
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PROPOSITION15.

jr/ A: B=C: D,
and E:B=F :D;
tl_nshalZ A+E . B=C+F : D.

A C E F
For since B--D' and _=_;

A+E C+F
"' S -----D-- ;

that is, A+E : B=C+F : D.

PROPOSITIOI,I16.

If two ratios are equal, their duplicate _atios are equal; and
conversely.

Let A :B=C : D;
then shall the duplicate ratio of A : B be equal to the duplicate ratio
ofC :D.

Let X be a third proportional to A, B;
so that A :B=B :X;

B A
• . _=_;
B A A A

"'Yx'B B'B'
A A2

that is, _ = _.

But A : X is the duplicate ratio of h : B ;

.'. the duplicate ratio of A : B = A 2 : B_,

But since A : B=C : D;
A C

.. _--_,
A= C _

"" _ = b-_'
or A 2 : B_=C _ : D_;
that is, the duplicate ratio of A • B=the duplicate ratio of C : D.

Conversely, let the duplicate ratio of A ; B be equal to the dupli-
cate ratio of O : D;
then shall A : B=C : D,
for since A= : B_=C s : D_,

,'.A=B=C,D.
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PROOFS OF THE PROPOSITIONS OF _OOK V. DERIVED FROM

THE GEOMETRICAL DEFINITI01_ OF PROPORTION.

Obs. The Propositions of Book V. are all theorems.

PROPOSITION1.

Ratios which are equal to the same ratio are equal to one
" another.

Let A : B :: P : Q, and also C : O :: P : Q; then shall
A:B::C:D.

For it is evident that two scales or arrangements of
multiples which agree in every respect with a third scale,
will agree with one another.

PROPOSITION2.

If tWO ratios are equal, the antecedeut of the second _s
greater than, equal to, or less than its consequent according
as the antecedent of the jTrst is greater than, equal to, or less
tJ_an its consequent.

Let h : B :: C : D,

then C> -- or <D,

according as A > = or < B.

This follows at once from Def. 4, by taking m and
each equal to unity.
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PROPOSlTIO_ 3.

If two ratios are equ_al, their rec_orocal ratios are e_uaL

Let A : B :: O : D,

then shall B : A :: D : C.

For, by hypothesis, the multiples of A are distributed
among those of B in the same manner as the multiples of
C are among those of D;
therefore also, the multiples of B are distributed among
those of A in the same manner as the multiples of D are
among those of O.

Thatis, B : A :: D : C.

NOTE. This proposition is sometimes enunciated thus

If four magnitudes are proportionals, they are also trroportiouals
when, taken inversely,
and the inference is referred to as tnvertendo or tnverseZy.

PROPOSITION 4.

E_ual ma,gnitudes have the same ratio to the same mag-
nitude; and the same magnitude has the same ratio to equal
n'a_jnitudes.

Let A, B, C be three magnitudes of the same kind, and
let A be equal to B;

then shall A : C :: B : O

and O:A::C: B.

Since A = B, their multiples are identical and therefore
are distributed in the same way among the multiples of C.

.'.A:C :: B :C, ])e/_. 4.

.'. also, _nv_O, O : A :: C : B. V. 3.
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PROPOSJTION5.

Of two unequal magnitudes, the greater has a greater
ratio to a third magnitude than the less has; and the sarape
magnitude has a greater ratio to the less of two magnitudes
than it has to the greater.

First, let h be > B;

then shall A : ¢ be > B : C.

Since A > B, it will be possible to find m such that mA
exceeds mB by a magnitude greater than C;

hence if mA ties between nO and (n + 1) C, mB < nC :

and if mA = nO, then mB< nC;

.'. A : C>B : C. /)el 6.

Secondly, let B be < A;
then shall ¢ : B be > C : &

For taking m and n as before,

nO> roB, while qzC is not> mA;

.'. C : B>C : A. Def. 6.

PROPOSITION6.

Magnitudes which have the same ratio to the same mag-
nitude ar_ e,qual to one another/ and those to which the same
magnitude has the same ratio are equal to one cvaother. _

27_rst, let h : C :: B : O;
then shall A= B.

For irA>B, thenh:C>B:C,

and if B>A, thenB:C>h:C, v. 5.

which contradict the hypothesis i

.'. A--- Be
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Secondly, let C : A :: O : B;
then shall A = B.

Because C : A :: C : B,

.'., inverlendo, A : C :: B : C, v. 3.

A= B,

by the first part of the proof.

PROPOSITION 7.

That magnitude which has a greater ratio titan another
has to the same magnitude i8 the greater of the two; and
that magnitude to which the same has a greater ratio than it
has to another magnitude is the less of the two.

First, letA :Cbe>B :C;

then shall A be > B.

For if A=B, then A : C :: B : C, v. 4.

which is contrary to the hypotheslm

And if A < B, then A : C < B : C; V. 5.

which is contrary to the hypothesis;
.'. A> B,

Secondly, let C : A be > C : B;
then shall A be < B.

For if A=B, then O:A::C:B, v. 4.

which is contrary to the hypothesis.

And if A > B, then C : A < C : B; v. 5,

which is contrary to the hypothesis;

.'. A&a
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1;_ROPOSITION 8.

Magnitudes have the same ratio to one another which
their equimultiTles have.

Let h, B be two magnitudes;
then shall A : B :: mh : roB.

If p, q be any two whole numbers,

then m.pA>=or <m.qB
according as TA > = or < qB.

But m.pA=p, mA, and m. qB=q. roB;

.'. p. mA > = or <q.mB

according as pA > = or < _B;

.'. A : B ::mA :roB. Def, 4.

COR. Let A : B :: C : D.

Then since A : B :: mA : taB,
and C: D:: nC:nD i

.'. mA :mB :: nC : nO. V. 1.

PROPOSITIOI_9.

I/ two ratios are equal, and any equimultiples of t/_
antecedents and also o_ the consequents are ta/_en, the multiple
of th_ first antecedent has to t]_t of its consequent the same
ratio as the multiple of the other antecedent has to that of its
consequent.

I_t h : B :: C : D;
then shall mA : _B :: mC : riD.

Let T, q be any two whole numbers,
then because A : B :: C : D,

p_.C>=or <q_z. D

according as pm. A > = or < qu. B, Dej_. 4.

_hat is_ p. mC > = or < q. riD,

according as p. mA> = or ._q. nB i
.'. mA : nB :: mC : nO. De_ 4,

m E. 20
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PROPOSITIO_ I0.

If four magnltudes of the same kind are proportional_,
the first is greater than, equal to, or less than the third,
according as the second is greater than, equal $o, or less than
the aCourth.

Let A, B, C, D be four magnitudes of the same kind such
that

A:B:zC:D;
then A>=or <C

according as B> = or < D.

_f B>D, then A : B<A : D; v. 5,

but A:B::C:D;

.'. C:D<A:D;
.'. A : D>C : D;

.'. A>C. V. 7.

Similarly it may be shewn that

ff B<D, then A<C,

and if B = D,then A = G.

PROPOSITION 1 l.

If.four magnitudes of the same kind are proTort_onals ,
they axe also proportionals when taken alternately.

Let A_ B, C, O be four magnitudes of the same kind such
that

A:B::C:D;
then shall A : C :: B : D.

Because A : B :: mA : mS, v. 8.
and C:D ::mC: riD;

.'. mA :mB :: nO : riD. v. 1.

.'. mA>:or <nO

according as mB> :or <riD: v. 10.

and m and n are any whole numbers;

• A:O::B:D. 19e,f. 4.

Nosz. This inference is usually referred to a_ alt_na_o or
tltMm_v,
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PROPOSITION12.

If any number of magnitudes of the same kind are pro.
portionals, as one of the antecedents is to its consequent, so
is the sum of the antecedents to the sum of the eonsequents.

Let A, B, C, D, E, F,... be magnitudes of the same kind
such that

A:B::C:D::E:F:: ...... ;
then shall A : B :: A+C+E+... : B+D+F+ ....

Because A : B :: C : D ::E : F ::...,
". according as mA > = or < riB,

SO is mO>=or <riD,
and mE>=or <nF,

.'. soJsmA+mO+mE+...>=or <nB+nD+nF+...

or re(A+ C + E+...) >= or <n(B+ D+F4-...);
and m and n are any whole numbers;

.'. A:B ::A+C+E+...:B+O+F+ .... De f 4.

NOTE. This inference is usually referred _oas addendo.

PROPOSITION 13.

I/four magnitudes are ?roportgonals, the sum or dijf_r.
ence of _he first and second is to the second as the aura or
difference of the third a_M fowrth is to the/ourth.

LetA: B::C:D;

then shall h + B : B :: C + D : D,
and A-B : B :: C-D : D.

If m be any whole number, it is possible to find another
number n such that mA = riB, or lies between _8 and
(_+z)s,

.'. mA + mB =rob + riB, or lies between mB + nB and

_8+(n+l)a.
2n.2
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But mA + _t,B= m(A + B), and _T_B+P_B= (_/,+n) B;
.'. m(A + B) = (m + r_)B, or lies between (m + n) B

and (re+n+ I) B.
Also because A : B :: C : D,

.'. mC =riD, or lles between nD and (n+ 1)D; DO_. 4,
.'.m(C + D)= (m + n)D orliesbetween(m + n)D and

(_r_+ n + 1)D;
that is, the multiples of O + D are distributed among those
of D in the same way as the multiples of A + B among
those of B;

.'.A+B: B::C+D:D.

In thesame way it may be proved that
A--B: B ::C-D:D,

or B--A :B ::O--C :D_

according as A is > or < B.

NOT_. These inferences are referred to as camimn_ado and divi-
dendo respectively.

PROPOSITION 14.

f/there are two sets o/ magnitudes, such thai the first
to the second of the first set as the first to the second of the
other set, and the second to the third of the first set as the
second to the third of the other_ and so on to the last magni-
tud_ : then the first is to the last of the first set as the first to

last of the other.

/'4rst, let there be three magnitudes A, B,O, of one set
and _hree, P, Q, R, of another set,

and let A : S :: P : Q_
and B:C::Q:R;

then shall A : O :: P : R,

Because A : B :: P : Q,
.'. mA : mS :: raP : mQ_ v. 8,OOr.

and because B : C :: Q : R,
.'.mB :_O ::mQ :nR, v.9.

,'., _It_m'tendo, nC : mS :: nR : mQ. v. 3.
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i_ow, if mA > _C,
then mA :mB > nC : mS; v. 5.

.', mP: mQ>nR : mQ,
and .'. mP > _R. v. 7.

Similarly it may be shewn that mP= or < _a,
according as mA = or < _C,

.'.A:C:: P:R. .De/. 4.

_eco_dly,lettherebe any number of magnitudes,A,B,
O,...L,M, Ofone set,an(].the same number P,Gi,R,...Y,Z,
of another set, such that

A:B::P:O_
B:O::O.:R,

I.:M ::Y:Z;

then shall A : M :: P : Z.

For A : C :: P : R_ zP_'o_d.
and C : D :: R : S; }_ry/_.

.'. by the first, case A : D :: P : S,

and so on, until finally
A:M---P:Z.

NoTx. Thls inference is referredto as ex _quall.

COROLLARY. _f A : B :: P : Q,

and B : C :: R : P_
then A :C::R:Q.

PROPOSITIO3T15.

If A:B::C:D,
and E:B ::F : D;

then shall A+E:B::C+F:D.

For since E : B :: F : D, /_r_/p.
• , _m,_e_, B : E :: D : F. v. 3.

_SO A:B:'C:D,
.'., e¢ _i, A : E :: C, :F, v. 14.



.'., co_xto, A + E : E :: C + F : F. v. 13.

Again, E : B :: F : D, IIyp.
.'., ezm__]t_Zi, A+E:B::C+F:D. v. 14.

PROPOSITION 16.

If two ratios are equal, their duplicate ratios are equal/

and conversely, if the duplicate ratios of two ratios are equal,
the ratio8 themselves are equal.

LetA: B ::C : D;
then shall the duplicate ratio of A to B be equal to that of
CtoD.

Let X be a third proportional to A and B, and Y a third
proportional to C and D,

so that A:B::B:X, and C:D::D:Y;

then because A : B :: C : D,

.'. B:X ::D :Y;
.'.,em cequa,ll, A :X :: C :Y.

But A : X and C : Y are respectively the duplicate ratios of
h : B and O : D, Def. 13.

.'. the duplicate ratio of h : B = that of C : D.

Conversely, le_ the duplicate ratio of A : B = that of C : D;
then shall A : S :: O : D.

Let P be such that A:B::C:P,
• , invertendo, B :A ::P : C.

Also, by hypethesis, A :X ::O :Y,

• ,ezt_ucdi, B : X :: P :Y;

but A : B ::B : X,

.'.A:B::P:Y; V. 1.

.'. O:P::P:Y; v. 1.

that is, P is the mean propor_onal between C and Y.

.'. P=D,

.', A;B::O;D,
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DEFINITIONS.

1. Two rectilineal figures are said to be equiaugalar
when the angles of the first, taken in order, are equal
respectively to those of the second, taken in order. Each
angle of the first figure is said to correspond to the angle
to which it is equal in the second figure, and sides opposite
to corresponding angles are called correslmnding sides.

2. l_ectilineal figures are said to be _iml]ar when they
are equiangular and have the sides about the equal angles
proportionals, the corresponding sides being homologous.

[See Def. 5, page 288.]

Thus the two quadrilaterals ABCD, EFGH are similar if the
angles at A, B,C, D are respec- B
tively equal to those at E, F, G, H,
and if the following proportions
hold F

AB :BO:: EF :FG, A
BC:CD::FG :GH, E
CD: DA :: GH : HE,
DA :AB :: HE : EF, D C H G

3. Two figures are said to have their sides about two
of their angles reciprocally proportional when a side of the
first is to a side of the second as the remaining side of the
second is to the remaining side of the first.

4. A straight line is said to be divided in extreme
and mean ratio when the whole is to the greater segment
as the greater segment is to the less.

5. Two similar rectilineal figures are said to be Bimi|avty
simulated with respect to two of their sides when these
sides are homologous.
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PROPOSITION l. THEOREM.

The a,'eaa of trla_dles of the same altitude are to o_"
_nother as their bases.

A

Let ABC_ ACD be two triangles of the same altitude,
namely the perpendicular from A to BD:

then shall the z3 ABC : the L_ ACD :: BC : CD.

Produce BD both ways,
and from CB produced cut off'any number of parts BG, GH,
each equal to BC;

and from CD produced cut oir any number of parts DK,
KL_LM each equal to CD.

Join AH, AG, AK, AL, AM.

Then the Z_' ABC_ ABG, AGH are equal in area, for they
are of the same altitude and stand on the equal bases
CB, BG, GH, I. 38.

.'. the z_ AHC is the same multiple of the A ABC that HC
isof sO;

Similarly the /_ ACM is the same mu]tip]e of ACD that CM
is of CO.

And if HC = CM,
the Z_ AHC=the L_ACM; I. 38.

and if HC is greater than CM,
the Z_ AHC is greater than the /x AOM; L 38_ Oor.

and if HC is less than CM,
the /x AHC is less than the L_ACM. I. 38, 0or.

Now since there are four magnitudes, namely, the
Zk'ABC, ACD, and thebasesBC,CD; and oftheantecedents,
any equimultiples have been t_ken, namely, the A AHQ
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and the base HC; and of the consequents, any equi-
multiples have been taken, namely the A ACM and the
base CM; and since it has been shewn that the A AHC is
greater than, equal to, or less than the A ACM_according
as HC is greater than, equal to, or less than CM;
.'. the four original magnitudes are proportionals, v. DO_. 4.
that is,
the zh ABC : the AACD ::the base BC :the base CO. Q.E.D.

COROLLARY. The areas of parallelograms of the same
altilu_ are to one another as their bases.

E A F

8 C D

Let EC, OF be par _ of the same altitude;
then shall the par = EC : the par= CF :: BO : OD.

Join BA, AD.
Then the A ABC : the ZhACD :: BC : CD; _Pro_.

but the par = EC is double o£ the A ABC,
and the par = CF is double of the L_ACD;
.'. the par = EC : the par = CF :: BC : CD. v. 8.

NOT_. Two s_ralght lines are cut proportirmAlly when the seg-
ments of one line are in the same ratio asthe correspondinKsegments
of the other. [See definition, page 181.]

Fig.1 Fig.2

A X, B A B X

C Y D C D Y

Thus AB andCD arecut proportionallyat X and Y, if
AX : XB :: CY : YD.

And the same (lefinition aI_lies equally whether X and Y d_videAB,
CD internally as in Fig, I or externally as in Fig. 2.
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If _ 8traigT_t line be drawn parallel to on, ride o/ a
triw_le, _t ,hall out the other siclea, or _hoae _ Trodneed,
proport_aally :

Gonversely, if the _des or the sides produced be ont pro-
port_onally, the straight line which joima the points of section,
shall be parallel to the remain_ing side of the triangle.

A ,¢, Y X

B G B G

Let XY be drawn par1 to BC, one of the sides of the
Z_ ABO:
then shall BX : XA :: CY : YA.

Join BY, CX.

Then the & BXY = the LXCXY_ being on the same base XY
and between the same lmrM]els XY, BC; I. 37.

and AXY is another triangle;
.'. the LXBXY: the ZXAXY :: the ACXY : the &hXY. v. 4.

But the A BXY : the ZXAXY :: BX : XA, YI. 1.
a_ad the &CXY : the AAXY :: CY : YA,

.'. BX : XA :: CY : YA. v. ].

Oonversely, let BX : XA ::OY :YA,and let XY be joined:
then shall XV be pr zto BC.
As before, joinBY, CX.

By hypothesisBX :XA :: CY : YA;
but BX :XA ::the z_BXY :the z_AXY, vI.I.
and GY : YA :: the A CXY : the zxAXY ;

.'. the /x BXY : the /x AXY :: the LXCXY : the zXAXY. v. 1.
.',the _BXY=the ZXCXY; v. 6.

and they are triangles on the same base and on the same
side of it,

.'. XY is pma to Be. z. 39.
Q.LI_



EXERCISES.

1. Shew that every quadrilateral is divided by its diagonals into
four triangles proportional to each other.

2. If any two straight lines are cut by three laarallel atraight Zincs,
they a_e cut pro_ortionaUy.

3. From a point E in the common base of two triangles ACB,
&DB, straight lines are drawn parallel to AC, AD, meeting BC, BD at
F, G : shew that FG is parallel to CD.

4. In a triangle ABC the straight line DEF meets the sides
BC, CA, AB at the points D, E, F respectively, and it makes
equal angles with AS and AC: prove that

BD : CD :; BF : CE.

/L If the bisector of the angle B of a triangle ABC meets AD at
right angles, shew that a line through D parallel to BC will bisect
AC.

6. From B and C, the extremities of the base of a triangle ABC,
lines BE, GF are drawn to the opposite sides so as to irl'terseet on
the median from A: shew that EF xs parallel to BC.

7. From P, a given point in the side AS of a triangle ABC,
draw a straight line to AC produced, so that it wiR be bisected
by BC.

8. Find a point within a triangle such that, if straight lines be
drawn from it to the three angular points, the triangle will be divided
into three equal triangles.
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PROPOSITION3. THEOREM.

If the verHcat anglo era triangle be bisecte_ by a stra_,ght
llne which cuts the base, the segraents of the base shall have
to one another the same ratio as the remaining sides of the
_ragle:

Go'aversely, _f the base be divided so that its segments
haw to one another the same ratio as the remaining sides of
the t_ag_ have, the straight llne draura from the vertex to
the _nt of section shall bisect the vertical angle.

B "X C

In the A ABC le_ the L BAC be bisected by AX, which
meets the base at X ;
then shall BX : XC :: BA : hC.

Through c draw CE pad to XA, to meet BA produced
at E.. x. 31.

Then because XA and CE are par t,
.'. the z_BAX = the int. opp. z. AEC, I. 29.

and the L XAO = the all. z_ACE. L 29.

But the L BAX=the Z_XhO; Hyp.
.'. the /_AEC = the z. ACE;

.'. AC = AE. I.6.

Again, because XA is par t %o CE, a side of the zXBGE,
.'. BX : XO :: BA : AE; vI, 2.

thatis, BX :XC ;:BA :AC.
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Con_rsely, let BX :XC ::BA : AC; and letAX be joined:
then shallthe L BAX = L XAC.

For, with the same construction as before,

because XA ispa_ to CE, a sideof the _ BOE,
.'. BX : XC :: BA : AE. VI. _.

But by hypothesis BX :XC ::BA :AC;

.'. BA : AE :: BA : AO; V.l.
.'. AE=AC;

.'. the z_ ACE= the z_ AEC. I. 5.

But because XA is par _to CE,
.'. the z_ XAC ---the alt. L. ACE. I, 29.

andtheext, z. BAX=theint. opp. L AEC; 1,29.
.'. the L_ BAX=the L XAC.

Q.E.D.

EXERCISES.

1. The side BC of a triangle ABC is bisected at D, and the angles
ADB, ADC are bisected by the straight lines DE, DF, meeting AB,
AC at E, F respectively: shew that EF is parallel to BC.

2. Apply Proposition 3 to trisect a given finite straight llne.

3. If the llne bisecting the vertical angle of a triangle be divided
into parts which are to one another as the base to the sum of the
sides, the point of division is the centre of the inscribed circle.

4. ABCD is a quadrilateral: shew that if the bisectors of the
angles A and C meet in the diagonal BD, the bisectors of the angles
B and D will meet on AC.

5. Construct a triangle having given the base, th_ vertical a_gle,
and th_ rati_ of tl_ remaining sides.

6. Employ this proposition to shaw that the bisectors of the
angles of a triangle are concurrent.

7. AB is a diameter of a ch'ele, CD is a chora at right _les to
it, and E any point in CD: AE and BE are drawn and produced to
cut the circle in F and G : shew that the quadrilateral CFDG has any
two of its adjacent sides in the same ratio as the remaining two.
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PROPOSITIOI_A. THEOREM.

If one side of a triangle be produced, and the exterior
a_gle soformed be Mseeted by a straight llne which cut* the
base trroduced, the segments between the bisector and the
extremities oje _he _ shall have to one another the same
ratio as the remaining sides of the triangle have:

Gonversely, {f the segments of the base produced have to
one another the same ratio as the remaining sides of the trl-
angle haxe, the straight line drawn from the vertex to the
point of section shall bisect, the exterior vertical angle.

F

B C X

In the A ABC let BA be produced to F, and let the
exterior z. CAF be bisoc_d by AX which meets the base
produced at X:
then shall BX : XO :: BA : AC.

Through C draw CE par _ to XA, I. 31.
and let CE meet BA at E.

Then because AX and CE are paP,
.'. the ext. L FAX = the int. opp. L AEC,

andtho LXAC=theMt. /_ACE. L 29.

BUt the z. FAX =the L XAC; Hyp.
,', the /_AEO=the /-ACE;

.'. AC=AE. I. 6.

Agsin_ because XA is pup to OE, a side of the ZXBCE,
Cons_r.

.'. BX : XC :: BA : hE; VL ;_.
that _ BX I XG :: BA ; AG,
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Conversely/, let BX : XC :: BA : AC, and let AX be joined:
then shall the L FAX = the z_XAC.

For, with the same construction as before,
because AX is par J to CE, a side of the /x BCE,

.'. BX : XC :: BA : AE. VL 2.

But by hypothesis BX : XC :: BA : AC;
.'. BA : AE :: BA : AO; v, l.

.'. AE = AC,
.'. the L ACE = the z. AEC. z. 5.

But because AX is par _ to CF_

.'. the L XAC = the alt. l. ACF_

and the ext. _. FAX = the int. opp. _. AEC; z. 29.
.'. the /FAX=the _.XAC. Q.E.D.

Propositions 3 and A may be both included in one enunciation
as follows :

If the interior or exterior vertical angle of a triangle be bisected
by a straight line which also cuts the base, the base shaU be divided
internally or externally into segments which have the saran ratio as
the sides of the triangle :

Conversely, _f the base be divided intevnaUy or externally into _eg.
ments which have the same ratio as the sides of the triangle, the straigt_
line drawn from the Toint of divizio_ to the vertex wilt bisee$ $1_
interior or exterior vertical angle.

EXERCISES.

1. In the circumference of a circle of which AB is a diameter, a
point P is taken; straight lines PC, PD are drawn equally indlned
to AP and on opposite sides of it, meeting AB in O and D ;
shew that AC : CB :: AD : DB.

2. From a point A stralght lines are drawn making the angles
BAD, CAD, DAE, each equal to half a right angle, and they are cut
by a straight line BCDE, which makes BAE an isosceles triangle :
ahew that BC or DE is a mean proportional between BE and CD.

8.. By means of Propositions B and A, prove that the strai_t
lines blseo___8 one angle of a triangle internally, and the other two
externallyj ace concurrent.



PROPOSITION4. THEOREM.

If two t_wngles be equiangular to one another, th8 s_s
_5out th6 equal a_le8 shall be _oportiona[s, thos_ si_s
which are o_site to equal angles belng homologo_.

B C E

Let the AABC be equiangular to the A DCE, having the
z_ABC equal to the L_DCE, the z_BCA equal to the L CED,

and consequently the L CAB equal to the l_ EDC: z. 32.
then shall the sides about these equal angles be propor-
tionals, namely

AB : BC :: DC : CE,
BC : CA :: CE : ED,

and AB : AC :: DC : DE.

Let the A DCE be placed so that its side CE may be
contiguous to BC, and in the same straight line with it.

Then because the i. = ABC, ACB are together less than
two rt. angles, L ] 7.

and the L ACB= the z. DEC; Hyp.
.'. the /_ s ABC, DEC are together less than two ft. angles;

.'. BA and ED will meet if produced. Ax. 12.
Let them be produced and meet at F.

Then because the L. ABC = the L DCE, Hy?.
.'. BF is par _to CD; I. 28.

and because the l_ACB = the z. DEC, J_rtfP.
.'. AC is par_ to FF, i. 28.
.'. FACD is a _rm;

.'. AF=CDj and AC = FD. I. 34.
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Again_ because CD is par j to BF, a side of the A EBF,
.'. BC : CE :: FD : DE; vI. 2.

but FD = AC;
.'. BC : CE :: AC : DE;

and, alte_tely, BC : CA :: CE : ED. V. 11.
Again, because AC is par_to FE, a side of the ZkFBE,

.'. BA : AF :: BC : CE; ¥I. 2.
but AF = CD;

.'. BA : CD :: BC : CE;
and, alternatdy, AB : SO ::DO :CE. v. 11.

A/so BC : CA :: CE : ED; Proved.
.'.,ez ccqu_li_AB :AC :: DO : DE. v. 14.

Q.E.D.

[For Alternative Proof see Page 820.]

EXERCISES.

1. If one of the parallel sides of a trapezium is double the
other, shew that the diagonals intersect one another at a point of
trisection.

2. In the side AC of a triangle ABC any point D is taken : shew
that if AD, DC, AB, BC are bisected in E, F, G, H respectively,
then EG is equal to HF.

3. AB and CD are two parallel straight lines; E is the mlddIe
point of CD ; AC and BE meet a_ F, and AE and BD meet at G ;
shew that FG zs parallel to AB.

4. ABCDE is a regular pentagon, and AD and BE intersect in F :
shew that AF : AE :: AE : AD.

5. In the figure of z. 43 shew that EH and GF are parallel, and
that FH and GE will meet on CA produced.

6. Chords AB and CD of a circle are producea towards B and
D respectively to meet in the point E, and through E, the line EF is
drawn parallel to AD to meet CB produced in F, Prove that EF is a
mean proportionalbetweenFB and FC.

H.z. 21
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_ROPOSITION 5. THEOREM.

If l_ sides of two _r_a_jles, ta_n _n order about eac_ of

their angles, be proportionals, the t_angle8 shall be equi-

angular to on_ another, having those angles e_ual which are
oF2osi_ to the homologous sides.

,B C G

Let the A' ABC, DEF have their sides proportionals,
so that AS : BC :: DE : EF,

BC : CA :: EF : FD,

and consequently, ex a_quali_
AB : CA :: DE ; FO.

Then shall the triangles be equiangular.

-_t E in FE make the L FEG equal to the L ABC;

and at F in EF make the _ EFG equal to the z. BCA; L 23.

then the remaining L. EGF = the remaining __ SAC. I. 32.
.'. the i_ GEF is equiangular to the /x ABC;

.'. GE : EF :: AS : BC. ¥L 4.

But AB : BC :: DE : EF; /Iyp.
.'. GE : EF :: DE : EF; V. 1.

.'. GE = DF-

Similarly GF = DF.

Then in the triangles GEl:, DEF

GE = DE_
Because GF = DF,

and EF is common;

.'. the LGEF=the LDEF, z. 8.
and the _ GFE = the L DFE,
and the L EGF =the L EDF.

But the L GEF =the L ABO; Co_r.
.'. t_e LDEF=the LABC,

Similarly_ the L EFD = t_e L BOA_
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.', the remaining L FDE=the remaining L OAB; I. 32.
that is, the Z_DEF is equiangular to the Z_ABC.

Q.E.D.

PROPOSITION6. THEOREM.

If two triangles have one angle of tT_eone equal to o_a
angle of the o_her, and the sides about the equal angles pro_
portlonals, the triangles shall be similaq _.

B C E F

In the AH ABC, DEF let the Z_BAC=the Z.EDF_
and let BA : AC :: ED : DF.

Then shall the _s ABC, DEF be similar.

At D in FD make the l. FDG equal to one ot the/_ sEDF_BAC:
at F in DF make the /_ DFG equal to the /_ACB; I. 23.
• the remaining z_FGD = the remaining z. ABC. I. 32.

Then the ZIABC is equiangular _ the _ DGF;
.'. BA : AC :: GD : DF. YI, 4.

But BA : AC :: ED : DF; Hyp.
.'. GD : DF :" ED : DF,

.'. GD= ED.

Then in the As GDF, EDF_
GD = ED,

Because _ and DF is common;
•nd the L GDF = the /_ EDF; Contr.

.'. the A s GDF_ EDF are equal in all respects, I. 4.
so that the Z_EDF is equiangular to the _GDF;

but the ZIGDF is equiangular to the ABAC; Cor_r,
.'. the AEDF is equiangular to the ABAO;

.'. their sides about the equal angles are proport_ona_ VL 4.
tha_ is_ the A8 ABC_ DEF are similar.

q._.D,

$1.$
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NOTS I. From Definition2 itis seenthat two conditionsare

necessaryfor similarityof rectflinealfigures,namely (1)the figures
must be equiangular,and (2)the sidesaboutthe equalanglesmust
be proportionals.In the caseof triangleswe learnfrom Props.4
and 5 thateachoftheseconditionsfollowsfrom theether:thishow-

everisnot necessarilythe easewithrectllinealfiguresof more than
three sides.

NOTE 2. We have given Euclid's demonstrations of Propositions
4, 5, 6 ; but these propomtlons also admit of easy proof by the method
ofsuperposition.

As an illustration,we willapplythismethod toProposition4.

PROPOSITION 4. [ALTERNATIVE PROOF.]

If two triangles be equiangular to one another, the sides about the
equal angles shall be Tro_ortionals, those sides whwh are opTosite to
equal angles being homologous.

D

B G E H F

Let the A ABC be equiangular to the z_ DEF, having the Z ABC
equal to the Z DEF, the £ BCA equal to the Z EFD, and conse-
quently the z CAB equal to the Z FDE: z. 32.

then shall the sides about these equal angles be proportionals.
Apply the AABC to the ADEF, so that B falls on E and BA

alongED :
then BC will fall along EF, since the Z ABC=the Z DEF. Hyp.
Let G and H be the points in ED and EF, on which A and C fall.

Join GH.

Then because the Z EGH=the z EDF, Hyp.
.'. GH ispar_ to DF:

.'. DG : GE :: FH : HE;
.'., compo_o, DE : GE :: FE : HE, v.13.

.'., altePnately, DE : FE :: GE : HE, Vo11.
that is, DE : EF :: AB : BC.

Similarlyby applyingthe A ABC to the A DEF, sothatthe point
O may fall on F, it may be proved that

EF : FD :: BC : CA.
.'., ex wquaU , DE : DF ::AB :AC.

q. E. n.
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PROPOSITIOI_" 7. THEOREM,

If two triangles have one angle of the one equal to one
m_gle of the other and the sides about one other angle in each
proportional, so that the sides opposite to the equal angles are
homologous, then the third angles are either equal or s_p-
plementary ; and in the former case the triangles are similar.

A

:Let ABC_ DEF be two triangles having the z_ABOequal to
the L DEF, and the sides about the angles at A and D pro-
portional, so that

BA : AC :: ED : DF;
then shall the /_s AOB, DFE be either equal or supple-
mentary, and in the former case the triangles shall be
similar.

If the z_BAC= the L EDF,
then the z_BOA=the z_EFD; I. 32.

and the _ s are equiangular and therefore similar. VL 4.
But if the L BAO is not equal to the L EDF, one of them
must be the greater.

Let the L EDF be greater than the z_BAC.
At O in ED make the z_EDF' equal to the z_BAC. I. 23.

Then the Z__ BAC, EDF' are equiangular, Constr.
.'. BA : AO :: ED : DF'; VI. 4.

but BA : AO :: ED : DF; }]'yp.
.'. ED : DF :: ED : DF', "V.1.

.'. DF = DF',
.'. the L DFF'=the LDF'F. I. 5.

But the I-" DF'F, DF'E are supplementary, I. 13.
.'. the z_s OFF', DF'E are supplementary:

that is, the z. _ DFF_ hOB are supplementary.
q. E.D.
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A

Three cases of this theorem deserve special attention.
It has been proved that if the angles ACB, DFE are not su_/e-

mentary, they are equ_Z :
and we know tha_ of angles which are supplementary and unequal,

one must be acute and the other obtuse.

Hence, in addition to the hypothesis of this theorem,
(i) If the angles ACB, DFE, opposite to the two homologous

sides AB, DE are both acute, both obtuse, or if one of
them is a right angle,
it follows that these angles are equal;

and therefore the triangles arc similar.
(ii) If the two given angles are right angles or obtuse angles,

it follows that the angles ACB, DFE must be both acute,
and therefore equal, by (i) :

so that the triangles are similar.
(iii) If in each triangle the side opposite the given angle is not

less than the other g_ven side; that is, if AC and DF axe
not less than AB and DE respectively, then
the angles ACB, DFE cannot begreater than the angles
ABC, DIrF, respectively;

therefore the angles ACB, DFE, are both acute;
hence, as above, they are equal;

and the triangles ABO, DEF _mi_r.
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EXERCISES.

ON PROPOSITIONS1 TO 7.

1. Shew that the diagonals of a trapezium cut one another in
the same ratio.

2. If three straight lines drawn from a point cut two parallel
straight lines in A, B, C and P, Q, R respectively, prove that

AB:BC ::PQ:QR.

3. From a point O, a tangent OP is drawn to a given circle, and
OQR is drawn cutting it in Q and R ; shew that

00. :OP ::OP :OR,

4. If two triangles are on equal bases and between the same _araIZels,
any straight line paraU¢l to their bases will cut off equal areas from the
two triangles.

5. If two straight lines PQ, XY intersect in a _oint O, so that
PO : OX :: YO : OQ, _rove that P, X, Q, Y are concyelic.

6. On the same base and on the same side of it two equal
triangles ACB, ADB are described; AC and BD intersect in O, and
through O lines parallel to DA and CB are drawn meeting the base
in E and F. Shew that AE=BF.

7. BD, CD are perpendicular to the sides AB, AC of a triangle
ABC, and CE is drawn perpendicular to AD, meeting AB in E : shew
that the triangles ABC, ACE are similar.

8. AC and BD are drawn perpendicular to a given straight line
CD from two given points A and B ; AD and BC intersect in E, and
EF is perpendicular to CD : shew that AF and BF make equal angles
__t_ CD.

9. ABCD is a parallelogram ; P and Q are points in a straight
llne parallel to AB ; PA and QB meet at R, and PD and QC meet at
S : shew t_t RS is parallel to AD.

. 10. In the sides AB, AC of a triangle ABC two points D, 'E are
taken such that BD is equal to CE ; if DE, BC produced meet at F,
ahew that AB : AC :- EF : DF.

U. Find a point the perpendiculars from_whish on the sides of a
_ven triavgle shall be in a given ratio.
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PROPOSITION 8. THEOREM.

In a r_ht-angled triangle if a perpendicular be draura

from the _ight angle to the hypotenuse, the triangles on each
side of it are similar to the w]wle triangle and to one anotlwr.

A

Let ABC be a triangle rlght-angled at A, and let AD be

perp. to BC :
then shall the _ DBA, DAC be similar to the AABC and
to one another.

In the ,_" DBA, ABC,
the L BDA = the L. BAC, being rt. angles,

and the L ABC is common to both;
.'. the remaining ± BAD = the remaining z_ BCA, L 32.

that is, the A _ DBA, ABC are equiangular;

.'. they are similar. ¥I. 4.

In the same way it may be proved that the L s DAC,
ABO are similar.

Hence the A _ DBA, DAC, being equiangular to _he same
Z_ABC, are equiangular to one another;

•. they are similar, yr. 4.
Q.F_.D.

_OI_OLLARY. Because the A s BDA, ADC are similar,

.'. BD : DA :: DA : DC;
and because the /_s CBA_ ABD are similar,

.'. CB : BA :: BA : BD;
and because the A s BCA, ACD are similar,

.'. BC : CA :: CA : CD.

EX]_RCISES.

1. Prove thai the hypotenuse is to one side as the seeond side is
to the perpendicular.

2. ghew that the radius of a circle _ a mean laroportional _tween
the segments of any tan#ent between its looint of contaet and a _air
¢e_a_z tanaents.
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DSFINITIO_. A lessmagnitude issaid to be a sub-
multipleof a greater,when the lessiscontainedan exact
number oftimesinthe greater. [Book v.Def. 2.]

PROPOSITION 9. PROBLEM.

Yrom a given stralgl_t llne to cut o_ any required sub-
multiple.

G

A

Let AB be the given straight line.

It is required to cut off a certain submultiple from AS.

From A draw a straight line AG of indefinite length making
any angle with AS.

In AG take any point D; and, by cutting off successive
partseach equalto AD, make AE to containAD as many
timesasAB containsthe requiredsubmultiple.

Join EB.

Through D draw DF par _ to EB_ meeting AB in F.
Then shall AF be the required submultiple.

Because DF is par _ to EB_a side of the _ AES,
.'. BF : FA :: ED : DA; ¥L 2.

.'., componendo, BA : AF :: EA : AD. v. 13.
But AE contains AD the required number of times; Constr.

.'. AB contains AF the required number of times;
that is, AF is the required submultiple. Q.E.F.

EXERCISES.

1. Divide _ straight line into five equal parts.

2. Give a geometrical construotloa for cutthlg off two-sevenths of
s given straight_line.
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To divide a 8tralght llna similarly to a riven divided
straight line.

B K ' 0

Let AB be the given straight line to be divided, and AO
the given strMght line divided at the points D and E.

It is required to divide AB similarly to AC.

Let AB, AC be placed so as to form any angle.
Join CB.

Through D draw DF par_ to CS, L 31.
and through E draw EG par _ f_ CB,

and through D draw DHK par _to AB.
Then AB shall be divided at F and G similarly to AC.

For by construction each of the figs. FH, HB is a par=;
.'. DH = FG, and HK = GB. I. 34.

l_ow since HE is pazJ to KC, a side of the A DKC,
.'. KH : HD :: CE : ED. vI. 2.

But KH = BG, and HD = GF;
.'. BG : GF :: CE : ED. v. ].

Again, because FD is par _to GE, a side of the AAGE,
.*. GF : FA :: ED : DA, vI. 2.

and it has been shewn that
BG : GF :: CE : ED,

.'., e_eo_t/aJi, BG : FA :: CE : DA: v. 14_
.'. AB is divided shni]arly to AO. @.E.F.

EXERCISE.

Z)ivlde a #traigl_ tlne in_'nalty and externally in a given ratio, ZI
M aZwaym_b_
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PROPOSITIOI_ 1 l. PROBLEm.

To :find a third proportional to two give_ straigh_ llnes.

Iq

BA - L

Let A, B be two given straigh¢ lines.
It is required to find a third proportional t_ A and 13.

Take two st. lines DL, DK of indefinite length, containing
any angle:

from DL cut off DG equal to A, and GE equal to B;
and from DK cut off DH equal to B. I. 3.

Join GH.

Through E draw EF par _to GH, meeting DK in F. I. 31.
Then shall HF be a third proportional to A and B.

Because GH is par _ to EF, a side of the ADEF;
.'. DG : GE :: DH : HF. vz. 2.

But DG ---A; and GE, DH each= B; Con_tr.

.'. A: B::B:HF;
that is, HF is a third proportional to A and B.

Q,E. F,

EXERCISES,

1. AB is a diameter of a circle, and through A any straight line
is drawn to cut the circumference in C and the tangent at B in D :
shew that AO is a third proportional to AD and AB,

2. ABC is an isosceles triangle having each of the angles at the
base double of the vertical angle BAC ; the bisector of the angle BCA
meets AB at D. Shew that AB, BC, BD am three proportionals.

8, Two _roles intersect at A and B; and at A tangents are
drawn, one to each circle, to meet the oircumferences at C and D:

ahew that ff OB, BD are joined, BD is a third prol_ortional to OB,
BA,
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PROPOSITION 12. P_OBLE_.

To j_d _ fourt_ proportional to three given stralg]_t lines.

AB D G E L

Let A, B, C be _hethree given straight lines.
It is required to find a fourth proportional _oA, B, C.

Take two straight lines DL, DK containing any angle:
from DL cut off DG equal to A, GE equal to B;

and from DK cut off DH equal to C. I. 3.
Join GH.

Through E draw EF par _ to GH. L 31,
Then shall HF be a fourth proportional to A, B, C.

Because GH is par _to EF, a side of the ADEF;
.'. DG : GE :: DH : HF. VI. 2.

But; DG = A_ GE = B_ and DH = C; Const,f.
.'. A:B::C: HF;

that is, HF is a fourth proportional to A, B, C.
Q.E.F.

EXERCISES.

1. If from D, one of the angular points of a parallelogram
ABCD, a straight line is drawn meeting AB at E and CB at F ; shew
that CF is a fourfla proportional to EA, AD, and AB.

2. In a triangle ABC the bisector of the vertical angle BAC
meets the base at D and the circumference of the circumscribed circle
at E : shew that BA, AD, EA, AC are four proportionals.

8. From a point P tangents PQ, PR are drawn to a circle whose
centre is C, and QT is drawn perpendicular to RC produced : shew
that QT is a fourf_ proportional to PR, RC, and RT.
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PROPOSITION13. PROBLEM.

To find c_mean Fro2ortional between two g_ven stra_gl_t
lines.

A B G

Let AB, BC be the two given straight lines.
It is required to find a mean proportional between them.

Place AB, BO in a straight line, and on AC describe the
semicircle ADC.

From B draw BD at rt. angles to AC. z. 11.
Then shall BD be a mean proportional between AB and BC.

Join AD, DC.

NOW the L_ADO being in a semicircle is a rb. angle; IIL 31.
and because in the right-angled ZXADC, DB is drawn from
the r_. angle perp. to the hypotenuse,

.'. the z_" ABD, DBC are similar; _rI. 8.

.'. AB : BD :: BD : BC;
that is,BD is a mean proportional between AS and SO.

Q, E.F.

EXERCISES.

1. If from one angle A of a parallelogram a straight line be
drawn cutting the diagonal in E and the sides in P, Q, shew that AE
is a mean proportional between PE and EQ.

2. A, B, C are three points in order in a straight line : find a
_int P in the straight line so that PB may be a mean proportional

tween PA and PC.

3. The diameterAS of a semisircle is divided at any point C,
and OD is drawn at right angles to AB meeting the circumference in
D ; DO is drawn to the centre,and Clr is perpendlculaxto OD : shaw
that DE is a third prolmrtional to AO and DO.
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4. AC iS the 0_meter of a semicircle on which a point B is taken
so that BC is equal to the radius : show that AB is a mean propor-
tional between BC and the sum of BC, CA.

5. A is any point in a semicircle on BC as diameter; from D any
t)olnt in BC a perpendicular is drawn meeting AB, AC, and the cir-
cumference in E, G, F respectively; shew that DG is a third propor.
tional to DE and DF.

6. Two circles touch externally, and a common tangent touches
them at A and B : prove that AS is a mean proportional between the
diameters of the circles. [See Ex. 21, p. 219.]

7. H a straight line be divided in two given points, determine
a third point such that its distances from the extremities may be
proportional to its distances from the given points.

8. AS is a straight line davided at C and D so that AB, AC, AD
are in continued proportion; from A a line AE is drawn in any direc-
tion and equal _o AC ; show that BC and CD subtend equal angles at E.

9. In a given triangle draw a straight line parallel _o one of the
sides, so that it may be a mean proportional between the segments of
the base.

10. On the radius OA of a quadrant OAB, a semicircle ODA is
described, and at A a tangent AE is drawn; from O any line ODFE is
drawn meeting the circumferences in D and F and the tangent in E :
H DG is drawn perpendicular to OA, shew that OE, OF, OD, and OG
are in continued proportion.

I1. From any point A, in the circumference of the circle ABE, as
centre,- and with any radius, a circle BDC is described cutting the
former circle in B and C ; from A any line AFE is drawn meeting the
chord BC in F, and the circumferences BDC, ABE in D, E respec-
_ively: show that AD is a mean proportional between AF and AE.

_DEFn_I_O_. Two figures are said to have their sides

about two of their angles reciprocally proportional, when
a side of the first is to a side of the second as the remaining
side of the second is to the remMning side of the first.

[Book yr. De£ ,9.]
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PROPOSITION14. THEORF_.

Parallelograms which are equal in area, and which h,evoe
one angle of the one equal to one angle of the other, have
their sides about the equal angles reciprocally propart_onal :

Conversely, parallelograms which have one angle of the
one equal to one angle of the other_ and the sides about these
angles reciprocally proportional_ are eq_al in area.

A F

D B E

G

Let the par TM AB, BC be of equal area, and have the
/_ DBF equal to the l_GBE:
then shall the sides about these equal angles be reciprocally
proportional,

that is, DB : BE :: fiB : BF.

Place the par _ so that DB, 8E may be in the same straight
line;

.'. FB, BG are also in one straight line. I. 14.
Complete the parm FE.

Then because the par mAS = the par m BC, _ryp.
and FE is another par _,

.'. the par _ AB : the par _ FE :: the par _ BC : the par _ FE;
but the par _ AS : the par _ FE :: DB : BE_ vi. 1.
andthe parm BC : the par_ FE :: GB : BF,

.'. DB : BE :: OB : BF. V. 1.

Conversely, let the z. DSF be equal to the z_GeE,
and let DB : BE :: GB : BF.

Then shall the par_ AB be equal in area to the par_ BC.
For, with the same construction as before,

by hypothesis DB : BE :: GB : BF;
but DB : BE :: the par_ AB : the par_ FE, W. 1.
and GB : BF :: the par_ BC : the par _ FE,

.'. t;he_ AS :thel_rm FE: : _he par_ BC : t_o par_ FE; V. 1.
.'. _he_ AB---thepar_ SO.

Q.F_D,
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PaOPOSITIO_ 15. THEORm_.

Triw_gles whlch are equal in area, and which have one
angle of the one equal to one angle of the other, have their
sides about the equal angles reciprocally proportional:

Conversely, triangles which have one angle of the one
equal to one angle of the other, and the sides about these
angles reciprocally proportional, are equal in area.

fl

C

Let the A s ABC, ADE be of equal area_ and have the
L CAB equal to the LEAD :
then shall the sides of the triangles about these angles be
reciprocally proportional,

that is, CA : AD :: EA : AS.

Place the A s so that CA and AD may be in the same st. line;
.'. BA, AE are also in one st. line. L 14.

Join BD.

Then because the a CAB = the A EAD, ]typ.
and ABD is another triangle;

.'. the /XCAB : the AABD :: the /XEAD : the AABD;
but the ACAB : the /xABD :: CA : AD, vI. ].
andthe AEAD : the AABD :: EA : AB,

.'. CA: AD :: EA : AB. v. 1.

Conversely, ]et the L CAB be equal to the LEAD,
and ]et CA : AD :: EA : AB.

Then shall the /x CAB = ,_ EAD.

:For, with the same construction as before,
by hypothesis CA : AD :: EA : AB;

but CA : AD :: the ACAB : the Z_ABD, VL 1.
and EA : AB :: the Z_EAD : the AABD_

.'. the ACAB :°the AABD :; the AF.AD : the AABD; v. t.
the /x CAB= the A EAD. q. ;¢.D.
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EXERCISES.

oN PaoPosrrm_s 14 _D 15.

1. Parallelograms which are equal in area avd which have their
sides recilxrocally Iyroportional, have their angles respectively equal.

2. Triangles which are equal in area, and which have the sides
about a pair of angles reciprocally proportional, have those angles equal
or supplementary.

3. AC, BD are the diagonals of a trapezium which intersect in
O ; if the side AS is parallel to CD, use Prop. 15 to prove that the
triangle AOD is equal to the triangle BOC.

4. From the extremities A, B of the hypotenuse of a right-
angled triangle ABC lines AE, BD are drawn perpendicular to AB,
and meeting BC and AC produced in E and D respectively: employ
Prop. 15 to shew that the triangles ABC, ECD are equal in area.

5. On AS, AC_ two sides of any triangle, squares are described
externally to the triangle. If the squares are AB[:)E, ACFG, shew
that the triangles DAG, FAIr are equal in area.

6. ABC[:) is a parallelogram; from A and C any two parallel
straight lines are drawn meeting DC and AB in E and F respectively;
KG, which is parallel to the diagonal AC, meets AD in G : show that
the triangles OAF, GAB are equal in area.

7. Describe an isosceles triangle equal in area to a given triangle
and having its vertical angle equal to one of the angles of the given
triangle.

8. Prove that the equilateral triangle described on the hypotenuse
of a rlght-angled triangle is equal to the sum of the equilateral
triangles described on the sides containing the right angle.

[Let ABC be the triangle right-angled at C ; and let BXC, CYA,
AZB be the equilateral triangles. Draw CD perpendicular to AS ;
and join OZ. Then shew by Prop. 15 that the A AYC = the _ DAZ ;
and smailarly that the A BXC=the A BDT.]

22H. E°
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PROPOSITION 16. THEOREM.

If four etraight lines are proport_al, the rectangle
contained by the extremes is equal to the rectangle ¢o_a_ned

by the means:
Oonversely, if the rectangle contained by the extremes is

equal to the rectangle contained by the means, the /our
straight lines are proportional.

L F

i 2T
A B D EG

Let the sL. lines AS, CO, EF, GH be proportional, so that
AB : CD :: EF : GH.

Then shall the rect. AB, GH =the rect. CD, EF.

From A draw AK perp. to AB, and equal to GH. I. 11, 3.
From C draw CL perp. to CD, and equal to EF.

Complebe the par m' KB, LD.

Then because AB : CD :: EF : GH ; __yp.
and EF =CL_ and GH = AK; Constr.

.'. AB : CD :: CL : AK;
that is, the sides about equal angles of par_ KB, LD are
reciprocally proportional;

.'. KB= LD. vI. 14.
But KB is the rect. AB, GH, for AK=GH, Contr.
and LD is the rect. CD_ EF, for CL=EF;
.'. the rect. AB, GH=the rect. CD, EF.

Conc_rsely, let the rect. AB, GH = the rect. CD, EF:
then shall AB : CD :: EF : GH.

For, with the same construction as before,
because the reef. A B, GH = the rect. C D, E F; Hyp.

and the rect. AB, GH = KB, for GH --- AK_ Con_tr.
and the reck CD, EF= LD, for EF=OL;

.'. KS = LD;
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thatis,thepar_ KB, LD, which have the angleat A equal
to the angle at C, are equal in area;

.'. the sides about the equal angles are reciprocally
proportional:

that is,AB : CO :: CL : AK;
.'. AB : CD :: EF : GH.

Q.E.D.

_)ROPOSITION ]7. THEOREM.

If three straight lines are Tropoq'tional the rectangle con-
tained by the extremes is equal to the square on the mean:

Conversely, if the rectangle contaiv_ed by tI_e extremes is
equal to the square on the mean, the three s_a_ght lix2s are
proTartional.

'-C
_D _ D

'B 13
- _,A A

Let the three st. lines A, B, C be proportional, so that
A:B::B:C.

Then shall the rcct. A, C be equal to the sq. on B.

Take D equal to B.
Then because A : B :: B : C, and D=B;

.', A: B::D:C;
.'. the rect. A, C = the rect. B, D; VL 16.

but the rect. B, D = the sq. on B, for O= B_
.'. the rect. A, C = the sq. on B.

Conversely, let the rect. A, C = the sq. on B:
then shall A : B :: B : C.

For_ with the same construction as before,
because the rect. A, C = the sq. on B, Ity T.

and the sq. on B -- the rect. B, D, for D = B;
.'. the rect. A, C = the rect. B, De

.'. A:B::D:C, VL16.
that is_ A : B ::B :C.

_.
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EXERCISES.

ON PROPOSITIONS16 ANn 17.

1. Apply Proposition 16 to prove that if two chords of a circl_
intersect, the rectangle contained by the segments of the one is equal
to the restangle contained by the segments of the other.

2. Prove that the rectangle contained by the sides of a right.
angled tr/angle is equal to the rectangle contained by the hypotenuse
and the l_erpondieular on it from the right angle.

_. On a given s_aight line construct a rectangle equal to a given
rectangle.

4. ABCD is a parallelogram ; from 8 any sLraight line is clrawn
cutting the diagonal AC at F, the side DC at G, and the side AD pro-
duced at E: shew that the reef_ngle I:F, FG is equal to the square
on BF.

6. On a given straight line as base describe an isosceles triangle
equal to a given triangle.

6. A8 is a diameter of a circle, and any llne ACD cuts the circle
in C and the tangent at B in D ; shew by Prop. 17 that the rectangle
AC, AD is constant.

7. The exterior angle A of a triangie ABC is bisected by a straight
line _vhich meets the base in D and the circumscribed circle in E:
shew that the rectangle BA_ AG is equal to the rectangle EA, AD.

8. If two chords AB, AC drawn from any point A in the e/r-
cumferenee of the circle ABC be produced to meet the tangent at the
other extremi_ of the diameter through A in D and E, shew that the
triangle AED is similar to the triangle ABC.

9. At the extremities of a diameter of a circle tangents are drawn;
these meet the tangent at a point P in Q and R : shew that the rect-
angle QP, PR is constant for all positions of P.

10 A is the vertex of an isosceles _iangle ABC inscribed in a
circle, and ADE is a straight line which cuts the base in D and the
circle in E ; shew that the reef_ugie EA, AD is equal to the square on
AB.

11. Two circles touch one another externally in A; a straight lln_
touches the circles at B and C, and is produced to meet the s_ra/ght
line joining their centres at 8 : shew that the rectangle SB, 80/_
equal to the square on SA.

12. Divide a t_mgle into two _ual parts b_ a sLraight line at
right angles to one of the shies.
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DEFINITION. Two similar rectilineal figures are said to
be similarly situated with respect to two of their sides
when these sides are homologous. [Book vI. Def. 5.]

PROPOSITION18. PROBLEM.

On a glver_ straight line to describe a _ectillneal figure
similar and similarly situated to a given rectilineal figure.

A B C D

:Let AB be the given st. line, and CDEF the given rectil.
figure: first suppose CDEF to be a quadrilateral.

It is required to describe on the st. line AB, a rectil.
figure similar and similarly situated to CDEF.

Join DF.

At h in BA make the z. BAG equal to the L DCF, z.23.
and at B in AB make the L ABG equal to the L_CDF;

.'. the remaining L AGB =the remaining L CFD; 1. 32.
and the AAGB is equiangular to the A CFD.

Again at B in GB make the /- GBH equal to the /- FDE,
and al5G in BG make the L BGH equal to the L DFE; L 23.

• the remaining/.- BHG =the remaining L DEF; 1. 32.
and the A BHG is equiangular to the L_DEF.

Then shall ABHG be the required figure.

(i) To prove that the quadrilaterals are equiangular.
Because the /- AGB =the /- CFD,

and the L BGH =the/- DFE; Consf.,r.
.'. the whole LAGH=the whole /-CFE. Ax. 2,

Similarly the /- ABH = the L ODE i
and the angles at A and H are respectively equal to the
angles at C and E; Cortstr.

.'. the fig. ABHG is equiangular to the fig. CDEF.
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A B

(ii) To prove that the quadrilaterals have the sides about
Cheir equal angles proportional.

Because the A _ BAG, DCF are equiangular;
.'. AG : GB :: CF : FD. VL 4.

And because the A s BGH, DFE are equiangular;
.'. BG : GH :: DF : FE,

.'., ex (_J_li_ AG : GH :: CF : FE. v. 14.

Similarly it may be shewn that
AB : BH ::CD : DE.

Also BA : AG :: DC : CF, vI. 4.
andGH : HB :: FE : ED;

:, the figs. ABHG, CDEF have their sides about the equal
angles proportional;

.'. ABHG is similar to CDEF. Def. 2.

In llke manner the process of construction may be
extended to a figure of five or more sidea

q._F.

I)EFX_I¢IOI¢. When three magnitudes are proportionals
the first is said _o have to the third the dul_licat_ ratio of

that which ithas to the second. [Book v. Def. 13.]
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PROPOSITION 19. THEOREM.

o_milm" trlangles are to one another in the dupl_cat_ ratio

of their homologous sides.

A

B G C

Let ABC, DEF be similar triangles, having the L ABC
equal to the z_ DEF, and let BC and EF be homologous sides:
then shall the AABC be to the ADEF in the duplicate
ratio of BC to EF.

To BC and EF take a third proportional BG,
SO that BC : EF :: EF : BG. VL 11.

_Toin AG.

Then because the A, ABC, DEF are similar, }/yp.

.'. AB : BC :: DE : EF;

.'., alternately, AS : DE :: no : EF; V. 11.
but BC : EF :: EF : BG; (Jonstr.

.'. AB : DE :: EF : BG; v. 1.

that is, the sides of the A s ABG_ DEF about the equal

angles at B and E are reciprocally proportional;
.'. the LABG=the ADEF. vI. 15.

Again, because BC : EF :: EF : BG, Constr.
.'. BO : BG in the duplicate ratio of BC to EF. _)ef

But tJ_e AABC : the Z_ABG :: BC : BG, vI. 1.
.'. the _ ABC : the Z_ABG in the duplicate ratio

of BC _o EF: V. 1.
and the AABG =the A DEF; Pq'oved.

.'. the AABC : the A DEF in the duplicate ratio
of BC : EF. Q.F..I),
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PROPOSITION20. THEOREM.

_qimilar polygons qnay be divided into the same number
of similar triangles, having the same ratio each to each that
_he polygons have; and the polygons are to one another in
the duplicate ratio of'their homologous sides.

A

E L

D C K H

Let ABCDE, FGHKL be similar polygons, and let AB be
the side homologous to FG;
then (i) the polygons may be divided into the same number

of similar triangles;
(ii) these triangles shall have each to each the same

ratio that the polygons have;
(iii) the polygon ABCDE shall be to the polygon FGHKL

in the duplieat_ ratio of hB to FG.

Join EB, EC, LG_ LH.

(i) Then because the polygon ABCDE is similar to the
polygon FGHKL, HyT.

.'. the z_EAB=the /_ LFG,
and EA : AS :: LF : FG ; VI. Dej_. 2.

.'. the _ EAB is similar to the A LFG ; vI. 6.
.'. the z_ABE = the z. FGL.

But, because the polygons are similar, ltyp.
.'. the z_ABC=the _ FGH, vI. Def. 2.

.'. the remaining z. EBC=the remaining z_LGH.

And because the _s ABE, FGL are similar, .Proved.
.'. EB : BA :: LG : GF;

and because the polygons are similar, tIyp.
.'. AS : BO=FG : GH; W. ]_O_.2.

.'., e_ (_u_l_ EB : BC :: LG : GH_ v. 14.
that is, the sides about the equal z_s EBC, LGH are

proportionals;
.'. the AEBC is similar to the ALGH. vl. 6.
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In the same way it may be proved that the ZXEOD is"
similar te the /XLHK.
.'. the polygons have been divided into the same number

of similar triangles.

(ii) Again, because the &ABE is similar to the zXFGL,
.'. the &ABE is to the A FGt. in the duplicate ratio

of EB : LG; VL 19.
and, in like manner,

the AEBO is to the ALGH in the duplicate ratio
of EB to LG;

.'.the AABE : the AFGL :: the AEBC : the ALGH. v. ].
In like manner it can be shewn that
the AEBC :the ALGH ::the AEDC :the ALKH,

.'. the AABE :the &FGL ::the &EBC : the &LGH
::the &EDC :the ALKH.

But when any number of ratios are equal, as each ante-
cedent is to its consequent so is the sum of all the ante-
cedents to the sum of all the consequents; v. ]2.
.'. the &ABE : the ALFG :: thefig. ABCDE : thefig. FGHKL.

(iii) NOW the A EAB : the zXLFG in the duplicate ratio
of AB : FG,

and the/XEAB : the ZXLFG:: the fig. ABODE :thefig. FGHKL;
.'. the fig. ABODE : the fig. FGHKL in the duplicate ratio

of AB : FG. Q.E.D.

OOROLLARY1. Let a third proportional X be taken
tO AB and FG,

then AB is to X in the duplicate ratio of AB : FG ;
but the fig. ABODE : the fig. FGHKL in the duplicate
ratio of AB : FG.

]=Ience, if three straight lines are proportionals, as the fvrst
is to the third, so is any rectilineal figure described on t]_e
first to a slm_lar and similarly described reet_llnea[ fuj**re
on She second.

COROLLAXY2. It follows that similar reet/d_n,ealfigures
are to one another as the squares on their heraologous _.
For squares are similar figures and therefore are to one
a_oth.er in the duplicate ratio of their side_
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No_. The following theorem, taken from Euclid's Twelfth Boo_,
is an imlaor_ant application of the preceding proposition.

BOOK XII. PROPOSITIO_ ].

The areas of similar polygons i_¢rfbed in circles are to one another
as the squares on. their diameters.

A

B
L 0

M N

Let ABCDE and FGHKL be two similar polygons, inscribed in
the circles ACE, FHL, of which AM, FN are diameters : then shall
the fig. ABCDE : the fig. FGHKL :: the sq. on AM : the sq. on FN.

Join BM, AC and GN, FH.

Then sinee the polygon ABCDE is similar to the polygon FGHKL,
.'. the ZABC=the Z FGH,

and AB:BC:: FG :GH;
... the A ABC is Hmilsr to the A FGH_ vx. 6.

.'. the zACB=the Z FHG.
But the Z ACB=the Z AMB ; r_i. 21.
and the Z FHG =the A FNG ;

.'. the ZAMB=the AFNG.

Also in the z_s ABM, FGN, the Z 8 ABM, FGN are equal, being
rt. anglss ; m. B1.

hence the remaining Z s BAM, G FN are equal ; i. 8_.
aud the _SABM, FGN are shnilar: w. 4.

.'. AB : FG :: AM : FN.

Bnt the _ ABCDE : the _g. FGHKL in the dupl_sCe raCi_ of
AB : FQ, _. 20.

that is, in the duplicate ratio of AM : FN. v. 16.
Hence

the f_, ABCDE : the fig. FGHKL :: the sq. on AM : the sq. on FN.
_ S0, Got, _,
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The following theorem, which forms the Brdproposition of Euclid's
Twelfth Book, may be derived as a corollary from the prseeding
proof.

COrOLlaRy. The areas of circles a_e to one another a_ the square8
c_ thei_ diameters.

It has been shswn that

the fig. ABCDE : the fig. FGHKL :: the sq. on AM : the sq. on FN :
and this is true however many sides the two polygons may have.

Suppose the polygons are regular ; then by sufficiently increasing
the number of their sides, we may make their areas differ from the
areas of their circumscribed circles by quantities smaller than any
that can be named; hence ultimately the area of the ® ACE : the
area of the O FHL :: the sq. on AM : the sq. on FN.

EXERCIS]_S ON PROPOSITIONS 19, 20.

1. If ABC is a _riangle right-angled at A, and AD _s drawn per-
pendicuiar to BC, shew that

(i) CB: B D in the duplicate ratio of CBto BA;

(ii) The square on CB : the square on BA :: CB : BD;

(fii) The /,ABD:the ACAD in t_e duplicate ratio of BA
to AO.

2. In any triangle ABC, the sides AB, AC are cut by a line XY
drawn parallel to BC. If AX is one-_ird of AB, what part is the
triangle AXY of the triangle ABC ?

B. A trapezium ABCD has its sides AB, CD parallel, and its
diagonals intersect at O. If AB is double of CD, find the ratio of
the triangle AOB to the triangle COD.

4. ABC and XYZ are two similar triangles whose areas are
respectively 2t5 and 5 square inches. If AB is 21 inches in length,
find XY.

_. Shew how to draw a straight line XY parallel to the base BC
of a t_le ABO, so that the area of the triangle AXY may be four-
ninths of the triangle ABC.

6. Two oireles intersect at A and B, and at A tangents are &fawn,
One to each drele, meeting the eirom_erenees at C and D. If AS,
CB and BD ace joined, shaw that

the ACBA ; the AABD :: CB : BD.
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PROPOSITION 21. THEOREM.

Rectillneal j_gurcs which are similar to th_ same rect_-
lineal figure, are also similar to each other.

Let each of the reetilineal figures A and B be similar to C:
then shall A be similar to B.

For because A is similar to C, ltyp.
• A is equiangular to C, and the sides about their equal

angles are proportionals, vI. Def. 2.

Again, because B is similar to C, //yp.
.'. B is equiangular to C, and the sides about their equal

angles are proportionals, yr. De/. 2.
.'. A and 8 are each of them equiangular to C, and have
the sides about the equal angles proportional to the cor-
responding sides of C;
.'. A is equiangular to B, and the sides about their equal

angles are proportionals; v. 1.
.'. h is similar to B.

Q.E.D.
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PROPOSITION 22. THEOREM.

If four stralghb l;z_ be proportional and a pair of
similar rectilineal figu_'es be similarly described on the first
and second, and also a pair on the third and fourth, these
.figures shall be proportional:

Co_iversely, V a rectilineal figure on the fi/rst of four
straight lines be to the similar and similarly described `figure
on the second as a rectilineal `figure on the third _s to the
similar and simila/rly described figure on the fourth, the four
sbraight lines shall be proportional.

K

JJl
A B C D X

E F G H ....0 "'_ _R

Let AB, CO_ EF_GH he proportionals,
so that AB : CD :: EF : GH;

and let similar figures KAB, LCD be similarly described on
AB, CD, and also let similar figs. MF, NH be similarly
described on EF, GH •
then shall

the fig. KAB : the fig. LCD :: the fig. MF : the fig. NH.

To AB and CD take a third proportional X, vI. 11.
and to EF and GH taEe a third proportional O;

then AB : CO :: CD : X, Constr.
and EF :GH :: GH : O.

But, AB : CD :: EF : GH; B,yp.
.'. CD :X ::GH :O_ lr. 1.

.'., ex o_quall, AB : X :: EF : O. . v. 14.
But AB : X :: the fig. KAB : the fig. LCD, vI. 20, Car.
and EF : O :: the fig. MF : the fig. NH;

.'. the fig. KAB : the fig. LCD : : the fig. MF : the fig. NH.
v.l.
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Conversely,
let the fig. KAB : the fig. LCO :: the fig. MF : the fig. NH;

then shall AB : GD :: EF : GH.

To AB, CD, and EF take a _our_h proportional PR: vI. 12.
and on PR describe the fig. $R similar and similarly situated
to either of the figs. MF, NH. vz. 18.

Then because AB : CD :: EF : PR, Constr.
.'., by the former par_ of the proposition,
the ilg. KAB : the fig. LCD :: the fig. MF : the fig. SR.
But

the fig. KAB : the fig. LCD :: the fig. MF : the fig. NH. ltyp.
.'. the fig. MF : the fig. SR :: the fig. MF : the fig. NH, v. 1.

.'. the iig. SR=the fig. NH.
And since the figs. SR and NH are similar and similarly
situated,

.'. PR ----GH_.
_Tow AB : CD :: EF : PR; Constr.

.'. AB : CD :: EF : GH.
Q.E.D.

4 Euclid here assumes that if two similar and similarly situated
figures ar_ equal, their homologou_ sides are equal. The proof is
easy and may be left as an exercise for the student

D_n_ITIOI_. When there are any number of magnitudes
of the same kind, the first is said to have to the last the
ratio compounded of the ratios of the fir_ to the second, of
the second to the third s and so on up to the ra_io of the
la_ but one to the last magnitude. [Book v. De£ 12.]
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PROPOSITION 23. T_EORE_.

Parallelograms which are equiangular to one another
ha_ to one another" the ratio which is comTound_d of t_
_atios of the iv sides.

h D H

KLM E F

Let the par _ AC be equiangular to the par _ CF, having the
z_BCD equal to the L.ECG :

then shall the par _ AC have to the par _ CF the ratio com-
pounded of the ratios BC : CG and DC : CE.

Let the par _ be placed so that BC and OG are in a st. linej
then DO and CE are also in a st. line. I. 14.

Complete the par _ DG.

Take any st. llne K,
and to BC, CG, and K find a fourth proportional L; vl. 12.

and to DO, CE, and L take a fourth proportional M;
thenBC:CG :: K:L,
and DO : CE :: L : M.

But K : M is the ratio compounded of the ratios
K : L and L : M, V. 1)el. 12.

that is_ K : M is the ratio compounded of the ratios
BC : CG and DC : CE.

_Tow the par m AC : the parm CH :: BC : CG vt. 1.
:: K : L, Constr.

and the parm CH : the par _ OF :: DC : CE w. 1.
:: L : M, Cow,str.

.'.,exmquali, thepar_AO:thepar=CF::K:M, v. 14.
But K : M is the ratio compounded of the ratios of the sides;
.'. the par _ AO has to the par_ CF the ratio compounded

of the ratios of the sides. • Q.E.D.

EXERCISE.

The areas of two triangles or parallelograms are to one another
in the ratio compounded of the ratios of their bases and of theix
altitude_.
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PROPOSITIO_ 24. THEORY.

Parallelogram_ about a diagonal of any parallelogram
are similar to the whole parallelogram and to one another.

A E B

D K C

Let ABCD be a par _ of which AC is a diagonal;
and let EG, HK be par TM about AC:

then shall the par _ EG, HK be similar to the par _ ABCD,
and f_ one another.

For, because DC is par' to GF,
.'. the LADO=the z_AGF; L 29.

and because BC is pala to EF,
.'.the /_ABC=the LAEF; I. 29.

and each of the /_s BCD, EFG is equal to the opp. z_BAD_
.'. the z_BCD :the c EFG; [I. 34.

.'. the par = ABCD is equiangular to the par _ AEFG.

Again in the A s BAC, EAF,
because the L_ABC = the __AEF, I. 29.

and the L. BAC is common;
.-. /_A BAC, EAF are equiangular to one another; I. 32.

.'. AB : BC :: AE : EF. vI. 4.
But BC = AD, and EF = AG .; I. 34.

.'. AB :AD ::AE : AG;
and DC : CB :: GF : FE_
and CD : DA :: FG : GA_

.'. the sides of the 1oar_ ABCD, AEFG about their equal
angles are proportional;

.'. the par _ ABCD is similar to the par = AEFG. VL Def. 2.

In the same way it may be proved that the par_ ABCD
is similar to the par = FHCK,

.'. each of the par _ EG, HK is similar to the whole par=;
• the par_ EG is similar t_) the par_ HK. vI. 21.

Q.E.D.
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PROPOSITION 25. PROBL_.

To desc,ribe a rectilineal figure which shall be equal to
one and similar to another _'ectil_neal figu/re.

Let E and s be two rectillneal figures:
it is required to describe a figure equal to the fig. E and
similar to the fig. $.

On AB a side of the fig. S describe a parm ABCD equal to S,
and on BC describe a laar_ CBGF equal to the fig. E, and
having the L CBG equal to the L_DAB : I. 45.
then h8 and BG are in one st. line, and also DC and CF in
one st. line.

Between AB and BG find a mean proportional HK; vI. 13.
and on HK describe the fig. P, similar and similarly situated
to the fig. S: vI. 18.

then P shall be the figure required.

Because AB : HK :: HK : BG, ConsD'.
.'. AB : BG :: the fig. S : the fig. P. VL 20, Cot.

But AB : BG :: the par_ AC : the par_ BF;
.'. the fig. s : the fig. P :: the par _ AC : the par _ BF; v.I.

and the fig. S =the par _ AC; Canstr.
,'. the fig. P =the par _ BF

= the fig. E. Constr.

_And since, by construction, the fig. P is similar to the fig. S,
• p is the rectil, figure required.

Q._.F.

U.F. 23
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If _wo aim_ar parallelograma have a comanon angle, and

5e dxaila/rly eltuated, they are about Uie same diagonal.

A G D

B 0

Let the par _ ABCD, AEFG be similar and similarly situated,
and have the common angle BAD :

then shall these par _ be about the same diagonal.

Join AO.

Then if AO does not pass through F, let it cut FG, or FG
produced, at H.

Through H draw HK par _ _o AD or BO. I. 31.

Then the par _ BD and KG are similar, since they are about
the same diagonal AHC; vL 24.

.'. DA : AB :: GA : AK.

But because the par" BD and EG are similar; Hyp.
.*. DA : AB :: fiA : AE; VI..De_. 2.
.'. GA : AK :: GA : AE;

.'. AK = A t which is impossible;
.'. AC must pass through F;

that iS,the par _ BD, EG are about the same diagonal.
Q.E.D.
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Obs. Propositions 27,28, 29 being cumbrousin form and of little
value as geometrical results are now very generally omitt_l.

DEFINITION. A straight line is said to be divided in
extreme and mean ratio, when the whole is to the greater
segment as the greater se_nent is to the less.

[Bookvi. Def._.]

PROPOSITION30. PROBLEm.

TO d_idv a glve_ stra_gh$ llne in e_re_ and mean ra$_o.

A _ B

I_et AB be the given st. line:
it is required to divide it in extreme and mean ratio.

Divide AB in C so that the rect. AB, BC may be equal to
the sq. on AC. IL 11.

Then because the rect. AB, BC = the sq. on AC,
.'. AB : AC :: AO : BC. VL 17.

Q.B._.

EXERCISES.

I. ABCDE is s regular pentagon; if the lines BE and AD inter-
sect in Ot shew i_hateach of them is divided in extreme and mean
ratio.

_. If the radius of a circle is cut in extreme and mean ratio,
great_ s_gment is equal to the side of a regular deoagon inscribed in
the _e.
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PROPOSITION31. THEOREM.

In a rigl_t-angled t_'iang_e, any rectilineal figure described
on the hypotenuse is equal to the sum of"the two similar and
almilazly described figures on t]_e sid, s containing the r_ght
angle.

Let ABC be a right-angled triangle of which BC is the
hypotenuse; and let P, Q, R be similar and similarly described
figures on BC, CA, AB respectively:
then shall the fig. P be equal to the sum of the figs. Q and R.

Draw AD perp. to BC.

Then tile &s CBA, ABD are similar; VL 8.
.'. CB : BA :: BA : BD;
.'. CB : BD :: the fig. P : the fig. R,Vl.20,Cor.

.'., inversely, BD : BC :: the fig. R : the fig. P. v. 2.
In like manner DC : BC :: the fig. Q : the fig. P;

.'. the sum of BD, DC : BC :: the sum of figs. R, (a : fig. P;
v. 15.

but BC=the sum of BD, DC;
.'. the fig. P = the sum of the figs. R and Q.

Q.r._.

NoT_. This proposition is a generalization of the 47th Prop. of
Book L It wilt be a useful exercise for the student to deduoe the
general theorem from the particuh_r case with the aid of Prop. 20,
Cor.2.
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EXERCISES.

1. In a right-angled triangle if a perpendicular be drawn from the
right anglo to the opposite side, the segments of the hypotenuse are in
the duplicate ratio of the sides containing the right angle.

2. If, in Proposition 31, the figure on the hypotenuse is equal
to the given triangle, the figures on the other two sides are each equal
to one of the parts into which the triangle is divided by the perpen-
dicular from the right anglo to the hypotenuse.

3. AX and BY are medians of the triangle ABC which meet in
G : if XY be joined, compare the areas of the triangles AGB, XGY.

4. Show that slmiMr triangles are to one snottier in. the duplicate
ratio of (i) correspoluiing medians, (ii) the radii of their i1_scribed
circles, (Lit) the radii of their circu_cribed circles.

5. DEF is the pedal triangle of the triangle ABC ; prove that the
triangle ABC is to the triangle DBF in the duplicate ratio of AB to
BD. Hence show that

the fig. AFDC : the a BFD :: AD'-': BD:.

6. The base BC of a triangle ABC is produced to a point D suoh
that BD : DC in the duplicate ratio of BA : AC. Show that AD is a
mean proportional between BD and DC.

7. Bisect a triangle by a line drawn parallel to one of its sides.

8. Shew how to draw a line paraUel to the base of a triangle so
as to form with the other two sides produced a triangle double of the
given triangle.

9. If through any point within a triangle lines be drawn from
the angles to cut the opposite sides, the segments of any one side will
have to each other the ratio compounded of the ratios of the segments
of _e other sides.

10. Draw a straight line parallel to the base of an isosceles trl-
angle so as to cut off a triangle which has to the whole triangle tim
ratio of the base to a side.

11. Through a given point, between two straight lines containing
a given angle, draw a Line which shall cut off a triangle equal to a
given rectilineal figure.

Obs. The 32nd Proposition as given by Euclid is d_
fective, and as it is never applied, we have omitted it.
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PROPOSlTIOI_33. THEOREM.

In _J cPrc_, o_J_, w_U_er a_ fire centre8 or _ _
owmfere_we_, lu,ve t_ _ ra_,o o_ tim wrcs o_ _¢_ich t,he,y
stored: so a_o /wive tim sectors.

D

Let ABO and DEF 'beequal circles, and let BGC, EHF be
angles at the centres, and BAC and EDF angles at the Oees;
then shall

(i) the /.. BGO : the /...EHF :: the arc BO : the arc EF,
(ii) the L BAC : the z_EDF : : the arc BC : the arc EF,

(iii) the sector BGC : the sector EHF :: the arc BO : the
arc EF.

Along the 0 _ of the OABC take any number of ares
CK, KL each equal to BC; and along the ©_ of the ©DEF
take any number of arcs FM, MN, NR each equal to EF.

Join GK, GL_ HM, HN, HR.

(i) Then the L a BGC, CGK, KGL are all equa_
for they stand on the equal arcs BC, CK, KL: ZIL 27.

,', the L BGL is the same multiple of the /_ BGC that the
are BL is of the arc BC.

Similarly the z_EHR is the same multiple of the z_EHF
that the arc ER is of the arc EF.

And if the are BL = the are ER,
the /_ BGL ---the L EHR; ZIL 27.

and if the arc BL is greater than the arc ER,
the L BGL is greater than the L EHR;

and if the arc BL is less than the arc EP,
the _, BGL is less than the _, EHR.
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NOW since there are four magnitudes, namely the
z_s BGC_ EHF and the arcs BC_ EF; and of the antecedents

any equimultiples halve been taken, namely the l_ BGL
and the arc BL; and of the consequents any ecluimultiptes
have been taken, namely the z_EHR and the arc ER:
and it has been proved that the z_BGL is greater than,
equal to, or less than the L EHR according as BL is greater
than_ equal to, or less than ER;

.'. the four magnitudes are proportionals; v. J)ej_. 4.
that is, the t_ BGC : the L_EHF :: the arc BC : the arc EF.

(ii) And since the i BGC = twice the L BAC, IIL 20.
and the L_EHF =twice the __EDF;

.'. the Z. BAC :the LEDF ::thearc BC:thearcEF. v. 8.

(iii) Join BC, CK; and in the arcs BC, CK take any
points X_ O.

Join BX_ XC, CO, OK.

Then in the As BGC, CGK_

BG= CG,
]3ecause GC = GK,

and the z_BGC =the L CGK; ]IL _7.

.'. BC = CK; L 4.
and the /',-BGO=the ACGK.

And because the arc BC = the arc CK, GOW,_r.
.'. the remaining arc BAC = the remaining arc CAK"

.'. the L BXO=the L COK; ZZZ.27.
.'. the segment BXC is similar to the segment COK; IIL J)ef.

and they stand on equal chords BC, CK;
• the segment BXC = the segment COl(. II[. 24.

And the/_ BGO=the AOGK;
.'. the sector BGC= the sector OGIC



G'G
Similarly it may be shewn that the secters BGO, CGK_

KGL are all equal;
and likewise the sectors EHF, FHM, MHN, NHR are all equal.

.'. the sector BGL is the same multiple of the sector BGC
that the arc BLis of the arc BC;

and the sector EHR is the same multiple of the sector EHF
that the arc ER is of the arc EF:

_And if the arc BL = the arc ER,
the sector BGL = the sector EHR: iP_'oved.

and if the arc BL is greater than the arc ER,
the sector BGL is greater than the sector EHR :

and if the arc BL is less than the arc ER,
the sector BGL is less than the sector EHR.

Now since there are four magnitudes, n_mely, the sec-
tors BGC, EHF and the arcs BC, EF; and of the antecedents
any equimultiples have been taken, namely the sector BGL
and the arc BL; and of the consequents any equimultiples
have been taken, namely the sector EHR and the arc ER:
and it has been shewn that the sector BGL is greater than,
equal to, or less _han the sector EHR according as the
arc BL is greater than, equal to_ or less than the arc ER;

.'. the four magnitudes are proportionals; v. ])el 4.
that is,
the sector BGC : the sector EHF : : the are BC : the arc EF.

q.E.D.
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PROPOSITION :B. THEOREM.

If the vertical angle of a tria_gle be bisected by a straighe
li_e which cuts the base, the rectangle contained by the sides
of the triangle shall be equal to the rectangle eontalned by
the segments of the base, together with the square on th_
straight line which bisects the angle.

B C

E

Let ABC be a t_riangle having the z. BAC bisected by AD,
then shall

the rect. BA, AC = the rect. SO, DC, with the sq. on AD.
Describe a circle about the AABC, Iv.

and produce AD to meet the © c_in E.
Join EC.

Then in the A s BAD, EAC,
because the L_BAD = the z_EAC, gyp.

and the L_ABD = the L AEC in the same segment; III. 21.
.'. the ZxBAD is equiangular to the /_ EAC. I. 32.-

.'. BA : AD :: EA : AC; vI. 4.
,'. the rect. BA_AC = the rect. EA_AD_ vI. 16.

= the rect. ED, DA, with the sq. on AD.
IL _.

]_ut the rect. ED_ DA= the rect. BD, DC; III. 35.
.'. the rect. BA, AC = the rect. BD, DC, with the sq. on AD.

EXERCISE,

If the vertical angle BAC be externally bisected by a straight line
which m_ts the base in D, shew that the rectangle contained by BA,
AC together with the square on AD is equalto the rectanglecontained
by the segments of the base.
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PROPOSITIONC. THEorist.

If fro_ the vertical _le of a _rb=ngle a straight l_ b_
J/raw_ pe_mnd_ular to the base, the revta_gle contained by

_e_ Of the to'_ngle shall be equal to the rectangle con-
tained by the perpendicular and the diameter of the circle
described about the triangle.

Let ABC be a Mangle, and let AD be the perlO, from A
to BC:

then t_he rect, BA, AC shall be equal te the rect. contained
by AD and the d/ame_er of the circle circumscribed about
the AABC.

Describe a circle about the _ABC; Iv. 5.
draw the diameter AE_ and join EC.

Then in the &s BAD, EAC,
the rf_ angle BDA = the rt. angle ACE, in the sem/circle ACE,

and the L_ABD = the z_AEC, in the same segment; zxI. 21.
.. the _ BAD is equiangular to the _ EAC; L 32.

.'. BA :AD :: EA :AC; vl. 4.
.'. the rect. BA_AC = the rect. EA_AD. VL 16.

_.E.D.
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PROPOSrrION]9o THEOREM.

The rectangle contalz_ed by the diagonals o/ a quadri-
_eral inscribed i_ a circle is equal to the sum o/ th_ two
rectangles contained by its oTTosite sides.

Let ABCD be a quadrilateral inscribed in a circle, and let
AC, BD be its diagonals:
t_hen the rec¢. AC, BD shall be equal %othe sum of the recf_
angles AB, CD and BC, AD.

Make the z. DAE equal to %he z. BAC; I. 23.
to each add the /_ EAC,

then the z_DAC = the z_BAF-

Then in the A, EAB, DAC,
the z. EAB = the z. DAC,

and the z_ABE =the L. ACD in the same segmenf; nf. 21.
.'. the triangles are equiangular ix) one another ; I. 32.

.'. AB: BE ::AC : CD; VI. 4.
.'. the recf_.AB, CD = the rect. AC, EB. vI 16.

_A_ga_nin the A s DAF_CAB_
the L DAE= the z_CAB, Co_8_r.

and the LADE =f_he L ACB, in the same segment_ IIL 21.
•". hhe triangles are equiangular to one another; I. 32.

.'. AD : DE :: AC : CB ; VL 4[.
.'.the reef.BC,AD = the rect.AO, DE. VI.16.

But the rect.AS, OD = the rect.AO, EB. }'ro_.
.'.the sum of the rect& BO, AD and AB, OD = the sum of

the recta AC, DE and AC, EB ;
t_t is, the sum of the recta BC, AD and AS, CD

= the rect. AC, BD. xL 1.
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No_. Propositions B, C, and I) do not occur in Euclid, but were
a_Ided by Robert Simson.

Prop. D is usually known as Ptolemy's theorem, and it is the par-
titular _ of the following more general theorem:

The rectangle contained by the diagonale of a quadrilateral is less
Shah the sum of the rectangles contained by its olaposite sides, unless a
circle can be circurascribed about the quadrilateral, in which ease it is
eq_ to that sum.

EXERCISES.

1. ASG is an isosceles trianglej and on the base, or base pro-
duced, any point X is taken : shew that the circumscribed circles of
the tr_ugles ABX, AGX are equal.

2. Prom the extremities B, G of the base of an isosceles triangle
ABC, s_Light lines are drawn perpendicular to AB_ AC respectively,
and int_rscctlng at D : ahew that the rectangle BC, AD is double of
the rectangle AS, DB.

8. If the diagonals of a quadrilateral inscribed in a circle are at
right angles, the stun of the rectangles of the opposite sides is double
the area of the figure.

4. ABCD is a quadrilateral inscribed in a circle, and the diagonal
BD bisects AC : shew that the rectangle AD, AB is equal to the reef.
angle DC, CB.

5. If the vertex A of a triangle ABC be joined to any point in
the base, it will divide the triangle into two triangles such that their
circumscribed circles have radii in the ratio of AB to AC.

6. Construct a triangle, having given the base, the vertical angle,
and the rectangle contained by the sides.

7. Two triangles of equal area are inscribed in the same circle :
shew that the rectangle contained by any two sides of the one is to
the rectangle contained by any two sides of the other as the base of
the second is to the base of the _rst.

8. A eSrcle is described round an equilateral triangle, and from any
point in the circumference straight lines are drawn to the angular
points of the triangle : shew that one of these straight lines is equal to
the sum of the other two.

9. ABCD is a quadrilateral inscribed in a e_ele, and BD bisects
the angle ABC : ff the points A and C are fixed on the circumference
of the circle and B is variable in position, ahew that the sum of AB
and BO has _ constant _tio to BD.
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I. ON HARMONIC SECTION.

1. To divide a given straight line internally and externally 80tha_
iSssegmentsmay be in a given ratio.

H_
/

�is
I,. M A _\ /B Q

b

Let AB be the given st. line, and L, M two other s_. lines whieh
determine the given ratio; it is required to divide AB internally an_
externally in the ratio L : M.

Through A and B draw any two par_st. lines AH, BK.
From AHcut off Aa equal to L,

and from BK cut off Bb and Bb' each equal to M, Bb'being taken in
the same direction as Aa, and Bb in the opposite direction.

Join ab, cutting AB in P;
_oinab', and produce it to cut AB externally at Q.

Then AB is divided internally at P and externally at Q,
sethat AP : PB=L : M,
and AQ : QB=L : M.

The proof follows at once from Euclid VL4.

Obs. The solution is singular; that is, only one internal and one
external point can be found that will divide the given straight line
into segments which have the given ratio.
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DEFINIT/ON.

A finite s_ralgh_line is said to be cut harmonically when it
is divided internally and externally into segments which have
the same ra_io.

A P B O

Thus AB is divided harmonically at P and Q, if
AP : PB=AQ : QB.

P and Q are said to be harmonic cot0ugatos of A and B.
If P and Q divide AB internally and externally in the same ratio,

R is easy to show that A and B divide PQ internally and externally
in the same ratio: hence A and B are harmonic conjugates of P
and Q.

Example. The base of a triangle i8 divided har_mically by the
inte_zal and external bi_ectora of the vertical angle:
for in each case the segments of the base are in the ratio of the other
aides of the triangle. [Euclid vz. 3 and A.]

Obs. We shall use the terms drithr_etie, Geometric, and Harr_umlc
Means in their ordinary Algebraical sense.

I. If AB _ divided internally at P and externally at Q in the
same ratio, then AS L_the harmonic _nean between AQ and AP.

For byhypothceis AQ : QB=AP : PB;
.'., alternately, AQ : AP:QB : PB,

that is, AQ : AP----AQ-AB : AB-AP,
whloh proves the proposition.

2. T_/AS is _ivided harrramicalZy at P and Q, and 0 i8 the _niJdl_
._nt ofAB;

then s]_]l OP. OQ=OA 2.

,_ O P B Q

For sines AB is divided harmonically at P and Q,
.'. AP : PB=AQ : QB;

:. AP- PB : AP+PB=AQ-QB : AQ+QB,
or, 2OP : _DA=2OA : P.,OQ;

.'. OP. OQ==OA =.

it Oom_r_/_, if OP. OQ=OA =,
may be d_ewa

AP : PB=AQ : QB_
that i_ that AB _ divided _.mzozdeeJ_, at P _¢1 Q.
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3. The Arithmetic,Geometricand Harmonic meam oftwostraigI_
lines ray be thus reFresented graphically.

In the adjoining figure, two tan- I-l_
gents All, AK are drawn from any _"
external point A to the circle PllQK;
HK is the chord of contact, and the
st. fine joining A to the centre O cuts
the O_ at p aud Q, Q

Then (i) AO is the Arithmetic
mean between AP and AQ: for clearly K

AO=_ (AP+AQ).
(ii) AH is the Geometric mean between AP and AQ:

for AHS=AP. AQ. n'L36.

(iii) AB is the Harmonic mean between AP and AQ:
for OA. OB=OP _. Ex. I,p. 238.

:. AB is cut harmonically at P and Q. Ex. 1, p. 860.
That is, AB is the Harmonic mean between AP and AQ.

And from the similar triangles OAH, HAS,
OA : AH=AH : AB,

.'. AO. AB=AHS; w. 17.
.'. the Geometric mean between two straight lines is the mean Fo_ar.

tional between their Arithmetic and Harmonic means.

4. Given thebase of a $riangle and the ratio of she other eides, to
the locus of the vertex.

Let BO be the given base, and let A_----_
SAC be any triangle standing upon
it, such that BA : AC=thc given
ratio:

it is required to find the locus of A. B P C fl
Bisect the Z BAC internally and

externally by AP, AQ.
Then BC is divided internally at P, and externally at Q,

so that BP : PC=BQ :QO=the givenratio;
.'. P and Q are fixed points.

And since AP, AQ are the internal and external biseotor_ of the
/. BAG,

.'.the Z PAQ is a ft.angle;
.-. the locus of A is a circle described on PQ as diamet_.

Ex_s(nsz, _vm three l_oints B, P, O in a strLdght Itfw: _
ofp_int$ at v_hiah BP and PO _bt¢_ effual a,r_/e$.
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DEFINITIONS.

1. A series of points in a straight line is called a ra_age.
If the range consists of four points, of which one pair are har-
monic conjugates with respect to the other pair, it is said to be
a harmonic range.

2. A series of straight lines drawn through a point is called a
pencil

The point of concurrence is called the vertex of the pencil,
and each of the straight lines is called a ray.

A pencil of four rays drawn from any point to a harmonic
range is said to be a harmonic pencil.

3. A straight line drawn to cut a system of lines is called a
transversal.

4. A system of four straight lines, no three of which are
concurrent, is called a complete quadrilateral.

These straight lines will intersect two and two in six points,
called the vertices of the quadrilateral ; the three straight lines
which join opposite vertices are diagollals.

T_oRE_s o_ H_Mo_z¢ Ss_m_.

1. If a transversal is drawn parallel to one ray of a harmonic
pencil, the other three rays intercept equal parts upon it: and con.

2. Any transversal is cut harmonically by the rays of a harmonic
_encil.

3. In a haramnic pencil, if one ray bisect the angle between the
other pair of rays, it is perpendicular to its conjugate ray. Conversely
if one _air of rays form a right angle, then they bisect internally and
externally the angle between the other pair,

4. IrA, P, B, Q and a, p, b, q are harmonic ranges, one on
of two giv_ straight lines, a_wZif Aa, Pp, Bb, the straight lines

wM_h join three pairs of corr_tdiT_g poi_, mee_ at S ; _hen will Qq
also 2x_ss through S.

5. If two straight Zln_s intersec.f at A, and if A, P, B, Q and
A, p, b, q are two harmoa_ ranges on_ on each $traig_J line (the points
cerre_oonding as indica_d by the letters), then Pp, Bb, Qq will be co_

_cu_ren$ : ¢2so Pq, Bb, ¢tp w//l be con_rrent.

6. U_ Theore_ 5 to_ tha_ in a c_mpl_ _u_r_r_
*ohia_ t_ three, diagonals are drawn, _h_ straight line joining any pair
e] _s_ ver_ice_ is c_ _a_i_ly by the other two d_le.
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II. ON CENTRES OF SIMILARITY AND SIMILITUDE.

1. If any two unequal similar figures are placed so that their
homologous sides are parallel, the lines joining corresponding Imintz ir_
the two figures meet in a point, whose distances from any two corre-
e2onding _oints are in the ratio of any Tair of homologous sides.

A A O' C.

B S B R'

Let ABCD, A'B'C'D'be two similar figures, and let them be placed
so that their homologous sides are parallel; namely, AB, BC, CD,
DA parallel to A'B', B'C', C'D', D'A' respectively:
then shall AA', BB', CC', DD' meet in a point, whose distances from
any two corresponding points shall be in the ratio of any palr of
homologous sides.

Let AA' meet BB', produced if necessary, in S.
Then because AB is pad to A'B'; Hyp.

.'. the Z_=SAB, SA'B'are equiangular;
.'. SA : SA'=AB : A'B'; vI. 4.

.'. AA'divldes BB', externally or internally, in the ratio of AB to A'B'.
Similarly it may be shewn that CC' divides BB' in the ratio of

BC to B'C'.
But since the figures are similar,

BC : B'C'=AB : A'B';

.'. AA' and CO' divi_e BB' in [he same ratio;
that is, AA', BB', CO' meet in the same point S.

In like manner it may be proved that DD' meets CO' in the
point S.

.'. AA', BB', CO', DD' are concurrent, and each of these lines is
divided at S in the ratio of a pair of homologous sides of the two
figures, q.E.D.

CoR. If any line is drawn through S meeting any pair of homolo.
#arts sides in K and K', the ratio SK : SK' is constant, and equal to the
ratio of any l_air of homol_jons sides.

NcerJ_. It will be seen that the lines joining corresponding poin_
are divided externally or internally at S according as the correspond-
ing s/des are drawn in the same or in opposite direetions. In either
ease the point of concurrence S is called a centre of stm-avlt7 of the
two f_res.

m m 24
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2. A common ta_e_ 6TT' to _o circ_ whose c_ntr_ are O, 0%
meets the line of centres in S. If through S any straight Zlne is
drawn meeting Shoe t_o clrc_es in P, Q, and W, Q', respectively,
then the radii OP, OQ shall be respectively pcral_ to C'P', O'Q'.
A/_o the rectang_ SQ. SP', SP. SO.' shoJl eo,ch be e_lual to tha
recw,ngZe 8T, 8T _.

• ' T

Join CT, CP, CQ and C'T', C'W, C'Q'.
Then since each of the z _CTS, C'T'S is a right angle, m. 18.

.'. CT is par I to C'T";
.', the A' SCT, SCrT t are equiangular;

• SC : SC'=CT : C'T _
--CP : C_P';

.-. the 4 8 SCP, SC'W are similar; vz. 7,
.'. the Z SCP=the z SCrP';

.'. CP is par I to C'P'.
Similarly CQ is par l to C_Q'.

Again, it e_sily follows tt_t TP, TQ axe par_ to T'P', T'Q'
respectively;

.'. the A' STP, ST'P' are similar.
Now the rect. SP. SQ=the sq. on ST; m. 86.

.'. SP : ST=ST : SQ, vI. 16.
anal SP : ST=SW : ST';

.'. ST : SQ=SP' : ST';
.'. the reef. ST .ST'= SQ. SP'.

In the same way it may be prOved that
the rect. SP. SQ'=the rect. ST. ST'.

Q.]g. D.
CoR. 1. It has been prOved that

SC : SC'=CP : C'P';
thus the external common tangents to the two _ircles meet at a point
S which divides the line of centres externally in the ra_o of the rad__iL

Similarly it may be shown that the transverse common tan_nt_
meet at a point S' which divides the line of centres internally in the
ratio of the radiL

Co_. g. CO'is divided harmonically at S =rodS'.
The points S and S' which divide extem_y aud

internsfly the line of centres of two circles in file "ratio of t_ radii
_re <_d the _aml tutera_ eeatr_ ot'_ zzzl_ive_,
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EXAMPLES.

1. Inscribe a square in a given trlan_e.

2. In a given triangle inscribe a tri_ngie s_milar and shnilarly
situsted to a given triangle.

8. Inscrlbe a square in a given sector of drde, so that two
angular points shall be on the are of the sector and the other two
on the bounding radii.

4. In the figure on page 278, if DI meets the inscribed circle in
X, shew that A, X, D 1 are eoUinear. Also if AI1 meets the base in
Y shew that I11is divided harmonidglly at Y and A.

5. With the notation on page 282 shew that 0 and G are reaper.
tively the external and internal centres o similitude of the eircura-
scribed and nine-_oints circle,

6. If a variable circle touches two fixed circles, the line joining
their point_ of eontaet passes through a eentrc of slmilitude. D,stinguish
between the different cases.

7. Describe a circle which shall touch two given circles and pass
through a given point,

8. 3_esvribe a circle which shall touch three given circles.

9. C1, C_, 0 a are the centres of three g, yen circle8; S_, S v are
in.hal and external centres of simditude of the p_ir of circles _ohose
es,r_resaxe C_, C_, and S'_ S_, S'a, Sa, have similar meanings _h
regard to the other two _air8 of circles : sh_w that

(ii) _h_ s/x _oints St, S_, Ss, S'1, S'_, S's, lie thrce and three on
four straight lines. [See Ex. 1 and 2, laP. 875, 376.]

III. ON POLE AND POLAR.

DEFINITIONS.

(1) If in any straight line drawn from the centre of a circle
two l_oints are taken such that the rectangle contained by their
distances from the centre is equal to the square on the radins_
each point is said to be the inverte of the other:

Thus in the figure given belo_r, if O is the centre of the _c_,
if OP. OQ--(radius) s, then each of the points P and Q is the inverse
of the other.

It is dear that if one of these points is within the cixde tlN ether
must be without it. _'

24-2
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(fi) The polar of a given point with respect to a given circle
is the straight line drawn through the inverse of the given point
at right angles to the line which joins the given point to the
centre : and with reference to the polar the given point is called
the l_la

Thus in the adjoining figure, if O P. OQ = (radius) _,and if through

L P M

P and Q, LM and HK are drawn perp. to OP; then HK is th_ polar
of the point P, and P is the pole of the st. line HK: also LM is the
polar of the point Q, and Q the pole of LM.

It is clear that the polar of an external point must intersect the
circle, and that the polar of an internal point must fall w/thout it -.
also that the polar of a point on the circumference is the tangent at
that point.

1. Now it has been proved [see Ex. 1, O
page 233J that 2f from an external point P
two tangents PH, PK are drawn ¢o a circle,
of which O is the centre, then OP cuts the
ehord of contact HK at right angles at Q,

so that OP. OQ= (radius) _,
.'. HK is the polar of P with respect to the
circle. Deft 2.

Hence we concludetha_

The l_olar of an external _olnt with
_f_ence to a circle is the chord of contact of
tangent_ dxawn from the given point to the circle.

The following Theorem is know_ a_ the _.eciprocal Property ot_
Pole mad Polar.
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2. If A and P are any two points, and if the polar of A with
¢esl_Ct to any circle _a_ses through P, then the polar of P must l_ass
through A.

Let BC be the ]polar of the point A
with respect to a circle whose centre is C

O, and let BC pass through P : ___

then shall the polar of P pass through h. _///p

Join OP; and from A draw AQ perp.
to OP. We shall shew that AQ is the
polar of P.

Now since BC is the polar of A, B
.'. the Z ASP is art. angle;

Def. 2, page 360.
and the z AQP is art. angle: Constr.
•".the four points A, B, P, Q are coneyche;

.'. OQ.OP=OA.OB im36.
= (radius) 2, for CB is the polar of A:

.'. P and Q are inverse points with respect to the given circle.
And since AQ is perp. to OP,

." AQ is the polar of P.
That is, the polar of P passes through A.

Q.E.D.

A similar proof applies to the case when the given point A is
without the circle, and the polar BC cuts it.

8. To.ore that the locus of the intersection of tangents drawn to
a circle at the extrenut_es of all chords whwh .pass through a given 19oint
within the circle is the _olar of that point.

Let A be the given point within the C
circle. Let HK be any chord passing O

through A; and let the tangents at H /.i: _

)

and K intersect at P: .................

it is required to prove that the locus of _ / _
P is the polar of the point A. /I. To shew that P lies on the polar
of A. | OA\.b B

Since HK is the chord of contact of
_angents drawn from P,

•".HK is the polar of P. Ex. 1, p. 866.
Bu_ HK, the polar of P, passes

through A;
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.'. the polar of A +passes through P: Ex. 2, p. 867,

that is, the point P lies on the polar of
I_. To shew thatany pointon thepolarof A s_"i_fiesthegiven

oonditions.

BC be the polar of A, and let P be any point on it.
Draw tangents PH, PK, and let HK be the chord of ocntcot.
Now tk'om Ex. 1, p. 366, we know tha_ the chord of contact HK

is the polar of P,
and we also know that the polar of P must pass through A; for P is
on BC, the polar of A : Ex. 2, p. 367.

tha_ is, HK t_ses through A.
.'. P is the point of intersection of tangents drawn at the ex-

tremities of a chord l_ssing through A.
From I. and H. we conclude that the required locus is the polar

ot_

NOT_. If A is wiOwut the circle, the theore_n demonstrated in
Part I. of the above proof still holds good; but the converse theorem
in Part IL is not true for a//points in BC. For if A is without the
circle, the polar BC will intersect it'; and no point on that part of
the polar which is within the circle c_n be the point of interJoction of
_gents.

We now see that

(i) The Polar of an external point with respect to a circle is the
chord of conJect of tangents drawn from it.

(ii) The _Polar of an internal point is the locus of the intersections
of tangents draum at the eztremitzes of all chordswhich pass tlmmgh
it.

(iii) The Polar of a point on the circumference /s the tangent at
thatl_oint,
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The following theorem is known as the Harmonic PreZ0erty of
Pole and Polar.

4. =dny mfrttig/tt li_ d_,awn through a point is cut hazmonical_
by the point, its poker, and the circumference of the circle.

Let AHB be a circle, P the given
point and HK its polar; let Paqb be any
straight line drawn through P meeting I- _
the polar at q and the c_ of the circle at , b
a and b :
then shall P, _, q, b be a harmonic ._" /"
range. P A_ B

In the case here considered,P is an \
external point.

Join P to the centre O, and let PO K
cut the c_ at A and B: let the polar of
P out the Om at H and K, ant1 PO at GL

Then PH is a _a_gent to the ® AHB. Ex. 1, p. 366.
From the _imil_r triangles OPH, HPQ,

OP : PH=PH : PQ,
.-. PQ. PO=PH 2

= Pa. Pb.
•. the points O, Q, a, b are coneyclic:

.'. the Z aQA=the L abO
=the L Oab :t. 5.
=the L OQb, in the same segment.

And since QH is perp. to AB_
.'. the LaQH=the ZbQH.

.'. Q_]and QP are the internal and external bisectors of the Z aQb:
.'. P, a, q, b is a harmonic range. Ex. 1, p. 360.

The student should investigate/or himself the case when P is an
internal point.

ffonverseZy, it may be shew_ that if through a _ point P m_y
secant is drawn cutting the circumference of a given _ircee at a and b,
and if q is the harmonic conjugate at P wi_th respect _ a, b; then the
locus of q is the polar of P _th respect to the given effete.

[For Examples on Pole and Polar, see p. 370.]

DEFINITION.

• A triangle so related to a circle that each side is the I_.
of the o.plate _rtex is _.id to be self_ with
to the _ele.
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_XAMPLES ON POLE AND POLAB.

1. The straight line which joins any two points is the polar with
¢eapect to a given circle of the 1_oint of interscaion of their polars.

2. The point of intersection of any two straight lines is the pole of
the straight line which joins their poles,

3. Find the locus of the poles of all straight lines which pass
throu_Th a given point.

4. Find the locus of the poles, with respect to a given circle, of tan-
gents drawn to a concentric circle.

5. If two circles cut one another orthogonally and PQ be any
diameter of one of them; shew that the polar of P with regard to the
other circle passes through Q.

6. If two circles cut one another orthogonally, the centre of each
circle is the pole of their common chord with respect to the other circle.

7. Any two points subtend at the centre of a circle an angle equal
to one of the angles formed by the polars of the given points.

8. 0 is the centre of a given circle, and AB afixed straight line.
P is any point in AB; find the locus of the point inverse w F with

res_ct to the circle.

9. Given a circle, and a fixed point 0 on its circumference: P is
any point on the circle: find the locus of the point inverse to P with
respect to any circle whose centre is O.

10. Given two points A and B, and a circle whose centre is O;
#hew that the rectangle contained by OA and the perpendicular from B
on the polar of A is equal to the rectangle contained by OB and the
perpendienlar frcm A on the polar of B.

11. Fonr points A, B, C, D are taken in order on the circumference
of a circle; DA, GB intersect at P, AO, BD at Q and BA, GD in R:

hew that the triangle PQR is self-conjugate with respect to the circle.

12. Give a linear construction for finding the polar of a given
point with respect to a give_n circle. Hence find a linear construction
for drawing a tangent to a circle front an external point.

18. If a triangle is self-conjugate with respect to a circle, the
centre of the circle is at the orthocentre of the triangle.

14. The polars, with respect to a given circle, of the foy/r pci_ oaf
a _ic range form a lu_monie poneil : and e_werscly.
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IV. oI_ THE RADICAL AXIS.

1. To find the locus of $oint_ from which the tangents drawn to
two g_ven circles are equal.

Irig. 1. Fig. 2.

P P

Let A and B be the centres of the given circles, whose radii are a
and b; and let P be any point such that the tangent PQ drawn to the
circle (A) is equal to the tangent PR drawn to the circle (B) :

it is required to find the locus of P.
Join PA, PB, AQ, BR, AB; and from P draw PS perp.to AB.

Then because PQ= PR, .'. pQ2= pR 2.
But PO._=PA_-AQ2; and PR_=PB _- BR_: z. 47.

.. pA_- AQ_= pB2- BR'_;
that is, PS 2+ AS_ - a _= PS2+ S B_- b_; z. 47.
or, AS_ - a== SB_- b2.

Hence AB is divided at S, so that AS 2- SB_=a _- b2:
.'. S is afuced point.

Hence all points from which equal tangents can be drawn to the
two circles lie on the straight line which cuts AB at ft. angles, so
that the difference of the squares on the segments of AB is equal to the
difference of the squares on the radii.

Agaln_ by simply retracing these steps, it may be shewn that in
Fig. 1 every point in SP, and in Fig. 2 every point in SP exterior to
the eircle_ is such that tangents drswn from it to the two circles are
equal.

Hence we conclude that in Fig. 1 the whole line SP is the requir_
lo0us, and in Fig. 2 that part of 8P which is without the circles.

In either case 8P is said to be the Radical Zxis of the two eircle_
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CORO*ma_Y. I/ the_r¢_8 cut one another,_ in Fig.S,@ _ ¢_
that the Radical Axis is identical with the straight line wh_h passes

through the poi_ of intersection of the circles; for it follows readily
from XU.36 tha_ tangents drawn to two intersecting circles lrom any
point in the common chord produced are equal.

2. The Radical Azes of three circles taken in 2airs are conmv_e'nt.

Let there be three oirNes whose centres are A, B,
Let OZ be the radical axis of the _ (A) and (B);

and OY the Radical Axis of the _ (A) and (C), O being the point of
their intersection:
then shall the radical axis of the _ (B) and (C) pass through O.

It will be found that the point O is either without or within all
the circles.

L When O i_ without the c/rcles.
From 0 d_aw OP, OQ, OR tangentstothe_f(A),(B),(O).

Then because O is a point on the radical axis of (A) and (B); Hyp.
.'. OP.= OQ.

And because O is a point on the radical axis of (A) and ((3), Hyp.
.- OP=OR,
.'. OQ=OR;

.'.O isa pointon the_liealaxis of (B) and (O),
i.e. the radlesl axis of (B) and (C) passes through O.

]I. If the circles intersect in such a way that O is wi_in
_all;
the r_li<_l axes _re then the common e]_rds of the three _etes
taken two and two; and it is required to prove that these common
el_ds a._ co_t. This may be shewn imiireofly by Lua 85.

_. _e lmint of inter'station of thz zadiwl a_es of three
_ takenin t_drsis _t_d t_ r_ c_n.
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8. To draw the radical axis of two given circles.

P
s./

F.t/ "'\

,, E

Let A and B be the centres of the given circles:
it is requlred to draw their radical axis.

If the given circles intersect, then the st. Hne drawn through their
points of intersection will be the radical axis. [Ex. 1, Cot. p. 372.]

But if the given circles do not intersect,
describe any circle so as to cut them in E, F and G, H:

Join EF and HG, and produce them to meet in P.
Join AB; and from P draw PS perp. to AB.

Then PS shall be the radical axis of the _ (A), (B).

D_rNI_IO_T. If each pair of circles in a given system have
the same radical axis, the circles are said to be co-axaL

EXAMPLES.

1. $hew that the ra_ico_ azis of two circles bisects any one of their
common ta_ts.

2. If tmtgents are draur_ to two circles from aay point on their
radical axis; shew that a circle described witk this _oint as centre aswl
any one of the tangents as radius, cuts both the given circle8 ortl..o.

9. 0 is the ra_tioaZ centre of tkree e_r¢l_, acd from 0 a t_tO¢_
OT is drawn to any one of thera: skew that a circle whose cer_re is 0

radim OT out_ aZ[ the giwn circle8 orthogonalty.

4. If three ¢ircl_ touch one another, taken two and two, show that
tke_r _ _ew_ at the I_oi_,t_ of CORb_ O_'e_.
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_. Z] circles are de_vribed on the three 8ides of a triangle as
d/ameter, the/r rad/caZ centre is the orthocentre of the triangle.

6. All circles which pass through a fixed 2aoint and cut a give_a
circle orthogonally, pa_ through a second flxed Folnt.

7. Find the Zoeu$of the centres of call circles which pass through a
given Iaoint and cut a given circle orthogonaUy.

8. Describe a circle to pass through two given _nt_ and cut a
given circle orthogonally.

9. Find the locus of the centres of all circles which out two given
ei'mles orthogonally.

10. Deserlbe a circle to 2aass through a given point and cut two
given circles orthogonally.

11. The d_erenee of the squares on the tangents drawn from any
$_oint to two circles is equal to twice the rectangle contained by the
straight line joining their centres and the perpendicular from the given
point on their radical axis.

12. Zn a system of eo-axal circles which do _ot intersect, any laoint
is taken on the radical axis ; shew that a circle described from thts
point as centre with radius equal to the tangent drawn from it to any
one of the circles, will meet the line of centres _n two fixed _oint$.

[These f_d points are called the T_mtt&rg Poin¢_ of the system.]

13. In a system of eo-axal circles the two limiting polnt8 and the
points in which any one circle of the system cuts the line of centres
for_ a _rraonie range.

14. In a system of eo-axal circles a limiting point has the same
_olar with regard to all the circles of the system.

15. If two circles are orthogonal any diameter of one is cut
l_ar_us_ally by the other.

theObs. In the two following theorems we are to suppose tha_
segments of straight lines are expressed w_rnerically in

terms of some common unit; and the ratio of one such segment
to another will be denoted by the fraction of- which the first is
tlae numer_or mad the secondthe denominator.
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V. ON TR_SVERSALS.

Dm_r_IO_T. A straight line drawn to cut a given system ot
lines is called a transversal.

1. If three concurrent straight lines are drawn from the angular
points era triangle to meet the opposite sides, then the product of three
alternate segment_ taken iu order is equal to the product of the otherthree segments.

F

B D C B C D

Let AD, BE, OF be drawn from the verf,lces of the A ABC to
intersect at O, and cut the opposite sides at D, E, F:
then shall SO. CE. AF= DC. EA. FB.

By similar triangles it may be shewn that

SO : DC=the alt. of AAOB : the alt, of z_AOC;
BD AAOB

""DC = z_AOC'

CE h BOC
similarly, E--A= _ BOA ;

and AF ,_ COA
_ = n--c-_"

Multiplying these ratios, we have
BD CE AF
DC "E-A. _--_=1;

or, BD. CE. AF= DC. EA. FB. _. E. ]).

The converse of this theorem, which may be proved indlre_tly, is
vary important: it may be enunciated thus:

If three straight lines drawn from the vertices of a triangle cut the
opposite $id_ so that the product of three alternate seg_ tak_ in
order _ equal to the product of the ether three, then the three stra£yht

T/_tt _, ifBD. CE ° AF=DC. EA. FB,
then AD, BE, OF are eo_wu_tmt.
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2. Zf a _ansversal is drawn to _ut the zides, or the sides p_t_ed,
of a tria_Tle, the produet of three alternate segmen_ taken in order is
equ_ _o the prod_'t of the other three 8egntent_.

B C D_

Let ABC be a tziangle, and let a transversal meet the sides BC,
CA, AB, or these sidesproduced, at D, E, F,

then shall BD. CE. AF----DC. EA. FB.

Draw AH parI to BC, mceting the transversal at H.

Then from the simil_v A, DBF, HAF,
BD HA

and from the similar Aa DCE, HAE,

CE EA

BD CE EA
:., by mo]tip11_tion, p-_. _ = _-_ ;

BD. CE. AF .

or, BD. CE. AF=DC. EA. FB.
q.I, D,

No_'z. In this theore_a the _ransversaI must e/ther meet two
sides and the third side produoed, as in Fig. 1; or all three sides pro-
duee4, as in Fig. 2.

The eonverse of this Theorem may be proved indirectly:
If three points are taken in t¢o si_s of a triangle an_ the third

s/de _d, or in a_ three Males produced, w Shot the product of
three aI_ernate eeFments taken in ord_r is equaZ to the product of the
ocher _1_e ee_e_, the tl_ree poin_ are coUinear.

T,_._?_o_ _._ on._ _-x06 _ tothe_.
m_e of _i_t.lia_ _. a wat_,le,maybe_ovedbythemett_ of
tzamm_ !_ aua m addition to these the _ollo/dng/mvortaat theot,e_
auty be ester.
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DEFINITIONS,

(i) If tWO triangles are such that three straight lines joining
correspondingverticesare concurrent,they are saidto be co-
polar.

(ii) If two triangles are such that the points of intersection
of corresponding sides are cotlinear, they are said to be

Tmso_m_s TO BE PROVEDBY T_SW_.

1. The straight lines which join the vertices of a triangle to the
points of contact of the inscribed circle (or any of the three _wribcd
circles) are concurrent.

2. The middle $oints of the diagonals of a com21ete quadrilateral
are coUinear.

3. Co-polar triangles arc also co-axial; and conversely to.axial
triangles are also co-polar.

4. The six centres of similitude of three _ircles lie three by three
on four straight lin_.

MISCELLANEOUS EXAMPLES ON BOOK VI.

1. Through D, any point in the base of a triangle ABC,
sbraight lines DIE, DF are drawn parallel to the sides AS, AC, and
meeting the sides at E, F: shew that the triangle AEF is a mean
proportional between the triangles FSD, EDC.

2. If two triangles have one angle of the one equal to one
angle of the other, and a second angle of the one supplementary to a
second angle of the other, then the sides about the third angles are
proportional.

9. AE bisects the vertical angle of the triangle ABC and mee_
the base in E; shew that ff circles are described about the triangles
ABE. ACE, the diameters of these circles are to each other in the
same _tio as the segments of the base.

4. Through a fixed point 0 draw a str_ght line so that the
ps,z_ fmtev_p_d between 0 and the perpendieu_red_wn _.tbe

_ from two oth_ fixed poin_ may have s givea ratio.
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5. The angle A of a triangle ABC is bisected by AD meetinR
BG in D, and AX is the median bisecting BC: shew that XD has
the same ratio to XB as the difference of the sides has to their sum.

6. AD and AE bisect the vertical angle of a triangle internally
and externally, meeting the base in D and E; shew that if O is the
middle point of BC, then OB is a mean proportional between OD
and OE.

7. P and Q are fixed points; AB and CD are fixed parallel
straight lines; any straight line is drawn from P to meet AB at M,
and a straight line is drawn from Q parallel to PM meeting CD at
N : chew that the ratio of PM to QN is constant, and thence shew
that the straight line through M and N passes through a fixed point.

8. C is the middle point of an are of a circle whose chord is
AB; D is any point in the conjugate arc : shew that

AD-t- DB : DC :: AB : AC.

9. In the triangle ABC the side AC is double of BC. If CD,
CE bisect the angle ACB internally and externally meeting AB in D
and E, chew that the areas of the triangles CBD, AGD, ABC, GDE
are as 1, 2, B, 4.

10. AB, AC are t_vo chords of a circle ; a line parallel to the
tangent at A cuts AB, AC in D and E respectively: shew that the
rectangle AB, AD is equal to the rectangle AC, AE.

11. If from any point on the hypotenuse of a right-angied
triangle perpendiculars are drawn to the two sides, the rectangle
contained by the segments of the hypotenuse will be equal to the
sum of the rectangles contained by the segments of the sides.

12. D is a point in the side AC of the triangie ABC, and E is a
point in AB. If BD, CE divide each other into parts in the ratio
4 : 1, then D, E divide CA, BA in the ratio 3 : 1.

18. If the perpendiculars from two fixed points on a straight
line pleasing be_reen them be in a given ratio, the straight line must
pass through a third fixed point.

14. PA, PB are two tangents to a circle; PCD any chord through
P: ahew that the rectangle contained by one pair of opposite sides of
the quadrilateral ACBD is eqm_,lto the rectangle contained by the
other pair.

I5. A, B, C are any three points on a circle, and the tangent at
A meets BQ ]LmXlacedin D: shew that the di_metexs of the CL.'_Cs
circumscribed about ABD, ADD axe _ AD to CD.
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16. AS, CD are two diameters of the circle ADBO at right angles
to each other, and EF is any chord; CE, OF are drawn meeting AS
produced in G and H : prove that the reef. CE, HG =the feet. EF, OH.

17. From the vertex A of any triangle ABC draw a llne meeting
BC produced in D so that AD may be a mean l_roportio_al between
the segments of the base.

18. Two circles touch internally at O ; AB a chord of the larger
circle touches the smaller in C which is cut by the lines CA, OB in
tim 10oints P, Q: shew that OP : OQ :: AC : CB.

19. AB is any chord of a circle; AC, BC arc drawn to any
PAelntC in the circumference and meet the diameter perpendicular to

B at D, E: if O be the centre, shew that the reef. OD, OE is equal
to the square on the radius.

20. YD is a tangent to a circle drawn from a point Y in the
diameter AB produced; from D a perpendicular DX is drawn to the
diameter: shew that the points X, Y divide AB internally and ex-
ternally in the same ratio.

21. Determine a point in the circumference of a ciroIe, from
which lines drawn to two other given points shall have a given ratio.

22. O is the centre and OA a radius of a given circle, and V
is a fixed point in CA; P and Q are two points on the circum.
ference on opposite sides of A and equidistant from it ; CtV is pro-
duced to meet the circle in L. shew that, whatever be the length of
the are PQ, the chord LP will always meet OA produced in a fixed
point.

23. EA, EAI are diameters of two circles touching each other
externally at E ; a chord AB of the former circle, when produced,
touches the latter at (3', while a chord A'B r of the latter touches the
former at C : prove that the rectangle, contained by AB and A'B', is
four times as great as that contained by BC Sand B'C.

24. If a circle be described touching externally two given circles,
the straight line passing through the points of contact will intersect
the line of centres of the given circles at a fixed point.

95. Two eimles touch externally in C ; if any point D be taken
without them so that the radii AC, BC subtend equal angles at D,
and DE, DF be tangents to the e_cles_ shew that DO is a mean
rmportional between D E and DF_

H. _. 95
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_6, If through the middle point of the base of a triangle any
line be drawn in_ one side of the triangle, the other produced,
and the line drawn parallel to the base from the vertex, it will be
divided harmonle_ly.

27. If from either base angle of a trianglea line be drawn
intersecting the median from the vertex, the opposite side, and the
line drawn parallel to the base from the ver_x, it will be divided
harmonically.

28. Any straight line drawn to cut the arms of an _mgle and its
internal and external bisectors is cut harmonically.

29. P, Q are harmonic conjugates of A and B, and C is an
external point : if the angle PCQ is a right angle, shew that CP, GQ
are the internal and external bisectors of the angle ACB.

30. From C, one of the base angles of a triangle, draw a straight
llne meeting AB in G, and a straight line through A parallel to the
base in E, so that CE may be to EG in a given ratio.

31. P is a given po'mt outside the angle formed by two given lines
AB, AC: chew how to draw a stralght line from P such that the
parts of it intercepted between P and the lines AB, AC may have a
given ratio.

32. Through a given point within a given circle, draw a straight
line such that the parts of it intercepted between that point and the
elrcumferenee may have a given ratio. How many solutions does
the problemadmit of_

93. If a common tangent be drawn to any number of circles
which touch each other internally, and from any point of this
tangent as a centre a circle be described, cutting the other circles;
and if from this centre lines be drawn through the intersections of
the elrcles_ the segments of the lines within each circle shall be equal.

84. APB is s quadrant of a circle, SPT a line touo.h;,_ it at P;
C is the ecubm, and PM is _disular to CA: prove that

the A SCT : the A AGB :: the A ACB : the A CMP.

85. ABG is a triangle inscribed in a clrele, AD, AE are l_es
drown to the base BC parallel to the tangents at B, C reactively;
shew that AD=AE, and BD : CE : : AB= : AC=.

86. AB is the diameter of a circle, E the middle point of the
radius OB ; on AE, EB as diameters circles are described; POJ. is a
emnmon tangent touching the circles at P and O_ and AB produced
at t. : show that BL is eo.ualte the radius of the smallereh_.
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37. The vertical angle O of a triangle is _bisected by a stmi_t
line whioh meets the base at D, and is produced to a point E, such
that the rectangle contained by CD and CE is equal to the rectangle
con_ned by AC and CB: shew that if the base and vertical angle
be _ven, the position of E is invariable.

88. ABC is an isosceles triangle having the base angles at B
and C each double of the vertical angle: if BE and CD bisect the
base angles and meet the opposite sides in E and D, shew that DE
divides the triangle in_ figures whose ratio is equal to that of AB
to BC.

89. If AB, the diameter of a semicircle, be bisected in O and on
AC and CB circles be described, and in the space between the three
circumferences a circle be inscribed, shew that its diameter wilt be
to that of the equal circles in the ratio of two to three.

40. O ;s the centre of a circle inscribed in a quadrilateral ABCD;
a line EOF is drawn and making equal angles with AD and BC, and
meeting them in E and F respectively : shew that the triangles AEO,
BOF are similar, and that

AE : ED=CF : FB.

41. From the last exercise deduce the followlng: The inscribed
circle of a triangle ABC touches AB in F; XOY is drawn threugh
the centre making equal angles with AB and AC, and meeting them
in X and Y respectively: shew that BX : XF=AY : YC.

42. Inscribe a square in a given semioircle_

43. Inscribe a square in a given segment of a circle.

44. Describe an equilateral triangie equal to a given isoseele_
triangle.

45. Describe a square having given the difference be_ve_ a
diagonal and a side.

46. Given the vertical angle, the ratio of the sides contalnl, g it,
and the diameter of the circumscribing circle, construct the triangle.

47. Given the vertical angle, the line bisecting the base, and the
angle the bisector makes with the base, construct the trY,ingle.

48. In a _ven circle inscribe a triangle so that two side_ may
pass through two given points and the third side be parallel to a

strai_t line.

49. In a given eL,_leinscribe a triangleso that the sides may
l_a throu_ threegivenl_in_s. 25-2



50. A, B, X, Y are four points in a straight llne, and O is such
s point in it t_t the zeetangie OA, OY is equal to the rectangle OB,
OX- if a circle be deserlbed with centre O and radius equal to a
mean proportional between OA and OY, show that at every point on

circle AS and XY will subtend equal angles.

81. O is a fixed point, and OP is any line drawn to meet a fixed
straight line in P; if on OP a point Q is taken so that OQ to OP is

constant ratio, find the locus of Q.

52. O is a fixed point, and OP is any line drawn to meet the
circumference of a fixed circle in P; ff on OP a point Q is taken so
that OQto OP is a oonstant ratio, find the locus of Q.

5S. If item a given point two straight lines are drawn including
a given angle, and having a fixed ratio, find the locus of the extremity
of one of them when the extremitTy of the other lies on a fixed straight
line.

_. On a straight line PAB, two points A and B are marked and
the line PAB is made to revolve round the fixed extremity P. C is a
fixed point in the plane in which PAB revolves; prove that if CA
and CB be joined and the parallelogram CADB be completed, the
locus of D will be _ circle.

_5. Find the locus of a point whose distances from two fixed
points are in s given ratio.

[_6. Find the locus of a point from which two given circles sub-
tend the same angle.

57. Find the locus of a point such that i_s distances from two
intersecting straight lines are m a given ratio.

58. In the figure on page 364, show that QT, P'T' meet on the
radical axis of the two circles.

59. ABe is any triangle, and on its sides equilateral trlang]es are
described externally : if X, M, Z are the centres of their inscribed
circles, show that the triangle XYZ is equilateral

60. If S, I are the centres, and R, r the radii of the oircun_cribed
and inscribed circles of a triangle, and if N is the centre of its nine.
pointscirvle,

prove that (i) Si_=R_-2Rr,
(ii) NI---½R--r.

Establish corresponding prol)erties for ti_e ascribed circles, and _enee
prove that the nine_t_)ints circle touches the ins_bed and escribed



SOLID GEOMETRY.

EUCLID. BOOK XI.

DEFINITIONS.

FROM the Definitions of Book I. it will be remembered
that

(i) A line is that which has length, without breadth
or thickness.

(ii) .A. surface is that which has length and breadth,
without thicknes_

To these definitions we have now _o add :

(iii) Space is that which has leT_g_h, breadth, and
thick.hess.

Thus a line is said to be of one dimension ;
a surface is said to be of two dimensions;
and space is said to be of three dimeaaions.

The Propositions of Euclid's Eleventh Book here given
establish the first principles of the geometry 02: stave , or
solid geometry. They deal with the properties of straight
lines which are not all in the same plane, the relations
which straight lines bear to planes which do not contain
those lines, and the relations which two or more planes
bear to one another. Unless the contrary is stated the
straight lines are supposed to be of indefinite length, and
the planes of _nflnlte extent.

Solid geometry then proceeds to discuss tlm proper_ie_
of solid figures, of surfaces which are not planes, and of
lineswhich can not be drawn on a plane surface.
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LINES _D Pr._r_s.

1. A s_raight line is perpendicu]_ to a plane when
it is perpendicular to every straight line which meets it
in that plane.

NoTx. It will be proved in Proposition 4 that if a straight line
is perpendicular to two straight lines which meet it in a plane, it is
also perpendicular to eve_3 straight line which meets it in that plane.

A straight line drawn perpendicular to a plane is said to be a
neawaalto that plane.

2. The foot of the perpendicular let fall from a given
point on a plane is called the projection of that point on
the plane.

3. The projection of a line on a plane is the locus of
the feet of perpendiculars drawn from all points in the
given ]ine to the plane.

B
A
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4. The inclination of a straight line to a plane is the
acute angle contained by that line and another drawn from
the point at which the first line meets the plane to the
point at which a perpendicular to the plane let fall from
any point of the first line meets the plane.

P

Thus in the above figure, if from any po|nt X in the given
straight llne AB, which intersects the plane PQ at A, a perpen-
dicular Xx is let fall on the plane, and the stcaight line Axb is drawn
from A through x_ then the inclination of the straight line AB %othe
plane PQ is measured by the acute angle BAh. in otherwords :-

The inclination of a straight line to a plane is the acute angle
contained by the given straight line and its F,'ojectionon the pla_.

AXIOm. If two surfaces intersect one another, they
meet in a line or lines.

5. The common section of two intersecting surfaces
is the line (or lines) in which they meet.

X

/

Nora. It is proved in Proposition 3 that the common se_ion of
two planes is a straight llne.

_L_usAB, theeemm_a_ of thetwoplaneepQ; XY is
to be a sL,'_igh_
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6. One plane is perpendicular to another plane when
My straight line drawn in one of the planes perpendicular
to the common section is also perpendicular to the otherplane.

E ................ P

D
C R

Thus in the adjoining figure, the plane ItS is perpendicular to the
plane CD, if any strMght line PQ, drawn in the plane IrB at right
angles to the common section AS, is also at right angles to theplane CD.

7. The inclination of a plane to a plane is the acute

angle contained by two straight fines drawn from any point
in the common section at right angles to it, one in one
plane and one in the other.

O

Thus in the adjoining figure,

the straight line AB is the com_ _

mon section of the two inter-
seot_g pl_uec SC, AD; and
from Q, any point in AB, two
straight lines Qp, QR are drawn

l_xpendicular to AS, one in each A
plane: then the inclination of
the two _ planes is measured by
the acuteangle PQR.

g

NoTn. This definition assumes that the angle PQR is o! constan_
magnitude whatever point Q is taken in AS : the truth of which
assumption is proved in Proposition 10.

The angle formed by the intersection of two planes is called aangle.

It may be proved that two planes are dieular
when thedihedralan,_le for_ _ _._m_e_rl_... to one anotl_

--_ _ uj bu_m iS a rlg_ angle.
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8. Parallel planes are such as do not meet when pro-
duced.

9. A straight line is parallel to a plane if it does not
meet the plane when produced.

10. The angle between two straight lines which do not

meet is the angle contained by two intersecting straight
lines respectively parallel to the two non-intersecting lines.

Thus if AS and CD are two A_
straight lines which do not meet,
and ab, be are two in_rsecting lines -- R
parallel respectively to AB and CD ;
then Lhe angle between AB and CD
is measured by the angle abe.

11. A solid angle is that which is made by three or
more plane angles which have a common verf_x, but are
not in the same plane.

A solid angle made by three
plane angles is said te be trlhedral;
ff made by more than three, it is
said to be polyhedral.

A solid angle is sometimes called
a eorn._er.

12. A solid figure is any portion of space bounded by
one or more surfaces, plane or curved.

The_ surfaces are called the faces of the solid, a_d the in_.
sections of adjacent faces are called edges.
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I_OLY/EIEDRA.

13. A polyhedron is a solid figure bounded by plane
faces.

0_. A plane rectilineal figure must at least have three sides;
or four, if two of the sides are parallel. A polyhedronmust at least
have your faces; or, if two faces are paralIel, it must _t leas_ have
_e fs0e_

14. X prism is a solid figure bounded by plane faces,
of which two that are opposite are similar and equal
polygons in parallel planes, and the other faces are paralle-
lograms.

The polygons are called the ends of the prism. A larism is
said to be right if the edges formed by each pair of adjacent parallel-
ogrmns are perpendicular to the two ends ; if otherwise the prism is
oblique.

15. A parallelepiped is a solid figure bounded by
_hree pairs of parallel plane faces.

rag.1. F_.

A lm'_el_ may be _lar _ in _. i, or obli, _ _
_iS, Z.
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16. A. p_mmid is a solldfigu_ bounded by plane
faces,of which one isa polygon,and the restaretriangles
having as basesthe sidesof the polygon,and as a com-
mon ve_mx some pointnot in theplaneof_hepolygon.

The l_olygonis called the base of the pyramid.
A pyramid having for its base a _'eguZ_zrpolygon is said to be

right when the vertex lies in the straight line drawn perpendicular
to the base from its central point (_he centre of its inscribed or cir-
eumscribcd circle).

17. A tetrahedron is a pyramid _L
on a triangular base: Jt is _hus con-
rained by/our triangu]ar faces.

18. Polyhedra are classified according to the number
of their.fo_es r
thus a hexahedron has 8/x faces;

an _droa has eight faces ;
a _ hss twelve faces.

19. S_m_1=rpolyhedra are such as have all theirso'lld
nuanglm_ereqUsl,each to each, and are bounded by the same

of similar faces.

20. A Polyhedron is regular when its _ are similar
_d _ _,u_ _lygona
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21. I_ will be proved (see page _25) that there can
only befive regular polyhedm.

They are defined as follows.

solid (i) A regular tetrahedron is afigure bounded by/our plane
faces, which are equal and equi-
lateral t_iangles.

(ii) A cube is a solid figure
bounded by s/z plane faces, which
are equal squares.

A
(iii) A regular oetahedron is a /.-_¢_

solid figure bounded by eight plane
faces, which are equal and equilateral
t_les.

(iv) A regular dodecahedron is/SS_._t_[_
a solid figure bounded by twelve plane
faces, which are equal and regular
gm_agan_.
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(v) A regular icosahedron is _-___

a solid figure bounded by twenty _

plane faces, which are equal and
equilateral triangles.

SOLIDS OF REVOLUTION.

22. tk sphere is a solid figure described by the revo-
lution of a semicircle about its diameter, which remains
fixed.

The axis of the sphere is the fixed straight line about which the
semicircle revolves.

The centre of the sphere is the same as the centre of the semi-
circle.

A diameter of a sphere is any straight line which passes through
the centre, and is terminated both ways by the surface of the
sphere.

23. A right cylinder is a solid _1
figure described by the revolution of
a rectangle about one of its sides
which remains fixed.

The axis of the cylinder is the fixed straight line about which the
reet_ngIe revolves.

The _ or rods of the cylinder are the circularfaces described
"T the two revolving opposite sides of the rectangle.
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24. A right cone is a solid f_gure A
described by the revolu_on of a right-

Aangled triangle about one of the sides
containing the right angle which re_
mains fixed.

The axis of the cone is the fixed straight line about which the
triangterevolves.

The base of the cone is the circular face described by that side
which revolves.

The hypotenuse of the right-angled triangle in sny one of its
positions is called a generating line of the cone.

25. Similar cones and cylinders are those which have
their axes and the diameters of their bases proportionals.
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P_OPOSmON I. TH_OaZS.

One par_ of a atralgtg l_ne cannot be i_ a plane and a_-
other Tart outside it.

Q

If possible, let AB, part of the sg. line ABC, be in the
plane PQ, and the par_ BC without it.

Then since the st. line AB is in the plane PQ,
.'. it can be produced in that plane. I. Post. 2.

ProduceAB to D;

and letany otherplanewhich passesthroughAD be turned
aboutAD untilitpassesalsothroughC.

Then becausethepointsB and C arein thisplane,
.'.thest.lineBC isinit: _.Def.5.

•".ABC and ABD are in the same plane and are both
st.lines; whichisimpossible, z.Ded_.3.

.'. the st. line ABC has not one part AB in the plane PQ,
and another part BC outside it. q. F, 1).

No_. This proposition scarcely needs proof, for the _ruth of it
follows almost immed_tely from the deYmitions of a stra_ht
and.a ifiane.

It should be observed that the met_hodof proof used in this and
_he next proposition rests upon the following axiom.

If a p_z.,zeof u_nlimited eztent turns about a .f_ed straight Zi_
Waaxiz, i_ can be made topassthrough any point in _saee.
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PROPOSITIO_2. THEORF_.

Any two straight llnes which cut one another are in one
_r_: and any three straight llne¢ of which each pair inter.
_t one another, are in one plane.

C B

Let the two s_ lines AB and CO intersect at E;
and let the st. llne BC be drawn cutting AB and CO at B

and C:

then (i) AB and CD shall lie in one plane.
(ii) AB, BC, CO shall lie in one plane.

(i) Let any plane pass through AB ;

and let this plane be turned about AB until it passes
through C.

Then, since C and E are points in this plane,
.'. the whole st. line CED is in it. x. De_. 5 and XL 1.

That is, AB and GO lie in one plane.

(ii) And since B and C are points in the plane which
contains AB and CO,

.'. also the st. line BC lies in this plane. Q,_..D.

CO)_OLLARY. One, and only one, pla_ can 5_ _ to
_s through two given intersecting straight lln_.

Hence the position of a plane is fixed,

(i) if it l_-sses through a given straight line and a given point
outside it; Ax. p. 39_

(ii) if it passes through two intersecting straight lines; xn 9.

('fii) it it passes fltrough three points not eoltinear; xx.2.

liv) if it pames throush two parallel straight lines, Ll_e/. _,
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PROPOSITION3. THEOREm.

If two planes cut one another their common secKon is a
straight llne.

C

Y

Let the two planes XA_ CY cut one another, and let BD be
their common section:

then shall BD be a st. line.

For if not, from B to D in the plane XA draw the st. line
BED;

and in the plane CY draw the st. line BFD.

Then the st. lines BED, BFD have the same extremities;
.'. they include a space;

but this is impossible.
.'. the common section BD cannot be otherwise than a st,

line. q.g. I).

Or, more briefly thus--

I_et the planes XA, CY cut one another, and let B and D be
two points in their common section.
Then because B and D are two points in the plane XA,

• the st. line joining B, D lies in that plane. I. DeS 5.
_knd because B and D are two points in the plane CY,

.'. the st. line joining B, D lies in that plane.
_ence the st. line BD lies in botI_planes,
and is t_hereforo their common section.

._hat _s, the common section of the two planes is a _ra_]lJ
].ine. Q._D.

_.x. $6
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PROPOSITIOt_ 4. THEOREm. [Alternative Proof.]

I/ a stra_ht llne _s perpendlcular to each of two straight
llne_ at their Tolnt o/ intersection, it shall also be perTen-

dicular $o the plane in which they lie.

D

@.
Let the straight line AD be perp. to each of the st.

lines h8, AC at h their point of intersection:
then shall AD be perp. to the plane in which AB and
AO lie.

Produce DA to F, making AF equal to DA.
Draw any st. line BC in the plane of AB, AC_ to cut

AB, AC at B and C;
and in the same plane draw through A any s_. line AE to cut
BC at E.

It is required ix) prove that AD is perp. to AE.
Join DB, DE, DC; and FB, FE, FC.

Then in the A s BAD, BAF,
bec.auseDA = FA_ (70_s_r.

and the common side AB is perp. to DA_ FA :
.'. BD= BF. I. 4.

Similarly CD = CF.
l_Tov¢ if the z_ BFC be turned about its base BC until

the vertex F comes into the plane of the A BDC,
then F will coincide with D,

since the conte _rr-_nous sides of the triangles are equal I. 7.

.'. EF will coincide with ED,
that is, EF = ED,
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Hence in the _" DAE, FAE,
since DA, AE, ED = FA, AE, EF respectively_

.'. the z DAE = the _ FAE. _. 8.

That is_ DA is perp. to AE.

Similarly it may be shewn that DA is perp, to every
st. line which meets it in the plane of AB, AC ;

.'. DA is perp. _o this plane. Q.E.D.

PROPOS_TIO_4. THSORF_. [Euclid's Proof.]

If a straight llne is pecTendleular to each of two straight
lines at the&" point of intersection, it shall also 5e Terpen-
dlcular to the plane in which they lle.

X

Let the st. llne EF be perp. ¢o each of the st. lines
AS, DO at E their point of intersection :
then shall EF he also perp. to the plane XY, in which
AS and DO _e.

]_ake EA, EC, EB_ED all equal, and join AD, BC.
Through E in tbe plane XY draw any st_llnecutting

AD and BC in G and H.

Take any pt. F in EF, and join FA, FG, FD, FB, FH, FC.
Then in the A _AED, BEC_

because A_ ED= BF.. EC respectively, Cons_.
and the /_AED= _¢ /.. BEG; L 15,

1. AD = BO,and the /. DAE_-.the L CBE. I. 4.
26-2
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F

H

×

In _he _ 8AEG, BEH,
becausethe L GAE = the L HB_ Proved.

and the L AEG = the z_BEH, L 15.
and EA = EB; Co_s_.

.'. EG = EH, and AG= BH. I. 26.

Again in the a s FEA, FEB,
because EA= £B,

and the common side FE is perp. to EA, EB; j_ry?.
.'. FA= FB. 1,4.

Similarly FC = FD.

Again in the z_a DAF, CBF_
because DA, AF, FD = C8, BF, FC, respectively,

.'. the LDAF=theLCBF. I. 8.

And in the z_s FAG, FBH,
because FADAG, = FB, BH, respectively,

and the L FAG = the L FBH, _Pro¢_.
.'. FG=FH. I. 4.

Lsstly in the _ _ FEG, FEH,
because FE, EG, GF= FE, EH, HF, respectively,

.'. the L FEG=the z_FEH; L 8.
that is, FE is perp. to GH.

S|milarly it may be shewn that FE is perp. to ev_'_.J
st, line which meets it in the plane XY,

.'. FE is perp. to this plane, xI. Def.
Q.E.D.
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PROPOSITION5. THEOREM.

If a straigtd line is perpendicular to each of three con_
current straight lines at their point of intersection, th_se
U,rce straight lines shall be in one plane.

i I 15 /
I /

x

Let the straight line AB be perpendicltl_r to each of
the straight lines BC, BD, BE, at B their point of inter-
section:

then shall BC, BD, BE be in one plane.

Let XY be the plane which passes through BE, BD ; xI. 2.
and, if possibl% suppose that BC is not in this plane.
Let AF be the plane which passes through AB, BC ;

and let the common section of the two planes XY, AF be the
st. line BF. xI. 3.

Then since AB is perp. to BE and BD_
and since BY is in the same plane as BE, BD,

.'. AB is also perp. to BF. xI. 4.

But AB is perp. to SO; Hyp.
.'. the l__ ABF, ABC, which are in the same plane_ are
both rt. angles ; which is impossible.

.'. SC is not outside the plane of BD_ BE :
that is_ BO_ BD, BE are in one plane.

Q._D,
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PROPOSITION 6. THEOREM.

If two straight lines are pe_endioular to the same plane,
they shall be parallel to one anothar.

_/., ........ E

Let the st. lines AB, CO be perp. to _he plane XY :

th_ shall AS and CD be pal o

Let AB _ (_D,meet the plane XY at B and D.
Join BD ;

and in the plane XY draw DE perp. to BD, making DE
equal _o AS.

Join B_ A_ AD.

Then since AS is perp. to the plane XY, Hyp.
• AB is also perp. _o BD and BE, which meet it in that

plane ; XL Def. 1.
that is, the L _ ABD, ABE are rk angles,

Similarly the L s CDB, CDE are rk angles.

Now in the _ s ABD, EDB,
because AB, BD = ED, DB_ respectively, GoP_tr.

and the L ABD = _he z. EDB, being rt, angles ;
.'. AD = EB. L 4.

Again in the _ ' ABF, EDA_
becanse AB, BE = ED, DA, respective|y_

and AE is common ;
.'. the L. ABE = the z. EDA. I. 8.

* NO_. In order to shew that AB and CD are parallel, it is
_ prove tl_t (i) they are in tl_ satat pZa_, (fi) the angle_

, ABD, ODB, are aupplementea'y.
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But the z=ABE is art. angle ; Proved.
.'. the z. EDA is art. angle.

Bug the L. EDB is a It. angle by construction,
and the /=EDC is art. angle, since CD is perp. to the
plane XY. .H'_/p.

Hence ED is perp. to the three lines DA, DB, and DO;
.'. DA, DB, DO are in one plane. XL 5.

But AS is in the plane which contains DA, DB; xI. 2.
.'. AB, BD, DC are in one plane.

And each of the L s ABD, CDB iS art. angle ; Hy_
.'. AS and CD are par Z. I. 28.

Q.E.D.

PROPOSITION 7o THEOREM.

If two straight lbnes are parallel, the 8traight line which
joins any point in one to any point in the other is iu tl_
sam+ p_m_ as the parallels.

A,. E B

C F D

Let AB and CD be two par zst. lines,
and let E, F be any two points, one in each st. line :
then shall the st. line which joins E, F be in the same

plane as AB, CO.

_or since AB and CD are par_,
.'. they are in one plane. I. Def. 25.

And since the points E and F are in this plane,
.'. the st, line which joins them lies wholly in this plane.

z./>_5.
T h,xt is, EF is in the plane of the par_ hB, CD.

9._,p
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PROPOSITION 9. THEOREM.

Two straight lin_s which are parallel to a _hlrd straight
lirw are Tarallel to one another.

p G --

C

Let the st. lines AB, CD be each par J to the st. line PQ :
then shall AB be par' to CD.

I. If AB, CD and PQ are iv one plane, the proposition has
already been proved. I. 30.

II. But if AB, CO and PQ are not in one plane,
in PQ take any point G ;

and from G, in ¢Jle plane of the par _ AB, PO_ draw GH
perp. to p_ ; I. 11.

also from G_ in the plane of the par _ CO, PQ, draw
GK perp. to PO. L 11.

Then because PQ is perp. to GH and G_ Goner.
.'. PQ is perp. to the plane HGK, _vhich contains them.

xI. 4.

But AB is par_ to PQ; Hyp.
.'. AB is also perp. to the plane HGK. XL 8.

Similarly, CD is perp. to the plane HGK.

Hence AB and CD, being perp. to the same plane, are pa_
ix) one another, xI. 6.

q._.P,
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PROPO_ITION10. THEOREM.

If two intersecting straight lines are respectively parallel
to two other intersecting straight lines not in the same pla_
with them, tlven the first pair and the second pair shall con-
tain equal angles.

B

Let the s_. lines he, BC be respectively par zto the st.
lines DE, EF, which are not in the same plane with them :
then shall the LABC=tho L DEF.

In BA and EO, make BA equal to EO;
and in BC and EF, make BC equal to EF.

Join AD, BE7 OF, AC, DF.

Then because BA is equal and pat a to ED,
t!yp. and Conatr.

.'. hO is equal and par _ to BE. I. 33.
And because BC is equal and par __o EF,

.'. OF is equal and pa# to BE. L 33.

.'. AD is equal and par _to CF ; XI. 9.
hence it follows that AC is equal and par_ to DF. L 33.

Then in the A a ABC, DEF,
because AB, BC, AC = DE_ EF_ DF_respectively_

.', She /..ABC = the z. DEF. I. 8.

oraa_,
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PROPOSITION 11. PROBLEM.

f'o draw a straight llne perpendicular to a given plane
a given point outside it.

A

\C H
X

Let A be the given point outside the plane ×7.
It is required to draw from A a st. line perp. to the

plane XY.
Draw any st. line BC in the plane XY;

and from h draw AD perp. to SO. I. 12.
Then if AD is also perp. to the plane XY, what was

required is done.
But if not, from D draw DE in the plane XY perp.

¢oao; L ll.
and from A draw AF perp. to DE. I. 12.

Then AF shall be perp. to the plane XY.
Through F draw FH pap to BC. I. 31.

WOW because CD iS perp. to Oh and D_ Co_str.
.'. CD is perp. to the plane contalnlug DA, DE. XL 4.

_And HF is par _ to CD i
.'. HF is aJsoperp. to the plane confining DA, DE. XI. 8.

And since FA meets HF in this plane,
.'.the L HFA isa rt.angle; Xl. D_.)_.I.

that i% AF is perp. to FH.
AF is Mso perp.to DE ; Co_#/r.

.'. AF is peq). to the plane eonta_aing FH, DE;
that i% AF is perp. to the plane XV. Q.al_,
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PROPOSmON 12. PROBLEM.

To draw a 8tra_ht line perp_dic_dar to a given pla_w
from a give_ point in the plane.

D B

Y

/ /
x

Let h be the given point in the plane XY.
It is required to draw from A a st. line perp. to the

plane XY.

From any point B outside the plane ×y draw BC perp.
to the plane. XL 11.

Then if BC passes through A, what was required is
done.

But if not, from A draw AD par _ to BC. I. 31.
Then gO shall be the perpendicular required.

For since SO is perp. to the plane XY, Co_sgr.
and since AD is par _ to Be, Constr.

.'. AD is also perp. to the plane ×V. XL 8.
Q.E.F.

EXERCISES.

1. Equal s_ralght lines drawn to meet a plane from a point
without it areequally inclined to the plane.

2. Find the locus of the foot of the perpendieular drawn from a
given point upon any plane which passes throagh a given straight
line.

S. From a given point A a perpendieu.larAF is drawn to I pla_3
XY; anti f_om F, FD is drawn perpendicularto BC, any lane m
t_t plane: shew that AD is also perpendicularto _.
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PI_OPOSITION13. THEOREM.

One one perpendicular can 5e drawn to a g_ven plan
from a given point ei_wr in the plane or outsld¢ it.

!

,, ¥

A

/
CASE I. Let the given point A be in the given plane XV;
and, if possible, let two perps. AB, AC be drawn from A to
the plane X¥.

Let DF be the plane which contains AS and AC ; and
let the st. line DE be the common section of the planes DF
and Xy. xL 3.

Then the st. lines AB, AC, AE are in one plane_

And because BA is perp. to the plane XY, Hyp.
.'. BA is also perp. to AE_ which meets it in this plane ;

xx. Def. 1.
that i_ the _ BAK is a rt. angle.
Similarly, the __OAK is art. angle.

.'. the L s BAE, CAE, which are in the same plane, are equal
to one another.

Which is impossible.
.'. two perpendiculars cannot be drawn to the plane

XY from the point A in that plane.

CasR IL I_ the given point A be outside the plane XY.
Then two perp a cannot be drawn from A to the plane ;

for if there could be two, they would be par_, xL 6.
which is a_n_l. Q._
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1)ROPOSITIOlff 14. THEOR]_M.

Planes to which the same straight llne is perpendicular
wre laarallel to o_e another.

G

_, I_\

D
F

Let the st. line AB be perp. to each of the planes CO, EF :
then shall these planes be par j.

For if not, they will meet when produced.
If possible, let the two planes meet, and leV the st_

line GH be their common section, xI. 3.
In GH take any point K ;

and join AK, BK.

Then because AB is perp. to the plane EF,
• AB is also perp. to BY,, which mee_s it in this plane;

xI. D_ 1.
that is, the &ABK is a ft. angle.

Similarly, the L. BAK is a rtz angle.
• in the & KAB, the two z. BABK, BAK are together equal to

two It. angles ;
which is impossible. I. 17.

.'. the planes co, EF, though produced, do not meet :
that is_ they are par _. Q.F..D.
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PaO_OSZTm_ 15. THEOREM.

If two inte'reectlng straight I/ines are parallel respectlve_
to two other _ntersecting straight lines which are not _
the same plane with them, then the, plane containing the
first pair shall be parallel to the plane containing the second
pair.

E

B .
A_CD

Let the st. lines AB, BC be respectively par _ to the
st. lines DE, EF, which are not in the same plane as
AB, BC :

then shall the plane containing AB_ BC be pa_ to the
plane containing DE_ EF.

l_rom B draw BG perp. to the plane of DE, EF; x[. ll.
and let it meet that plane at G.

Through G draw GH, GK par_respectively to DE, EF. ]. 31.
Then because BG is perp. to the plane of DE_ EFj

,'. BG isalsoperp.to G H and G K_which meet it in that
plane : xi. Deft 1.

that is, each of the /_" BGH_ BGK is a r_. angle.
:bTowbecauseBA ispar_toED, Hyp.

and because GH is also par I to ED, Co_tr,
.'. Sh is par _ to GH. XL 9.

And since the L BGH is a ft. angle ; Proved.
.'. the z_ABG is a ft. angl_ I. 29.

Similarly the Z.CBG is a r_ a_ugle.
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Then sinceBG isperp.toeachofthe st.lines8A,BC,
.'.eG isperp.totheplanecontainingthem. xL 4.
But BG isalsoperp.totheplaneofED, EF : Coustr.
thatis,BG isperp.tothe two planesAC, DF :

;. these planes are pa_. xI. 14.
q.E.D.

PaoPos_Tios 16. THEORFm.

If two parallel planes arc cut by a third plane their
common sections with i_ shall be parallel.

K

A ' \
t,_ / C \

B

Let the par_planesAS, CO be cutby theplaneEFHG,
and letthe st.linesEF, GH be theircommon sections
with it :

then shall EF, GH be pa_.

For if not,EF and G H will meet ifproduced.
If possible,letthem meet atK.

Then since the whole st. line EFK is in the plane AB, xl. l.
and K is a point in that line,

.'. the point K is in the plane AS.

ShnilarlythepointK isintheplane CD.

Hence the planes AB, CO when produced meet at K;
which is impossible, since they are par z. _r_..
.'. the st. lines EF and GH do not meet;

and they are in the same plane EFHG ;
.'. theyare par _. L 1)el 25.

_. z. 27
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PROPOSmON 17. TH_ORF_.

Straight lines which ar_ cut by parallel T_anes are cut
proTortionally.

H

G" L

K N

Let the st. lines AB, CO be cut by the three par _planes
GH, KL, MN at the points A, E, B, and C, F, O :

then shall AE : EB :: CF : FD.

Join AC, BD, go i
and let AD meet the plane KL at the point X :

join EX, XF.

Then because the two par _planes KL, MN are cut by
the plane ABD,

.'. the common sections EX, BD are par _. xI. 16.

and because the two parI planes GH, KL are cut by the
plane DAC,

.'. the common sections XF, AC are par'. XL 16.
And because EX is pa_a to BD, a side of the _ABD,

.'. AE : EB :: AX : XD. vI. 2.

Again because XF is par' to AC, a side of the A DAC,
.'. AX : XD :: CF : FD. vI. 2.

Hence AE : EB :: CF : FD. v. 1.
Q.e..D.

D]_FINITION. One plane is perpendicular to another
plane, when any straight line drawn in one ot the planes

[I ok 6.]
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PROPOSITION18. THeOREm.

If a straight line _8 perpendicular to a plane, then every
plane which pazses through the straight line _ also perp_ra-
dlcular to the g_ven plane.

x

Let the st. llne AB be perp. to the plane XY ;
and let DE be any plane passing through AB :

then shall the plane DE be perp. to the plane XY.
Let the st. line CE be the common section of the planes

XY, DE. xI. 3.
From F, ant/ point in OF-, draw FG in the plane DE

perp. to CE. I. 11.

Then because AB is perp. to the plane XY, Hyp.
.'. AB is also perp. to CE, which meets it in that plane,

xL Def. 1.
that is, the L_ABF is a ft. angle.

But the __GFB is also art. angle ; Constr.
.'. GF is par _to AB. L 28.

And AB is perp. to ¢he plane XY, //yp.
.'. GF is also perp. to the plane XY. XL 8.

Hence it has been shewn that any st. line GF dr_wn in
the plane DE perp. to the common section CE is also perle.
to the plane XY.

.'. the plane DE is perp. to the plane XY. xI. D_f. 5.
q.R.V.

EXERCISE.

,_he_ogaat two _lanes are _nd_cular to o_e another when tha
dihedral angle formed by them is a rlgh$ angle.
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PROPOSITION19. THF, ORE_.

I/two in,U,t_'t_n e planes a_'e eael_ p_end_eula.t to a
third pla_, their common section 8hall also be Tertumdicular
to tl_ plane.

B

A C

Let each of the planes AB, BC be perp. to the plane
ADC, and let so be their common section :

then shall BD be perp. to the plane ADO.

For if not, from D draw in the plane AB the st. line DE
perp. to AD, the common section of the planes ADB, ADO :

I. 11.

and from D draw in the plane BC the st. line DF perp.
to DC, the common section of the planes BDC, ADC.

Then because the plane BA is perp. ¢o the plane ADO,
//yp.

and DE is drawn in the plane BA perp. to AD the common
section of these planes, Contr.

.'. DE is perp. to the plane ADC. xI. De/. 6.

Similarly DF is perp. to the plane ADG.

.'. from the point D two st. lines are drawn perp. to the
plane ADC i which is impossible, xI. 13.

tIence DB ¢_nnot be otherwise than perp. to the plane ADC.
q._.D,
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PROI)OSITIO_ ]0, TIIEOB)_M.

Of t/_ thre_ plane angle_ whlc_ form a tr_dral ang_,
any two are together greater than the thlr_

D

B E C

Let the trihedral angle ag A be formed by the three
plane /...j BAD, DAC, BAG :
then shall any two of them, such as the L s BAD, DAO) be

together greater than the third, the L BAC.

CAs_. I. If the z_BAC iS less than, or equal to, either
of the ,:s BAD) DAC;
it is evident that the L s BAD, DAC are together greater

than the L. BAC.

CAs_. II. But if the L BAC is greater than either of the
/- _ BAD, DAC ;
then at the point A in the plane BAC make the /. BAE equal

to the /_BAD ;
and cut off"AE equal to AD.

Through E_and in the plane BAC, draw the st. line BEG
cuttSng AB, AC at B and C :

join OS, OC.
Then in the A s BAD, BAE,

_inee BA_ AD = BA) A_ respectively, Corer,
and the/. BAD.=the /_ BAE; Cons_'o

.'. BD -=BE. I. _.

Again in the A BDC, since BD, DO are together greater
tJam BC, I. 20.

and BD= B_ .P_,_.

.'. DOis greater than EO. ._,
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D

S E C

And in the _ _ DAC, EAC_
because DA, AC = EA, AC respectively, Go_tr.

but DC is greater than EC ; Proved.
.'. the L DAC is greater than the l_ EAC. z. 25.

But the z_BAD=the z_BAE; Constr.
.'. the two __s BAD, DAC are together greater than the

L BAC. Q.E.D.

PROPOSITZON21. THEOaE_.

.Every (convex) solid angle is formed by Tlane angles
which are together less than four r_Tht angZes.

S

×

Letthe solid angle at s be formed bythe plane L'ASB,
BSC_ CSD, DSE, ESA:
then shall the sum of these plane angles be l_ss than four
ft. anglea
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For let a plane XY intersect all the arms of the plane
angles on the same side of the vertex at the points A, B, C,
D, E : and let AB, BC, CD, DE, EA be the common sections
of the plane XY with the planes of the several angles.

Within the polygon ABCDE take any point O ;
and join O to each of the vertices of the polygon.

Then since the L s SAE, SAB, EAB form the trihedral
angle A,
.'. the z. s SAE, SAB are together greater than the _. EAB ;

XL 20.
that is,
the L_s SAE.,SAB are together greater than the L 80AE, OAB.

Similarly,

the z__ SBA,SBC are together greater than the z. s OBA,OBC:
and so on, for each of the angular Points of the polygon.

Thus by addition,
the sum of the base angles of the triangles whose vertices

are at S, is greater than the sum of the base angles of
the trimlgles whose vertices are at O.
But these two systems of triangles are equal in number ;

.'. the sum of all the angles of the one system is equal to the
sum of all the angles of the other.

It follows that the sum of the vertical angles at S is
less than the sum of the vertical angles at O.

But the sum of the angles at 0 is four rt. angles;
.'. the sum of the angles at S is less than four rt. angles.

_.mv.

iVote. Thisproposition was not given in this form by Euclid, who
established its truth only in the case of trilwdral angles. The above
demonstration, however, applies to all ca_es in which the lml:_gon
ABCDE is convex.,but it must be observed that without _ condition
the propositionis not necessarily tree.

& solid angle is convex when it lles entirely on one side of each
of the in_nite planes which pass through its plane angles, If rids is
the case, the polygon ABCDE will have no re-cntra_ anl_. Audit
is clear that it would not be possible to apply xL 20 to a vertex _t
which a re-entrant angle exist_
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EXERCISES ON BOOK XI.

1. Equal straight lines drawn to a plane from a point without
it have equal projections on that plane.

2. If S is the centre of the circle circumscribed about the triangle
ABC, and if SP is drawn perpendicular to the plane of the triangle,
show that any point in SP is equldiBtant from the vertices of the
triangle.

8. Find the locus of points in space equidistant from three given
points.

4, From Example 2 deduce a practical method of drawing a
perpendicular from a given point to a plane, having given ruler,
compasses, and a straight rod longer than the required perpen-
dicular.

5. Give s geometrical construction for drawing a straight llne
equally inclined to three straight lines which meet in a point, but are
not in the same plane.

6. In a gauche quadrilateral (that is, a quadrilateral whose sides
are not in the same plane) if the middle points of adjacent sides are
joined, the figure thus formed is a parallelogram.

7. AB and AC are two straight lines intersecting at right angles,
and from B &perpendicular SD is drawn to theplane in which they
axe : show that AD is perpendicular to AC.

8. If two intersecting planes are cut by two parallel pLanes, the
lines of section of the first pair with each of the second pair contain
equal angles.

9. If a straight line is parallel to a plane, show that any plane
passh_ through the given straight li_e will intersect the given plane
in a line of section which is parallel to the given line.

10. Two intersecting planes pass one through each of two
l_rallel straight lines ; shew that the common section of the planes
is parallel to the given lines.

1L If a straight line is parallel to each of two intereccting planes,
it is also parallel to the common section of the planes.

1_. Through a given point in spaee draw a stre_ht line to inter.
see* each of two given straight lines which are not in the same
plane.

I3. If AS, SO, CD are straight lines not all in one plane, shew,
that a plane which passes through the middle point of each one of them
is _ both to AC tncI SO.

14. From a giten t_int A a pozl_mdieulsr AB is drawn to a
Id_me XY; and a _eeend perpend_ular AE is drawn to a etndgixt

CD in the plane XY : shew that EB is perpondieular to CD.
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15. From a point A two perpendiculars AP, AQ are drawn one
to each of two intersesting planes : show that the common section of
these planes is perpendicular to the plane of AP, AQ.

16. From A, a point in one of two given intersecting planes,
AP is drawn perpendicular to the first plane, and AQ perpendicular
to the second : if these perpendiculars meet the second plane at P
and Q, show that PQ is perpendicular to the common section of the
two planes.

17. A, B, C, D are four points not in one plane, show tlmt the
four angles of the gauche quadrilateral ABCD are together less than
four right angles.

18. CA, OB, OO are three straight lines drawn from a given
point O not in the same plane, and OX is &nether stra_ht line
within the solid angle formed by CA, OB, OC : show that

t(ie) the sum of the angles AOX, BOX, COX is greater thanhalf sum of the angles AOB, BOO, COA.
(il)thesum of theanglesAOX, COX islessthanthesum of

theanglesAOB, COB.

(iii) the sum of the angles AOX, BOX, COX is less than the
sum of the angles AOB, BOC, COA.

19. CA, OB, OC are three s_ralght llnes forming a solid angle
at O, and OX bisects the plane angle AOB; shew that the angle
XOC is less than half the sum of the angles AOC, BOG.

20. If a point be equidistant from the angles of a right-auglecl
triangle and not in the plane of the triangle, the line joining it with
the middle point of the hypotenuse is perpendicular to the plane of
the triangle.

21. The angle which a straight line makes with its projeo_n on
a plane is less than that which it makes with any other straight
which meets it in that plane.

22. Find a point in a given plans such that the sum o! its
distances from two given points (not in the plane but on f_hesame
side of it) may be a minimum.

28. If two straight lines in one plane are equally inclined
another plane, they will be equally inclined to the common section
of these planes.

24. PA, PB, PC are three concurrent straight lines each of
which is at right angles to the other two : PX, PY, PZ are perpen.
diculars drawn from P to BG, CA, AB respectively. Shew tha_
XYZ lathe ped_l triangle of the trm.ugle ABC.

25. PA, PB, PC are three concurrent straight llnes e_h of whi_
is st r_Zhtaugles to the othertwo, and from P a _mtlarPO k
drawn to th8 plane of ABO: shew t_hstO is the ortJaoeentm o! tJae

ASC.
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THEOREMS .AND EXAMPLES ON" BOOK XI.

DEFINITIONS.

(i) Lines which are drawn on a plane, or through which a
plane may be made to pass, are said to be co-planar.

(ii) The projection of a line on a plane is the locus of the feet
of perpendiculars drawn from all points in the given llne to the
plane.

T_o_E_ I. The projectlo_ of a straight line o_ a _lane is itself a
straight li_e.

B

/

Let AB be the _ven st. line, and XY the given plane.
From P, an_ point in AB, draw _ perp. to the plane XY :

it is required to shew that the ]ocus of p is a st. line.
From A and B draw Aa, _ perp. to the plane XY.

Now since Aa, Pp, Bb are all peso. to the p]_e XY,
.-_they are par _. xz. 6.

And since these par_ all intersect AS,
:. they are co-planar, xl. 7.

.-. the point p is in the common section of the planes Ab, XY ;
that is, _ is in the s_ line o.b.

But 1_is any point in the projection of AS,
.: the projectionofAB k the _ _ne _. e._
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THEOI_M 2. Draw a perlaendicu_ar to each of two straight lines
which are not in the same plane. Prove that this _er_endicular i_ the
shortest distance between the two lines.

D

C P K F/
Let AB and CD be the two straight lines, not in the asme plane.

(i) It is required to draw a st. line perp. to each of them.
Through E, any point in AS, draw EF par I to CD.
Let XY be the plane which passes through AS, EF.

From B, any point in CD, draw HK perp. to the plane XY. XL I1.
And through K, draw KQ par t to EF, cutting AB at Q.

Then KQ is also par t to CD ; xL 9.
and CD, HK, KQ are in one plane, xL 7.

:From Q, draw QP par t to HK to meet CD at ?.
Then shall PQ be perp. to both AS and CD.

For, since HKis perp. to the plane XY_ and PQ is pa_ to HK,
Go, St.

.'. PQ is perp. to the plane XY ; xI. 8.
.'. PQ is perp. to AB, which meets it in that plane. Deft 1.

For a similar reason PQ is perp. to QK,
.'. PQ is also perp. to CD, which is parI to QK.

(fi) It is required to shew that PQ is the least of all st. lines
drawn from AB to CD.

Take HE, any other st. line drawn from AB to CD.

Then HE, being oblique to the plane XY is 8reater than the
perp. HK. 1o.403, Ex. L

.-. HE is also greater than PQ. Cz.v.
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DzrIsn, zos. A parsUdepiped is a solid figure bounded by three
pa_rs of parallel faces.

Tn-_omrat B. (i) _'he faces of a paraUelepiped are _arallelograms,
of wh@h those which are ololaosite are identically equal.

Oi) The four diagonal8 of a parallele1_ped are concurrent and
bisect one anoOser.

A B

Let ABA'B' be a par_, of which ABCD, C'D'A'B' are opposite
faces.

(i) Then all the faces shall be par_', and the opposite faces
shall be identically equal.

For since the planes DA', AD' are par t, Def.
and the plane DB meets them,

.'. the common sections AS and DO are par I. xr. 16.
Similarly AD and SO are par t.
.'. the fig. ABCD is a par m,

andAB=DC; also AD=BC. L 34.

SimLlarly each of the fae_ of the par_ is aparm ;
so that the edgesAB, O'D', B'A', DO are equal and l_,rl:

_o also are the edges AD, C'B', D'A', BC ; and _ AC', BD',
CA', DBp.

Then in the opp. faces ABCD, C'D'A'B',
we h_ve AB = C'D' and BC = D'A' ; Pre_e&

and since AB, BC are respectively pad to CtD ', D'A',
.'. the z ABC=the Z C'D'A'; xx. 10.

." the parm ABCD=tho _ C'D'A'B' identical]y. P. 64, Ez. 11.

(il) The diagonals AA', BBw,OC', DD' shall be eo_reu_ and
b_ oneaeother.

Join AC and A'C'.
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Then sinceAC' isequaland paz_to A'C,
.'. the fig. ACA'C' is a parm;

.'.itsdiagonalsAA'_CC' bisectone another.
That is, AA' passes through O, the middle point of CC'.

S'nnilarly ff BC' and B'C were joined, the fig. BCB'C' would be a
par m ;

.'. the diagonals BB', CO' bisect one another.
That is, BB' also passes through O the middle point of CO'.

Similarly it may be shewn that DD' passes through, and is
bisected at, O. Q.zJ).

T_o]cEM 4. The straight Zincs which _oin the vertices of a t_tra.
hedr_ to the centreids of the OF_OSltef_ces are co_current.

A

C X D

Let A BC D be a t_,ea,_hedren, and let g_, g_, gs, g4 be the eent_okll
of the faces opposite respectively to A, B, C, D.

Then shall Agz, Sg2, Cg_, Dg4 be ooncurrent.
Take X the middle point of the edge CD ;

then gl and g_ must lie respectively in BX and AX,
so that BX=3. Xgz, P. 105, _,x. 4.
and AX=8. Xg_;

•"-gzg= is par' to AB.
And Agz,Bgs must intersectone another,sincetheyaxe both in

the plane of the z_AXB :
let them interseet at the point G.

Then by s_ailar A% AG : Ggz=AB : gjgt
=AX :^g_
=3:1.

.'. 8g 2 euts Ag1 at a polnt G who_ dl_tsnee from _ =_. _.
Similar/y it may be ahewn that Ogs and Dg 4 cut Ag z at the s_me

po_mt;
.-. these lines are concurrent, q..¢._
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Tnxo_ 5. (i) Ifa pyramid is cut by _lanes drawn _arallel to
its base, the seetion_ are similar to the base.

(ii) The areas of such sections are in the duplicate ratio of their
p_endi_ular distances from the vertex.

S

D e_ C
A B

Let SABCD be a pyramid, and abed the section formed by a
plane drawn par 1to the base ABCD.

(i) Then the figs. ABCD, abed shall be slmilar.
Because the planes abcd, ABCD are par_,

and the plane ABba meets them,
.'. the common sections ab, AB are par I.

Similarly be is parI to BC; cd to CD; and da to DA.
And since ab, be are respectively pad to AB, BC,

.'. the Z abe=the Z ABC. XI. 10.

Similarly the remaining angles of the fig. abed are equal to the
corresponding angles of the fig. ABCD.

And since the A= Sab, SAB are similar,
.'. ab : AB=Sb : SB

=be : BC, for the A' Sbc, BCe are similar.
Or, ab : be=AB : BC.
In]ike manner, be : cd=BC : CD.

And soon.

.'.the figs.abcd,ABCD are equiangular,and have theirsides
s_mt theequalanglesproportional.

.'. they are similar.

(il) From S dr_w SzX perp. to the planes abed, ABCD and
meetingthem at x and X.

Then shall fig. abed : fig. ABCD=Sx 2 : SX 2.
Join ax, AX.

Then it ig eletr that the ,_" Sac, SAX are a|mgtr.
And the fig. abed : fig. ABCD=ab _ : AB 2 _ vz. _0.

=aS* : AS*,
=_= : 8X 2. q._Lo.
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_)EFINITION,

A polyhedron is regular when its faces are similar and equal
regular polygons.

T_omIM 6. There cannot be more than five reguT_ peZyhed¢_.

This is proved by examining the number of ways in which it is
possible to form a solid angle out of the plane angles of various
regular polygons; bearing in mind that three plane angles at ieast
are required to form s solid angle, and the sum the plane angles
forming a solid angle is Zeas t_n four _'ipht anpb_s, xz. _1.

Suppose the faces of the regular polyhedron to be eq_il_t_aZ
_a_$1es.

Then sines each angle of an equilateral triangle is t of _ right
angle, it follows that _ solid angle may be formed (i) by three, (ii) by
four, or (iii) by five such faces; for the sums of the plane angles
would be respectively (1) two right angles, (ii) _ ef a right angle,
(_) ._ ofa right_ngle;
that is, in all three eases the sum of the plane angles would be less
than four right angles.

But it is impossible to form a solid angle of si_ or more equilateral
triangles, for then the sum of the plane singles would be equal to, or
greater than four right angles.

.&gain, suppose that the faces of the Polyhedron are squares.

(iv) Then it is clear that a solid angle could be formed of three,
bu_ not more than three, of such faces.

Y_asfly, suppose the faces are regu_r pent, goes.

(v) Then, since each angle of a regular pentagon is _ of a right
angle, it follows that a solid angle m_y be formed of three such faces;
but the sum of more than three angles of a regular pentagon is greater
than four right angles.

Farther, since each angle of a regular l_zagon is equal to _ of a
right angle, it follows that no solid angle could be formed of such
faces; for the sum of three angles of a hexngon is equal to four right
angles.

Sirni1_dy,no solidanglecan be formedof theanglesof8 polygon
of more sides than six.

Thus therecan beno more than_ve regularpolyhedm.
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NOTE ON THE REGULAR POLYHEDR_

(1) The polyhedron of which each solid angle is formed by
three e_u_lat_ral triangles is called a regular tetrahedro_

It hu four faoes,
four vertices,
zi:c edges.

(il) The polyhedron of which each solid angle is formed by
four e_uilateral triangles is called a regular ootahedron.

It has eight faces, siz vertices, twelve edges.

(_) The polyhedron of which each solid angle is formed hy
fi_ e_t_a'_ tr/a_/es is called a regular toomtlmdron.

It haa _ faces, t_e _tloes, thirty e_es.
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(iv) The regular polyhedron of which each solid angle is formect
by three s_luares is called a eulm.

It has six faces,
eight vertices,
twelve edges.

(v) The polyhedron of which each solid angle _s formed by
three regularpentagens is called a regular dodecahedron.

It has twelve faces, twenty vertices, thirty edges.

L_ 28 \
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Tm_om_M 7. If F denote t_ n_er of faces, E of edges, and V of
vertices in any l_olyhedron, then will

E+2=F+V.

Suppose the polyhedron to be formed by fitting together the faces
_n succession: suppose also that _ denotes the number of edges, and
Yr of vertices, when r faces have been placed in position, and that the
polyhedron has n faces when complete.

Now when one face is taken there are as many vertices as edges,
that is E_=v_.

The eeeond face on being adjusted has two vertices and one edge in
common with the first; therefore by adding the second face we
increase the number of edges by one more than the number of
vertices; .'. _ - V_= 1.

Again, the third face on adjustment Jaas three vertices and two
edges in common with the former two faces; therefore on adding the
third face we once more increase the number of edges by one more
thau the number of vertices;

.'. E_-v_=2.
Similarly, when all the f_ces but one have been placed in position,

Ea_ 1- Vn_I = n - 2,

But in fitting on the last face we add no new edges nor vertices;
.'. E=E._I, V:V__l, and F=n.

So that E- V=F-2,
or, E+2=F+V.

This is known as Eu_r's Theorem.

_ISCELLANEOUS EXAMPLES ON SOLID GEOMETRY.

I. The projections of parallel straight lines on any plane are
parallel.

2. If ab and ed are the projections of two parallel straight lines
AS, CD on any plane, show that AS : CD=ab : ed.

B. Draw two parallel planes one through each of two straight
lines whieh do not intersect and are not parallel

4. If two straight lines do not intersee_ and are not parsllel, on
what planes will their projections be _d?

5. Find the :locus of the middle point of a straight line of constant
length whose extremities lie one on each of two non-inter_ting straight
Jiaea, having directions at right anglea to one mother.
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6. Three points A, B, C are taken one on each of the conter-
lninous edges of a cube: prove that the angles of the trlaugle ABO
are all acute.

7. If a paralleleplped is cut by a plane which intersects two pairs
of opposite faces, the common sections form a parallelogram.

8. The square on the diagonal of a rectangular paraltelepiped is
equal to the sum of the squares on the three edges conterminous with
the diagonal.

9. The square on the diagonal of a cube is three times the square
on one of its edges.

10. The sum of the squares on the four diagonals of a paratlele-
piped is equal to the sum of the squares on the twelve edges.

11. If a perpendicular is drawn from a vertex of a regular tetra-
hedron on its triangular base, shew that the foot of the perpendicular
will divide each median of the base in the ratio 2 : 1.

12. Prove that the perpendicular from the vertex of _ regular
tetrahedron upon the opposite face is three times that dropped from
its foot upon any of the other faces.

13. If AP is the perpendicular drawn from the vertexof a regular
_etrahedron upon the opposite face, shew that

3AP_=2a 2,
where a is the length of an edge of the tetrahedron.

14. The straight lines which join the middle points of opposite
edges of a tetrahedron arc concurrent.

15. If a tetrshedren is cut by any plane parallel to two opposite :r"
edges, the section will be a parallelogram.

16. Prove that the shortest distance between two opposite edges
of a regular tetrahedron is one half of the diagonal of the square on
an ed_.

17. In s tetrahedron if two pairs of opposite edges are at right
augles, then the third pair will alec be at right angles.

18. In a tetrahedron whose opposite edges are at right angles in .
10airs, the four perpendiculars drawn from the veTtlces to the =oppo_te :'/
faces and the three shortest distances between opposite edges are
concurrent. /_

19. In s tetrahedron whose opposite edges are st right svgte_ :
the sum of the squares on es_ pair of oppodte edg_ is the smm_ _

20. The sum of the squares on the edges of auy _d_n is *;"
_our_ thesum of the_lua_ on the_m_ht l_ w_eh join_ . _
middlepointsof oppositeed$eL
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aes _e opposite edge into segments which are pruportional to the
areas of the faces meeting at that edge.

22. If the angIee at one vertex of a _etrahedron are all right
angles, and the opposite face is equilateral, shew that the sum of the
.t_erPendieulars dropped from any point in this face upon the otherthree faces is constant.

2B. Shew that the polygons formed by cutting a prism by parallel
planes are equal.

24. Three straight lines in space OA, OS, OC, are mutually at
right angles, and their lengths are _, b, c : express the area of the
l_iangle ABC in its simplest form.

25. Find the diagonal of a regular octahedron in terms of one of
its eds_es.

26. Shew how to cut a cube by a plane so that the lines of section
may form a regular hexagon.

27. Shew that every section of sphere by a plane is a circle.

28. Find in terms of file length of an edge the radius of a sphere
inscribed in a regular tetrahedron.

29. Find the locus of points in a given plane at which a straight
llne of fixed length and position subtends a right angle.

80. A fixed point O is joined to any point P in a given plane
which does nob contain O; on OP a point Q is taken such that the
_angle OP, OQ is constant: shew that Q lies on a fixed sphere.
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